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FOREWORD
since its estabrishment in 1976, Acharya Nagarjuna university has been forging aheao

in the path of progress and dynamism, offering a variety of courses and research contributrons.
I am extremery happy that by gaining a B++ (g0-g5) grade from the NAA. in the year 2003,
the University has achieved recognition as one of the front rank universities in the state. At
present Acharya Nagarjuna University is offering educationar opportunities at the uG, pG
levels apart from research degrees to students from over 2g5 affiriated cofleges spread over
the three districts of Guntur, Krishna and prakasam.

The University has arso started the centre for Distance Education with the aim ro
bring higher education within reach of all. The centre will be a great help to those who cannot
join in colleges, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regurar students, and even
housewives desirous of pursuing higher studies. With the goar of bringing education to the
doorstep of a, such peopre, Acharya Nagarjuna University has started offering B.A., and
B.com courses at the Degree rever and M.A., M.com., M.sc., M.B.A. and L.L.M. courses at
the PG level from the academic year 2003_2004 onwards.

To faciritate easier understanding by students studying through the distance mode,
these self-instruction materiars have been prepared by eminent and experienced teachers.
The ressons have been drafted with great care and expertise in the stipurated time by these
teachers. constructive ideas and schorarry suggestions are wercome from students and
teachers involved respectivery. such ideas wiI be incorporated for the greater efficacy of this
distance mode of education. For crariflcation of doubts and feedback, weekry crasses and
contact classes will be arranged at the UG and pG levet respeclively.

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the Centre for Distance
Education shourd improve their quarification, have better emproyment opportunities and in
turn facilitate the country's progress. rt is my fond desire that in the years to come, the @ntre
for Distance Education wi' go from strength to shength in the form of new courses and by
catering to larger number of people. My congratulations to a[ the Directors, Academic co-
ordinators, Editors and Lesson - writers of the centre who have herped in these endeavours.

Prof. Y. R. Haragopal Reddy
Vice-Chancellor.

Acharya Nagarjuna University
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Semiconductor Physics - Classification of matter on the basis of i) resistivity ii) energy

band theory of crystals, Formation of conduction band, Forbidden energy gap Valence

band - Conductors, semiconductors and insulators'

Semiconductor crystal - Schenratic diagrams - electrons and holes. Properties of holes,

doped semiconductors- p-typc and n-type, Fermi energy level representation' Position of

Fermi energy level in intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors. (Qualitative graphical

treatment )

Conduction in semiconductors - Drift and diffusion currents, Carrier lifetime,

Dependence of mobility on doping and temperature, Derivation of equation of continuity.

Diodes-PNjunction,Depletionregionandjunctioncapacitance.Actionofforwardbias

andreversebias'Diodeequation(derivationnotnecessary)anditsinterpretation.V.I

characteristics, Explanation of diode as a non-linear element. Reverse saturation current

of a diode as a function of temperature.

Typesofdiodes-TlpesofPNjunctions,theirconstruction'workingandapplicationsi';

Junction diode ii) Zener diode iii) Varicap iv) Tunnel diode. v) Metal-semi-conductor

diode for high frequency detection'
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Practicals- Paper II

l. Volt-Ampere characteristics of a junction diode - To find the cutin voltage.

2. Tnner diode characteristics- To srudy the action of Zener diode as a voltage

regulator.

3. clipping and clamping circuits- observation of output waveform for sinusoidal

input.

4. BJT input and output characteristics - Determination of h-parameters.

5. FET-Transfer and Drain characteristics.

6. (a) UJT Volt-Ampere characteristics- Determination of its parameters.

6. O) As an oscillator for generating two frequencies.

7. a) Single stage RC-couple amplifier-frequency response. b) Effect of negative

feedback in the above circuit and comparison of two circuits with respect to gain

and bandwidth.

8. LDRcharacteristics.

9. Phase shift oscillator- Design and construction-determination of frequency.

I 0. Design and Construction of Colpitts/tlartley oscillator.

I l. Astable Multivibrator-- Design and determination of frequency.

12. Determination of energy eap of a junction diode using reverse saturation cunent.

13. Voltage doubler using diodes.

14. Simulation expelm€nts.
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B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
(Examination at the end of Second Year)

Electronics Model Question PaPer

Paper II - ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

Part-II-Electronics

Time: Three hours Maximum marks: 100

' PART -A-(4 x 14 = 56 marks)

Answer ALL questions.

1. (a) Classify the matter on the basis of

(D RsistivitY

(ii) Energy band theory of crystals as conductors,

semtconductors and insulators.

Or
(b) (i) Explain the construction and working ofa Tunnel diode and

(ii) Sketch the V-I characteristics and explain the negative resistance

portion.

2. (a) Describe BJT and explain the working of NPN and PNP transistors'

Or

@) Explain in detail classification of amplifiers. Derive the voltage gain, current

gain, input and output resistances in amplifiers.

3.(a)DrawthecircuitofDarlingtonpairandexplainitsoperation,andwriteits

merits and disadvantages.

Or
(b) Sketch the circuit diagram ofa colpitt's oscillator. Derive the condition for

sustained oscillations and formula for frequency of oscillations'



4. (a) Explain construction, operation and V-I characteristics ofUJT.

Or

O) E;plain construction, two-transistor representation and Vl characteristics of

SCR.

PARTB-(4x5=20marks)

Answer any f,'OUR questions.

5. Explain how an N-type semiconductor is formed and also why a pentavalent

irpurity is known as Donor type impurity?

6. What is diode equation? Explain its forward bias and reverse bias conditions.

7. What are advantages, disadvantages and also applications of ptoto conductive

cells?

8. Explain DC load line.

9. Explain the frrnction of Astable multivibrator.

10. Whdt are the advantages ofFET over BJT?

I 1. Explain cut-off region, saturation region and active region in CB configuration.

PARTC-(4x6=24marks)

Answer anv FOUR ouestions.

12. A Silicon diode has a saturation ctrnent of 0.1 pA at 200C. Find its burrent when

it is forward biased by 0.55V. Find the current in the same diode when the

temperature rises at 1000C.

13. A certain transistor has a6r = 0.98 and a collector leakage current Ico of llrA.

Calculate the collector and base currents when emitGr current IE =l nL{.

14, In an Astable multivibrator, the value of Rr = Rz = 15 KO and Cl = Cz - 0.005

pF. Calculate the frequency ofoscillation.



15. Following readings were obtained experime,ntally for a FET. Detemrine the

parameters of FET.

Vcs OV 0v 0.3v

Vs,s 5V l0v l0v
Ip 8mA 8.2 mA 7.6 mA
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LESSON-IUNIT-I

.SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
O,BJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

This lesson explains the classification of matter on the basis of
' resistivity and on the basis of enerry band theory of crystals. lt also gives an idea

about the formation of various bands in conductors, semiconductors and insulators. It
also discusses about holes and their properties; Fermi energy level representation in

intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors; drift and diffusion cunents, mobility,

derivation of equation of continuity.

STRUCTURE OFTHE LESSON
I.l Introduction

I .2 Classification of matter on the basis of resistivity

1.3 Energy-band theory of crystals

1.4 Classification of matter on the basis ofenergy-band theory of crystals

1.5 Concept of hole

1.5.1 Properties of holes

1.5.2 Mechanism of hole contribution to the electrical conduction

1.6 Types of semiconductors

| .6.1 Intrinsic sem iconductors

1.6.2 Extrinsic semiconductor

1.7 Fermi level and its representation

1.7. I Fermi level in intrinsic semiconductors

1.7.2 Fermi level in extrinsic semiconduclors

1.8 Conduction in semiconductors

| .8. I Mobility and conductivity

1.8.2 Dependence of mobility on doping concenfiation and temparature

1.8.3 Diffusion current

| .8.4 Carrier lifetime

1.8.5 Equation of continuity

1.9 Summary

I.l0 Key terminologr

l. | | Self assessment questions

| . l2 References
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1.I INTRODUCTION

Electronics has several applications in all walks of present day life.

The main material used in present day electronic devices is the semiconductor. The

field of electronics commenced with the development of vacuum tubes in 1906.

However. the tubes are obsolete because of some drawbacks and the real development

started with semiconductors. Semiconductor solidstate devices like transistors

replaced vacuum tubes. Transistors, diodes became popular. They are smaller and

more efficient. The semiconductor diodes are used as switches and the transistors are

'used as switches, amplifiers, and oscillators. With the development of Small Scale

lntegration (SSI), Large Scale Integration (LSI) and Very Large Scale lntegration

(VLSI) techniques and Nano-technology, both analog and digital integfated circuits

are in wide use in communications, control' computer. radar and automobile

applications. The devices like UJT, SCR, and MOSFET are made with semiconductor

materials. So. to understand the operation of these devices, it is necessary to study the

semiconductor materials in detail'

IMPORTANTTERMS

ENERGY BAND: The range ofenergies possessed by electrons. It is a large number of

discrete by closely spaced energy levels.

VALENCE BAND: The range of energies possessed by the valence electrons is called

. Valence Band.

coNDUcTroNslNo:Theuppermostvacantband(nexttothevalenceband)iscalled

Conduction Band.

ELECTR0N vol.T: lt is the amount ofenergy that would be imparted to an electron on

being accelerated through a potential difference of I V'

leV: Charge of electron x potential difference

= l.6xl0-teC x IV= I'6 x lo-eJ

FORBIDDEN ENERGY GAP (EC) OT ENERGY BAND GAP

It is the difference in energy between the lower edge ofthe conduction

band Ec and upper edge of the valence band Ev on an energy level diagram' [t is

shown in Fig. I .l . It is measured in electron volt eV'
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Conduction band

Valance band

+
Ec

Y

Fig 1.1 Band diagram

SPECIFIC RESISTANCE OR RESISTIVITY

The resistanoe offered by a conductor to the flow of direct current

(DC) is Resistance. The resistance of a conductor depends on: (i) length of the

conductor (ii) cross section area A ofthe conductor; and (iii) material ofthe conductor

'o"

R=+
Here, p is a constant of the material at an) particular

lemperature. lt is known as Specific Resistance or Resistivity. Hence, if I = l: A = l;
then R = specific resistance.

Specific resistance is defined as the resistance off€red by the opposite faces of a

centimeter cube ofthe specimen ofthe material.

R'' P=+ ohm.cm2 / cm = ohm.cnr
I

1.2 CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER ON TIIE BASIS OF RESISTIVITY

Matter can be classified on the basis of resistivity into conductors,

semiconductors and insulators. Conductors are the materials, which pospess resistivity

ofthe order l0-8 C2m. When we increase the temperature ofa metal conductor such as

copper, its resistivity increases. Hence conductors possess positive temperature

coefficient of resistance. The resistivity of silver is I .6x | 0-8 f)m, that of copper is 1.7

x l0-8 Om and that of aluminum is 2.6x 10-8 f)m.

There is another group of materials such as Germanium and silicon.

These are neither good conductors nor good insulators. At room tempemture, thes€

materials have resistivities greater than that of conductors and less than that of

insulators. Resistivities of pure Ge and Si are 6.5xlOrand 2x 103 Clm. When we rair

E
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the temperafi[€ of a semiconductor, its resistivity decreases. Hence semiconductors

possess negative temperatute co€mcient of rcdistance.

The .third group of materials called the lnsulators possess highest

resistivity among the three materials. Gtass possess l.7x 104 Om. hard rubber possess

| .0r 1016 om.

13 EI\ERGVBAND TIIEORY OF CRYSTALS

X-rays studies reveal that most mgtals and serniconductors ar€

crystalline in structure. A crystal consists of a spac€ array of atoms or moleculgs built

up in rcgular repetition in three dimensions of some fundamental structural urlit. Ihe

elecfionic energy lovels discussed for a single frec &m (as in gas) do not opply to the

same atom in a crystal.

6N rbtrs
2N el€ctrons

6N states
2N p elcctrons

6N states
2N s electsq|E

2N statgs
2N el€ctrqls

4N strt€s
4N elect9ds

4N statcs
0 cl€cuql.
Conduction baod

Energy

Eap

Valsnca bqn4

f
Ir|ne. sholl .ionic Encqy
levels uroffocted by
dysql ftrltr4ion

Inter atomig spacing d lnter atomic spacing d

trlr.l.2r Fis.l2b

Fig.l2 Splitting ofenergr levels lnto energy bands when

Atons ar€ hrought togethelto fomr qrystal

When atoms fqqryr crysals, it is found that tlre cnerg;r levels of tho inncr-shcll

elecfons ale nq6,. affected appreciably by the prcscnce of thc neighboring rloms'

However, thc levels of the outer-shell €lectrons are changed considerably sincc these

Crystll lauice
lFcing



electrons are shared by more than one atom in the crystal. The new energy revels of
the outer electrons can be determined by quantum mechanics. lt is found that coupling
between outer shell electrons ofthe atoms resurts in a band of crosery spaced energy

states, instead of the widely separated energy levels of the isolated atom. This is
shown in Figl.2.

Consider a crystal consisting ofN atoms ofone ofthe lV group elcrnents (say

carbon with atomic number 6, its configuration is ls22sr2pr). rmagine that spacing

between the atoms can be varied; If the atoms are so far apart and the interaction

between tnem is negligibre, then their energy revers wi coincide with those of the
isolated atom. The outer two sub-shells contain two s-electrons and two p-electrons.

tgnoring the inner shell levelg there arc 2N electrons completely filling the 2N
possible sJevels, all at the same energy. The p-atomic sub shell has six possible

states. The 2N electrons fill only one third ofthe 6N possible p_states.

If we now decrcase the inter atomic spacing of our imaginary crystal
(from right to left in Fig.'r.2), an atom will exert an electric force on its neighbors.

Because of coupling between atoms, the atomic wave tunctions overlao and the

crystal becomes an electronic system, which must obey pauli's exclusion principle.

Hence 2N s-states must spread out in energy. The separation between revers is sma[.
Since N is approximately | 023 cm-3, the total spread between the ntinimum and

maximum energy may be several ev- This large number ofdiscrete but crosery spaced

energy levels is called an Energy Band as shown in Fig.l.2. The 2N states in this band

are completely filled with 2N electros. Similarly, the upper showed region in Figl.2 is
a band of6N states whioh has only 2N of its levels occupied by electrons.

There is an energy gap (forbidden band) between the two bands discussed

above and that this gap decreases as atomic spacing decreases. For snrall enough

distances (as shown in Fig.l .2b), these bands will overlap. Under these circumstances.

the 6N upper states merge with the 2N lower states, giving a total ofgN levels. halfof
which are occupied by the 2N+2N:4N electrons. At these spacing, each atom has

given up four electrons to the band. These electrons belong to the crystal as a whole.

The band these electrons occupy is called the Valence Band.

lf the spacing between atorns is decr€ased below the distance at

which the bands overlap, the interaction between atoms is large. At the crystal lattice

spacing. (th€ dashed vertical line), the valence band filled with 4N electrons separated

s
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by a forbidden band from an empty band consisting of4N additional states' The upper

vacant band.is called the Corlduction 881d.

T.4CLASSIFICATION OF'MATTER ON TIIE BASIS OF ENERGY BAND

THEORY OF CRYSTALS

On the basis of energy band theory, solids can be classified into thrc€

types ( l) Conductors (2) Semiconductors (3) lnsulalors'

conductoB:lnsomesubstances,thevalencebandandconductionbandoverlapand

there will be no forbidden Sap (Ea: 0eV)' Electrons are free to move leading to

conductionphenomenon.Suchmaterialsareca|ledConductors.Conduclorspossess

positive temperature coefficient of r€sistance' Ex' All metals (silver' gold' aluminum'

etc.). Under the influence ofelectric fiel4 the clecfons may acquire additional energt

and move. These mobile electrons constitute cun€nt'

leV

Fig.1.4 Band diagram of semiconductor

ln a semiconductor, the valence band and conduction band are separated by a small

' :mains full and the conduotion band remairrs empty at '
energy gap. The valence band remarns rull lmq utc r'r'rruuvlrv' '

0K. SemiconductoB possess ncgativo temperatur€ co€fflcient of resistance' As the

lemp€raturpincreases,elecfonsgainenergy,crosstheenergygapandenterinto



1.5.1 PROPERTTES.OF HOLES

(il Hole behaves liki: a positive charge equat in hagnirude to the elecrronic . .

charge.

(iD The movernent ofa hole constitutes a flow ofelectiic current.

(iiD Ju+ like electrons; holes are deflected by electric and magnetic fields.
(iv) The direction ofdeflection ofhole is oppositeto that ofelebtron.

(v) In an intrinsic semiconductor, the number ofholes is equal to number of
electrons.

(vi) Holes are less mobile. Sometimeq they -behave like particles with masi llrger
than electron mass.

(vii)TheyexhibitHalleffectoppositetothatofe'leotrons.

1.5.2 MECHAI\IISM OF HOLE CONTRINUTION TO THE ELECTICAL
. CONDUCTION



Consider that there exilts an incomplete covalent bond in a

semiconductor crystal. lt is equivalent to a hole in valence band' Now. it is

relatively easy for a valsnce clectr(ln in a neighboring atom to leave ils covalent

bond to fill this hole. \\'hen an electron comes out of a bond to fill a hole' it

leaves a hole in its initial posrr;uii. !t (the hole) moves in the direction opposite to

that of the electron. This hole, in its new position. may now be filled by an

electron from another covalent bond. So' we have a nrechanisnr for the

conduction ofelectricity which does not involve free electron ln the I ig l'6(a)' a

circle with a dot in it represents a complete bond and an enrptl'circle designates a

hole. Due to-the movement ofan electron from bond at 6 into the holc at bond 5,

the Fig.l .6(b) results from the two figures, we feel as if the hole in Figl '6(a) has

movedtowardsrightinFig.l.6(b).Thisshowsthatthe|notionoftheholeinone

direction means the transport of negative charge an equal distance in the opposite

direction.Hence,movementofholescontributestotheflor'r'ofelectriccurrent'

l0

COeeOOCCOO (a)

coooeeocco (b)

Fig'l'6 Hole shifting

I.6 TYPES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

There are two types of sem iconductors'

l) lntrinsic (Pure) and

2) Extrinsic (DoPed or ImPure)

I.6.I INTRINSIC SEMI CONDUCTORS

A Semiconductor tn an exlremely pure form is known as lt rinsir 'semicorulut lor'

Ex: pure Germanium (Ge) and Pure Silicon (Si)

CONFIG U RATION

Germanium atomic number: 32

Electronic configuration: I s2 2s22pu 3s' 3pu3d"'4st4p'

At very low temparature (0K)' the Germanium crystal hhaves as an insulalor

since no free carriers of electricity are available' However' at room temparature'
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some of the covalent bonds will be broken because of the therrnal energy

absorbed from the surroundings and conduction is possible. This is shown in
Fig.1.7.

i I l+41.-- -' \,7

i.,' 'oi '...'.@,: -r@i:-t@.

\.i ,.o,' ' '.''.6i);"..6i"r 6.Y'-Y'-Y

'@i: -r
-- -r A.

Fig.l.7a Fig.l.7b

aa
. @,: r@i:-, @. . @,: -;@t: -'@.

- , ar

',., La it
.@i: -r@ 'Qr- rp

'oi

oa

Fig.l.7c Fig | '7d

1.6.2 EXTRINSIC SEMICONDUCTORS (or ) DOPI,D SHMTCONDUCTORS

Whenever impurities (foreign atoms) are introduced into ir pure,si or Ge like
crystals, their conductivity increases. These partially doped senr ioc,nductors are called

Er tr i ns ic Se nt iconduc tors -

PENTAVALENT TRIVALENT
Element Symbol Atomic

number
Element Symbol Atomic

number
Antimony

Arsenic

Phosphorous

Sb

As

P

5t

JJ

t)

Indium

Gallium

Boron

In

Ga

B

49

3l

5



The additkm of controlled amounts of impurities !o a pure ory$81 is

called Dopiqg. The added impurity is called Dopant ot Foreign aton' The*

impuriti€s are added about one part in l0tparts. Impt*ities can be either pentaValent

(donc'r type) or ttivalcnt (Acceptor type).

N-TYPI SEIvrl CoNDUCTOR (ELECTROMC SEMICOIDUCTOR)

When a Small amount of pentavalent impurity shoiryn in Fig'l '8 1Ex: As) is

added to a pure semi conducor, the resulting crystal shown in Fig' | '7c is known aS an

Valence shell

energy levels are

Inner'
shc lls

Fig l.8a

With the addition of pe ntavalgnf impurities; allowable

introduced beldw the conduction band as shown in Fig'l '9'

&.
lir
{)onor
tin;rgy l.vel

Dv-

Fig l.9 Band diagnm of n-type scmiconductor

ln the case of Si, the new discrete allowable energy level is only 0'05 eV below

the conduction brrnd and in tlre case of Ge, it is at 0.0leV. ln an N.rype scmi

conductor, majority carri€rs arc electrons' A small number of holcs are also
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present in the.N.-typ€ sejniconductor, when compared to electrons. S.. the holbs

are caffed Minority carriers. 
,

P-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR

When a small amount of trivalent impurit)-, shown in Fig.l. | 0. is
added to a pure semiconductor, we g€t p-typc somiconductor.

Valct|cc
shell

Fig.r.l0

Fig l.1l Band diagram ofp-type semiconduotor

with the addition of trivarent impuritie$ alowable energy revers are introduced

above the valency band as shown in Fig.l.l r. In case of Siricon, new discrerc.
allowable energr level is only 0.05 eV. In a p-type semiconductor. majority
carriers are holes and minarity caniers are electrsrs,

1.7 FERMI LEVEL AITII' IT'S R-EPRESENTATION

Fermi level is a measure ofprobability ofoccupancy ofallowed
energy states. Fermi enerry (Ep) is the maximum energy that any elsctron may
poss€s at absolute zero. The position of Fermi level depends on temperature and

impurity concentration.

1.7,1 FERMI LEVEL IN INTRINSIC SEMICONDUCTORS

The product of electron and hole conc€ntrations (n, p). tbr a given

material is constant at a given temparature. lf an impurity is added to increase .n'

there will be coresponding decrease in' p' such that product nxp remains constant.

Foi an intrinsic semiconductor n : p = ni, we can write an important rerationship

called "taw of Mass Action ...

(e)

np=n- =AI'eKt



whgre ni is the intrinsic density ofeittrer carrier; T Absolute temperature

A is a constant: E* Enerry barrd gap: K Boltztnan c(nrstant

'Ihe above equation is truQ for a semiconductor regardlcss of thc donor or

acceplor conc€ntrations. Mathematically, we c l p .royE . tlu! foq an infrinsic

semiconductor,

| .(,

0 0.5 l'0
/(E)

Fig;1.I2 Band diagram of intsinsic serniconductor

the Fgrmi level lies exactly in the center of the fonbiddsn energy gap a; stlown in

Fig. t.l2 i.e if the E/ is th€ Fermi lsvel, Ec is the porlduction band ener&v then we can

t,=L+
1.7.2 FERMT LEVEL IN EXTRIII$C SEMICONDUCTORS

( | ) N-tyPe setnicqlductor

1=3

Y--"'/"""
}K

--}.,_--_--'_-_-

V8lEnoe band (Vll)

u.)

,f(E)

ljig.l.l{ l'ctmi lc' cl in
lL l\ oc scnlicond lctof

l--

Ec
?\l

I,rl

0.5
j(E)

Fig.l.l3 ljermi lc'/el in

N- t,\ i )l semiconductor

1.0 0. t.0



When donor impurity aloms are added to the crystal. thc donrrr ltonts heirrg ionized.

the N electrons from N donor atoms will occupy the first N statss near thc bottom of

the conduction band. llence it will be more difficult lbt'the elecl'ons from the

valence band to cross the energy gap by thermal agitation. ( onscquentl.'.,. llle number

ofelectron-hole pairs thermally generated for that temperatttle rvill b,c redtrced. Since

the Fermi level is a measure of the probability of occupancy ol'the allotred energy

states. E/ for N-type semiconductor must move closer lo the conducti(n band as

shown in Fig.l.l3.

(2) P-Type semiconductor

When acceptor impurity atoms are added to thf cr) stal. thel rnodify the

energy level diagram of the semiconductor and making it casy tbr condtrction. The

presence of impurities creates new energy levels which lie in ltc energr band gap

near the top ofthe valence band ofenergies as in Fig.l.l4. 1-hc cnergies tirr the holes

are highest near the valency band.

When an intrinsic senr icondr"rctor is doped u itlr acccptor t)fc ilrlpurit)'

the concentration of holes in the valence band is verl mLrch larger than the

concentration of the electrons in the conduction band and the Fenni level shifts

towards the valence band as shown in Fig.l.13.

I.8 CONDUCTION IN SEMICONDUCTORS

1.8.1 Mobility and conductivity

In a semiconductor. electrons in the condLrction band ancl lroles in the

valence band are the chirrge carriers. Due to thennal agitalion' thc) move r:lndornly in

all directions and hence the net current in any direction is zcro

When an electric tleld is applied across the sellric()ndtlctor- c\cry charge

carrier experiences a tbrce and drifts in the direction of the lil'ce. -lhtrs a charge

carrier acquires an average velocity and is called Drift Velocity. lt gives fise to drift

currcnl.

'fhe average drift velocity per unit electric field is called thc .ly'rrbrllrr'( pL ) ofa

charse carrier.

v

L

v-Drift velocity

E-electric field appear

rvhere



Drift crrmt deuity

Consider a cylindrical

cross s€ction'A'as shown in Fig.l.l5.

semicnnductor root of length 'l' arca of

I

Fig. 1.15

L,et sn el€ctric field E be applied along the length ofthe cylinder. As a result of

this electric field E, the charge caniers acquire a drift velocity 'v'. Then time

taken by the carrier to favcl the length 'l' is

t=!
v

[€t the carricr conccntration i.e no. ofcarrier per unit volunre be n.

Total no. of caniers inside the cylinder of volume (Al) = n. .Al --- ( 1.8.1.2)

.'. Charge inside the cylinder = n".Al.e

. where e - charge ofthe carrier

.'. Cunent folfowing through the semiconductor : 1= n"A'l'e
I

= n"AJ.e

v/v
.'. I = n".A.e.v

.'. Cunent dcnsity i.e cunent per unit area of crossection

I
J=!-=n,p1

A

Thc mobility of the charge canier p is given by

vp=E or v=pE

Hcnce Eq.( 1.8.1.3) beoomes

(r.8.r.3)

.1 = n" .eE



Conductivity of a semiconductor

Ifo is the conductivity (current density p€I unit applied clectric lield) then

Jo=1 or J=o.E
E

Comparing Eq.( 1.8.1.4) & (1.8.1.5), we get

o.E = n"eFE

or o = n,p.E

------(1.8.r.5)

In a semi conductor, two types of charge carriers presenl. Electrons

with mobili.ty 1r" and holes with mobility pn. The particles move in opposite

direction in the presence of electric field E. Hence overall conductivity of the

s€miconductor containing electrons and holes is

( I 8.l .7)

where on.oD are the conductivity of semiconducto'' due to holes and

electrons respectivelY,

'n' is the electron concentration

'P' is the hole concentration.

For a Intrinsic semiconductor

Therefore conductivity of lntrinsic semiconductor

1.E.2 Dependences of'Mobility on Doping concqntraiion and Temperature

Mobility p does not depend upon the doping concentration' It is a

property of semiconductor. But p is influenced by scattering. with increase in

temparature, thermal vibrations of the lattice increase which scatter lhe moving

electrons and holes. Hence, the mobility of an electron or hole decrcases with

increasing temperature.

1.83 Diffusion current

Diffusion is a process whereby the charge carriers move in a

semiconductor independent ofelectric field. Diffusion occurs only when there is non-

uniform carrier density in the material. (i.e if there exists concentration gradient).The

effect ofdiffusion is to bring the carrier density back to unitbrmity in the nraterial. So.

O=6n+Op

o=n.e.P"+p.e.pP



p(o) p(x)
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;tusion is the flow ofcarriers from the regions ofhigh carrier density to the regions

r.f low carrier density.

x=0 x

Fig.1.l6
EXPLANATION

Consider a semiconductor material with non-uniform concentratioll of

particles as shown in Fig.l.l6. The concentration of holes varir:s with distance'.{'

and frence there exist a concentration gnalent ! in the density of carriers. This
ax

means the density of holes on one side of the imaginary sttrfaces is larger than the

density on the other surface. The holes will continue to Inove hack antl lbrth'acr,''ss

the imaginary surf-ace b' ofthermal energy. Hence in a given tinle intcrval' mor.'

holes will across the surfa,c tiom the side of greater concentration. This nct tiansport

of holes across the surface contribute ditTusion cunent in the positive X-direction

.'l'he diffusion of whole current density J is given by

'r ' = -e'D,+'ax
where Jo is in A/m2

Dp is the diffusion coefficient for holes in m2 / sec.

4 is 
"oncentmtion 

gradient.

'l-he negative sign is used as the concentration decreases rvith increase in di;lance'

1.8.4 Carrier Life Time (t)

The average time that an electron spends in the conduction band before

recombining via a trap (recombination center) is known as LiJc Tima repfesented by

t,,. Similarly the avefage lifetime of hole in the valence band is tn. Lifetirne depends

upon

(1) PuritY ofthe material

(2) TemPerature
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(3) Surface conditions

(4) Shape ofthe specimen

Canier life time ranges from nano s€conds to hundreds of micr,,

seconds, The life time indicatc the time required to return to their cquiiibriLrur

conditions (no, po ).

Equilibrium values (no. po)

Both generation and recombination are random processes rvhich are

continuously occurring. When the temperature and external conditions are constant. a

balance is setup between the genemtion and recombination. The resultant hoie and

efectron densities are known as Thermal Equilibrium values.

Generation of an electron - hole pair involves the passage of an electron

from the valance band to the conduction band. Similarly. recombination involves the

movement ofan electron from the conduction band to the valence band.

1.8.s EQUATTON OFCONTTNUTTY

Statement: The differential equation which govems the behaviour ofcharge carriers

in a semiconductor under various disturbing conditions is called the ()ontinuitv

Equation.

Explanation

The continuity equation is also known as the Equation ofConservation or Charge as

it is bas€d on the fact that charge can neither be created nor dcslroyed.

The continuity equation is formed by adding three rates ot'Jelivery or

removal of charge in a given volume of semiconductor and equaling this to the rate of
change of charge density in the material. The continuity equation is extremely

important in the understanding the properties of semiconductor tlevices.

Let length of the element shown in tlre Fig.l.l7 be dx rneters

Volume of the element = dx x area = dx x I = dx ml

Density of holes at any time = p/ m3

Current density entering the element = J

Current density leaving the element = J + dJ

;
Therefore number ofholes removed from the element in evt.rl seconrl =
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Fig.l.l7

Consider

(l) Gcnention rld rmnbinedon

The rarc of change of hole density with time is

dp - p"- p

wherc

p6/t" 1to arc the gen€ration r.ate. recombination rate

rD - mean life time of the holes

pe ' Equilibrium concentration of holes at particular time

p - Concentation of holes at any time'

(2) Drift of chrrge in en electric field

Drift cunent density due to the florry ofcharge is given by

Jp"* = P.e.v

or Jp"t = p.e.v = P.e.6E -- ( l'8'5'2)

where p. - Hole mobilitY .

E - Elecric field.

' e - Charge ofcarrier

dt

(3) Diffusion of chrrge

The diffusion current density given by
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Jot= - e.Do.
dp

dx

Here

Ju. : Diffusion curr€nt density in A/m2 due to holes

D, = Diffusion goefticient for holes m2/sec

.'. Total current demsity due to holcs is

, tr1
t- =lvu,t-o,fr)

sat &*=-il
dte

= -i*({*n-',*l)

=-r,fit dro,fr ---------- ( t.8.5.5)

Taking generation and rpcombination also into'consideration. we can write

*=^*-r,flna.o"E1
Similarly for electrons, we can write,

4-='o-'* o,4@)* r,{!dt t, " &\'-' -d &2

1.9 SUMMARY

Electronics has grown into a vast subject covering various fields. Pres€nt day

electronics is based on semiconductor devices. Sernicondr&tor physics is l branch of

science which mainly deals with semiconductor deVices lke diodes, .tt?nsistom etc.

The solids can be classified according to the resistivity or energy bantl. gap. into

conductors, semiconductors and insulators .Conductors possess almost zero resistivity

.dD
J-=Jo.- +JDi- = p.e.p.E - eDo jf

Nct flow ofcurrent from the elemert = dJ

The rate of increase oftotal number ofholes = T.ddt

(Negative sign is because a net current df is out ofthe volume element)

dp ldJ
or rdt edx.

------ (r.8.5.3)

------ ( r.8.5.4)

------- ( t;8.5.6)

------- (r.8.5.7)
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and no forbidden energy gap. Semiconductors possess partial resistivit\ less than

insulators and possess very large forbidden energy gap (>5eV). A pLrrc tie or Si in

their purest tbrm (99.999999% purity) is called an Intrin';it senriconductor'. But when

group III or group V elements are added to them. their conductivitl increases.

lrnpurity serniconductors may be either P+ype or N-type. As the charge cariers are

generated due to the doped impurities, these impurity selniconductors are also called

Extrinsic Se nt iconduc lors - The P- and N-type semiconductors al€ usefttl to fabricate

scmiconductor devices like diode. transistor, U J T, J FET etc.

ln a conductor the conduction ofcurrent is dLre to electrons only whereas

in a semicondLtctor. the conduction of current is due to two charge carrieLs i.e an

electron and a hole. In a selniconductor. flow ofcurrent ma1'take place duc to

( | ) Generation and recombination

(2) Drili ofcharge carriers in the presence ofelectric field. and

(3) Dilfusion of charge as a result ofconcentration gradient'

'l he behar,tur of charge carriers in a semiconductor under various disturbing

ctrnditions is governed by a differential equation known as the I'tluution ttl ('ontinttit),'.

'fhis eouation is based on the law ofconservation ofcharge'

I.IO KEY TERMINOLOGY

Semiconductor, Fermi level' Energy band gap, Electron volt' Conduction

band .Valency band, Donor and Acceptor impurity levels, penlavalent and trivalent

irnpuriries, Drift, Diffusion, Mobility, carrier life tinre. EclLration of continuity.

Cieneiation and recombination.

SOLVED NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Example (l )

F ind the dcnsity of impurity atoms that must be atlded kr intrinsic

Silicon crystal to convert it into

(l) l0-r Ohnr meter P-type Silicon

(2) l0-r Ohm meter N-tYPe Silicon.

Given fbr Silicon pn = 0.13 m2 / Vs' Fn = 0 05 nrr / Vs

Soluliott:

Q!yg! rrr - l 0-r f) nr.

e: | .(r x

Pn - l0-rO rn.

l0-'" c

rn-/ VS.Fn-0li
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Fp - 0'05 m2l vs

lX9-&d N"=?; Na=?
(l) No. ofacceptor elecrons in P- type Si is

Nu= o - I

e.Fp e.F.Pp

rr"mdffii'
= 1.25 x l02r m'3

(2) No. of do,nor atoms in N-type Si is

Na= o - |

e.p e.p"p"

l.6 x l0 re x 0.l3 x l0-l

= 4.8 x I do m'3.

Exroph (2)

Gcrmanium is doped *ith alrrrrinium so thet &p .concentration of accepq
atoms is 2 x | 02r atomVtn3. Detonninc at room temperatu€ .(i) llole ooncenuation (ii,)

Conduativity (Given 14 = l? m2Ns

Sohlion:

Given np =N!= 2 x | 02r atomVms ; po= 0. I ? m:/Vs

To fkrd: Nu. N6

Doping of Ge with Al will result in a p- type semiconductor in rvhich hole

concentration is roqghly equal to the acceptor atoms concentration i.c

no=Na-2 x l02l atoms/ mt,

Conductivity 6 = ( nepe+n.po).e

Since holes are maitrity carrierq

o = np.Fo.e = {2 x l02r) (0.12) (1.6 x l0-r,,)

= 5440 f,l'rm'I.

Drrlplc(3)
The.r,esistivity of a sample of n-type germanium at 300Kis 0.15 A.m. if mrbilily of
electron is O39 m2lys, calculaG the value ofdonor atoms conoentration.

r,$
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Solution:

Given e - 1.6 x l0.reClp=0.15C)m lpn:0.39rn:.Vs

*o^"
, Density of donor atoms in N-type Ge is

Na= 

-: -
e.p, e.P,p

l.6xl0-'ex0.39x0.15

: 1.07 x l02o m'3.

l.l1 SELF ASSESMENT QUESTIONS

(I) Long answer questions

L Classify the solids on the basis ofenergy band theory of :'olids'

2. Discuss about energy band theory-

3. Classif, the solids on the basis ofresistivity'

4. Derive the continuitY equation

5. Explain P- and N-type semiconductors with energy band diagram'

Give the concePt of hole.

(II) Short answer questions

l. Explain how an N-type semiconductor is tbrmed with the help of

energY band diagram.

2. Discuss briefly about diffusion mechanism'

3. Discuss about mobility and canier life time

4- What is a Fermi level? Indicate its position along with acceptor and

donor impurity levels in N-type and P-type sern iconductors'

5. What is a continuity equation? How it is formed? Give its

significance.

6. Obtain an expression for the conductivity ofa semiconductor'

(III) Numerical Problems

(l) Calculate the conductivity ofan intrinsic Germanium fronr the data'

ni = 2..4xlOle m-3 ; th = 0'39 m2lv's ; p'o = 0'19 m2lv's

Ans:2.22f)-rm-l

(2) Calculate the density ofdonor atoms to be added to an intrinsic semi

conductor to produce n-type semi conductor of conductivity 5



mhoVcm. Given that the rnobility of electrons in n-type semi

conductor is 0.385 m2lVs. Ans:

.I.T2 
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SEIII ICONDUCTOR DEVICES .I

OBIECTTVES OF'I'IIE t" I.\SI I\
This lesson explains the formation ofjunotion diode. capacitance effects

possessed by diodc, diode V-l characteristics, Diode equation and its interpretation.

Discussion of diode as a. non-linear element' reverse' saturatio\urrent and its

variation with temperaturc; faw applications of diode like clipping and cibmping'

STRUCTT]RE OF THE LESSON
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2.2 Diode formation

2.3 Working of a diode

2.4 V-l Characteristics of a diode

2.5 Diode equation and its interpreation

2.6 Reverse saturation current

2.7 Capacitance effects of a P-N junction

2.8 Diode as a circuit element

2.9 Applications of diode

2.9.1 . ClipPing circuits

2.9.2. Clamping circuits

2.10 Avalanche brcakdown mechanism

2.1 I Energ5r band diagram ofajunction diode

2.12 Summary

2.13 Self assessment questions
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2.I INTRODUCTION

If a junction is formed between p-type and n-type semi conductors, this

combination is called a junction diode. lt poss€sses the properties of a rectifier. It is a

two terminal device. The hvo terminals are called anode and cathode .This

terminology is borrowed from vacuum tube diodes. As rectifiers diodes play a very

important role in providing DC power in almost all the electronic equipment. It forms

the basis for a variety of devices like Varactor diode, Schottky diodc. Photo diode;

Transistor, SCR, UJT etc.

Diode can be used as a wave shaping circuit, based on the non linearity of its I-V

characteristic. Understanding the working of diode under forward and reverse bias

conditions make it easier to understand the action of transislor. The depletion region

of an unbiased diode creates a potential barrier inside diode at the junction. This

region exhibits capacitance property; whole value can be changed .electrically by

changing the bias. This property is used in the design of varactor diodes which can be

used like a variable capacitor in tuned circuits for producing oscillations. Special

diode like tunnel diode is used to produce oscillations at micnrwave f'requencies.

2.2, DIODE FORMATION

Two types of clndes were developed in the ear'ly days. These methr,-"

are still being used in pro,lucing diodes as discrete components. These two types are

l) Junction diode and 2) Point contact diode. Point contact diodes cannot handle large

power. Grown junction diodes are suitable for carrying large currents. So. in this

lesson we study the features ofjunction diodes. A pure Silicon or Germanium crystal

is grown first with P-type impurities added to it. After growing a sufficiently thick P-

type serniconductor crystal, the impurity is changed to N-typc and the growth process

is continued to gi'ow N-type semiconductor crystal. After growing N-type

semiconductor crystal, impurity is changed to P-type. Tlrus alternating l) and N layers

are formed in a Siiicon or Germanium crystal. The

crystal is cut in to slices consisting of P-and N-type materials. At the interface of P-

and Ntype materials, a P-N junction is formed as shown in Fig.2.l. Away f'r.om the

junction in P-type material, each acceptor atom is associated with a hole and each

donor atom in the N-region is associated with a free electron. The frce electrons on

the N-side diffuse to the P-side and holes on the P-side dilhrse into N-side. In this

process, very clos€ to thejunction, electrons recombine with lrolcs in P-iegion ieavinq



bare ions. Consequently, mobile charges are neufialized over a small region of width

about lOa cm to 106 cm around the junction. This region is called the ''Depletion

Region", "Space Charge Region "or "Transition Region". In this region' the acceptor

atoms on the left side of the junction become negative ions and the donor atonrs on

the right side ofthejunclion become positive ions. The depletion regiorr is limited to a

small region as an electric potential difference appears across tlre depletion region and

this acts as a barrier. lt prevents all the electrons in N-regiorr lionr crossing over the

junction. Likewise, holes in P-region are prevented from cros'ing the p()tential barrier.

P-type N-tr

Electron

Depletion
Region

Fig.2.l P-N junction formation

The combined crystal acts as if a small equivalent ba$ery rverc placed across the

junction, thereby establishing a small voltage across it (V.,) -fhis potential is called

the Barrier Potential or Contact Potential, or Dilfusion l'orentinl' lf the current

carriers are to pass the barrier' they must be raised in potential to overcome the

barrier.

The barrier potential is given by 
' r,

vo=g"T
q

where K - Boltzmann constant =8'625 x l0'5 eV/K

l' - Absolute temperature ofthejunction'

Na - No. of acceptor impurity atoms per unit volurne'

No - No' of donor impurity atoms per unit volume'

Ni - No' of electrons or holes per unit volumc in an irltrinsic selll iconductor'

- At 250 C' Vo = 0'7v for Si ; 0'3V for Ge'

Acceptor
ion

'--\-'

Junction
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2.2a DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR BARRIER POTENTIAL (Vo)

N-type

Fig.2.1a Fig.2.l b

Consider a semiconductor bar with non-uniform doping. This means that the hole

concentration p is a function of 'x'. Assume that no carriers are injected and there is

no excitation. With no excitation, there can be no steady molctnent of charge. even if
the carriers possess random motion due to thermal agitation. Hence the total current

(ma-r l .'electron or hole current) must be zero.

Since 'p' is a function of x (distance), there can be a non-zero ltole diffusion

current. To notice a zero hole current, there must be hole driti current which is equal

and opposite to the diffusion current. We can conclude that as a result of non-uniform

doping, an electric field E

is generated with in the semi conductor. We can find this field and the corresponding

potential.

Einstein relationship between diffusion D and mobility 'p' is

.tunction

\

D, D"

-=-=yfFr P,
(2.2.t)

where Do, Dn are the diffirsion constants for holes and electrons

th, Irn are the mobilities of hole and electron

KTv, =:::- =,,-.==

Pr'? irz

4 I1,600
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a
dr

Dp = ltp Vr

Total hole sun€nt = 0

)n
Frcn Eq.(2) pFpqE= qDp=d

D,,q_
or e=3. PFo

.. dp

_prrrE -v, @
puo p dx

tf rhpiog co@enfration p(x) ir lrnown, we garr calculate E(x)

WeknowthatE=- ff
ordv=_ ,o*=_Iz$a,p4t

.........(22.11

(2.2.31

.........12.2.41

(2.2.6)

dY--Yt a_ (2.2.s|
p

lntegrating tlris eguation htw€en two distances x1 where concenttation is pr, potantid

is Vr ond x? whcrc concentration is p-., potential is V2 : rve gct

Ll,2|

or .,ftr

'r" t'i,Jn

ldV =-v, 1=-r.rt
ri I'r .

=Yr - V, = -\V,.(ln p,' ln P,)l

=ltt h(!Lor)

l'l

or p, = p" ev! (2.2.7)

This is Bsltzrnsnn relationship of kinetic gas theory. Similarly' for clecid)ns

:1,r

ftr=ttP"
Multiplying Eq.(2.2.7 t and Eq.(2.18)
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\Pt = rzPz

or np is constant.

For intrinsic semiconductor, n = p = n,

"'n 
P 

: tli2

. . This is called Ma.rs I ction Lan).

Consider Fig.2.lb. Thc left half of the bar is P-typc with a concentration NA

(accepXqr impprity atoms) and thp right halfat the bar is n-t1pe with a uniform density

Np. The dashod line is a junction (P-N) separates the t!!o sections with different

conc€trfrations. Bascid on above theory, there is a built-in potcntial bet\!€en these two

scctions (called Contact diferenced of potential (Vo)). wc can rr rite by using

E+(2.2.6), Vo as

Dn.
V6 = !rt= Vr In:-

p,"
----------(2.2. I r )

Becaucc p,- pp= thermal equilibrium concentralion in P-side.

Ef pio= themal equilibrium hole concentration in N-';ide

But po6e N1; p"6 - N12 /Np so that

, N,N,,
Vo=Vr rn--F-

or vo= I '"? -------(2.2.12\

2J WORKING OF DIODT:

The working ol'diode can h,: understood in two configurations.

i) Fonvard bias ii) Reverse bias

iLFOR}VARD I'I,\S

mA ':

!,rfl:. , ,

lr,

D >)n

P

n>> p

N
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When the positive terminal of the battery is connected to P-region and

negative terminal ofthe battery is connecled to N- region. so that the applied potential

difference (Vp) of the battery acts in opposition to the internal barrier potential, the

junction is said to be Forward Biased. This is shown in Fig.2.2. Under the forward

bias condition, the positive terminal of the battery repels the holes in the P- region

towards the junction and negative terminal ofthe battery repels the electrons in the N-

region towards junction.

In this process ifthe applied potential (Vp) is greater than the inlernal potential

banier (Vo), Under the action of forward potential difference Vp. the majority carriers

(electrons in N-region, holes in P-region) flow across the junction in opposite

direction and result in a relatively large forward current lF (of the order of mA).

Hence in forward bias, the extemal battery voltage lowers the junction barrier and

also reduces the depletion region width.

ii) REVERSE BIAS

When the positive terminal of the battery is connected to n-region and

negative terminal ofthe battery to the p-region so that the applied potential difference

(Vn ) acts in the same direction as that ofthe internal potential barrier, the junction is

said to be Revers e Biased, This is shown inFig2.3, Under the reverse bias condition,

majority carriers (electrons in N- region and holes in P-region) are attracted away

from the junction. This action effectively increases the no. of negative and positive

ions in the depletion region respectively.

I l*
Y

Fig.2.3 Reverse biased P-N junction

Hence the depletion region becomes wider and the intelnal potential barrier is

increased with the electrons and holes repelled away from the junction, there will be

no flow of electrons or holes through the crystal .But in practice, a very small current

n>> p

N

P >>n

P
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IR (of the order of few ri.ro Affi hr. ..,,,.nil
due to minority carriers in both regions. This is small because rhe number of minority

carriers is small. It will be in pA or nA. This reverse curr.ent caussd by minority

carriers is called saturation cufient (Is or 16). Hence in rcverse bias. the external

battery voltage VR raises the junction barrier. It results in increase ol'the width ofthe
junction barrier and increases the width ofthe depletion regiorr.

2.4. I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIODE

Fig 2.4 shows the I-V characteristics ofa iunction diode.

Forrvard Characteristics

When the diode is forward biased and the applietl voltage \,1, is increased

from zero. no current flows through the diode in the beginning. lt is so because the

extemal voltage is being opposed by the intemal barrier potcntial (Vo = 0.7V tbr Si,

0.3V for Ge). As soon as internal barrier potential is overcome, currcnt through the

diode increases rapidly with increasing applied voltage.

Reverse Characteristics

When the diode is reverse biased majority carrier; are blockerJ and only a

smallcurrent (due to minority carriers) flows through t1,.,: rliode. As the reverse

voltage Vp increased from zero, reverse current very quickly r.eaches its saturation

value (16). lt is ofthe order ofnano Amperes (nA) for Si and nricro Arnperes (pA) for

Ge. When the reverse voltage exceeds a breakdown voltage. the saturation currerrt 16.

suddenly and sharply increases indicating very low resistance at this poilt.

Fig,2.4 lY characteristics ofjunction diode
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2.5. DIODE EQUATION AND ITS INTERPRETATION:

The cunent voltage eguation of a pn-junction diode is represented thcoretically

by the relation

qY

l= Io[e'Kr -ll
Wherc

l0 = reverse saturation current at T K

l= diode cunent in amperes

. V=Applied voltage in volts

4 = constant r7 =l for Ge and ? = 2 for Si

q : charge ofan electron

, K= Boltzmann constant = 8.6x lOj eV/K

This equation is valid for all values of V upto a pertain voltage' lt gives

current for positive values ofV and reverse current for negative nalttes ofV.

For large forward olage,

e4" ->1, hence I can be neglected

Hence Eq.(2.5.1) becomes

...,.........;.(2.5;.1)

forward

qY

I r' = 1o"nn r) i ?\

This equation shows that at constant junction ternperatule. the fiI'ward current

increases temperature. the forward current incrcases exponetrtially with the. forward

voltage. Under reverse bias condition .the applied voltage V is negative. .Hence from

Eq.(2.5.1),

Ilx:16(-7--l)
e6' r

qY

For large reverse voltage, ea'>>l. Hence the first term in the bracket may be

neglected as compared to | . Hence

t

ln = -lo -------------- {l i 1\
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This shows that magnitude of reverse current is Io and is inclcperrclcnt of applied

voltage.

2.6 REVERSE SATURATION CURRENT (IO)

When a diode is reverse biased, a small amount ol'currenr tlows through

the diode. This current is called Reverse sa turarion ctn-re nr. 'lhis current \ due ro th.

flow of minority carriers across the junction. These minorit,r clrricrs arc g,,:rr"r.ri

due to thermal energy. So the current due to minoritl carriers 1,. i. cxtrentell,

temperature dependent. The dependence of I0 on tentperature is given [r1

'l.t

ls: IQ'tia
Where K is constant,

T is absolute temperaturel qV6o is forbidden energ) gap in J,)ules.

ForGe, m =2; n =l; V1;6= 0.785V

For S.i, m=l .5; q :2; Y66: l.2l2Y

V1= KTiq is the volt equivalent of temperature. Florrr erper.iment:rl data,

it is found that the reverse saturation current approxirnateh.tjoLrbles tbr everv

l0'C rise in temperature.

2.7 CAPACITANCE EFFECTS OF PN - JI]NCTION

In many applications of pN-junction, the capacitance is a limiting
factor in the usefulness of the device- These capacitances rnust be considered in

designing PN-junction devices for use with time varying sigrals. Capacitance effects

are exhibited by a PN-junction when it is either forward or reverse biased. In rcverse

bias region, we have the Transition or Depletion Region Cuptrcitance (Cr): while in

the forward bias region, we have Dffision Capacitance (Cs) or ('lnrge Storage

Capacitunce.

i) DIFFUSION or STORAGD CAPACITANCE

This capacitance effect is present when thejunction diode is lbrrvard biased. lt
is called Diffusion capacitance to account for the tinre delar in nroving the charges

across the junction by diffusion process. This capacitance varies clirectly rvith the

magnitude of florward current.

It is given by ^ ds rel
" dY qKT

Where

r - mean life.time of the minority carriers



e - Electronic chrrge.

I - diode current

4 -l for Ge;2 for Si

K - Boltzinann constrnt.

T - Temperature in Kelvin.

Erphnetion : when a forward biased PN- junction is suddenly reverse biased, a

rcverse cun€nt flows which is large initially but gradually decrcases to the level of

saturation cunent lo. This effect can be linked to thc discharging current of8 capacilor

calld Difttsion Capacitatrce (Cp). Since the number of charge caniers left in the

depletion layer is proportional to forward cunen! Co is directly proportional to the

forward current. [Co= 0.02f F].

TRANSITION CAPACITANCE

This capacitance offect is present when the PN- junction is reverse biased' Here the

depletion region acts tike a dielectric material' Since the thickness of the depletion

layer depends on the amount of reverse bias, Cr can be controlled u ith the help of

applied reverse voltage. The dependencq ofCr on voltage is given b1'

Where Vx- knee voltage or barder potential'

Vn - APPlicd rcverse vologe.

K - Constant for a given semiconductor material'

n = lD ot ll3

Cr can also be expressed as Cr= #

where A - Junction cross-section area

W - Total space charge or depletion layer width'

'r=O;W
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increases, the transition capacitanc€ decreases with increases in reverse vortage. This
prcperty ofa PN * junction is used in the construction ofspeciar type ofdiode cafled

a " Varactor diode". Its typical value is 40irF.

2.8 DIODE AS A CIRCUIT ELEMENT

The basic diode circuit consists of the diode in series with a road resistance R1

and an input signal source V;. The circuit is anarysed to find the instanuneous curent
"i" and the insantaneous diode voltage v when the instantaneous input voltage is V,

Applylng KVL to the input side of circuit in Fig.2.5, we get

V;= V+ iRr

Or V=Vi - IRr-

where'R1 Is the magnitude of load resistance.

.... ... . .(2.8. | )

Fig.2.5

NI
o^'t"---W- 3nn*"

Diode Symbol

I

vi /Rl

Fi92.6
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The Eq.(2.8.1) is not sufficient, to the unknowns V and l. How€vcr. r

second relation between these two variables is given by the static characteristic ofthc

diode. The straight line represented by Eq.l is called the Lootl Line. this lodd line

passes through the points ( I:0, v =v,) and ( i= v'lRr. v = 0)' Here v' and v'lRl art

the intercepts. The slope of this line is determined by R1. The point ol inters€ction A

of the load line and the static curve gives the current i^ that will florv under these

conditions. This construction determines the current in the circuit when the

instantaneous input voltage is vi. From the curve shown in Fig2'6, we can conclud€

that the diode is a non-linear circuit element. This is because its l-V characteristic is

not a straight line. Diode behaves in different ways in fonvard arid reverse bias

conditions.

2.9 APPLICATIONS OF DIODE

Diodes can be used to clip and clamp waveforms' Clip rneans to remove or to

elirrinate, and clamp lneans to fix at a fixed voltage lcvel. These circuits are called

Clipping and ClatnPing circuits.

Clipping circuits can be further divided into

i) Positive clipper ii) Negative clipper iii)'Biased clippgr iv) Combinltion clippor

' Clamping circuits can be further divided into

a) Positive clamper b) Negative clamper

WAVE SIIAPING CIRCUITS

The process of deriving a desired waveform from a given wavetbntt is torlned as

Wave ShaPing.

The circuit, which accomplishes the task of wave shaping' is called Wuv-shaping

circuit. Ex: CliPPing circuit.

2.g.|CLIPPINGCIRCUITS(or)AMLITUDESELEC,I.oRS((lr)L|M|TERS

(or) SLICEIIS

A circuit. which removes (or clips) a porlion of thc rnl''licd wave' is

knorvn as Chltping Circzll. Clippers are used in various electlonic :ri ''lcttts Variotls
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Combination clipper.

i) POSITI!'E CLIPPER

A positive clipper removes the positive halfcyiles ofthe input volrage by taking

the advantage ofthe nonlinear v-l characteristic ofsemiconductor diode.

Input

, Fig. 2,7 Positive clipper

Fig.2.7 shows the circuit ofa positive clipper. As shown in figure, the output voltage

has only negative halfcycles i.e positive halfcycles are clipped.

working: During the positive half cycle of the input, the diode is fbrward biased

and hence conducts heavily. So no voltage appears across thc ciiode or load i.e the

output is zero. During the negative halfcycle ofthe input, ditde is rcvcrse biased and

behaves as an open circuit. so the voltage appears across the load. In this condition,

the circuit behaves as a voltage divider with an output ofgiven by

Oulput voltage = R' 
V

R, +R

ii) NEGATIVE CLIPPER

A negative clipper removes the negative half cycles of the input voltage.

Fig.2.8 shows the circuit ofa negative clipper. As shown in risure. the ()utput has only
positive half cycles i.e negative halfcycles have been clipped. Note thc way diode is
connec.ted across the voltage source. During the positive half cycle of the input

voltage, the diode is reverse biased and hence does not conduct. It acts as an open-

circuit, voltage appears across the load during positive halfcycles. given by

4)



Fig. 2.8 Negative CliPPcr

R,
output voltage = K*Rr,,

During the negative half cyole of the input voltage, the diode is forward biased and

hence conducts heavily. Now the diode behaves as a short-circuit' Hence no voltage

appears across the load.

iiil BIASED CLIPPER

It is also a clipper circuit. but an extra voltage source is to be connected in series

with the diode. This clipper is used to remove a small portion of positive or negative

half cycle of the signal.

Working: Fig.2.9 shows the circuit of a biased positive clipper' l-he diode will

conduct heavily as long as the input voltage is greater than the battery voltage V

.When this happens; the diode behaves as a short circuit and the output equals +v'

During the period when the input voltage is less than +V' the diode is reverse biased

and behaves as an open-circuit' Therefore' most of the input voltage appears across

the output. ln this way the biased positive clipper removes the input voltage above

lnput

Fig.2.9 Biased cliPPer
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iv) COMBINATION CLIPPER

It is a combination of biased positive aird negative clipper. With rhis clipper, a
portion of both positive and negative half cycles of input voltagc can he rcmoved as
ihown in Fig.2.l0.

Fig.2.l0 Combination clipper

2.9.2 CLAMPING CIRCUITS

clamping: The process of introducing a d.c level into an a.c signal is known as
Clamping. A circuit that places either the positive or negative peak ol.a signal at a
desired d.c lcvel is known as a Clamping Circuit.In a clanrpirg crrcurr. the shaoe of
original signal will not change.

a) POSITIVE CLAMPER

The positive clamper addg the d.c component and pushes rhc signal upwards so
that negative peak fat on the zero revel. Fig.2.r2 shows the'circuit ofa positive
clamper. It consists ofa diode and a caoacitor.

Fig.2.l2 Positive clamper

Working: During the negative

heavily and behaves as a short

half of the input voltagc. the diode conducts

circuit .At the negative pcak the capacitor is
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charged to V* with the polarities as shown in Fig.2.l2. This caprtcitor acts as a

battery. During the positive halfcycle ofthe signal. the diocle is revcrse biased and

Fig.2.12 Positive clamper

The output voltage = V.+v, where v is the instantaneous e m'f of thc input signal'

This shows that the average value of input wifl be raised frorn 0 to 't Vn'.'

b) NAGATIVE CLAMPER

Fig.2.l3 Negative clamPer

For negative clamper the anode and cathode leads of the diode are to l)e inverted .the

output voltage becomes: output voltage = V-V.. the working is shlne as that of

positive clamPer.

2.IO AVALANCIIE BREAKDOWN MECHANISM

Under reverse bias condition of a PN- junction' the re\ crse current is

due to the movement of minority carriers (electrons from the P-region arrd holes from

the N- region) across the depletion region' As the reverse r'oltage is increased' a

minorityelectronpassingthroughthedepletionregiongainslargekineticerrergyt.rom

theappliedvoltage.WhenthiselectroncollideswithacrySta|atom.anelectronina

covalent bond may acquire sullicient energy to become free frorn thc bond' In this

process, the covalent bond is broken and an electron-hole pair is genelated' Thus one
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By the same proces.s, each of the caniers, in fum, generates a pair of an electron and a

hole' Thus in the process of collision and subsequent breaking up ofcovalent bonds,

the number of fipe electrons and hotes goes on increasing. This cumurativc

phenomenon is called Avalanche Multiplication. consequently a large reverse current

flows through the junction and the diode is said to be in the avalanche breakdown

region.

2.1I. ENERGY -BAIYD DIAGRAM OF A PN. JI]NCTION

Fig.2.l4 gana aiacram of P-N iunction under oDen circuir condirions.

Consider that a PN -junction is formed by placing p-and N.type marerials in intimate

contact on an atomic scale. Under these conditions, the Fenni level must remain

Space



constant throughout the specimen at equilibrium. If this does not happetr, eleclt,rtts on

one side of thc junction would have an average energy higher than tlrose on thc other

side. Also. there would be a transfer of electrons and energy until the I ernii lerels in

the two sides did line uP.

We know that the Fermi level Er is closer to the conduction barrd edge ( Eo'r) in an N-

type rnaterial and closer to the valance band edge (Evp) in the P-tl pe rnaterial. olearly

the conduction band edge Ecp in P-material can not be at the sanle level as E(N and the

energy band edge Eyp in the n-side line up with Evp Hence thc energ) band diagram

for a P-N junction appear as shown in Fig'2.14.In the figure. Eo is the shift in energy

levels. Ee represents the potential energy of the electrons at the.iunction. It is Siven by

Eo = Er a E: . Eo is also known as Contact difference of potetttial .

SUMMARY

Diodes are one ofthe important components used in elcctlonic equipment lts

function is to rectity the incoming a.c signal either partially or fulll. So they can be

used as clippers and clamps, Diode is Called as a non-linear circrit elcmcnt becaLrse its

l-v characteristics are not linear and the relation betrvecn V and I is llso n()l linear.

Diode can be operated in two conditions, in forward and revet'se hias. !n ri'versc bias,

though ahnost it acts as an open circuit but still it allous ccrtain c,,lrrent. to flow

through it. This cunent is called Reversc saturation curr(nl' lt is temperature

depenilcnt.

SOI,\'RD NT]MERICAL PROBLETIS

Erample (l)
Find the static and dynamic resistances of PN- jtrnction (ie diode if tempcrature

is 270C and lo = luA lbr an applierJ forward bias of 0'2V'

Solution.

V
Static resistance Rd"=: = 0.2/lxt0{= 200 KO.

The dynamic resistance Ro" = I is in mA; l-lence l--1000 tn,\
- 

wnen
I

., KT

Since I = l000mA

..n.-=26= 26 
=0.26a"' 1 t000

I .38.r10-2r .r300

| .6110-rn
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Example (2)

A PN-junction silicon diode conducts 240mA current when a lirrrvar.d voltage 0.ttv

is applied. Find (i) Current for forward voltage of 0.7V ( ii) Revcr.sc satrr?tion current

Solution:

Given: V = 0.8V; 4=2 for Si

(D From diode equation,

t=t.l"o'r n -r1
= t.le't 'n -t1

I .38.110-'zr 1300

L6rl0-re

T: 270C = 300 K

=0.026V
,., -KT -

g
r7 -- 2forSi

I = I,,VoE Qtoo26l)

It = I,Vo .7t 
(2'oo26lJ

rt [0.7 - o.8l
-=exu-lI '12x0.026 l
rt =24oxto-3exolo'7 -o'sf -3snA'L 0.052 I

(ii) From diode equation

240x10-3 = I ol?ou 
oosz 

1

r- =?1040,' = soxlo+ A = sonA

3.6 SELF ASSESSMENT QUf,,STTONS

(I) Long answer questions
( I ) Explain how a diode is forwaid biased. Discuss irs acrion il fbrrrartl bias

and reverse bias.

(2) Explain the applications ofdiode in clipping cirouirs.

(3) Explain the applications ofdiode in clamping circLrits.

(4) Explain the energy band diagram ofan intrinsic scnliconductor.

(II) Short answer questions

(l) Write the diode equation and give its inrerpretar i, nr.

(2) What is reverse saturation currcnt? How it varius rvith tentpcraturc?

(3) Discuss action ofclipping circuits.
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(4) Explain the diode action as a circuit element.

(5) Draw the circuit diagram ofa positive clipper circuit.

(6) Draw the circuit diagram ofa negative clipper circuit.

(7') Draw the circuit diagram ofa positive clamping circuit.

(8) Draw the circuit diagram of a negative clamping circuit

(IfI) Numerical problcms

I ) Under large reverse bias voltag€, the cun€nt flowing through a P-N junction

diode at room temperature is 40pA. Calculate the current when 0. I V is

applied. Ans: 18.32 PA
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UNIT I LESSON 3

SEMICONI}U,CTOR DEVICES -I I

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

Details of construction and applications of special purpose diodes like Zener diodC'

Varactor diode, tunnel diode, metal-semi conductor diode arc given. [t also gives you thc bddc

idea of Tunneling mechanism in tunnel diode.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

3.1 Zener diode

.3 .1.1 I-V Characteristics

3.1 2 Zener Breakdown mechanism.

3.l .3 Appl ications

3. l.3a Voltage Regulator'

3.2 Varac*or diode

3.2.1 Working and C-V characteristics

3.2.2 APPIications

3.2.2a Electronic tuning.

3.3 Tunnel diode

3.3.1 Tunneling mechanism.

3.3.2 OPeration

3.3.3 V-I characteristics.

3.3.4 APPlications.

3.3.4 a. Tunnel diode oscillator.

1.4 Metal $emiconductor diode.

3.4.l Operation.

'3.4.2 ApPlications

3.5 SummarY.

3.6 Self assessment questions.

3.7 References
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3.I.ZENERDIODE

Zene,r diode is a heavily doped Silicon or Germanium PN-.iunction diode with a

sharp breakdown voltage. This is operated in the breakdonm region where current is limited by

both external resistance and power dissipation of diode. Zener breakdorvn ()ccurs due to the

breaking of covalent bonds by strong electric field sgtup in the depletion region by the reverse

voltage. Fig.3.l shows symbol and equivalent circuit ofZener diode.

3.I.T I-V CHARACTERISTICS

Fig 3.2 shows the I-V characteristics ofa Zener diode. lJntler lirrwanl bias condition. it

acts like an ordinary junction diode and the characteristics are similar to iunction diode forward

characteristic.

i'ig.3.1 Zener diode

V. (Break down)

+- Vn(V)

lr(mar l

+l
I

T

Cathode

Id
I

Anode

v"

Ir(mA)

+

I

(rrt.\)

l

In

Fig 3.2 Zcncr diode LV charaiteristic
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Under reverse bias condition, as the reverse voltage Vq is increased. the reverse current Ip

remains extremel;, small up to the knee of the curve. At this point, the bleakdown begins the

Zener resistance begins to decrease and the cunent increases rapidly. From the bottom of the

knee, the breakdown voltage V4Br) remains essentially constant. This regulating ability is the key

feature of the Zener diode. There is a maximum current 12 1y,1y1 above which the diode will be

damaged. For ordinary diode, the breakdown due to reverse bias voltage is in'cvelsible .The

diode gets permanently damaged. In the case of Zener diode, the breakdown is reversible i.e.,

even after exceeding the breakdown voltage, the diode will not get damagcd.

3.I.2 ZENER BREAKDOWN MECHANISM

In a PN - junction diode in which P- aml N- re rions are heavii; il1'pcd. thc width of the

depletion region is very small. It is of the order of 5 x 10-8 m. Ihe electric tield at the .junction is

given by

eo:2(vu:v) (3 1.1 )

Vs--------[nternal potential barrior 0.7V for Si : 0.3V lb, ..ie.

V --------A.pplied reverse voltage across the junction and is negatir c

d-------depletion region width = 5 x I 0-8 nr

For Si diode, ifv: -5 V then

or Eo= ll4- 
=2.28x108 

l/
' 5xl0-" m

An electric field of such high magnitude exerts a large fbrce on valance

electrons of Si atoms. Consequently the covalent bonds are brokr:n and a largc rrunrber of

electron - hole pairs is produced. These cariers are then acceleratecl awal fiom thc.lunctir.'r by

the applied voltage. These carriers break more covalent bonds producing rnore rrunrber ofcharge

caniers. .Hence the reverse current increases rapidly. This process b1, rvhich covaient bonds are

broken by strong electric field, is called Ze ner brealalown and the reverse voltage ut which break

down takes place is called Zener breakdown voltage.
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3.I.3 APPLICATIONS OF ZENER DIODE

I . It can be used as a voltage rcgulator

2. It can be used as a fixed reference voltage source.in a network for biasing.

3. it can be used for calibrating voltmeters.

4. It can be used as a peak clipper

5. It can be used for meter protection against damage.

3.1.3a VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Regulation: It is a measure of circuit's ability to maintain a constant output \oltage even when

either the input voltage or load current varies. A Zener diode when uorking in the breakdown

region can serve as a voltage regulator.

ZENER DIODE AS A VOLTAGE REGULATOR

D.C input
Voltage to be

Regulatcd Vi"

Fig 3.3 Zener voltage regulator

In Fig.3.3, Vru is the DC input voltage whose variations are to be regulaled. R is a series limiting

resistor. The Zener diode, with a breakdown voltage V2, is reverse connected across Vrr. When

potential across the circuit is greater than V2, it conducts and draws relatively large cunent

frrough the series resistance R. The load resistance Rs across which voltage (Vor r) is tequired,

i! connected in parallel^with the diodea
Applying Kirchhoffs Voltage Law to the loop ABCDA. we get
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Vlp : IR+ V2 (3.1.2.'t)

Similarly applying Kirchhoff s Current Law to the node'B', we get.

| -- IL+IZ

But Vz = Vou'r

Eq.(3.1.2.1) becomes

(3.1.2.2)

Vrn : IR+ Vour

V6s1 :V1p-IR

Case (l): when V1p is varied and R1 is fixed

(a) When V;1 increases

When Vlp is increased slightly above the breakdown voltage V/. The rotal cunent I will
increase. This increase in I will be absorbed by the zenor diode withoul affecting 11. The

increase in Vw will be dropped across R, thereby keeping Vour constant.

(b) When V1x decreases : (Let V rn be slightly greater than Vz)

If Vr1 < Vz (breakdown voltage) the diode will not be in breakdown region and a part of the

input voltage will appear across the load. So no regulation action will take place. When VrN

is decreased slightly (but still greater than V2), the total current I will decrease. This decrease

in I r,r,ill be compensated by the Zener diode without affecting I1_. The decrease in VrN will

appear as a fall in voltage across R, there by keeping Vsul constant.

Case (2): When V6 is constant, R; is varied

(a) When Rr. increases

When R1 increases, load cunent 11 decreases. Hence I2 increases but IR drop across the load

remains constant. So Vour remains unchanged.

or
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(b) When Rr- decreases

When Rs.is decreased, the load current IL increases and hence Iz decreases. there by keeping

IR drop (voltage drop) across the load constant' In this way, Vour refiains unchanged'

3.2 VARACTOR DIODE

The Varactor is a shortened form of variable reactor, referring to the voltage variable capacitance

of reverse biased PN - junction. It is also called varicap diode, or voltage variable capacitance

diode.

Definition: A Varactor diode is a reverse biased PN - junction diode whose rnode of operation

depends on its junction capacitance Cl.

-lK-
Varactor diode

symbol
-.-+<_

Depletion region

Fig.3.4 Varactor diode

3.2.r WORKING and C-V CHARACTERISTICS

Plate

=Ii-'*
t

C, (PF) |

Vn(V ) >

Fig.3.5 C-V Characteristics

AsVaractordiodeissimilartoanordinarydiode,itsV.Icharacteristicshavenoimportance.

Hence'wediscussitscapacitance-voltagecharacteristictounderstanditsworking.Thiscurve

NP
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[C-V characteristics] can be drawn by taking the reverse voltagss applied to the diode a; .rg X-

axis and the noticed junction capacitance values along Y-axis.

A diode with a reverse bias has an arrangement similar to a capacitor. The P+ype and N+ype

materials semi conduct and forms two parallel plates. The depletion region is an insulator and

forms the dielectric. By adjusting the reverse bias, the width ofthe depletion region (dielectric) is

changed and hence the capacitance ofthe diode changes with a high reverse bias, the capacitance

will be low because the depletion region wideni. With a little reverse bias. the depletibn region is

narrow and this makes the diode capacitance to increase. The jwrction capacitance (C:) varies

with reverse voltage as Ct = Vi' where n varies from l/3 to ll2. Thc variation of iunction

capacitance with applied reverse voltage is shown in Fig.3.5.

3.2.2 APPLICATIONS OF VARACTOR DIODE

i) Automatic frequency control device.

ii) FM modulator.

iii) Adjusting band pass filter.

iv) Parametric amplifier.

v) Mixer

3.2.2 (al ELECTRONIC TUNING
+V6. = 9Y

Cr

-l

Fig.3.6 Varicap tuner



The major application Varactor diode is as trming cirpacitor to adjust the tr-equency of reson:utce

circuits. An example.of this is the circuit shown in Fig 3.6 which is an amplifier with a tuned

circuit load. The amplifier produces an output at the resonance frequency of the tuned circuit'

The Vaactor diode provides the capacitance (C1) ofthe resonance circuit.. and this can be alt€red

by adjusting the diode (reverse) bias voltage (Vp). So the resonance frequenc1" of the circuit can

be varied. Cr is a coupling capacitor with a capacitance much larger than that of the Varactor

diode and Rz limits tlrc Varactor diode forward cunent in the event that it becomes forward

bia"sed.

3.3 TUNNEL DIODE

This diode was developed by Dr. Leo Bsald fui 1958, It is a high conductivity two terminal

p-N junction diode having doping density about 1000 times higher as cotnpared to an ordinary

iunction diode. Th ;e diodes are made from Ge . Ga As, Ga Pb'

Fig3.7 Tunnel diode sYmbols

Cathode
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CONSTRUCTION

It is basically a P-N junction diode in which both P and N regions are heavily doped. i.e

the concentration of impurity atoms is greatly increased (about I part in l0it. Because of this

heavy doping, the width of the depletion layer becomes very small (- | 00A ) ( I 0'8m). t)ue to the

extremely thin depletion iayer, electrons are capable of tunneling through from one side of the

junction to the other at relatively low forward bias voltage, even.less than 0.5V. The symbols are

shown in Fig.3.7.

3.3.I TUNNELING PHENOMENON

In a normally doped P-N junctiorL the depletion layer is relatively wide and a

potential barrier exists across the junction. The charge carriers on either side of the junction

cannot cross over unless they possess sufticient energy to overcome this barrrer. We know that

the width of the depletion region depends directly on the doping density ofthe semiconductor.

Fig.3.8 (a) Equilibrium (zero bias) conduction, no net tunneling

E

Conduction
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If a P-N junction is doped very heavily (1000 times or more) its depletion layer becomes

extremely thin (about 0.00001mm).under such conditions; many carri erc can'punch through' the

junction with speed of light even when they do not possess enough energy to over come the

potential barrier. Hence, large forward current is produced even when the applied voltage is

much less than 0.5V.

p side

Conduction hand

Barrier
thickness

Applied
Reverse
bias

Fig3.S (b) Energy bands in a heavily doped diode with an applied reverse bias

Ev
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The co'duction mechanism in which charge carriers, possessing very:rittre energy, bore through
a barrier directly instead of climbing over it is called TLNNELING.

3.3.2 TUNNEL DIODE OPERATION

In a tunnel diode, Ferni level is constant through out the junction in equiribrium
i.e Ero lies below the valence band edge on the pside and E6, is above the conduction
on the N-side.

Conduction

Er

Applied
forward
bias

Fig.3.9a The energy band diagram ofa
heavily biased diode for a small forward bias

P .n

Fig3.9b The energy bar;d diagram ofa heavily
biased diode fol an increased forward bias

Pn

condition.

band edge

Ep

E('

t
lE.;
J

E

Ep

E

Er

t
tF-.
t*'

Fig,3.9c The €nergy band diagram ofa heavily
biased diode for an increased forward bias

sffimu"
Fig.3;9d The energy band diagram ofa heavily

biased diode for an heavy forward bias

i't,l .'

:'..-j
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A small reverse bias allows electrons turtneling from P to N. As the reverse bias is increased.

EFn continues to move down with respect to Err, thereby increasing the turureling of electrons

fiom P to N.

when a small forward bias is applied, EFN moves up in energy with respect to Erp. Now

electron tunneling occurs from N to P as shown in Fig.3.8. This forward current cOntinues to

increase with forward bias. However, as EFN continues to move up with respect to EFP' a point is

reached at which the bands begin to pass by each other. This effect decreases the tunneling

current. This region.is narned as the negative resistarne region. Because tunneling current

decreases with increased bias. If the forward bias is increased beyond the negative resist4nce

region, the cunent begins to increase again. The forward current is now dominated by diffitsion

curTe .

333 V-I charrcteristics

Reversc
voltage Forward voltageEro9

g5

Fig3.10 Tunnel diode V-I characteristic
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From I-V characteristics of tunnel diode we ,""
the reverse direction. For small forward voltages (up to 50mv for Ge), the resistance remains

small (of the order of 5o). At the peak cunent Ip, conesponding to the vortage Vp, The slope

dll dV of the characteristic is zero. If the forward voltage is increased beyond Vp, then current
decreasgs. Hence the dynamic conductance g: dl/dv is negative. The tunnel diode exhibits a
negative resistance characteristic between the peak current Ip and valley cuffent Iy.Beyond the
valley point, the resistance becomes and remains positive. At the peak fbrward voltage vF, the
current again reaches the value Ip. For larger voltages, current increases bevond this varue.

3.3.4 APPLICATIONS

(l) Tunnel diode is used as an ultra high speed switch.

(2) It is used as logic memory storage device.

(3) As a microwave oscillator at a frequency of about 10GHZ.

(4) It is used in relaxation oscillator circuits.

(5) It is used as an amplifier.

3.4a TUNNEL DIODE OSCILLATOR

.tT

Vp

Fig.3.l2

Fig.3.l1

Bias Voltage
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The negative resistance region of the I-V Characteristic of tunnel diode produces power. By

offsetting losses in L and C components of a tank circuit, such a negative resistance permits

oscillations.

Fig.3.13 Tunnel diode oscillator

In the circuit of Fig.3.ll, the value ofR is so selected as 10 bias the diode D in the negative

resistance region AB. When S is closed, the current immediately rises to a value determined by R

and rhe diode resistance which are in series.

AsVTexceedsVo,diodeisdrivenintonegativeresistanceareaanditsresistanc€

starts to increase. Hence, Vr increases further till it becomes equal to value voltage (point B)'

Further increases in V1 drives the diode in to positive resistance region (BC). The resulting

increase in cunent now increases Vp but conespondingly decreases Vl This brings back the

diode in to the negative resistance region. The decrease in Vr incrgases the circuit eurrent till

point A is reached when vl equals vo. This is one cycle of operation. In this way, the circuit will

continue to oscillate and the out put across R is like a sine wave. Fig 3.l3 shows a practical

circuit. Here & sets the proper current for it. As the switch s is closed' the diode is set into

oscillations, whose frequency equals the resonant frequency of the tank'
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3.4 SCHOTTKY DIODE / METAL - SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE

This is also known as Schottky -barrier, surface-barrier, or hot-carrier diode or hot-electron

diode

CONSTRUCTION

Metal -
serniconductor

.junction

metal contact
Cathode

Fig.3.l4 Schottla diode

Fig.3.14 shows a typical Schottky diode. The N-rype silicon and a meral (such a^s Ni Cr)

form the Schottky -iunction. The surface of the semiconductor is passivated (protected) by a layer

of SiO2 against outside contaminations. The semiconductor is a solid state diode in which the

junction is formed by metal - semiconductor-contact. Thick gold u'afer (called gold button due

to its shape) acts as the anode and the semiconductor material acts as the cathode. These

passivated Schottky diodes have small junction areas, have low junction capacitance and are

suitable for operation up to l8GHZ.(18 x 109H2); they have rapid switching capability.

3.4.I OPERATION

In metal as well as semiconductor, the electron is the majority canier. But the level of
minority carriers (holes) in the metal is insignifrcant. When the materials are joined, the electron

in the lightly doped n-type silicon semiconductor material establishes a heavy flow of majority

carriers (these injected carriers have high K.E compared to the electrons of the metal and hence

they are called "hot carriers") The heavy flow of electrons into the metal creates a region near

Anode

l_tY.'
t-
I

cathode

n-type silicon
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the junction surface depieted of carriers in the silicon. The additional can'iers in the metal

establish a "negative wall" in the metal. This results in a "surface barrier" bet\rveen two materials,

preventinB any further current.

When the diode is forward biased, the positive potential attracts the electrons and

re-duces the strength of the negative barrier. This results in a heavy flow of electrons across the

junction. The banier at the junction for a schottky diode is less than that of the p-n junction

device in both forward and reverse bias region.

In the reverse bias region, the current is due to those electrons in the metal passing into the

semiconductor material.

PN j unction diode

Vrff)

. Fig.2.15 I-V characteristic
Schottky diode

Hot

\
\

\

carrier diode

PN
junction
diode

3.4.-.-- - --* -IONS

(1) It can be used to rectify signals of frequencies exceeding 300KHZ'

(2) It is used in clipping and clapping circuits.

(3) It is used in mixing and detecting networks used in communication systems'

(4) In radar systems.

(5) Schottky TTL logic for computers

35.SUMMARY
The reverse biused diode pan exhibit the properties ofa capacitor' The capacitance can be varied

wit}rappliedreversevoltage.suchapropertyisusedinvaractordiode'Tlresediodeiareusedfor

Hot carrier---+..
droce
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tuning purpose. Ifdoping concentration is increased the depletion region may become thin, sud
a diode can be used a voltage regulator (Zener diode).

If doping density is furtler increased I out of 103 aroms, rhc deplction region mqy

became extremely thin allowing the charge carriers to penetrate the junction banier, This tunnd

diode can be used as an ultra fast switch. Even a metal-semiconductor junction can work as i
diode, known as Schottky diode. This diode has lower cut-in voltage compared to ordinary

diodes. Hence they can be used in low power logic integrated circuits as they collsume

SOLYED NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Example (l)

A l5V Zen,'r diode which can dissipate ma,ximum power 0.5W rs connccted in series with a

resistor R across a 40V supply. Find the minimum value ofR that prevents the diode from beir4

desuoyed.

Solution:

@_Vz = 15V:Vo; Pya; =0.5W

]@: Rr'arN = ?

We can write VN : Vs+IftNrrN

v,r _ vo
Or Rvnr

But V2l = 0.5

05 I
..1 = --= Arsy 30

40-15
.'.Rvrft ='- : " =25 x30 = 750idl

I

30

Example (2)

A lOV Zener diode along with a series resistance is connected across a 40V supply. Calculate

the minimum value of resistance required; if the maximum Zener current is 50mA.



Gt$bn: Vnr= 40Vl Iz= 50rnA I Vo= Vz: l0V;

Tpfind:R=?

I = Ir_+Iz= 0+50mr{ = 50mA.

.'.I is maximum, the minimum value of R is

p= r-r, = {-lo. 
=6999.1 50x l0-'

Erample (3)

Calculate the transition capacitance ofa Si pn junction of cross rctional area 0.lmm', if the

thickness ofthe depletion region is 0.5 mlcronr

Solution:

Given: a,,= 8.85x10't2 F/m; K for Si = 12 ;

To lind: Cr : ?

Transition capacitance

e = Ke. =12x8.85x10-"

c, --4'a:
A = 0.0lnm2 =lxl}a m2 a = 0.Smicron = 5xl0-1 m

^ 8.8511O-''?xl2xl0-sc' =--sxrfl-
=21.24x10-13 F
212.3pF

3.6 SELF ASSESSMENT QTIESTIONS

(I) lnng answer questions

l.DescribetheconstructionandworkingofaVaractordiode.DrawitsC-Vcharacteristics

and explain.

,,.z.nxdaintneZenerbreakdownmechanism'Drawitscharact€risicsandexplain.Mention

its uses'



3.List the applications ofZener diode. Explain the action o. zener diode as a voltage

r€gulator.

4.what is a tunnel diode? Explain the tunneling mechani rw irs I-V oharacteristics

and explain.

5.Explain the construction, working and characteristics of metal-semi conductor diode.

(II) Short answer questions

1) List out the applications ofZener diode.

2) Draw the characteristics ofmetal semi conductor diode and explain.

3) Give an idea about diffirsion and hansition capacitances.

4) Explain the action of tun4el diode as an oscillator.

5) Draw the I-V characteristics of Zener diode and explain.

6) Explain how a Varactor diode is used for electronic tuning?

|-Discqss the tunneling mechanism in detail.

8) Explain the Zener breakdown mechanism.

9) Disdirss the action of Zener diode as a.regulator.

(II) Numerical problems

1) A Zener diode has a breakdown voltage of 9.lV with a maximum power dissipation

Of 364 mW. What is the maximum current the diode can handle?
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UNIT.II

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

This lesson explains you the concepts of a transistor, gpes; 'workingl, curre*

amplification factors, their interrelationships, various modes of connection of a bansistor .

in a circuit, experimental derermination of characteristics. It also explains qualitatively

the characteristics and their use.

STRUCTURE OF TIIE LESSON

4.1 Introduction

4. I . I Working of an NPN transistor

4. I .2 Working of a PNP transistor

4.2 Potential distribution through a transistor

4.3 Transistor Current Comp

4.4 Configurations ofBJT : I

4.5 Cunent amplification factors

4.5.1 Relationship between c ,p and 1

4.6 Transistor leakage currents :

4.6.1 Leakage current IcBo

4.6.2 Leakage current Isse

4.7 Static characteristics ofa transistor

4.7.1 Common base transistor characteristics

4.7.2 Common emitter transistor characteristics

4.7.3 Common collector transistor characteristics

4.8 Experimental determination of input and output characteiistics

4.8.1 The Early effect

4.9 Summary

4. l0 Key terminologY

4.1 1 Self assessment questions

4.12 References
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INTRODUCTION

The term transistor was derived by contracting the words ,TRANSFER' 
and

'R.Os/szoR'. The invention and the development of first.transistor was done by the three

scientists namely John Bardeen, walter Brattain and william Shockley in 194g. The
prefix "Trans" means the signal transfer property of the device while ..istor" classifies it
as a solid element in the same family with resistors.

A Transistor is a single semiconductor crystal which contains two p-N junctions

formed back-to-back. It has three sections of doped semiconductors, named emitter, base

and collector. The section ofone side that supplies charge carriers (electrons or holes) is

called the Emitter. It is heavily doped so that it can inject a large r.rumber of charge

carriers into the base region and then on to the collector. The section on the other side

that collects the carriers is called the collector. It is very lightly doped. The middle
section which forms two P-N j'nctions between emitter and collector is called the Base.

The base is also very lightly doped. A transistor rnay be either of pNp or.NpN tyoe as

shown below in Fig. 4.1 and,Fig. 4.2.

Fig.4.1 N-P-N transistor

Js Jc

J6Je

F'ig.4.2 P-N-P transistor
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In a PNP transistor, the arrow on the emitter lead points towards the base, because when

the emitter base junction (Je) of a transistor is forward biased, the direction of the

conventional emitter circuit is towards the base. For an NPN transistor, the anow on the

emitter lead points away from the base, because the emitter-base .iunction is forward

biased, the direction of the conventional emitter current in this case is out of the emitter'

The emitter lead in both the types is always the one with the arrow. lf the arrow is Not

Pointing iN, the transistor is an NPN type, otherwise it is PNP type Anow on emitter

always indicates the direction of the conventional culrent'

Thetransistorisabipotardevicebecausebothholesandelectronswilltake

part in the current flow through the device' The N-type region contains excess free

electrons which are negative carriers. The P-type region contains free holes which are

positive charge carriers' Two (bi) polarities of carriers are present' Also there are two PN

junctionsinthetransistor.HenceitiscalledBipolarJunctionTransistor(BJT).

Working of an NPN transistor

Fig.3.3showsanNPNtransistorwithemitter.basejunctionlbrwardbiased

and collector-base junction reverse biased' The forward bias causes the electrons in the

N-typeemittertoflowtowardsthebase.Thisconstitutestheemittercurrentlg.These

electronsafterenteringthebase(P-region)behavelikeminoritycarriersandfallthrough

the reverse biased junction and pulled into"the collector region by the electric field of

collector junction. In this process' very few electrons combine with holes in the base' As

thebaseregionislightlydopedandmadeverythintoavoidthiscombination,onlyafew

electrons (less than 0'570) constitute base current Is' The remainder (greater than 99'5%)

crossoverintothecollectorregiontoc,onstitutecollectolcunentlg.[nthisway'almost

the entire emitter culTent flows in the collector circuit' Hence IE = IB +lc'

Transistors are made using different techniques' Popular amongst them are: 1) Grown

junction transistor which is based on crystal growth methods 2) Alloy type 3)

Electrochemically etched type 4) Diffusion technique and 5) Epitaxial type' Whatever is

the fabrication method, the basic principle of working is same and in this lesson' we refer

to transistor with grown junction'
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Fig.4.3 Biasing an NPN - transistor

Working of PNP transistor

Fig.4.4 shows PNP transistor with emitter-base junction forward biased and

collector-base junction reverse biased. The forward bias causes the holes in the p-type

emitter to flow towards the base. This constifutes the emitter current Ip. These holes wten

flowing through the base tend to combine with electrons in the base. As the base is lightty

doped and thin, only a few holes (less than 0.5%) combine with the electrons. The

remainder (greater than 99.5%) cross over into the collector region to constitute collector

cunent 16. In this way, almost the entire emitter cunent flow in the collector circri'it.

Hencel,-=lr+1,,.

Fig.4.4 Biasing PNP transistor
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Fig,4,6 Potential barrier at
one junction of transistor

(unbiased)

Fig.4.5 PNP transistor with biasing voltages

4.2. POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION THROUGH A TRANSISTOR

In Fig.4.5, PNP transistor is shown with voltage sources to bias emitter-base ano

collector-base junctions. The dashed curve applies to the case beforp the dpplication of

extemal biasing voltages. The solid curve to the case after the biasing voltages is applied.

In the absence of applied voltage, the potential barriers at the junctions adjust themselves

to the height Vo required so that no cunent flows across each jundion'

If now extemal potentials are applied, these voltages appear essentially across.

the junctions. Hence the forward biasing of the emitter-base junction lowers the emitter-

base potential barrier by Vee, whereas the reverse biasing of collector-base junction

increases the collector-base potential banier by Vce. The lowering of the emiJter.base

banier permits emitter curr€nt to increase and holes are injected into the base region. The

potentialisconstantacrossthebaseregionandtheinjectedholesdifhrseacrosstheN.

type material (base) to the collector-base junction. The holes which reach this junction

being minority carriers in base regioq see a potential well instead ofa hill and fall down.

These are collected by the collector'

t
lvo
{ base
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Base

Emitter N-type

P-type

lvcs I

Collector junction
barrier Vn + lVsel

Collector
P+ype

Fig.4.7 Potential variauon rn a
transistor under biased conditions

h Fig.4.E, the cmific cund h colsirts of hole ourrent Ir€ (hoLc croebing

a,om ernittot itrto base) and etoc 
.trrm 

cunrq IG (Glcctibas closoing.fum lr'G ilo the

emittcr). Dre to recombination of some holes wilh electons in .ba& tlgid, all holes

PiJe N, Jcp
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crossing the emitter junction JE can not reach the collector junction Jc. If Ioc is the hole

current at Jc, then the recombination current leaving the base is (IpeJpc).

If the emitter were open-circuited (IE = 0), then Ios would be zero. Hence the collector

current would equal the reverse saturation current I6e. If Ie I 0, then Ic = Ico-Ipc. For PNP

transistor, Ico consists of holes moving across Jc from left to right (base to collector) and

electrons crossing Js in the opposite direction. Since the assumed reference direction for

166 is from right to left, then for PNP transistor I6e is negative. For an NPN transistor, it

is positive.

4.4. CONFIGURATIONS OF BJT

A Bipolarjunction transistor (BJT) can be connected in a circuit in three ways:

(i) Common Emitter

(ii) Common Base

(iii) Common Collector

i) Common Emitter configuration (CE)

when the emitter lead is common for input and output sections, the configuration

is called Common Emitter Configuration. It is shown in Fig.4'9.

B
Input
Ver

ln this configuration, vss is the input voltage, Is is the input cunent, v6s is the output

voltage and 16 is the output cwrent. It is a convention to indicate the common lerminal in

place of second subscript for voltage representation' Ex: Vce, Vee'

(ii) Common Base configuration (CB)
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When the base lead is common for input and output s€ctions, the configuration is

called Common Base Configuration It is shown in Fig.4.l0.

t
Input
vs3

I

OrFot
V6s

c

Fig 4Jl

In this configuration, Vsc is input voltage, Is is the input curren! Vsc is the output

Input

voltage and Is is the output current.
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4.5. CURRENT AMPLICATION FACTORS

Transistor is basically a current amplifying device. Hence it posses different

current amplification factors in various configurations.

(i) Common Base Configuration

In CB mode, the Current Amplificalion factor (a) is defined as the ratio of

charge in collector current to the charge in emitter cunent, when the colltctor to base

voltage is maintained at a constant value

Iar'1
16I o )r,."

Since the collector current is slightly less than the emitter current, o is slightly

less than unity. Practical values of o in commercial transistors lie between 0.95 and

0.995. In terms of h-parameters, it is h76.

(ii) Common Emitter Conjiguration

The current amplification factor (0) in CE mode is defined as the ratio of

change in collector current to the change in the base current, when the collector to emitter

voltage is maintained at a constant value.

o=l ot, 
I' lot'),

Since small changes in base current produce large changes in collector curretg

the value of p is always greater than unity. Practical values of p in commercial transistors

lie between 20 and 500. In terms of h-parameters, it is represented as h1e.

(iii) Common Collector ConJiguratian (y)

The current amplication factor 1 in CC mode is dellned as the ratio of change in

emitter current to the change in base current when the emitter to collector voltage is

maintained at a constant value.

I ar,.f

'= lr,),,.
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I he value ofl is always greater than I because 6Is is greater than 6Is.

{.5.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN c, F, T

o, p and y are characteristics ofa particular transistor. Hence, they are related to each

other through some relations. In a tra$istor, emitter current is related to collector cunent

and base current as follows.

i.e. Ie = Is+lc

For small changes in currents. we have

E, : 5I u+ 61,......... ........ (4.5.1)

Dividing throughout by 6Ic, we get

61, 5t ^ 51,.

il, 5Ir, ,.

I r . 6t,.or .._=-+l ('.' ----: =da p 6I ,
1 l+0

or or d=dB
or q+dB = B

or d=p(t_a)
^d

;*= pt
ola

...............,..(4.s.2)

or / =t+ B = 0 --------1t.s.l1
d

......(4.s.4)

p
r+F

or B = --:-' |-a

4.6. TRANSISTOR LEAKAGE CURRENTS

When the emitter-base junction is foi.ward biased and collector-base junction is

reverse biased, whole of emitter cunent doe! not reach the collector. part of it is

converted as bas€ current. Since base-collector junction is reverse biased, a small cunent

also flows due to minority carriers. It is known as Transistor Leahage current. The two

types of leakage currents are explained below.

4.6.1 Leakage current l6ss



It is the cun€nt that flows in the reverse biaied collbctor-bare junction' with

emitter lead open in CB configuration' It is shown in Fig'4'12' :

,. Icso

Emitter open

Fi&4.r2

In CB configuration, with emitter open, the collector cur€nt is made of trxo parts'

(i) Part of emitter current" which reaches collector i'e' cls

(ii) Coltector to base leakage current IsBo'

Thuslc=ctIs+IcBo

Inlce6,,thesubscript'O'indicaresthethirdleadstatus'i'e'''theemitti:rleadisopen'

<--

4.6.2 LEAKAGE CITRRENT IcEo

open. It is shown in Fig.4.l3'

In a transistor,

Is: Is + Ic

But Ic = als + lcso

Isse is the cun€nt thar flows through the emitter in CE configuration with base lead

hrrr

R1

Vcc
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Here Igs6 is the leakage current tlrat flows in the reverse biased collector-base junction.

Now Eq.(4.6.2.2) becomes

Ig: a (Is+I6) + 1696

Ic= a Ia* a Ic*Icso

or Is = (l-a ): a Is + lc-r.
d1

or 16: --* 1Ie)+ .: (lceo)
L-d t-a

or Ic= p IB+ (p+l) IcBo

If base is open, Is:0 and Ic = Icso

.(4.6.2.3)

Hence Eq.(3) becomes

IcEo = [0+l] IcBo

Thus in CE mode, the leakage current is (1+p) times the leakage curent in CB mode.

Hence Eq.(4.6.2.3) becomes,

16=plg+Iss6 (4.6.2.s)

4.7 STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRANSISTOR

The complete electrical behaviour of a transistor can be described by stating the

interrelation of various currents and voltages. The relationships between voltages and

currents can be conveniently displayed graphically and the curves thus obtained are

known as the Characteristics of a transistor. The transistor characteristics can be either

static or dynamic.

static characteristics: The characteristics obtained with variation in D.c. voltages and

cunents applied to the various electrodes of the transistor.

Dynamic characteristics: The characteristics obtained when AC signal is applied to the

input of the transistor, in properly biased condition

In this lesson we study the static characteristics of transistor in CB, CE and CC

con ligurations.

4.7.1. Common Base Transistor characteristics

Fig.4.l4.shows the circuit of common Base NPN transistor. we describe the behaviour of
transistor by the following two relations, which give the input voltage Vss , output

current 16 in terms ofthe output voltage Vss and Input current IB.



Ic
<-

Rr

Vtu = /r(Vca, Ie)

h *,fzryca, Ir)

.....,........(4.7.r.1)

(4:.7.1.2)

VcB oPen

Vcs = 0V

vcB = -lov
Vcg = -20V

Tlil relstion of Ea.(a.7.1.1) is given in Fig.4.l5. Input characteristics are u p61

of emiuer curcnt Ie verses Emitter to Base voltage Vss with collector to base volt gr"

Vca

aS a pftfilh€tr firese are known as Wut Static .Characteristics or Emittef Sh k

clarcLrkttcs. consider the fact that the transistor consists of two diodes placcrl rrr

series ..back.to.back". The lnput characteristics repres€nt the forward characteristics |'f

Fig 4.14

F[.4.f 5 CB input Characteristics
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emitter-to-base diode for various collector voltages. An important feature of inpo

characteristics is that there exists a cutin or rhreshold voltage below which the emirrqr

current is very small. From the curves, we notice that an increase in magnitude ot

collector voltage will cause the emitter current Is to increase, with vss held consreol

Thus the curves shift downward as Vss increases. The curve with the collector opafl

represents the characteristic ofthe forward-biased emitter diode.

The Output Characteristics;

The relation of Eq(4.7.1.2) is given in Fig.4.l6. It is a plot of collector current Ic vers@s

collector-to base voltage drop V6s, with emitter current IE as parameter. These curves are

known as Output or Collector Static Characteristics.lf IE: 0, collector cuient Ic= I(,

ForothervaluesofIe,thecollectorjunctiondiodereversecur^,.,_isaugmentedbythu

fraction ofthe input diode forward cunent, which reaches the collector.

I
I5

16 = 40mA

IE: 3OtYrA

Ie = 20mA

Ie= 10mn

IE:OmA

V6B(V) -----t

Fig 4.t6 CB output characteristics

The output characteristics can be divided into three regions:

(1) ACTIVE REGION

In this region, collector junction is biased in the reverse direction and cmir(er

J\utction in the forward direction. If IE : 0mA, 16 is small and equals the rcvcrse

saturation current I6e (pA for Ge and nA for si transistor) of the collector junction. N,w,
if IE * 0, than a fraction cIE of this current will reach the collector. In this regio', 16 is



,
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independent of collector voltage Vss and depends only on emitter current Ie. As s is less

than unity, Is is less than Is.

Q\ SATAMTION NEGION

The region to the left of the ordinate, Vce: 0 and above the Ie= 0 characteristic, in

which both emitter and collector junctions are forward biased is called Saturation

Xegior. Actually, V6s is slightly positive in the region when Vcs = 0V' This forward

biasing of collector accormts for large change in collector current with small changes in

collector voltages. For a forward bias, Ic increases exponentially with voltage'

G) CATOFF NEGION

The characteristics for Ie = 0 passes through the origin but is similar to the other

characteristics. This is not coincident with voltage axis. The region below and to the right

oflE=0characteristic'forwhichtheemitterandcollectorjtrnctionsarebothreverse

biased. is refene d a as the cutoff region .

..72 COMMON EMITTER TRANSISTOR CIIARACTERISTICS

Fig 4.17

Fig 4.1? shows the circuit of common emitter NPN transistor' We describe the behaviour

of the transistor by the following two relations, which give the input voltage vsB and

ourput currcnt Ic ofthe output voltage Vss and input current ls'

Vee = .fr(Vce, ls) --------- (4.7.2.r)



IB:/2(VcE,lB)

Input Characteristics
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----- (4.7.2;2)

The relation of equation (4.7 .2.1) is given in Fig.4.1 8. The input characteristics is a plot

of base cunent Is v€rS€S Base to emitter voltage to emitter voltage Vce as a ?iri6deters.
These are known as Input static charucteristics ot B6e static characterislics.

vcE 0.3v

= 0.2V

vcE = 0.15v

Vq6 : 0V

I

;

Ix 
' 
uA) ------>

Fig 4.18 CE input Characteristics

Consider the fact that the transistor consists of two diodes placed in series ..back.-

to-back" The input characteristics represent the forward character'isticb ,of ta6C to cmitter

diode for various collector voltages. when v6s = 0 and the emitter-base junction is

forward biased, the junction behaves as a forward biased diode. At a constant value of
Vsp. when V6g is increased, the width of the depletion region at the collector-base

junction will increase and hence the effective width of the base will decrease. [Early
effect]. The effect causes a decrease in the recombination current (base current Is).

Therefore the cwves shift upward as Vss increases.

Output Characteristics:

The relation of Eq{ 4.7 .2.2). is given in Fig.4. 19. It is a plot of collector curent Ic verses

collector-to-emitter voltage v6s with base current Ig as a paftrmeter.. These curves are

known as Outpu or Collector Static Characteristics.



Fig 4.19 output chamcteristics

When the emitter-base jut s forward biased. a small reverse bias voltage across the

collector-base junction is sufficient to draw all the majority carriers from the emitter

which diffuses into the base. But when vce is increased, the effective width of base will

decrease. Hence the number of majority carriers from the emitter, recombining with the

majority carriers in the base will decrease. This effect wilt slightly increase the value of

16.Thisisthereasonwhytheoutputcharacteristicsarenothorizontalbutslopeupward.

The output characteristics are divided into three regions'

(1) SATURATION REGION

TheregionofthecurvestotheleftofthelineoAiscalledlheSalurationregion

and the line OA is called Saturation iizre. ln this region, both junctions are forward

biased.Inthisregion,anincreaseinthebasecurrentdoesnotcausesthecorresponding

large change in 16.

(2) CUT OFF REGION

The region below the curve for Ia=0 is called the cutoff region' In this region both

junctions are reverse biased and only leakage current flows'
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(J) ACTIVE REGION

The central region wherc the curves are uniform in spacing and slope, is called the

active region.In this region the emitter-base junction is forward biased and the collector-

base junction is forward biased.

4.7.3. COMMON COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS:

Fig 4.20

Fig.4.20.shows the circuit of common collector configuration, which is also
called Grounded collector configuration. Here the base is the input terminal, the emitter
is the output terminal and the collector is tle common terminal.

we describe the behaviour of above transistor by the following two relations which
give the input voltage v6s and ouFut current IB in t€rms of the ouput voltage vgB and

input cunent Is.

vcc
'r

Vcs : ,fr(Vct, Is)

Ie =./z(Vce,Is)

V""*
Fig.4.zl CC input

chamcteristics

8OpA

60FA

40lLA

20ttl

Ie=0;

t
TrE

Vcs -+
1ic.4,22 CC output cnaracreristics
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Relation(4.7.3'|)isplottedinFig.4'2l.ItisaplotofV6gverseslbtordifferentvaluesof

Vce and is shown in Fig.4'21. It is quite different from those for CB or CE circuits' This

difference is due to the fact that input voltage Vss is largely determined by the value of

Vee. As Vce is increased, Vee is reduced, thereby reducing is'

TheoutputcharacteristicsareshowninFig.4.22,Relation(4.7.3'2)isplottedinFig.4.22.

It is a plot of vcE verses Is for several fixed values of Is' since Ic=Ie, their

characteristics are practically identical to that ofthe CE transistor circuit'

4.8. EXEPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF INPUT AI\D OUTPUT

CHARACTERISTICS IN CE CONFIGURATION

r lB,.rt.zJ

Theinput/outputcharacteristicsofatransistor(NPN)connectedinCEconfiguration

canbedeterminedwiththehelpofcircuitshowninFlg.4.23.Inthecircuit,Veg,Vccale

twopowersuppliesusedtobiasthetransistor.Rgisthebaseresistorused(oftheorderof

tens or hundreds), to protect the base' In the input' Ig is measured with a micro ammeter

and input voltage Vss is measured with a voltmeter' In the output' Ic is measured with a

milli ammeter and output voltage Vce is measured with a voltmeter'

The input Characteristics:

To draw the input characteristics the output voltage is fixed at 0V with the help of

Vcc. Now the input voltage is varied in step of 0'1 V from 0V (using Vss) and the

conesponding input curents (Is) are noted' Same procedure is to be repeated with other

fixed values of Vce (say 2V, 4V)' Draw a graph as shown below' Tabulate the readings in

Table .1.

Ic('ne)

+E
Vee

'Ie



S.No. Vss . VsE - 0V Vcr - 2V Vcs = 4V

l6 I6 Is

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

0v

0.lv
0.2v

0.3v

0.4v

0.5v

0.6v

0.7v

The Output Chirrcteristics

Table:2

To draw the ouFut characteristics, input cunent In is fixed at some value say at l0FA)
using Vgg. Now vary the ouput voltage (Vgs) with the help of power supply ffcc) fiom
0V in steps of lv and note the corresponding output current (lc). Tabulare the reading in

Vce ---+

S.No. vct
Is = lqrA IB=2qlA 13 = 30pA

l6 Iq 16

I

2

J

4

)
6

'l,l
I8l
Iel
Il0 l

0v

lv
2V

3V

4V

5V

6V

7V

8V

9V
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Tabte.l. Same procedure is to be repeated with other fixed values of Io (say 20pA,

30pA).Draw a graph as shown in Fig.4.25.

4.8.I. THE EARLY EFFECT OR BASE.WIDTH MODULATION

WeknowthatthewidthWofthedepletionregionofadiodeincreases

with the magnitude of the reverse voltage. Since the emitter junction is forwarded-biased

but the collector junction is reverse-biased in the active region, then in Fig .4.26, the

banier width at emitter junction Je is negligible compared with the space-charge width w

at Jr'.

Theffansitionregionatthejunctionistheregionofuncoveredchargeson

both sides of the junction at the positions occupied by the impurity atoms. As the voltage

applied across the junclion increases, the transition region penetrates deeper into the

collectorandbase'sincethedopinginthebaseissubstantiallysmallerthanthatof

collector, the per tration ofthe transition region into the base is much larger than into the

collector. Hence the collector depletion region is neglected in Fig'4'26' If the

metallurgical base width is wn, then the effective electrical base width is w6' = ry"-ttr''

This modulation of effective base width by the collector voltage is known as the Early

effect.ThedecreaseisWe'i.e.theeffectivebasewidth,withincreasingreversecollector

voltagehasthreeconsequences:(1)Thereislesschanceforrecombinationwithinthe

base region. Hence o increases with increasing Vce (2) The concentration gradient of

minoritycarriersisincreasedwithinthebase.InanNPNtransistor,theelectloncufrent

injected across the emitter is proportional to the gradient ofnp at Jg' then Ie increases with

increasing reverse collector voltage. (3)' For extremely large voltages ' the effective base

width Ws' may be recluced to zero, causing voltage breakdown in the transistor' This

ohenomenon is known as Punch through'
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Fig 4.27 Early Effect in a hansistor
under biased conditions

4.9. SUMMARY

Transistor is a semiconductor device, which has the capacity to amplify electrical

signals. It is a bipolar device because both types of charge carriers (electrons and holes)

will take part in conduction mechanism. Transistor may be either PNP or NPN type. It

has the signal transfer property from forward biased low resistance emitter region to

reverse biased high resistance collector region. It can operate in three modes: Common

Emitter (CE), Common Base (CB), and Common Collector (CC). CE mode is the mosr

used mode. Transistor is a current amplifuing device. Transistor possess current

amplification factor, 'o' in CB, 'B' in CE and'y' in CC modes. o is less than unity, p and

1 values axe grater than unity. Transistor input characteristics are similar to forward bias

characteristics of a diode. Output characteristics of CE, CB can be divided into three

regions, namely active, cut-off and satuation regions. Transistor when biased in the

active region, can act as an amplifier. Using the transistor characteristics, one can

determine the parameters of the transistor.

7l

I^T.

V
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4.I0. KEY TERMINOLOGY

Transistor, active region, cut-off region, saturation region, forward bias, reverse biag

- characteristics, CE, CB, CC modes, leakage currents, currdnt amplification factors.

SOLVED IYUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Exanple I

Current amplification factor irf a transistor in CB configuration is 0.88. Find the base

current when emitter surrent is lmA.

Solution.'

Current arnoliff'pbtion 1161o, o = 
dt- ; = !s-r 5I r, ,,* Ix

,' 
Or 0.gg = ,',, , -- Ic = 0.Eg x lmA = 0.gg mA

lmA

But I"= 1t- Ic = lmA- 0.88 mA

:0.12 mA

Eremple 2

For a hansistor, o = 0.95, Ico =l0FA. If emitter current is 5mA, find collector and base

curents, I

Solutiou

CollectorCrrrent Ic = o IB + 1-
Ic = (0.95 

" 5rpas1 + l0 FA

= 4.76mA

Is = Ic - Ic = 5 mA-.4.76 mA = 0.24 trA = 240 FA

:ffitf;* Icao=,f8nA,; o-- 0.992.Find (l).P, IcBo (2). collector c{n€ot whco IB=

.'20F4.

Solution:

Given Icso = 48nA = $ x l0aA; a = 0'992
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Dp=f;=ffi=ffi=,^
'IcEo: (/ =+l) t so = (l+124) x 48x lOa

:6000 xlOa=6pA

2) Base Current, IB : 20pA

:. I, = pI, +(l+ B)I' *
= 124 x20x 10{ + l25x4gx loa

-2480pA+6000x10'eA l

= 2480 tt"A + 6 tt/ =24S6pA = 2.486mA

Erample4

In a transistor, tlt.e b""" 
"u.reoii. 

0.0S'mA and the enritter curre^t is 9.6mA. Find

(a) Collector current (b) o (c) p

Solution:

Given IB = 0.08mr{; IB : P.f1n,1

In a transistor IB : Ic + IB

Collector current Ic : Ie - Is
:9.6-0.08

= 9.52mA

o=1, =9.52il =o.gg
I E 9.60nA

- a 0.99 0.99tt--=_=_=99' l-ct l-099 0.01

Example 5

In a transistor circuit, when base cument.is incrrased by 50 pA, keeping collector voltage

fixed at 2v, the collector current is increased by lmA. calcularc the current arrplification

factor oi the transistor.

Solution:

Tliis problem is related to cE oodiguration bocause collector voltage is ft<ed. Hence

p=( g+ ), =,1*10,', =1@=zo' 6l' ""' 50x10-6 50
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4.II SELF ASSESSMENT QTJESTIONS

I. Long Answer Questions

l. Draw the input / output characteristics ofa PNP nansistor in cB configuration and

' explain the nature qualitatively.

2. Draw the input/output characteristics ofan NPN / PNP transistor in CE configuration

and explain their nature qualitatively.

3. Discuss the input and output characteristics of cE transistor and also explain the

Cut-ofi active and saturation regions.

4. Draw the circuit diagram of cE transistor to draw the input / output characteristics and

explain the method . Draw the curves'

5. Explain the working of NPN and PNP transistors'

II. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Give an idea about potential distribution through a transistor'

2. Discuss the current components of a transistor with the help of a diagram'

3. Define o, B and obtain a relationship between them'

4.DrawtheinputandoutputcharacteristicsofaCEtransistorandmarkthecut-off'

aclive and saturation regions'

5. What is an earlY effect? ExPlain'

6. What are Isse, I6E6? How they are related'

7. Draw the circuit diagram of CC transistor amplifier'

8. Explain the working of a PNP transistor'

III. NUMERICAL PROBLEMS:

l. The .o , of a transistor is 0.9. What would be the change in collector current

corresponding to a change of 0'4 mA in the base current in a Common emltter

arrangement. [Ans: 3.6mA]

2.T.hecurrentgainofatransistorinCEcircuitis4g.Calculateitscommonbasecunent

gain. Find the base current when emitter current is 3 mA I Ans; o = 0'98' IB : 0'06A]

3. In a transistor circuit, Ir = 3mA, the leakage current Iceo = 5pA' If a = 0'95' find the

collector and base currents' [Ans; 16 = 2'855mA' Ie =145pA]
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4. In a transistor, Is is l.0l times as large 4s the collector current. Il.the cmirrer clurenf is

12.12 mA, find the base currenr. [Ans; Iu =0.l2mAl
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Il B.Sc ELECTRONICS 5.2 TRANSISTOR BTASING

5.I INTRODUCTION

From transistor characteristics, it is ctear that the transistor functions most

linearly when it is constrained to operate in its active region. To keep the h4nsistol

always to operate in active region, it is necessary to provido appropriate b.C
potentials and cunents, using external sources. Biasing means supplying D.C

potentials and currents. The basic purpose. of transistor biasing is to keep thq base.-

emitter junction properly forward biased and collector-base junction properly rwerse

biased during the ipplication ofsignal. This can be achieved with a D.C power supply

or voltage cells and / or associating circuit with a transistor. The circuit which

provides transistor biasing is known as Biasing Circuit. If we intend to amplifi the

signal with minimum possible distortion, we select Class A operation. If we are

interested in power amplification we have to use Class AB or Class B operation. For

tuned-power amplifiers, Class. C operation is preferred. Depending on the type of
operdion we need, biasing circuit changes. ln this lesson, we concentrate on biasing

circuits for Class-A operation wherein signal output current flows in the load for 3600

swing of the AC input signal. Transistor biasing is very "^..enrial for the proper

operation oftransistor in any circuit.

Zero signal Operating Point: The biasing DC current and voltage determine a point

on the output characteristic. The output signal swing occurs around this point. A load

line whose slope is l/R1 is drawn such that it passes through this operating point. It is
afso called Quiescent point or lYorking )oint.
Stabitizationi The process of making zero signal operating point independent of
temperature changes or vjriation in transistor paxameters is known as Stabilization.

5.2 NEED FOR STABILIZATTON

Fixing of a suitable operating point is not only sufficient but it must also be ensured

that it remains where it was fixed. But in transistor circuits, the e- point shifu with

the use ofthe circuit. Such a shift of operating point may drive the transistor into an

undesirable region, The amplifier becomes inefficient and useless. There are two

reasons for the Q - point to shift: (i) Transistor parameters are temperature dependent

(ii) The parameters change from transistor to transistor.



5,3 THERMAL RUNAWAY

DeJinilioni The self destruction

lunwat.
Explanation:

Temperature goes

on increasing

of an unstabilized transistor is known as Thermal

z-)t
I lcEol /

Fig'5.1 Thermal runarvay

In a common emitter transistor circuit' the collector current is given by the

following exPression

16 = pls+ (p+l ) lcso

where p ---- current amplification factor'

IcBo ---- reverse saturation current or leakage current'

IB ------- base current' 
for every l00c rise of

We know that the reverse saturation current lcso doubles

temperature. The flow of collector current produces heat which causes the collector

junction temperature to rise' This in tum increases lceo' Hence Ic will increase

according to the above equation' This may further increase the junction temperature

and consequently Icso. Ifthese successions of events are allowed to continue' soon lc

will increase beyond the safe operating value' In this situation' the transistor

permanently damaged. This phenomenon is known as Thermal Runaway'

ConditiontoavoidthermalRunaway:Ifthermalrunawayistobeavoided,

the following condition is to be satisfied while using a transistor'

" The rate at which heat is released at the collector junction must nol

"*".Jd 
,h" rate at which heat can be dissipated"'
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9Lg!"
AT, 

, 
ATJ

where . w

' Ps-- heat released at collectorjunction

PD-- power dissipation in Watts

T.r--- junction temp€ratur€

To satisfu the condition, the power transistors are fiAed with heat sinks.

s.4 STABILTTY FACTOR (S)

It is defined as the ratio of ohange of collector current Ig with respect to the reverse

saturstion current IcBo with V66 and p held constant. This factor is used to comparc

the biasing circuits. The larger the value ofS, the more likely is the circuit to exhibit

thermal instabiliw.

Ilerivatiol. for 'S'
In the active region of transistor characteristics, the basic relationship betrveen

16 and Is is given by

Is = pls+ (B+ I )I6so

Differentiating w.r.t Ic, we got

. 1=g9!z*6*11olr*'d, - ' oI,

=BaIt I

a1- 
+(p+l)s

Or S=

.5.4.1

In order to calculate the factor s, for any biasing circuit, ir is only neoeesary tb {irrd

the rclationship between IB and Ic and to gse Eq. (5 .4. I ).

5.5 BIASING CIRCUITS AITD ANALYSIS .

Providing appropriate DC potentials and currents using extemal sources is

termed as Biasing and the potential applied is known as Bias. The circuits which

't

s=lgLl I

LaIr"" ),*, ]

r+B
/ar \t-4"'B I' lal, )
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as Biasing

(iii) Selfbias

provi& DC pocntids and ountnts arc known

circui8 are:

(D Fixcd bi.s (ii) Collector-to-basc bias

55.1 nrd Hr [Brse Bias]

Cs

"f-1I

Input

N

Fig 5.2 Fired bias circuit .

Fig 52 shows the circuit of fixed bias. In the oircuit, the DC power supply voltages

fo|' thc collcctor and base are applied from thc sam€ sourc€. A high resistance Rs is

conn€cted between the basc and supply, since Ig is constant, when the values ofVcc

and RB sr€ oonstant. Hence the circuit is called a Fired Bias Circuil'

Ana$sis

The zem sigal collector cunent = lc

I
Tlrc rcquired base culent under zero signal condition = Is = ::p

!,?,r.

,{pplying KVL to thc lqq ABENA we get

Vs6 =.IBRs+Vss

Or Vcc= IgRB [Vae is n€Jligrble]

vR"-+
t8

cirsuits.

Vcc

Supply voltage = Vgs



l+0. '
=--- (^t \ .,-\rt1
circui! Jg is ind€pcndent of Ic. Hencc

{3=0.'.s-r+porc

C6

%{
I

very high..

"l
Vse

Flg 53 Collector to.tnse bias circuit -

The zero signal collcctor currenit : ic
The zero signal base cunent = Is = IclP

Supply voltage = V6s

Applying KYL to the loop ACtsNA; w.e get

Vcc = IeRc + IcRc+ lsRB * Vse

Or Vss = I6R6 + Isfts + ry'5s

Vce
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(Since Ie is neglected as compared to Is)

.'.IgRs: Vcc - Ver - IcRc

_ v,.. -v"" - I.R"
tll = _----;-
- IB

or Ra=Y!--Js&- (...veE<<vcc)

Stabilily facror: S = -++v"v"q'r'elv " 
' 4#)

r'-

To evaluate S, first we furd an expression for IB and ttren we frnd 
ff

From Eq.( 5.5.2. l), we can write

V66 = tg[R6+Rs]+I6Rs+Vss it :

Or

h=Y:d#- -------(5.5.2.3) i,:,,r,

Differentiating Eq.( 5.5.2 'v.r.t. Ic, we get

t- Rc

aL-- -(R.. +-E)

^ l+B.=;7---&--l
:I R.+R"J

or s= =-jl/)----- -----(s.5.2.4)

L'.'[#Ejj
This circuit is more stable than fixed bias circuii. This is due to the feedback from the

collector-@,brrp via Rg.

Ac hieveme nt of stabiliv

Whenlctendstoincrease(eitherbecauseofriiseintemperatueorbccause

of replacement oftransistor by another transistor of large value ofp), then the Voltage

Vss decreases according to Vss= Vss - IgRc' Hence IB also docreases because In'Rs =

Vce -Vge which in tum tends to decreas€ Ic to its original value' Thus the operating

point is stabilized.

Advantages



(i) Stability factor is less than (l+p).

(ii) Provides better thermal stability than fixed bias.

Disadvantages

(D The resistor Rs causes a feed back ofAC signal from collector to bas€ and

hence reduces the voltage gains.

(iD Stability factor is fairly high.

5.5.3 SELF BIAS OR VOLTAGE-DIVIDER BIAS

A circuit which is used to establish a stable operating point is known as

a Selfbiasing circuit It is shown in Fig.5.4 The resistors Rr. R2 provide biasing and Rg

provides stabilization. R€ act as a load rdsistance. Voltage drop across R! provide a

forward bias to the emitter-base junction and voltag€ drop across Rl provides a

reverse bias to the collector-base junction. Cg and Cc are the blocking and coupling

capacitors.

Is+16

Is+Ic:Ie
N

Fig.5.4 Self bias circuit
Fig5.5 Thevenin's Equivalent of Fig 5.4

Fig5.5 is the Thevenin's equivalent oircuit obtained by applying Thevenin's theorem

to the input s€ction of circuit shown in Fig'5 .4

Anelysis

Itd ourrent flowing through Rr

l2r curr€nt flowing through Rt

From figure, Ir=Is+Iz

*Vcc
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Vss= l1(Rr+Ru)

IFGtRJ
From Fig.4.5, Vn:Vn: = IrRr

v._._or vnl14jilnz

"-=[#h
gu1 y*, = t/sg+Ve: (Applying KYL to th€ lowcr scction on Input s'

0r Vr:-= VstleRE

Or IeRe: Vn:-Vnr '

v^ -v",.Or l.= -t=-t
^l-

Since lc 
= 

Ie, we can write

- V* -V"'
l^= '*Rt

Since Ic is almost independdnt of transistor parameten' good stabilization ofQ point

is achicved.

Stahilily factor: Tbecircuitto the left betw€en base and ground tenninals of Fi95'4 is

replaced by Thcvenin\ equivalent circuit as shown in Fig'5'5 where

(. n" )..
Vn = [#O F", 

(usingvol dividerrule)

R, R,
Rs= Rr/Rz =;-' 

'- Rt+&

Applying KVL ar,ound thc base circuit of Fig'5'5' we get

. 1/$ = IsRg+VssrIERe

* IsRn+VeEt(Ig+Ic)RE

= Is[Rs+REl+lcRE+Vse '

q
Or ----------(5.5.3.1)

----.. (5'5.3.2)



Or Vrh = IBIRB+RE] +I6Rs (Sirce Vs6 is small)

Ditre,mtiating above €quation wJJ Ic, we get

Or

s: (t+ p\n"+nu)
RB+RE+BRE

Or s= ",t'.p['.*l
;f,-o.El

(+A

o=!;I^,+R.l+R,

!;ln, * n'l= -n,

or at, =-( n, )d" IR, + Rr./

But stability factor S:

Or

Or s=
n-r{'.#)

--------- 5.5.3.5

From Eq.(5.5.3.5), it is clear that

(D S=l+p when Rs -+0

(ir) S=l when RB= 0

Ac h iev errv nt of stab ilir!
Let there be rise in temp€ratur€. This rises Iqse and hence 16. The risc in ls

incrcases ls. As a r€sult of this, the voltage drop across Rs incr€ases and hence, Vss
decreaseg according to Vse = Vrb -Vr. This lowers the base curent lB which in t|llr
tends to restore h to its original varue. Thus the prcsence of Rr improves the
op€raring point stability.
5.6 LOAD LIhID, ANALYSIS
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l,oad line is a sfaiglrt line drawn;on the ouQut characteristics ofa

transistor, joining the cut off and saturation polnB. Ther€ are two typ€s of led lines:

(D DC load line (ii) AC load line.

5.6.1 AC and DC load lines

(i) DC load line: This line determines the locus e1 lc and Vqs in the zero signal

conditions.

(ii) AC load line: This line determines the locus of lc and V6B when the signal is

applied. 
'

5.6.2 Load line analysis ofa transislori

The output charaot€ristics of a tsansistor in any configurdion are

determinedexperimentallyandindicatethere|ationb€tweenoutputvoltageand

output cunent (For ex. VcE and Ig). However, the same information can be obtained in

a much simpler way by representing mathematioal relation between Vce and Ic

graphically. This method is quite easy and is'frequentty used in the analysis of

transisrvr applications. C

D.C.l,oad Line

Saturrtion

Point

lc(mA)

r r' ;l'- '. I i

,,;lt ;tt',t.t '.1

Iq=20pA

Rr-

Fig.5.5

Fig.5.7 Output characteristics



Considei tho circuit showq in thc Fig5.6

Applying KVL to the oueut s€ction, w€ get 
1

Vcc = Vce+IcRr-

This is a first degrei equation and can be represented by a straight line on the output
chanptcristics. This is known as Dc r*d rine and determims the rocus of (v66, Is)
poin$ for given values ofRr.

To dre* thf DC load line

Eq.(l) + Vss= Vss-tsR1

or lc=Yo 
,v':'

/ r\ /r\t= 
l-&,Jn*.lE.,l"*

, Eq.(5;6.?.3) io in thE form of y = mx + c. Honce this represpnts the s.traighr line
AB with slope -llRr.

Ct&l Consider 16 = 6 6n X-axis

Eq. (5.6.2.3) + VcE = V66 i.e. A is ((Vcc, O) - crqgpirrt
Case-2 Let VcE= 0 on Y-axis

uK
Eo (5.6.2.3)+I"='

R,

.ln is I q3 |---- ta*auo p,onrt-R,/
After m?rkifiS the points A and B on Vce ang Ic. qxes, ,hes€ points are jOiped h
ohrin frc DtC load line.

it.
lQl.ql#rtc:

. . Il is I line {pawn on 0r or{put charagterisics of a transistor cirpuit
which giVes 0re vatues of Ic erd V6s wlr€1 signal is applied. This is obtalned by
joining two points C and D whoSe cpordinf,t?s are

c (vcf,llcR*), 0) and D (0, Ic+F) whrc R.c ls thc AC toad.<if thc amplifier,IC

cirtuit; AC load linc is shown in Fig.5-g

--------- 5.6.2.1

5.6.2.2

"__-_-, s.6.2.3

't,
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Vcs (V)

Fig.5.8

5.7 SUMMARY

'lnordertoexhibitthebehaviorofatransistor,i'e'transferringthe

signal from low resistance region to high resistance region, emitter and collector

junctions are to be biased. This means emitter must be forward biased and collector

must be reverse biased. Biasing can be done by using batteries or power supplies or

circuits. Each biasing circuit has its own advantages and disadvantages' The merit of

biasing circuit in holding the D'C collector curent at the operating point is expressed

in terms of stability factor S. Load line approach is an easy way of understanding the

behavior ofa transistol under no signal condition' DC load line can be drawn on the

output characteristics. When signal is applied to the transistor' AC load lir'e can be

drawn on the output characteristics. A load line can be drawn by marking the cut-off

and saturation points on'the output characteristics andjoin them by a straight line'

. When transistor'.s biasing voltages and currents are changed such that

maximum power dissipation limit is crossed, the transistor heats up' The increased

temp€rature increases the current which further heats uf' the transistor' This process

known as Thermal runaway permanently damages the transistor'

5.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY

Bias, Biasing, Load line, Stability factor' Biasing circuits' Operating point'

Thermal runaway.

SOLVED NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

c

Q- point (operating point )

D.C.tnad line



Fie.S.l Fixed bias circuit

Solution: frvg
Vs6 =l0V; RC=lKO-l0()()O; p=100;RB=t00x

We know that ( by rppllng KVL to the input section)

V6g = lBRs+Vs6

Or 1o= 
rcr'- r ae =/cc-RBRE

= l0 
= =o.lmA=loogt

l00 x 103

But collector current 16 = 
pIg

...Ic = l00x0.lmA =lOmA
.'. Collector to emitter voltage.(obtained by applying KVL to tl|e output section)

Vs=V6s-IsRc

=10-l0x lOj xlxld-0V
. This shows that the transistor is in srturation r€gion.

EpottEle (2)

For the circr.rit shown in Fig.5,l0, find the 6penting point if V..= 15 y,
Re= 200KO,Rc=2KO,F=5O . t.'.',,r-. 

.

Erilrrlipte(tI In a fixed bias

then find therralue ofVgE ?

circuit, if B=I(x), RB=I00KO, Rc=l KA'and

rdo

cc.



Vcc

Ic

Rc

c

1

Input

N

. F[.5.f0 Collector to qse bias circuit.

Sotfun:.
Given Rs= 200 KO = 200 x ldA

Rc=2KO=2x l03O

9=s0,
Vcc= l5 V

!q!!P! Collector cun€nt Ic = ?

Collector to emitter voltage = Vce = ?

Apptying KCL to the input'sidE ofFig'4'10; w€ get

Vcc = Gc+Ig) Rc + lsRs+V66

Sinoe Ig << Ic and VsB<< Vcc , w€ @n write

' V""=1"R.+t"R"

but I"=9Ig

... Vo = PI"R. + IuR" = I" [FR" + R"]

v- t.

"' 
1" =;;llnl - 5ox2xlo3 +2ooxldpR" + R"

l5' = 

- 

= 5xl0'5A=50ttA.
' 300 x 103

.'. Co[oqtor curr€Irt 1" = p ls = 50 x 50prA= 2500 pA' - 2'5 m4'

...r collcctor to emitter voltase vcE- 

llrrtiff r,, ro,

v l5



- -15-5=10V.
.'. Operating points [V6q Iq], Q [10V, 2.5 mA].

Eantplq (3)

In the following circuit of Fig.5.l l, draw the

operating point for silicon fiansistor.

DC lode line, find the

, GivenYcc= 15 V, Vss= 9.7 y for Silicon,

Rr = l0 KO - l0 xl03O

R2=J (9=5'r16rp

Rg-tKO=1t19:9
Rs=lf(2=2"1919

ToftilI Qlvcc.lc)
Vcc=lcRc +VcE +IERE

vcc=IcRc+vcc+l"Ru (... I5r 16)

.'. V". =V"" -1" (R"+R, ) ------__ (l)
Eq. (l) in the for.m of y = mx + c, Hence

Qise -l: when Ic = 0; Vce = Vcc = li V (cutoffrpoinrtA, on the output
characteristics)

cese i. when Vce= o V, r" =#k; =ilFh$



t<" = 5"16, =5 mA (saturarion
3000

4

J

2

I

Q point (8.55V , 2.15 mA)

A

:'.

Potential droj across Rt = 5Ko t€sistor'using voltage devider rule'

"*".[#]
v,= rs l-+g-=l = 

"f fl - 
' 

u-f"Lloxld+s'ro3 I Llsl

Emitrercunent t*= + = # = #=2'l5mA

Henoe collector - ernitter vologe

vcEo = vcc- Ic (RC+RE)

= t S-Z.t S*iO'' (t x 1S3+2x | 03 )

= l5- 2;15 x 3 - 15- 6'45 = 8'55 V'

.Q point 9@tdinat€s. arc Q( VcEa , Ica )

point 'B;

4
I

h(mA)

'0
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(D what is stability factor? Exprain how to compare the biasing circuits.in
terms of this factor. Obtain a relation for stability factor.

iiU What dre the various factors responsible for the shift in e.point:of a
hansistor? How stability I achioved by selfbias anangement?

(iiD Draw the self biasing circuit. Derive an exprcssion for its sability factor.
(iv) Give an idea about load line analyih.of a transistor. AIso explgin how to l

. draw DC and AC load lines?
(\) s H0RT ANS rf E R gU nsn oxs

(i) What is thermal runway? How to avoid it?
:(iD Derive an expression for stabilio) factor.

(iii) Draw fixed bias circuit. Give its analysis.

(iv) What is a load line? Whar is its use?

(rrD TYUMERTCAL-PROBLEMS

(l) In the circuit of Fig.s.l3 with no signal,

(i) What will be the e-point if Vccl2V; RcdKO
(ii) Ifzero signal. base cunent is 20pA with F=50,,

draw the load line Ans: e (6V, lmA)

Derr Dns ctrcuttFig5.13
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(2) Driw thc DC load Iine for thc following circirit in Fig.5.l4

Art: Cutoff point ( l 0V, 0) ; Saurration point (0, 5 mA)

rEs.;

s.TOR.EFERENCES
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Vce

Vqs = l0V
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. Thls lesson infoduces vdoqr models uacd to rcprcsent a transistor, explains

about tln h-paramgters, aansistor fubrld modcl, equivalent cirouit, analysis of CE

transistor amplifier using hybrid panmcter modcl; It also describes the B.J.T higlt

frequency model, and explains about the cut-off fr€quencies /c, fi; and fr . '

or TflEIJSSON

6.2 Twb'portrtctryort rcprcsqrtdtion of a fiansistor.

,6.3 h-parametcrc

6.4 frctcrtnirtition ofh-parameers. '.

6.5 Tfttrgistor h',trid model.

6'6 hlllrraer equivalent circuit of CE amplificr and analysis. .

6.?BIfhighfi€quencymodel.'_
6.t Ttaqgistor cut-.off fiequencies.

6.9 Summary.

6.10 Kcy terminolory,

6.l l Selfassessm€nt eqrrations.

6.12 Rcforences.



6.1 Introduction

To represent the equivalent circuit for a transistor, various types of
models were proposed, Of these, the h-parameters are found to be more ,uitubl" fo,

transistors as these can be determined accurately by simple methods. So, the concept

of h-parameters, two-port net work, high frequency model of BJT are introduced here.

Using the h-parameters, one cafi understand the behavior of an amplifier. The

response of BJT at low and high frequencies can easily be studied the amplifier

parameters like, voltage gain, current gain, input impedance, out put impedance can

also,be calculated. The behavior of transistor at low and high frequencies can be

understood with the help of /o, /p and /r parzmeters.

6.2 Two.port network representation ofa transistor

A transistor is a three terminal device capable of producing amplification. One

of the three terminals can be treated as a common terminal for both input and output.

We oan tqi a tmnsistor as a device having one pair of terminals at out put. Hence

transistor can be understood as a two-port device, with one input port, where input can

be applied for amplification, and with one output port, from which output can be

collected. So, a transistor can be represented as a "Black Box" shown in Fig.6.l.

The ierminal behavior of a large class of two-port device is specified by

two voltages and two currents, We can select two of the four quantities as the

impudent variables and express the remaining two in terms of the'chosen independent

variables

-----------)

Input port v1 v2 Output port

Fig 6.1

6.3 h-p'arameters or hybrid parameters or mixed parameters:

.. Consider in Fig 6.1 with input and output voltages and currents. If ir, iz are

independent, and ifthe two-port device is linear, we can write.

<-

Vt = ht tit +htzv: (6.3. r)
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rz= hzit *hnvz (6.3.2)

The quantities h11, h12, h21 and h22 are called the hybrid parameters

because they are not all alike dimensionally. From Eq.(6.3.1) and (6.3.2), h-

parameters are defined as follows.

v. l
h,, = il = Input impedance with output short -<ircuited (ohms)

h,, = ltl = Reverse open circuit voltage amplification (dimensionless)
vzli,.o

= Forward current gain (dimensionless)hzr = --
,t

hr, = Ll = Ourpur admittance (mhos)
v^l

'tit,o

6.4 Determination of hybrid parameters

The transistor model presented in this lesion is given in terms of the h-parameterq

which are r€al numbers, at audig frequencies. Furthei rhey are edsy to me.rsurc, can

also be obtained from the.transistoi static-chamcteristic curvgs, and are convenient to

use in circuit analysis oftransistors by. the manufacturers.

lfthe input and outprt characteristics ofa particul# conneition are given, the h-

parameters can be determincd graphically

(i) Determination of h1" and ho"

The output characteristics are used to determine the h7", ho. parameters. To

determine h7", select an operating point ,e, on one characteristic curve. Drop a

perpendicular (a dotted line) on to X-axis as shown in Fig.6.2.

Also draw a tangent line AB through .Q'.
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ig=Is

A- - ---- - -==

X'lg 6:2 Delerminatlon of hrc and hoc

From the definition of h1e,

h.. =? 4t-l
'" . Li 

"lr,

= 
i"-i.,
i"r-iu,

Ihe cun€nt increments are talcn aror;nd the Quiescent point 'Q' which cotl€sponds

to the base current iu = Ig and to the collectolvoltage Vce = Vc.

To determine ho., we can use the tangent shorvn in Fig'6'3' The slope of lhe

tangent gives th€ value of ho.

h-- = 
!:' 

= 
i"' -i"' 1r"* Av, 9"2 -9a

ii) Determination of hi" antt h,.c

The input characteristios are used to determine the hie, h,€ parameters' '

To determine h,", we sslect an op€rating point on the middle curve as 'shd\rih in

Fig,6.4. Drop a perpendicular (dotted line) on to X-al(is' Also draw a tsngcnt CD

through Q. From the definition of hie,

......(6.4.1)



n"=fr"ffru

To determine hi5 we us€ the timgent as

gives the value othrat Q. _

(6:43)

shown in Fig; the slope of the tangent

=(Y", -v"r)
V,,, -Y",)

, o = 

^%=#tu.=ffi 
.........(6.4.4)

+

-------+

Fig;63,Delermination of hi" and h'.

To arrive at a transistor'linear model or equivalent circuit, it is assumed

that the variations about quiescent point are small. Hence transistor parameters can be

consider€d constant over the signal variation.

To draw the hybrid model, consider the CE connection shown in Fig.6.4. The

variablcs iB, ic, VBB = Vq VsE = Vc r€pncs€nt.total instantaneous currents and voltages.

From the discussio4 of ransistor yoltages and curents, we oan select the current is

a1rd,, volage vc as independent variables, and the current is and voltage vg as

de. pendent, variables, we may write

v" = frQ",v,,)

1
VBB

Is



i" = fr(i,vr) ....... (6.s.2)

, Flg.6.4 CE transistor configuratioir

Using Taylor's series expanft of Eq.(6.5.1) ana (O.S.Z) around drc quiescent

point (laVc) and neglecting higher order tpms, w€ get

v3

u"=fl 61,*
o, r lv.

af'l
ar. I

v6= hbi6+ h.Y.

[=h1eir+hoovc

..... (6.5.3)

\t(

AY"

N.=%) u,*!l n, ......(6.5.4)aab, otrc lt,

Thc quantitics Avs, Avs, Ai6 and Ais r€present the small-signal (incrcmottal) base

and collec'tor voltages and cun€nts. We represent the above quantities with

, symbols v6, vq i6 and i". Ve may write now Eq.(6.5.3) and (6.5.4) in the following

form.

Whcre

.....(6.5.5)

..... (6.5.6)

....... (6.5,D

. i

......(6.5.8)

h*=+=?ul
ov- ov" l,

:

; n*=%=A
ottc ovclt,

h* +=+A ;ots ote ly"

*d hh=+=+l
ola otalv.



The partial derivatives of Eq. (6.5.7) and (6.5.8) define the h-parameters, for the

common-emitter connection. These parameters can be obtained from the transistor

characteristics curves and that they are real numbers.

lfthe two-port device is linear, we may write.

vy: h11i1+h12v2 (6.5.e)

iz=hz\+hzzvz (6.5.10)

We observe that Eq. (6.5.5) and (6.5.6) are exactly the same form as Eq. (6.5.9) and

(6.5.10). Hence we can use the h-parameters model shown in Fig.6.6 can be used to

represent a transistor.

vb h.evc

I

Fig.6.5 Hybrid model for CE configuration

hr'= ? L ^ 
= short circuit cunent gain (dimensionless)

tl "ta

n:a=: ? l, ^ 
= output conductance with input open circuit (mhos)

v- '14

Altemative subscript notation is

i= ll =input' o=22 = ouFut.

f = 2l = forward; r 12 = reverse transfer.

- Fig.6.6 Hybrid model for two- port network
In the case oftransis

configuration.

Ex: h;6 = ht tb: input resistance in CB configuration

he type of

io--i . 
hi"

+ct.f

E

I ir +- +
A
I



h1c = hzrc = short - circuit forwird cun€nt gain in CE configuration,

The hybrid'circuit for any. Cevicc' chnracterized . by Eq.(6.5.9)

indicatcd in Fi9.6.6.

c

and (6,5.10) is

I
Vout

* Veg - - Vcc *

Fig. 6.7 Common Emitter Amplifier

6.6 h arameter equivrlent circuit of comnon enitter enplifier ard rnolyrb

Fig,5.8 HybridmodelfrrCEamplifcr

Fig .6.7 shows a Sansistor CE amplifior in which a signal source is connccted in

series wfth the source resistance Rs betwcen base and cmitter tgrminals. An enbmal

load Zl is connectpd bpwecn the oolleclor and cEitter teminals. The tra4sistor is-

I

biased prcperly for faithftl amplification,

Fig.6.8 shows th9 h-paruneter equivalent oitpuit ofCE fiansistor. The oircuit of

Fig.6.8 is frlid for any type of load. It is tquircd tht' h-parameters remain constus

, over the'Qbrating fi.cquency rango. Assume that the varying voltagps a0d cutrcnts

are sinuso*hl in natup.

We andfzc the uplificr as drown below:
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Alelyrir

i) Current gain (A1)

It is defined as the ratio ofout put cunent to th€ inFtt cunents

.IcL. A, =-- =.+--!-' Ib Ib

But Yr,=I,.Zr=-f./,

Appting KCL to thc.ouQut, we can writ€

Ic=hrl"+h*Y"

or t, = hrt,-+h_l-I,zrl

hftI 
" - 

h*I 
"Z 

t,

or I,(t + h*2,.)= h"t o

or I"=, ho

Ib lh*2, +l)
T

:. A, ---=I,
-'y'$-r,*g _(6.6.3)

hput inpedance(ft)

It is defined as the ratio of inpgt volgge to tfte input cunent.

z =v"
Ib

Applying KVL to the input cinuit, wc gct

hnlo+h*V"=V,

Or Vo = hrl, + n.(- t"Z r)

But current gain l, = -! - -1" = A,I,
Ih

.'. Tu = h,"Ir, + h.A,I oZ,.

= Iobn+h.A,Z"l

, z, =|=n,+h-a,Z,

or Z,=hn..o.l-ff_rfr,

(6.6.4)

(6.6.r)

e)
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ot z. = h.. - huh*

h* +Yr.

(iii) Voltage Gain (A")

It is the ratio of ouput voltage to the input voltage.

a =!--=!.V,, Vh

But V" = -I 
"Z 

L = tl,I rZ r(': ! " = -AtI )

...1.. =A,IoZ, = e.lltlz,vb 'Lvo) "

or A,, =A'Z''' zl
(ii)Output Adnittencc (Y")

It is the ratio ofout put cun€nt to the out put voltage.

Output impedanc'e Z. (=lN o) is obtained by equating V" to Zero and load

impedance to infinity. Also drive the output terminals from a generator ,/. '

L€t .f" b€ the cun€nt dnavm from Vc then wc can writa '

I
Y.= 

awith 
Y"=0; Z, =o

Applying KCL to the junction at the output we can write,

I<. =hnlt+h*kc

,r=-t=T.u

(6.6.6)

........ (6.6.7)

(6.6.S)

From Fig.6.8, with Vs= 0, we can wdte (applying KVL to the input)

'0:/a& +Ioh"+h*v"

trln, +n,l= -nSt"

Io =.- 
hn

V" R"+h,

Or

Or
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or ,"=- 
O-LL-r.n-

(6.6.e)

From the above parameters, we can conclude that

(i) Current gain depends inversely on Z;

(ii) Voltage gain depends directly on Z1

(iii) Zi depends on Yr-

(iv) Yo depends on R, (source resistance)

6.7 BJT high frequency model

At low frequenoies, it is assumed that the transistor responds instantly

to changes of input voltages or ourrent. However, at high frequencies, such is not the

case because tlte charge caniers move from emitter to collector essentially through the

process of diffirsion. This involves time delay, which is insignificant at low

frequencies but becomes quite important in case of high frequency signals. The other

limitations are (i) presence ofjunction capacitance at emitter and collector junctions,

(ii) transit time of cariers across the base region. Therefore, in high frequency

transistors, physical size of device should be kept small; the base width must be

narrow to reduce the transit time. The emitter and collector areas must be small to

reduce the junction capacitance.

Fig.6.9 hybrid f[ model of BJT

Fig.6.9 shows the hybrid fl-model of a transistor in CE

configuration at high frequencies. In Fig.6.8 ry6, is the Ohmic base spreading

resistanc.e, and is encountered by the base cur€nt, due to the thinness ofbase region.

g, V6'q, is the current generator across the emitter junction, the excess minority canicr



concenfation injected into the base is proportional to V6,". Hence small signal

collector current is proportional to V6,". r6,e is the resistance beween intemal node B'
and E. The increase in minority cariers in the base results in increased recombination

base current. C" is the diffusion capacitance between B' and E. 16," is the resistance

between B' and C accounts for the feedback action.

The varying voltage across the collector base junction, changes the '

base width (base width modulation). This cause the emitter and collector currents to

change. Ro is the resistance between collector and emitter. Capacitance Cc accounts

for the collector junction barrier capacitance,

6.8 Transistor cut-off frequencies

In transistors, there is an upper limit for the frequency of operation due to the

inherent capacitance between electrodes (inter electrode capacitance), transit time of
charge carriers from emitter to collector across the base. The limitation of frequency

is expressed in terms of the following terms.

(1) Alpha cutoff frequency (/o)

It is that high frequency at which the o ofa CB transistor becomes l/{2

of its low frequency value (=lKHz ). It is found that /. is directly proportional to the

minority carier mobility, inversely proportional to the square of the base width. For

ex, if o : 0.95 at I KHz, then f = 0.707 J"

(2) Bets cutoff frequency (/0)

It is that high frequency at which the p ofa CE transistor falls to li {2 of its

low frequency vaf ue (lKHz. that is f = 9.79779. /9 is always les than /..
(3) Frequency parameter (/r)

It is another characteristic of a high frequency transistor. It is defined

as that hit:r I,c(locrrc-v of a CE transistor at which the magnitude of CE short circuit

current gain falls to unity. That is /1 is > hr" /p.ft depends on operating conductance

of the device. If two transistors are available with same /r, the transistor with lower

gain will have iarger bandwidth.

6.9 SUMMARY

Though a bipolar junction transistor is a three terminal device, by taking

one of its three terminals as a common terminal. it can be treated as a four-terminal

device or a two-port device with two pairs of terminals (two ports). lts functioning

can be understood with the help of different models based on h-parameters.



The hybrid fl-model circuit is used to analyze the performance oftransistor at high

frequencies.

6.T0 KEY TER]VIINOLOGY

Base sprepding resistance, h-parameters, /, , Jg, ft pararneters, two-port network.

SOLVED NUIVIERICAL PROBLEMS

Example (l)
Find the load resistance to be connected to provide a current gain of 60

by CE transistor amplifier ifh1"=100; ho"= l0 pA/V

Solulion:

We have cunent gain At = 69

,41 = - hy6l ho"Rl+; or l*[0"ft1 : -h1e/ A1: -100 /-60 = 1,666

.'. l6;R1= 1.666-l = 0.666

... Rr: 0.666/l0xl05 = 0.666x10r

.'. Rr = 66.6 KQ

Example (2)

A CE transistor amplifier has a current gain of -60 and an input resistance oi.

2KO. Find the voltage gain ifa load of l5KA is connected.

Solutiont

Given Ar = -60,4=2K4 Zy= lsKO,

To lind : Ay

We knowthat Av:ArZt/ Zr=-60x15x 103/(2 x 103)

,A" : - 450

6.II SELF ASSESSMENT QIJESTIONS

(l) Long answer questions

(l) Cive the high frequency fl-model of CE configuration of a transistor and

discuss its parameters.
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(2) Define h-parameters for low frequency CE transistor. Give an equivalent h-

parameter model for a BJT under CE configuration,

(3) Draw the h-parameter equivalent circuit ofCE transistor amplifier and obtain
expressions for various parameters.

(II) Short answer questions

(l) Define h-parameters (low frequency) ofCE transistor.

(2) Define the parameters /" , /9, fi.
,(3) Draw the h-parameter equivalent circuit ofCE transistor amplifier.

(4) Draw the high frequency model of CE transistor and explain each element.

(III) Numerical problems

(l) A CE amplifier has a voltage source with an intemal resistance Rs = I Kf) and a

load impedance Zl =100Q. Its h-parameters are hie = lKO, hrc = 2x104; hft =

100; ha= 25pA f/. Find Ar, Z, A'. (Ans: A1 = -100:Zr= 9980; Av = l0)

(2) A CE transistor amplifier has a voltage gain of -200. Its input resistance is

l0KO. Find its current gain if a load of 3KO is connected. (Ans : Ar = -

60)
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

OB.'ECTIVIES OF.THE LESSON

This lesson explains the concept of an amplifier, their classification, phase

angle sift of 1800 by cE amplifier; discussas.about various amplifier parameters like voltage

gain' input and ouput resistances, efficiency, frcquency r€sponse, RC coupred amplifier and

its analysis.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON
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7.2 Concept ofan amplifier

7.3 CB transistor amplifier

7.4 CE transistor amplifier

7.5 Differences between CE, CB, CC configrations

7.6 Classification of amplifiers

7,6.1 Classification according to use

7.6.2 Classification according to method ofanalysis

7.6.3 Classification according to frequency range of operation

7.6.4 Classification according to conduction angle

7.6.5 Classification according to coupling scheme

7.7 Amplifier parameters

7.8 RC- Coupled amplifiei

7.9 Equivalent circuirc of RC4oupled ampliffer

7.10 Surnmary

7.1 | Key Term inologlr

7.12 Self Assessment Questions

7. l3 References
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7.I INTR,OI'UCTION

Almost no electronic systcrh rvorl$ without ui aniplifior. In communication systcms

(Ex Radio and T.V), the signal reccivod is so weak that it neods amplification in several

stiges bcforc presented with or without processing a,s ouput. We are able to hear the news or

cricket commentary or our radio, bccause of tfte various amplifiers in the radio receiver

which amplif the sigral reccived by its antenna. Amplifier is used not only in

comrnunication systems but also in tape recorder, stereo, ECG, EEG, and measuring

instruments crc to raise the signal lcvel. Amplifiers are available for amplifuing voltage,

current and powor levels and which operate at various frequencies of radio frequency

spectrum.

7.2 Concept of an Amplilier

AnEtiJic,rtlon: The process of raising the str€ngth of a weak signal is known as

Amplilication.

Arretfur: It is an electronic device, which accomplishes the task of amplification.

A Bipotar Junction Transistor (BJT) can act as an amplifier, when the following

conditions are satisfied:

(l) The transistor is to be op€rated in the active region (i.e. Emitterjunction is forward biased

and Collectorjunction is rtverse biased)

(2) A signal source is to be connected in the input circuit.

(3) A load is to be connected in the output circuit.

For the sake of simplicity in the analysis, we assume the signal to be

sinusoidal in nature. The load is a simple resistor or impedance. (Impedance is usually a

combination of a resistor and capacitor, or a resistor and an inductor or a resistor, inductqr

and capacitor). Another circuit which utilizes the signal output ofthe previous stage can also

form a load. This circuit is also represcnted as impedance.

7.3 CB Transirtor AmPllllcr

I

I

Flg.7.l Common base amPlifier
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Fig.7.l shows the circuit of a CB transistor amplifier. In the circuit, a sinusofulal

source is connected in the input and a load R1 is connected in the output. The transistor is

biased properly, using Vss and V66 sources, for faithful amplification. The transistor can be

€ither PNP or NPN type.

Vorkiag

A sinusoidal voltage generator is used as a voltage sourre (Vs) to provide input signal

to the amplifier. A smali change in the input voltage (AV1x) between emitter and base causes

a relatively large emitter current change (AIs). Ifa is the fraction ofthis cu.rent change (AIE)

that reaches the collector and passes through the load R1, then we can write

AIc : o AIe A1.-
l..d-------Ll' 

^/-'Change in output voltage across load RL ls Vour = Alc x KL

.'. Vour:aAIe xRr-

This is many times larger than the change in the input voltage AV1N' Hence the voltage

amplification is given bY

n, - Lh will be grater than unity and the transistor acts as an amplifier'

If "r" ' is the dynamic resistance of the emitter -base junction' then we can write

AVn'r:AIsx re

^ -LY"'' -
, LV,"

:.Ar=1-R'
re

7.4 CE Transistor AmPllrrer

- Vcc +

------------- (7.3.1)

d.N L:x Rr.

Nuxr"

+ Vss -

I

Fig,7.2 Common Emitter Amplifier
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Fig.7.2 sttows thd circuit of a CE tansistor amplifier. In the circuit, a sinusoidal source is

connocted in the input (i.e. between base and emitter) and a load Rr. is connected in the output

(i.c. between collector and emittEr). The transistor is biased properly, using Vss and Vcc

sources,forfaithfulamp|ification.ThetransistorcanbeeitherPNPorNPN.

Working

A small volage change in the.inpu! AVn,l (due to signal) between base and emitter

causes I relalively large ohange in base cunpnt AIs. If p is the fraction of this current change

in AIg that r€aches the collector and passes through the load Rr, then we can write

u=# - N,=BM"

Hence change in the output voltage across the load RL is given by

L'V^,=NrxR,

=BAIoxR,

This may be many times greater than the change in the input voltage. Hence the

voltage amplification Av = L,V--?' *rllbe greater than unity and the transistor acts as an
Av-

amplifier.

l,et r" be the dynamic resistance ofthe base-emitter junction, then we can write

LV'=Y"Y61u

" tr" =v^' = 
9'N u R'

' Y,, r".N,

. A, =8!-
re

PHASE SHIFT OF 1EOO BETWEEN INPUT AND OUTPI.IT SIGNALS OF A CE

AMPLIFIER

GRAPHS

Fig 73 l80o phase shift between input and output waveform
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l)uring the positive halfcycles of the input signal, thc signal amplitu& aids the foryard bias

of the base-emitter junction..This increases the base curr€nt and hence:the collector curent
due to the transistor action (since lc = 9Is). This increase in collectpr current produces an

increased voltage drop across R1 making the collector voltage v6s less positive. This is in
accordance with the eeuation V6g = Vs6 - IqR1.

During thie negative half cycle of the input signal, the signal amplitude opposes the

forward bias. This reduces the forward current and hence the collector current due to the

transistor action (since Ic = FIs). This produces a decreased voltage drop across R6 making

collector voltage vsg more positive. Hence we see that the input and output voltages af€ at a
phase of I 800 to each other (out ofphase)

Table 7.5 Differences between CE, CB, CC configurations

QUANTITY CE CB cc
l.Current gain(A1) )l (l )l
2.Voltage gain (Av) )l )l ( I'.
3.lnput Resistance (Rr) Medium lowest Highest
4.Output Resistance (Ro) Medium Highest L€ast
5.Phase dif'f'erenie

trchveen VrN .Vour
Out of phase

0 80")
In phas. i0) In phase(0)

6.Application For AF
applications

For high frequency
applications

For impedance
matching

7.6 Classification of Amplifiers
Amplifiers can be classified according to

( l) Use : Voltage, current. lrans conductance and trans resistanc,e

(2) Method ofanalysis : Small signal, large signal

(3) Frequency range : Audio frequency (A.F.)

Intermediate frequency (I.F)

Radio frequency (R.F)

Video frequency (V.F)

(4) Conduction angle (or) operating point: Class A, Class B, Class AB, Class C

(5) Coupling scheme : Direct, RC, Inductance, Transformer

7.6.1 Classilication According to Use

(a) Voltage Amplifier: An ideal voltage amplifier is defined as an amplificr which

provides an output voltage proportional to the input voltage. The proportionality factor is
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independent of the magnitude of source resistance and load resistance. Also for an ideal

voltage amPlifier. R1 = oo; Rq : 0

(b) Current Amplifier: An ideal current amplifier is defined as an amplifier which

provides an output current proportional to the signal (or input) current. The proportionality

factor is independent of magnitudes of Rs and Rr-. Also Rr = 0; Ro : oo, for an ideal current

amplifier.

(c) Trance Conductance Amplilier: An ideal trans-conductance amplifier is defined

as an amplifier which supplies an output current proportional to the input voltage. The

proportionality factor is independent ofRs and Rr-. Also R1 = oo and Ro: @ for an ideal trans

conductance amplifier.

(d) Trans Resistance Amplifier: An ideal trans resistance amplifier is defined as an

amplifier which supplies an output voltage proportional to the input current. The

proportionality factor is independent of Rr and R6. Also, Rr = 0; Ro: 0 for an ideal trans

resistance amplifier.

7.6.2 Cl:tssification according to method ofanalysis

(a) Small signal amplifit When the input signal of an arnplifier is so weak as to

produce small fluctuations in thr jtor current compared to its quiescent (working) value,

the amplifier is called as Smal/ signal amplifer. These amplifiers are used in the first stage of

the multistage amplifiers used in Radio, TV receivers and tape recorders.

(b) Large signal amplifier: lt is also known as Power amplifer. lt is a device capable

of delivering large amount of power to the load. These power amplifiers feed large power to

the antenna in broadcast transmitters.

7.6.3 Classification according to frequency range ofoperation

(a) A.F. amplifiers: These amplifiers are used to amplif signals of frequency range

20 -20 KHz.

(b) I.F. amplifiers: These amplifiers are used to amplif signals oflrequency range

gteater than audio frequency but less than radio frequency

(c) R.F. ampliflers: These amplifiers are used to amplify signals of frequency range

20 KHz to 5oMllz.

(d) V.H.F. amplifiers: These amplifiers one used to amplify AC signals of frequency

from 50MHz to several hundred MHz' They are used in TV'

7.6.4 Classification according to conduction angle (Power Ampliliers)

These amplifiers are designed to raise both voltage and current levels ofthe signal' As

power is nothing but the product of cufient and voltage, these amplifiers are often termed as
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ower ampliJiers. lfthe output to be a true replica of input signal, there should not

be any distortion and the signal levels are confined to the linear portion of transistor

characteristics.

(a) Class A amplilier: A class 'A' amplifier is one in which the collector current flows for

3600 variation of the input signal as in Fig.7.4. The operating point (Q point) lies at the

centre of the load line 10 = 3600;. Signal distortion is minimum in this type of

amplifiers. However the power conversion efliciency ofthese amplifiers never exceeds

50%.

lc(

T

Fig.7.4 Class A operation

(b) Ctass B amplifier: A class B amplifier is one in which the collector current flows for

only l80u variation of the input signal as shown in Fig.7.5. The operating point lies at the

extreme end of the load line (at cut off point 0 = I S0). .

lnput

o",0", J i i

\:z-T:7----r
Fig.7,5 Class B operation

Class B operation is more efficient in converting D.C. power to AC power at signal

frequency, but gives rise to distortion. As only signal conducts for halfofthe input cycle to

------)
Vce (V)

V66 (V)-------+ Q Poinr
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pres€rit the signal at the output fn full, either Push-Pull configuration or Complementary

symmetry type are used. Because of the fixed cut-in voltage of transistor there will be

additional distortion when the sigral changes its sign. This is called cross over dMortion.

This is partially eliminated by biasing the transistor in between Class A and Class B, which is

called Class AB operation.

(c) Ctass AB amplifier: A class AB amplifier is one in which the collector current flows for

more than half cycle variation of the input signal and less than the entire cycle as shown in

Fig.6.6. The operating point lies between the two extreme defined for class A and class B

(e)1800, e (3600) i.e. (1800 ( e ( 3600). In Push-pull configuration cross over distortion is

eliminated to a great extent when compared to Class B operation.

Input

vcr(V)+
Fig.7.6

(d) Class C amplifier: A class C amplifier is one in which the collector curent flo€s for less

than half cycle variation of the input signal (0 ( I800; as shown in Fig.7.7. The operating

point is located beyond the cutoff point. Wheri large output power is needed, one has to

compromise with distortion. However, using tuned loads, distortion can be eliminated, So

these circuits are used for R.F. power amplifiers which are required in radio signal

transm itters.

I

; oulput

t
g

Lord line

Fig,1.7
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7.6.5 Classification according to coupling scheme

Fig.?.8a DirectCoupling

Fig.7.8C Inductance Coupling

Fig.7.8d Transformer Coupling

Refl€cr€d lold r6btance R i.

ilil"

Fig.7.8e. A Transformer coupled class - A transistor power amplifier

Direct coupled scheme: When the output of one stage of a multistage amplifier is

connected to the input of next stage direct, then dre amplifier is called Dir€ct coupled

Fig.7.8b R4 Coupling
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amplifier. These are used to amplifr extremely low frequency signals ((l0Hz) (See

Fig.7.8a)

(b) RC-Coupled amplifier: When the output of one stage of a multistage amplifier is

connerted to the input of next stage using resistor and capacitor, then the amplifier.is called

RC-Coupled amplifier: The purpose of RC-coupling is to pass AC signal from one stage to

the next stage and to block the passage ofDC from one stage to the next stage. (See Fig.7.8b)

c) Inductance coupled amplifier: When the output of one stage of a multistage amplifier is

connected to the input of the next stage through an inductor, then the amplifier is known as

Inductance coupled amplifier. (See Fig.7.8C)

(d) Transformer coupled amplifier: When the output of one stage of a multistage amplifier

is connected to the input of next stage. using a transformer, then the amplifier is known as

Transformer amplifier. (See Fig.7.8d)

' 7.?AMPLIFTERPARAMETERS
:Jdr: 16 galn of an amplifier is defined as the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage.

f/
l.e. .,r, = j! ; Ay is voltage Amplification factor or voltage gain of the amplifrer.

lf an amplifier consists of more than one transistor, then it is called a Multistage

amplifier. lts overall gain is given by the product of individual voltage gains. i.e. if A is the .

overall voltage gain of a multistage amplifier; Ar , A:, ------- An are the voltage gains of

individual stages then A = Ar.Au.---- An. A is always less than Ar.Az.----An due to the

loading effect of next stage.

Decibel gain: The common logarithm i.e. logro of power gain is known as bel power gain.

p
.'. Power gain A, =+

Power gain Ap in bells = log,o lo

But I bel = l0 decibels

.'. Power gain in decibels = l0 logro Ar

AsP o V2 or P q 12 . Voltage gain and current gain are expressed as

A, = 291c,9ro trr66

. Similarly '1, -- 20logro A,db

Note: Ifeach gain is expressed in db, the overall gain ofa multistage amplifier will be given

byA= (20 logAr+20 logA2+20 log A3 +-------- + 20 logAp)db.
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Frequency response: The behavior of an amplifier at various frequencies is known as its

freq.uency respoase. This behavior is represented in the form ofa curve.

Frequency response curve illustrates how the magnitude of voltage gain varies with

frequency ofthe input signal. This curve is drawn by taking voltage gain values along Y- axis

and lhe frequency along X- axis and is shown in Fig.?.9

Bandu,idth: lt is the range of frequency over which the gain is equal to or greater than 70.7o/o

of the maximum gain. (Or)

The range of frequency at the limits of which its voltage gain falls by 70.7 o/o or 3 db

from the maximum gain. The frequencies /1 and /2 are called , af powerfrequencies or 3 db

cut-offor Corner or band or break frequencies.

Av m4x

EIlI,I

Iz

Low freglency region

High: Mid frequency region
i-'->:<---------

reglon

0.707 Av(max)

ft Frequency (Hz)

Fig.7.9 Frequency response curve

Efliciency: It is ihe ratio of output power delivered to the load to th€ input power applied to

the circuit.

/

n--lxrco

7.E RC-CouPled AmPlifier

Fig.7.l0 shows the circuit of an RC coupled cE transistor amplifier. The resistors Rr,

Rz. Rs provides biasing and stabilization. The coupling capacitor cc at the output is used to

connect the output of the amplifier with the load or to another amplifier. It transmits

amplifiedsignalandb|ocksDCvoltage.TheblockingcapacitorC6isusedtoconnectthe

input signal to the base and is also used to bloek the DC. The ern itter'fypass capacitor cE

offers low resistance path to the signal,

lQt



Fig.7.l0 R-C- coupled amplifier

Ay lr|rx

0.707
max

.lr Frequenoy(Hz) lz

Fig. 7.11 Frequency response curve

l

Worling

when the AC signal is applied to the bas€ of transistor, it provides variations in the bias

of emitter- base circui! conespondingly the base current varies. This varying base current
produces large variations, similar to the input signal in the collector circuit. Hencc an

amplified signal appears across the load. But this is lg00 out of phase with the input signal.

/



Frequency Response Curve

Fig.7.1l shows the frequency response curve ofan RC-coupled amplifier' It is

clear from the curve that the voltage gain drops at low .and high frequencies where as it is

uniform over the mid frequency range. This is explained as follows'

(|)A|towfrequencies..Atlowfrequenciesthegaindecreaseswithdecreasing

frequencyduetothecouplingcapacitorCc.Inthisregion'thereactanoeof

capacitorCgisquitehighandhenceaverysmallpartofsignalwillpassfromone

stage to the next stage. Also, cE can not shunt the emitter resistance RE effectively

because of its large reactanoe at low ffequency. Due to this, the voltage gain falls.

(2) High frequencies: At high frequencies, the reactance of Cc is very small and

bebaves as a short circuit. This increases the loading effect and serves to reduc€

the voltage gain' Moreover' at high frequencies, capacitive reactance of base-

emitterjunctionislow,whichincreasesthebasecurrent.Thisreducesp.Dueto

these reasons,. the voltage gain decreases' The wiring and stray capacitance

between various electrodes contributes to shunt capacitance' This also reduces the

available outPut voltage.

"t 
131 At 

^id Tr"quencizs: ln the mid ftbquency region, the gain of the amplifier remains

constant' As frequency increases, the reactance of coupling capacitor decreases'

whichtendstoincreasethegain.Thislowerreactancemeanshigher|oadingof

firststageandhencelowergain.Thesetwofactorsalmostcanceleachother

resulting in a uniform gain at mid frequencies'

7,9 Equivalent circuit of RC coupled amplifier

Equivalent circuits can be drawn from two points of view' (i) DC (ii) AC' Hence we

can draw DC and AC equivalent circuits

i) DC equivalent circuit

a) Ground all AC sources (i.e. short circuit)

b) All capacitors are to be treated as open circuits'

A-pplying these rules, we can draw DC equivalent circuit

shown in Fig.7.l2

of RC- coupled amPlifier, as
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|\{

srq l.l ) D O. E(tui\alent circuit

ii\ AC equi" ale ot circuks

a) Ground oll DC Sorrrces (shon circuit)

b) All e.rp:rcitrrs:rrc to be treated as short circuit.

Appll,ing these rules, we can draw AC equivalent circuit of RC-couptctt

amplifier as shown in Fig.7.13; which was further simplified as shown in Fig.7.14

Fig.7.13 A.C Equrvatent circuit

Fit ?. |+ A C €guivalc"t cireuit
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7.IO SUMMARY

A transistor can raise the strenglh of a weak signal and thus it acts as

an amplifier. Transistor can provide large voltage gains. A transistor can be connected in

three configurations; hence there are thrce types of amplifiers. CE, CB' CC' CE and CB

transistor amplifiers can provide higher voltage gains and can be used as voltage amplifiers.

CC amplifier can not provide voltage gain greater than unity. Hence it can only be used as an

amplifier for impedance matching and for providing cunent gain. The output signal will have

same magnitude and phase as that of input signal. i.e the emitter follows the changes at the

input. So CC amplifier can be called 
^s 

M emitter followel. CE Amplifier can provide both

voltage gain and current gain. So it can be used for power amplification. lt has input and

output impedances suitable for intermediate stages of multi stage amplifiers, Amplifier

performance can be understood through its frequency response curve. lf voltage gain

provided by a single transistor amplifier is insufficient, then more transistor amplifier stages

can be used to achieve higher voltage gain. Amplifiers can b9 of different types depending

upon use, conduction angle, coupling, frequency range, method of analysis etc' Amplifiers

are mainly used in instruments, public address systems, TV, Radio receiver'

7.TI KEY TERMINOLOGY

Gain, efficiency' equivalent circuits, phase change' decibel gain' multistage amplilier

parameters.

SOLVED NUMERICAL PROBLE,MS

ExamPle'1

A voltage amplifier operated using a battery of l0 V having a collector load 6kO'

Calculate the maximum collector current'

So!ution: Maximum collector current = Wffi
=lo = 5,=1.66^A

6KO 3x10'

Example.2

In a single stage amPlifier, when the input signal ehanges by 0'02V, the base

current changes by l0pA and collector current by lmA of Rc = 2KO and Rr-= IOKQ'

calculate current gain, voltage gain, input impedance' affective AC load' power gain'

Solution: Given AIc = lmA; AIs = IOPA
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To find: Current gain A1, Voltage gain Av, Effe$ive load R1c, Pqwer gain Ap

(i) current cain AF Arc - lzr'{ - Ixl0-3. -rt
N s l0rtA l0 x l0-

(ii) lnput impedance fuq - LYBE - 0'02 - 0'02 , =2o0oa=2K1N D l|trA l0 x l0{
(iiD Effective load n"" = Rc //RL

= & x& - 2xJ03 xl0x_lo3 
= 

20*1ffi 
=l.66Kct

& +R, (2+10/0' 12

o.* lfi)x1.66x103(iv) Volt gs gain Av - A, 2: = -..-.........=- = rs' Rn 2xl0'
(v) Powergfin Ap = gXAy

10X83 -8300
ErrmpleJ

In a single strgs transistor amf.nficr uscd in CE corrffguntion, thc cotlector

rcsistance Rc = 5kA; and load resistancc Rr = skQ; F 100 and the input t€sistsnc€ RF

2;5 I(Q. Find the output voltage if the input is lmV.

Solutionz

Given Rc = 5kf,l Rr= 5kO

5xlo3o; sxldo;

. P= 100; Vnr= lmV; X,=2.5X103O

To lind

. Vour?

We know that voltage gain Av = 'f, =r* = 4.V,

NP
But A., = 4*

R,

R* = Acload = & | lRl= Skf) ll 5Kf) = 2.5K4

. l00x 2.5 x 103 .^^
.'.,{.. ='--"-'- = 

- 
=100' 2.5 x 10'

Voun i AvXVn

= l00x I xt 0'3

=0.1v

t
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7.12 Sr..LF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

(I) Long answer questions

l. write about the classification of amplifiers, based on different factors. Define the

terms: voltage gain, curent gain, input and output resistances'

2. Draw the circuit if RC coupled cE amplifier and explain its frequency response at

various frequencies'

3.DiscusstheworkingofCEtransistoramplifierandalsoexplainhowitproducesa

phase shift of l80o .

4. Explain how one can draw AC and DC equivalent circuits ofa RC coupled CE

amplifier.

(lI) Short answer questions

| . Compare the characteristics ofthree amplifier configurations

2. How a CE amplifier produccs a phase shift of 1800 between input and output sisnals? F.xDlain'

3. Draw the frequency response curve ofRC coupled amplifier and mark the low' mid'

and high frequencY regions'

4. Differentiate between voltage gain and decibel voltage gain

5. Explain how a transistor raises the strength ofa weak signal

6. Give the classification ofamplifiers based on conducting angle

7. What are the conditions under which a transistor can act as an amplifier?

(III) Numerical Problems

l. What is the voltage gain of a CE ariplifier if its Rn'r = 2'5 kC)' ac load Rec = 5kO; I =

50 [Ans: l oo]

2. ln the CE transistor CE amplifier' if Rc = 10kQ' Rr = l0KQ; I = 100' Rrr = 2'5kO'

find the output voltage for an input voltage of lmV [Ans: 200mV]

3. ln a single stage CE amplifier' Rc = l0Ko' RN = 2ko' I = 50' Rr- = 20 ko' find

voltage gain
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UNIT -III LESSON 8

FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS

OI}.IDCTIVES OF THE LF,SSON

This lesson explains you the basic idea of feedback, various types of feedback:

(positive and negative feedback), their advantages and disadvantages, gain of an amplifier
with the inclusion of feedback. Effect of feedback on various parameters ofan amplifier like
gain, noise, bandwidth, input and out put impedances. It also describes the working of emitter
follower, derivation of its parameters; concept of Darlington pair.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

8.1 lntroduction

8.2 Concept of feedback

8.3 Types offeedback

8.3.I Positive feedback

8.3.2 Negative feedback

8.4 Other classification of feedback

8.5 Gain of amplifier with voltage series feedback

8.6 Negative feedback and its effects

8.6.1 Effect ofnegative feedback on gain

8.6.2 Effect ofnegative feedback on distortion and noise

8.6.3 Effect ofnegative feedback on bandwidth

8.6.4 Effect ofnegative feedback on input resistance

8.6.5 Effect ofnegadve feedback on output resistance

8.7 The net effects of feedback circuits

8.8 Comparative characteristics offeedback andnon-feedback amplifiers

8.9 Emitter follower

8.10 Darlington pair

8.1 I Summary

8.12 Key terminology

8.13 Selfassessmentquestions

8.14 References
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8.I INTRODUCTION

The process of retuming a part of output voltage or cunent of an arnplifier

to its input tenninals is known as Feedback. There are two types of feedback. These are

known as positive feedback and negative feedback. Positive feedback increases the gain

whereas negative feedback reduces the gain. But negative feedback has so many advantages

as compared to positive feedback. They are (1) Any of the four basic amplifier types

(voltage, current, tansconductance and trans resistance) may be improved by the proper use

of neg:tive feedback (2) AnV of the four basic amplifier configurations may be made to

exhibit the prop.erties of the other, by the proper application of negative feedback. (3) The

transfer gain of the amplifier with feedback can be stabilized against variations of the

palameters of the transistor or parameters of other active devices. (4) Significant

improven"ent in the frequency response of the feedback ampl,.r., by proper use of negative

feedback (5) Reduction of distortion and noise. Positive feedback is used to produce

oscillations, whereas negative feedback is used mostly in amplifiers for stable operation.

FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER

8.2 CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK: H.S Black first proposed the principle of feedback in

elechonic circuits (amplifiers) in 1934.

The process of returning a part of output signal and feeding it back to the

input terminals again is called Fe edback. The use of feedback can make the characteristics of

a practical amplif,ier to approach those of ideal amplifiers.

Fig.8.l shows the block diagram ofa basic amplifier. Here vi is the input signal and vo is

the ouput signal. The voltage gain of the amplifier A is given by

, lo

Feedback
Network

p

Fig.8.2
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In this amplifier, the input does not know what is happening at the output. If, due to

some reason, the output changes, net input remains unaffected, such a system is called Open

loop or Non feedbaclc systern.

In Fig 8.2, the output of the amplifrer is fedback to the input through a feedback

network or a p-network. A fiaction pvo of the output voltage is fedback to the input. This

changes the net input voltage to the amplifier. Thus the input is modified by the output. The

input knows at every instant what the output is. Such a system is called a Closed loop or

Feedback system.

The gain with feedback is called Closed loop gain As while the gain without

feedback ts calle d open loop gain A.

83 TYPES OF FEEDBACK

Depending upon whether the feedback signal aids or opposes the input signal, there

are wo basic types of feedback in amplifiers: Positive and Negative.

83.1 POSITM FEEDBACK or REGENERATM FEEDBACK

When the feedback signal (voltage or current) is in phase with the input signal and

thus aids it, it is called Po sitive Feedback.

Let v/ be the feedback voltage which is in phase with the input voltage vi; then the

net input voltage to the amplifier is vi = vir + v/. Since the net input to the amplifier is

increased, the output of the amplifier also increases from vo to vol. In other words, the gain

of the amplifier increases because of the positive feedback. Due to this regenerative process

the signal amplitude increases and enters into non linear part of transistor characteristii:s

thereby a severe distortion occurs in signal shape. The original input becomes negligible

when compared to the feedback signal, thereby make the system to work as an oscillator at a

frequency not related to the signal. The system ceases to work as an amplifier.

Advantages:

Positive feedback increases the gain of the amplifier and hence can be used to design

oscillators.

Disadventages :

(i) Sigral distortion increases.

(iD Instability increases.



F.EEDBACK oT DEGENERATIVE FEEDBACK

When the feedback signal is out of phase with the input signal and thus opposes it,

the effective input signal decreases.. So, it is called Negative feedback or inverse feedback or

degenerative feedback.

Let v/ be the feedback voltage, which is in phase opposition to the input voltage v;

then the net input voltage to the amplifier is vi' = vi - v1. Since the net input to the amplifier

is reduced, the ou@ut of the amplifier also decreases from vo to vo'.

In other words, the gain of the amplifier reduces because of the negative feedbaok.

ADVAIITAGES

(i) Stability in gain

1ii) Improves the overall characteristics of an amplifier

(iii) Reduction in distortion and noise

' (iv) Improves frequency response

(v) lncreased bandwidth.

(vi) Modifres input and out put impeC;" r:s.

DISADVANTAGE: It reduces the gain of the amplifier.

&4 OTHER CLASSIFICATION OF FEEDBACK

Fig.8.3a Voltage series feedback anplifier

Fig.8.3 Series voltage feed back
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Fig.8.4a Current series feedback amplifier

The feedback can also be classified as volrage feedback or current feedback. In case of

voltage feedback. the signal fe r is proportional to the output voltage, whatever may be

the load impedance. In case of current feedback. the signal fedback is proportional to the

output current, whatever may be the load impedance. In case of current feedback, the signal

feedback is proportional to the output current, \ /hatever may be the load impedance.

Fig.8.5 Shunt voltage feedback

F ig.8.5a Voltage shr.rnt feedback
amolifier

Fig 8.4 Series current feedback

R.D.

c

+Vcc
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Fig 8.6 Shunt cunent feedback

tVcc

............ (8.s.2)

-t
I

I

v"rt

vEl
+

Rs

i

8.5 GAIN OF AMPLTI'rERWITH vor,racE sERIEs FEEDBACK

Consider an amplifier shown in.the form of a block diagram shown in Fig.g,S. The

input to this feed$ask amplifier is V; and output is Vor.

Voltage gain of the feedback amplifier U, =+ - - - - - (8.5.D

Effective input to the basic amplifier :4

But u, =v, -v,

Fig.8.6a Current shunt feedback amplifier



Feedbackvoltage vr = Pvo
l

p is feedback frctor

lntemal gain of the basic amplifier ,a = I

......... (8.s.3)

(8.s.4)

-vo=Av
,t\

Or vo= Alv, -v, )= Av, - Avt

Or vo = A'r, - trPu"

or v|(t+ lB)= tv,

, ot A.='o=, A -n u, \1+ AB)

This equation shown that the voltage gain of the amplifier is changed by the factor (l+Ap)

when negative feedback is introd rced.

S.6NEGATIVE FEEDBACK AND ITS EFFECT

8.6.I EFFECT OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ON GAIN

The negative feedback reduces the transfer gain A, according to the relation

,4

4=__:'_ (8.6.1.1)
' l+,48

i.e, Ay < A

Suppose the gain A is very large, so that Ap>>l, then

Aln'= w-v
Thus the gain ofthe feedback amplifier is made independent of the transfer gain A. The gain

with feedback A1 only depends on B i.e. on the properties of the feedback network and is

independent of transistor paftrmeters. This network consists of stable elements like resistors

and capacitors and hence the gain is stabilized. The condition for this stabilizatiqn is that

AB>>1.

8.6.2 EFFECT OF NEGATIVE tr'EEDBACK ON DISTORTION AND NOISE
,/
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Distortion:

Negative feedback reduces the amplifier distortion in the same mapitude as

gain. Suppose that a large "mplitude signal is applied to a stage of an amllifier. Due to this,

the opera{ion of, lhe device extends slightly beyond its range of linear operation and hence the

output signal is slightly distorted. If now negative feedback is intrciduced, the input signal

will be increased by the same amount by which the gain is reduced. Hence the output signal

amplitude remains the same.

^DD, =----- .; D,1<D
' l+D0' '

where D, + Distortion with feedback 
:

D -+ Distortion without feedback

The feedback can also be classified as voltage feedback or current feedback. In case

of voltage feedback, the signal feedbacf, is proportional to the oulput voltage, whatever rray

be the lo4d impgdance. In case of current feedback, the signal fedback is proportional to the

output current, whatever may be the load impedance. In "*" of .u...nt feedback, the signal

feedback is proportional to the output current, whatever may be the load impedance.

Noise:

Negative feedback reduces the noise in the same magnitude as the gain according to

^,/N.= ' 
= Nr<N

' l+AB

Where N, -+ Noise with feedback

ir' + Noise without feedback

8.6J EFFECT OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ON BANDWIDTII

The negative feedback affects the cut off frequencies just like gain. The lower crsoff

frequency /1 is lbwered by a factor of ( I +Ap) and upper cut off frequency /2 is raised by the

sarne factor (l+AP). Since /r << .fr, the bandwidth can be taken x fz-ft = /2. Thus if
negative feedback is employed in an amplifier, its bandwidth increases by the sarne factor

(1+Ap) by which its gain reduces as shown in Fig.8.7.

{ = f,
Hence J't I+ Ap

'f ' t = f ' 
(l + A f )
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0.707 A\

0.707 Av,,f

ftfl
Frequency (Hz) f' f"

Fig, 8.7 Frequency response curve

8.6.4 EFFECT OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ON INPUT RESESTANCE

The effect ofnegative feedback on input resistance depends upon the way in which the

output is fedback to the input.

If the output signal (voltage or cunent) is fedback in seiies with the input, then the

input cunent decreases. The effective input resistance decreases according to

R'/ = R'(1+ AP)

If the output signal (current or voltage) is fed back to the input in parallel, then the efiective

input resistance decreases according to. &, = -- 
R'-

(t+ Apl

8.6.5 EFFECT OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ON OUTPUT RESISTANCE

The effect of negative feedback on output resistance depends upon the quantity that is

fedback to the input from the output.

If the output voltage is retumed to the input (either in series or in parallel), the output

resistance decreases according to

-R--'ot 
l+ AB

If the ou@ut current is retumed to input (either in series or in parallel), the output

resistance increases accordins to
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R6/ = R4(l+AP)

8.7 THE NET EFFECTS OF FEEDBACK CIRCUITS

The net effects of feedback circuits are consolidated in Table 8.1

Table 8.1

Paranleter

Voltage sbries

feedback

Voltage shunt

feedback

Cunent Series

feedback

Current Shunt

feedback

Feedback

voltage/ Current
Yt= FYo B Yr- OYo It= f Yo

Gain

'l
A"t:'' l+ A,.B

eil=&,p A
Air = -------.i--'' 1+ Atp

Ry
Ri F+AvBl

R,

l+ pR^ Ri [+g'81
Ri

l+ A,B

&/
R,

1+ Arp
Ro

t+ BR^
R" [+g'l] Ro u+Aill

C/aracteristics of negative feedback am plifier

i) The feedback signal is in phase opposition to the input signal

ii) The effective input signal is the difference of source and feedback signals i.e V; = V' - V/

iii) The gain with feedback is always less than the open loop gain.

iv) Bandwidth increases. The gain bandwidth remains the same.

v) Stability increases

vi) Noise and distortion decreases.

vii) Input impedance and output impedances are modified.

n;
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8.9 EMITTER X'OLLOWER

E- N

Fig8.9 Hybrid model for Emitter follower

Anrplifier with feedback

Gain
I

A
.A'l+Ap

Input resistance & &r: Ri (l+A/)

Output. resistance R" o'=#
Band width B.W (8.&) = B.w Ir+^pl

Noise N Nr= il
' 1+40

Non linear distortion D Dr= D
' l+AF
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A special case of the CE amplifier with the emitter unbypassed is the common collector

amplifier or Emitter follower. This is shown in Fig.8.8. The output voltage is taken across

the emitter resistor fu and the fdedbaok factor is unity. Thus the emitter follower exhibits

10002 negative feedback. This is a case of voltage series feedback, since the voltage

developed in the output is in series with the input voltage as far as the base emitter junction is

Workin$ ,

l re operation of emitter follower is the same as that of common emitter

configuration When the base current is lco, the emitter cunent will be zero and no current

will flow in the load. As the transistor is brought out of this back biased condition by

increasing the magnitude ofthe base curent, the transistor will pass through the active region

and eventually reach saturation. In this coldition, all the supply voltage, except for a very

small drop across the transistor, will appear across the load.

Analysis

, Fig.8.8 is the emitter follower circuit. It is so called because its voltage gain is close

to unity and hence a change iq base voltage appears as an equal change in the output voltage

develope{ across Re. ln other words, the emitter follows the input sipal. Fig.8.9 shows the

small signal equivalent circuit.

EXPRESSIONS FOR VARIOUS PAR.A.METERS

I . CURRENT GAIN (Ai): It is defined as the ratio of ouput current to input current.

8.9.1

2. VOLTAGE GAIN (Av): It is defined as the ratio of output voltage to the input

voltage.

t/
A. =3

v

To find the voltage gain A'. without feedback, we connect the front side of Vs to

emitter E. Then



V, = (Rs + h1")I t

Yo=hrR,'!,
8.9.2

8"9.3

and

, h hoRJ,
fl^ =-=-^ V, (R,+h)l,

,q.,- = 
h'R"

'" Rr+hn

... A"* = 
A^ 

=^r l+pA$

. hoR"
" R, + hn +hoR,

hr,R"

R, + ft,,

, . hpR"
l.i.-

Rr+hn

8.9.4

8.9.5

8.9.6

3. rNPr.tr RE$rsTAr{cE (&)
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It is defined as the ratib of output voltage to the output current.

f/

&=-
T

Where V -, Open circuit output voltage

I - Short-circuit output current.

Hence output resistance without feedback is infinite.

p lim rR-
. D = ____::9__ = 

Re+@ -"' l+ A,,p l+ B lim A,.

ttlPl
= lim I --:-c I*"-- 

I t*1. ,.c 
I

| '' R,+ h," )

_,,- &(4*1,,,)
r,-- R" + h," + h1"R"

R. + h,"
= ----------------.----.---

h. + timl n'+n'" 
I

'' ne-+ol p 
IL""I

Hence *" =\!

3.

APPLICATIONS

1 . This circuit can be used for impendence matching in CROs video stage of a T.V

receiver etc.

This circuit can be used as a buffer stage and can also be used to increase the power

level ofthe signal.

Its very high input resistance and very low output resistance can be used to match

high impedance signal source to low impedance load without loading signal source.

E.IO DARLINGTON PAIR

For very weak signal sources for which even emitter follower input impedance

>500KO ,is a brude& we have to provide an amplifier with much higher input impedance

luger than 500KO. Ilrlington pair amnlifien are used in such cases.



Darlington pair is the name given to a pair of similar transistors in which the

collectors of two transistors are tied together and the emitter of one is directly connected to

the base of the other. It is commercially mounted in a single package that has only three leads

base, collector and emitter as sholvn in Fig.8.l0. In other words, this circuit consists of two

cascaded emitter followers with infinite emitter resistance in the first stage as shown in

Fig.8.l1. The voltage gain of this circuit is close to unity and current gain is very high.

Fig 8.10 Darlington pair

Fig 8.ll Darlington pair
Amplifier

MERITS

l. Darlington emitter follower has high input impedance than that of a singlc strge

emitter follower.

2. It has voltage gain less close to unity compared to a single stage emitter follower.

3. Darlington pair can be readily formed from two adjacent.transistors in an integrated

circuit.

4. It has a high impedance transformation capability.

DISADVANTAGE
I The overall leakage currpnt of Darlington pair is high because the

by thc second.

leakage current of the
.t

E

Re



8.TT SUMMARY

When a part of the output voltage (or currurt) of an amplifier is given back to the

input circuit, feedback is said to exist. Feedback is a concept or method to obtain the desired

characteristics; generally feedback is included in the system. The advanaages of feedback

system arc: high accuracy, fast response, independence of operating conditions, flexibility,

improved stability. Depending upon the feedback signal aids or opposes the input signal,

there are two types of feedback: (i) Positive (2) negative. When the feedback signal is in

phase with the input signal and thus aids it, it is called positive feedback. In the other cme, if
the feedbeck signal is out of, phase with the input signal and thus opposes it, it I s caled

negatiye ,feedb:ipk. Positive feedback is sometimes called regenerative feedback; and is

mostly used in .oscillators. Negative feedback is some times called degenerative feedback.

Depending upon the way the output energy is feed back to the input, amplifiers can be

classified as, a) series voltage b) series current c) shunt voltage, d) shunt current. Due to the

intoduction of negative feedback, amplifier paramet€N like in put resistance, out put

resistance, bandwidth etc. can be controlled as we dcsirc . Noise and distortion can also be

reduced . Emitter follower is an example of feedback amplifier. Its voltage gain is less than

but nearly unity. It can act as buffer amplifier with high input impedance. Still higher

impedance can be obtained by corurecting two such emitter followers in cascade. This

iurangement is known as darling ton pafr .

8.12 KEY LOGY

Feedback, positive and negative. feedback, voltage gain; emitter follower, bandwidth,

distortion, noise, Darlinglon pair.

SOLVED NUMERICAL PROBLEMS:

Examplel

Calculate the gain of a negative feedback amplifier with an intemal gain A,=100 and

Feedback factor p:1716

Solution:

Given A=f00P:l/10=0.1
Tofmd{1 =!



A lm 100=_=o40l+Af l+lffix] ll
l0

Enupla2
An glrplifflr with Z = I KQ hrs a voltage gain A = 100. If a neguive feed back

of p = 0.0 I is applied to it , whar rlralt ba the input irapedarwe of thc feedbock amplifier?

Solalba:

. GiYcn Z,=LKQ;F=0.01 ;A= 100

Tofnii Zr-? 
i

k = Z,(l+ F4) =l(l + 0'01x 100) = 2lf,i

Eradliitddl

We have en amplifier of 60dB gain. tt has rn output impedairce % = l2kfi' It is

reqdrqt to modi$ ib outlut impcdance to 600 O. by applying negativc fecdbck.

Cdculate thc vducs of fee&ack factor, perccntage change in the overall gain for 1096

change in the galn of the intemal amplifier?

Solqti'on :

Glvcn Ad0dB*
: za= l2ko

7't=6N
To cahulate Fecdback factor PA =?

'.,:.il

If the 5% fcedbsck is

att Z"
'ot - ll-tf

7
Ap =+_r

Zor

- l2ooo -l = 2o-l = l9
600

Erample 5

The gain of the amplifier is 100 and its bandwidth is 4fi) KHz

intoducc4 fnd the gain and baodwidth?



lrf

Gwen A= lbO

B.W. = 400 I(Hz

Feedback ratio = 0.05

To find gain A5 with feedback and B.W.' bandwidth with feedback

Erarlple.S

pA=0.05x100=5

e^= A 
=J9io17" l+Ap l+5

B.tl.' = B.W.(r+ AF) = 40O x (l + 5) = 24000kltz

f 2{ and input voltage i-q 50mV. Qalculate l). Gain with feedbr";k 2) Feedback factor 3)

OuQut vollage 4) Feedback voltage 5) New input voltage.

l) Gain with feedback

.AA.=-=' l+BA 1+axtOO
25

2) Feedback factor fe = |xtOO = +

3) Outputvoltage Vn = ArV, =20x50mY =lV

4) Foedbackvoltage pl/"' =]
2s

=)"t=o.ar

input voltage

vi =v,(r+ &a'l
I

50(1+ 
- 

x100) =250mV'25

The basic amplifier has a voltage gain of 40dB with the application of negdiv€

feedbaclq the gain is reduced to 20dB. Find the gain with and without fecdback. A{so

find the feedback ratio?

Solution

In a negative feedback amplifier, the gain without feedback is 100, feedback ratio is

=20
100
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A" = 40dB i.e. 20 log A" = 40 ;

The'refore log N = 40/20 = 2:

Or A": 102 = 100

Givdn A,,n+ 20 dB i.e, 20 log A"1 -_20;

Or A"r= 10,

We have A.. = A'

" l+ A,p

to = loo
I +100x B

Solving forp, we get p = 0.09

Eranple 8

An emplifier has a gain of l20dR and it has bandwidth of 140 KHz with lower 3dB

frequency,lpf 20 kJlz atd upper 3dB frequency 160 KHz. Find the gain, lower and

upppr 3fl;jfpquencies if 5% negative feedback is introduced?

Solution:

Given 20log A" = 120 or A" = 106

BW: l49kHz; ft: 20kJlz ; fu= 160WIa, p = 0.05

wehave n"=#h

-4..,= lou ,= loo , = loo,=20'nr l+ pxlo6 l+o.o5xlo6 5xloa

f,, =' f' , - 2oxlor - - 2ox19r 
=o.4Hzru l+ px'A, l+o.o5xl(, 5xloa

.f ry = f ,(l+ pA) =l60kHzx0t05xr06 =gMHz

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

(1)Long answer questions

l. What is feedback? Discuss about the positive and negative feedback. Obtain

an expression for the voltage gain ofan amplifier with negative feedback?

2. Discuss the efrect of negative fedback on gain, input resistance, bandwidth distortion and



noise?

3. What is an emitter follower? Explain its working , give its analysis?

4. Draw the ci(cuit of emitter follower?'Derive an expression for l. Current gain 2.Voltage

Gain 3, Eputifesistance 4.Output resistance.

5, Explaih tbe a{tion of emitter follower and Darlington pair?

(2) Short answer questions

1 Obtain an expression for voltagc gain of negative feedback amplifier?

2. Mention the advantages and disadvantages ofnegative feedback?

3. Draw the circuit of darling+on pair and describe its action?

4. Discuss the effect ofnegative feedback on bandwidth ofan amplifier?

5. Discuss ho-'w voltage gain is stabilized by the use of negative feedback?

NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

l,Calculate the;average gfi of negative feedback amplifict circuit having intemal gain

A=100 and feedback factor I = 0.1. [Ans; 9.09]

2.;An amplifier has intemal gain A of 200. Its output impedance is lk Negative feedback is

introduced in the circuit (0 =0.02) . Calculate the output impedance of the feedback

amplifier? [Ans; 200 ]

3. What should be the feedback factor ofthe negative feedback circuit applied to an amplifier

of an intemal gain A = 180 and Zi = 250 O in order to increase the input impedance to

2kO?.[Ars'0.0389]

4:A feedback adplifier has an intemal gain A:40d8 and feedback factor 0.05 ofthe input

impe<lanoe of this circuit is l2KO , what would have been the input impedance of the

amplifier if feedback was not present. [Ans; 0.0389]
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LESSION-9

OBIECTIVES OF THE LESSION

This lesion explains you the concept and importance of oscitlators; Various

conditions to be satisfied to prodice oscillationsj Sinusoidal oscillators either by

using RC- networks, Ex Wein bridge, phasb shift oscillators; or by ' trsing LC-

networks, Ex: Hartley and Colpitts oscillators; fiiis lesion atso discuscs about the

Crystal oscillator, and its advantages; frequency stability.

SIRUCTURE TIIE LESSION

9.1. Introduction to an oscillator

9.2 Barkhausen critcrion for oscillations

9.3 Differences between oscillator and an amplifier

9.4 RC-oscillators

9.4.1 Phase shift oscillator

9.4.2 Wien bridge oscillator

9.5 LC-oscillators

9.5.1 Colpitt'soscillator

9,5.2 Hartleyoscillator

9.6 Frequency stability

9.7 Crystal oscillator

9.8 Summary

9.9 Key terminolory

9.10. Self assessment questions

9.1 I . References
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

Oscillator may be defined as an elecfonic circuit that converts energy

from a DC source into a periodically varying electrical output. Amplifiers with

excessive regenerative feedback produce oscillations at a fiequency that satisfies

Bhakhausen criterion. The operating frequency is decided by the frequency for which

the feedback signal is in phase with input signal. Oscillators do not need extemal

input signal. The oscillating frequency is selected by the frequency selective network

fiom the noise present in the circuit. For amplifiers (that result when feedback path is

removed) whose output is 1800 out of phase with input, the frequency selective

network is designed to produce an additional phase shift of | 800. For amplifiers that

produce in phase output, the frequency seleclive network produces zero or 3600 phase

shift. For low frequencies, R-C phase shift oscillator, Wien's bridge oscillators are

used. For radio frequency oscillations, tuned circuits are used. Nowadays'

piczoelectric crystal oscillators are being used as these can produce frequencies from

few KHz to MHz. The output of crystal oscillator is not sinusoidal and is rich in

harmonics, These are used in conjunction with tuned circuits which are tuned to

multiptes of fundamental frequency of piezo electric crystal; Giga HerE frequency

signals can be very easily generated by 
-this 

method. For microwave frequencies,

Klystrons, traveling wave oscillators, Magnetrons and Tunnel diodes are being used.

In this lesson. we confine to R-C oscillators and L-C oscillators.

Oscillators can produce either sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal waveforms'

Oscillators which produce sine waves are called Sirusoidal Oscillators Ex: Wien

bridge, Phase shift, Colpitt's and Hartley oscillators. On the other hand, oscillators

which produce non-sinusoidal waveforms are calted Relaxation ot Non-sinusoidal

Oscillators.Ex: Astable, Monostable, Bistable multivibraton.

92 BARKHAUSEN CRITERION FOR OSCILATIONS

Barkhausen proposed a criterion for an electronic circuit to produce sustained

(constant amplitude) oscillations. This criterion is known as Barkhausen criterion. lt is

statcd as 
..osc /at ions will be sustaited if the nngnitude of the product of the transfer
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gain of the amplifier A and the feedback factor B of the feedback network is greater

thqn or equal to unity."

vl ='vt

EXPLANATION

Fig.9.l shows an amplifier, a feedback network and an input

mixing circuit not yet connected to form a closed loop. The amplifier provides an

output signal vo as a consequence of input signal v1 , directly applied to the input.

From the figure,

Output ofthe feedback circuit, v7 = pv6 = Apv;

Output of the mixing circuit,

v7:-vy=-ABvi

LooPgain 

=;;:r%ilooPinPut
:-Ap

The amplifier would continue to provide the same output ve as before, provided v7' =

vi . In other words, if the extemal sounce were removed and if terminal .2' were

connected to terminal 'l'. The condition v/' = v is equivalent to - AB -l 61 1*O

gain must equal unity. This condition is called the Bharkausen criterion. This implies

that lApl : I and the phase of -Ap is zero.

Basic Amplifior A

Feedback Network B

Fig.9.1
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tr'grtures of en Oscillator

L Oscillator circuit must contain an active device (BJT or FET or an Op.Amp.)

that works as an amplifier.

2. Oscillator circuit must contain a feedback network and should use positive

feedback.

3, The amount of feedback must be suffioient to overcome the losses.

4. Some oscillators contain a negative resistance device.

9.3. Differences between an Oscillator and an Amplilier

l.

DC Power
lnput

2, Amplir',:r is an electronic circuit

which can raise the strength ofa

weak signal applied at its input.

3. In an amplifier, the frequency,

waveform and magnitude of AC

power generated is controlled by

an AC input signal.

4. Amplifier produces an outPut

signal only when there is a signal

at its input.

5. Amplifier utilizes D.C and

Enhances power ofAC wave-

form applied at is ouqut

6, Amplifrer utilizes mostl)' negative

feedback mechanign.

7. Amplifiers are used in all most

All electronic devices in 
,various

Forms

2. Oscillator is also an electronic circuit

which itself can generate altemating

signal over a wide frequency range.

3. In an oscillator, the frequency, waveform

and magnitude ofAC power generated is

controlled by the circuit itself'

4. Oscillator does not require any input

to start energy conversion process.

5. Oscillator utilizes DC and converts it

into AC power. So we can call it as an

Inverter.

6. Oscillator always utilizes positive feedbaok

mechanism.

7. Oscillators are mostly used in laboratory

test equipment, harmonic generators

carrier generators in Transrnitters and

Beat frequency oscillators in receivers.

AMPLIFIER OSCILLATOR
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9.4. RC-OSCTLLATORS (STNUSOTDAL OSCTLLATORS)
Oscillators which utilize an RC network (feedback network) as the

frequency determining network is called as an RC Oscillator. Ex: Phase shift, Wien

bridge. RC oscillators are used to generate audio frequency (AF) signals.

9.4.I PHASE SHIIF"T OSCILLATOR

/\cc^

R/= R - h,i.

Fig.9.2 Phase shift oscillator and its output waveform

Working

The circuit of a Phase shift oscillator using an NPN transistor in Ct

configuration is shown in Fig.8.2. The resistor R,,Rrand Rs provide the necessary

bias conditions for the circuit. C, is the emitter bypass capaoitor. The output

developed at the collector is fed back to the input (to the base) via a cascaded RC-

network, This cascaded netvvork consists of three identical Rc-networks. ln the last

section,.R, +h,":R, where hi. is the input resistance of the transistor. We assume that

resistors Rr, R2 and R3 do not effect the signal operation and hence we ignore them in

the analysis.

The circuit is set into oscillations by any random variation caused in the

base current. Due to transistor action, this variable base current is amplified and

appears in collector circuit and fed back through the RC-cascaded network. This

network produces a phase shift of 1800 between its input and output voltages. An

additional phase shift of 1800 is produced by the CE transistor (transistor connected in

common emitter configuration), Thus the total phase shift around the loop is 3600 or

00 and the circuit acts as an oscillator.



Ana$sis

By using the h-parameter equivalent circuit ofa transistor, we can draw the

following circuit shown in Fig.9.3 for analysis.

Rr = R-$.

9.4.t.1

hr

r r 
Fig'9'4

,Er, 
^r, 

hence ,- can b€ neglected; h," is very small, hene h-y, cut be

neglected hr"I, in parallel with Rl can be replaced by Thevenin's theorem). Hence the

Phasc shift oscillator equivalent circuit is drawn as shown in Fig.9.4.

Applying KVL to the three mashes, we get { here Xc = fr t

(RL - jxc +R)lt-RI2+hlqIrRL = 0

-Nt+(2R-jx()r,-ru, =o

0lr -Rlz +€R-jXc) Ir = 0

(Rr + R -j)t) -R hr&
-R (2R-j)ft) -R

0 -R (2R-j&)

..9.4.t.2

.9.4.1.3

.-$

h'"Vz

=0
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or (n, + n - jx. )[( 2R - ix )z - R'?] + R[-R(2R - ix,1l+ hun,lR'?f= o

or (RL+R-jxc)(3R'?-4Rjxc-xcl-2f +R2j xc+h/"&R? = 0

3R2Rr + 3Rr - 3jR2xc - 4RRrjxc - 4n2jxc - lnxc2 - n1x62' Rx62 +ix.' - 2R' +

RJxq+h/81n2:o

On separating real and imaginary parts we get

3R2R1+ R3 - 5RX62 - RLxg2 + hl&n'? + j( - 6p21" - 4RRlc + Xc3) = o .....9.4.1 -4

For'0' phase strift around the loop, there oan be no 'j' term

Hence from Eq.(4), we oan write

i.G6R'z X c - 4RLRX c + x c' ) = 0

or xrlxi -4RRr-6R']=o

Xc'=4RR"-6R' .......""""" 9,41,5

or;1|*7=enn, +6R2 (sinoo x, = rfu)4tt' J -L'

r=e&;@

= 2nRc-J6+4K
p

where K=*
I(

If R, =R then the frequency of oscillatioil! is given by

. -----------9.4.1.6

Hencc Eq. (4) beoomes'

3R2Rr +R3 -x!(sn+nr)+ h,"RrR2 =o

qrfc'(lnn, *on')
or

I

,rlRcffi



Using Xr' = 4RR,.+ 6R2 , the above equation becomes

3R'z4/ +R3-(4RR, +6R)'[5R+&]+ h1uR,.R2 =0

3 R2 RL + R3 - 20 R, R,. - 4 RRr, + 30R3 - 6R2R/_ + h1 
1. 

R1 R2 = 0

hy"R1R2 = 23 R2 RL + 29 R3 + 4 R Rr-2

h," =23*29 
L *4R'-R,.R

If R = &, the condition for sustained oscillations is h,., = 23 + 29 + 4 = 56

hr":56 9.4.1 .8

i.e. the forward cunent transfer ratio ofthe transistor in a phase shift oscillator must

be at least equal or greater than 56, for sustained oscillations.

Features of R-C phase shift oscillator

l. This oscillator can be designed to work with either BJT or FET or opAmp.. with
BJT' circuit is designed using voltage shunt feedback to avoid the loading of feedback

network by the low input impedance of transistor.. If FET is used, vortage series

feedback is used

Its input impedance is quite high..

2. The active device produces 180 phase shift

3, It consists of positive feedback and negative feedback signal coupled through the

feedback resistor Rl in series with R; ofthe amplifier.

4. lt is suitable to produce oscillations in the audio frequency range.

5. A transistor of large h1" is needed to overcome the losses in the RC network.

9.4.2

It is a low frequency. low distortion, tunable sine wave RC oscillator. This utilized a

two stage RC-coupled CE amplifier as an amplifoing stage and one RC-bridge

network as a feedback network. The circuit of wien Bhidge oscillator is shown in

Fig.9.5

When the power is first applied, a small base current develops at the base of e1. Due

to tmnsistor action, this appears in amplified form, but with a phase difference of
1800 , at its collector. This amplified signal is fcd back to the base ofel through a

Or

9.4.1.7



Wien bridge circuit (frequency determining and feedback circuit)' The feedback

signal and the actual signal at the base of Qr are at a phase of 3600o100 ' Thus the

total phase shift around the loop is 3600 which means a positive feedback. The

frequency selective circuit permits only a signal with a frequency equal to /' to appear

in phase at the base of Q1. This is amplified and continually reinforced' resulting in a

build-up ofthe sine wave output.

Analvsis

Feedback signal

Fig.9.5 Wien bridge oscillator

Fig.9.6 is the part of the circuit (feedback part) and is shown in simplified

form in Fig.9.7. Here Vo is the actual signal developed at output of Q2, v7 is the

signal fed back to Qr.

Fig 9.6

R;Cr=6r= a

R

Cr
lQz

Rto

Frequency

etRl = R2 -

Fig9.7
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vf= zo y- Z,+Zo'

Yt Z^
-.- ___:_ 

= -_______!_ =V. Zr+2, R(-jx)
R+(-jx)

RX

R(-jx)

+ R+(-jX)

(multiply numerator and

RX

._ I

"-iE

o, g= -jM 
=' - jRX +(R- jX)'z RX + j(R2 - j2RX -i,

denominator by j )
RX

- nx + ilnt-ija2p11-tRx + trE -V5
For zero phase shift, there can be no .j, term

Here R2-X2=O or R=X

orR= I 
=2ttf ,C

If R, + .R, ; C, * C, then /, 2nJRt\Cp,

NowEq.(l) with R =X, becomcs

Feedbackfactor B =vl = L =! - o =!'y"3RX3 
3

To satisS Barkhausen criterion; Ap must be made equal to l.

i.e. e=\ or a=j=3.PY3
Hence A.= 3

Oscillations will be sustained if the gain ofthe arnplifier exceeds 3.

Thc feedback network in wien bridge oscillator is called lead - lag circuit. The series

capacitor beoomes open at low frequencies and there is no output. On the other hand

thc shunt capdcitor becomes a short at high frequency and hence there is no output.

Betwe€n ttese two exfr€mes output becomes maximum at one frequency, This is
oalled the resonance fiequency. At this ft€quency the feedback fiaction becomes l/3..

Advrntages

l. The overall gain is high because of two tansistors.

2, The tequency ofoscillations can be easily changed.



3. lt gives constant output.

Disadvantage

l. It cannot generate very high frequencies.

Salient feature

l. lt consists of two transisto:s to plduce a phase shift of 360.

2. It can be used to produce oscillations over the fi'equency -,g. iHt a t I"tHt'

3. The frequency ofoscillations can be varied conveniently by varying

simultaneously the two capacitors .

.1. It provides stable output.

9.5 LC OSCILATORS

The two types ofLC oscillators arc colpitt's and Hartley oscillators These belong to

LCosci]latorsfamilybecausetheirfrequcncydeterminingcircuitconsistsofindrclor

and capacitor as the elements.

9.5.T COLPITT'S OSCILLATOR
iVcc

.l

Fe€dback circuit
(Tank circuit)

Fig.9.8

Ilescription

The circuit of Colpitt's oscitlator is shown in Fig'9'8' It can be viewed as a

single stage CE amptifier followcd by a feedback circuit (Tank circuit)' The resistors

Vout

Rz

Re



R,' Rr and R. provide the necessary bias conditions for the circuit. The capacitors c1
and c2 and the inductor L form the frequency determining network. The function of
Cc and Cs is to block DC and to provide an AC path. RFC is a.Radio Frequency
choke offers very high impedance to high frequency currents. rt prevents Radio
Frequency currents from reaching the source ofcollector supply voltage and prevents
the source from short circuiting the altemating output voltage.

Working

When the collector supply voltage is switched on, the capacitors Cr and Cz
are charged. These capacitors discharge through coil L setting up damped harmonic
oscillations is the tank circuit. This oscillatory current in tank circuit produces an AC
volfrge across q (i'e' between the terminars l and 3) and an AC vortage across C,
(i.e. between the terminals 2 and 3).If the terminal I is at positive potential with
respect to 3 at any instant, terminar 2 wiir be at negative potentiar with respect to 3 at
the same instant. Thus the phase difference between the voltages is always 1g00. A
further phase shift of Ig0o between the output and input voltages is produced by CE
transistor' Thus the totar phase shift is zero. Hence the .0'phase shift condition for
sustained oscillation is satisfi ec.

ANALYSIS

Fig.9.9

The above figure shows the equivalent circuit of Colpitt,s oscillator.

neglected -l- is omitted (because &- is negligible; ho" is very sma .)nE

t--Vr*+Vo---f

Here h*V6 is
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(i[nod Impcderce ( Zr-)

It is the imp€dance botween the terminals 2and 3; and is given by

zL=zril(z'+2,)

vtherc zt =ZJrhn=ffi
f r,z I

;.7. =2,(z'!2,) _z,L;5;;.. 
z_'J

Zr+Zt +2, Z, + Z,. ++
= .fhnzr*h,,zr.+zrzrfz, ..................9.5.I.2

h,,(zr+ 22+ Zr)+ ZrZr+ Z&, '-"

(ii) Volugp gain of the basic amplifier is

n, = -o';1,, ...............e.s.r.3

(iii)Feedbackfactor P=Z

Fromtheequivalentcircuit, . n =7Qn

Y" zlOr B--L=-- y. Zt.+ Z,

hnZ,

or B= ,h'+Z' = h"7-t 
=, ----9.5.1.4hnL+2, zZ3+h,,lz'+z'l

4+2,' "
(iv) Bark{rausen criterion is eu.p =1

. -&uZ"l.e.-

9.5. t.t

of

l.

23,

h)

z2

h,

'l

't '

.2

t,Zk
T

hr

hb

T'

;
)2,
+ ZrZ,

z3

z2

=l

*2,
*2,

)

)

1'
nZ,a
l rz,

tt

hi"

+i

zl

zl
,(2,

7-Lz
7-*

hnZ,

h,()

brZ,

,+2

-...--
Z,Z,z,

'al
(h,

',(2,

,2,
)*2

Z,Z,

_t_
Xr,"

rZr
-z')

)='ZtZ,

or hn(Zr+Zr+ Zr)+ ZtZz+ ZtZ3 = -htZ,.Z,



d hF(\+7a+7a)+\Zq$:ttp\+hh=0 - --9.5.1.5
In cose of Colpit's oacillfor, Z, is a capacitor, Z, is a capacitor and Z, is ar

inducttr

:. z,=:!; z,= -I ; Z,= jol.' oCr' ' .C"
Hre Eq. (5) bocomes

( ; ; \ ( ;\( ;\, ,( ;\.nt h- e. t * fl e !t- h f . o,hl- * p a.t = o

-,.(+.* 4l[#h) +l='.

Fa'0' phasc drift, tbcrc can be no 'j' tcrm.

l-t-*-L--)= o
\d' &2 )

r( | l'\or d-=-l 
-+- 

|a(C, C, )

or t' =t(c'*c')L\ CP2 )

I (e.c.\
'=fr wherec"=1.dAJ

Frcqucncy ofoscitlation / = -!- 2fiJLC1.

Colditbl for rurtalncd ccillrtionr
Substitting Eq.(7) into E4.(6), we get,

- L *'!ht =oCt o'CrC,

............9.5.1.6

-, ......9.5.t.7

9.5.r.8

9.5.1.9
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lsine o2c,c,= ttf) nom Eq.(s)l

| (r+hh\
Ct \C,+Cr)

l+h, =C'!!,C'

hr=?

Colpitts oscillator is used in commercial signal generaton to produce fr,cquencies up

to lOOMHz

HARTELY OSCILLATOR

C i->
Fig9.l0

Dcrcription

Th€ circuit of Hartley's oscillator is shown in Fig 9.10. It can be

viewed as a single stage amplifier followed by a feedback circuit (tank circuit). The

rcsistors Rr, Rz and & provide the nec€ssary bias oonditions for the circuit .Tlie

capocitor C and thc inductors L and Lz form the frequency determining network. The

firnction of Cc and Cu is to block DC and to provide an AC path. RFC is a Radio

9.5.t.t0

95,2

+Vcc
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Frequency Choke offers very high impedance to high frequency currents from

reaching the source of collector supply voltage and prevents the source from short

circuiting the alternating output voltage.

Working

When the collector supply voltage is switched on, the collector current

starts rising and charges the capacitor'C'. When this capacitor is fully charged it

discharges through the coil L,and I. setting up damped harmonic oscillations in the

tank circuit. This oscillatory current in tank circuit provides an AC voltage across L;

which is applied to the base-emitter junction of the transistor and appears in the

amplified form in the collector circuit. Feedback of energy from output to input is

accomplished through auto transformer action. This energy supplied to the tank circuit
overcomes the losses occurring in it. Hence oscillations are sustained.

If terminal 'l' is at positive potential w.r.t terminal .3, at any

instant, then terminal '2' will be at negative potential with respect to terminal ,3'at

the same time. Thus the pr'*" difference between these voltages (voltage acrossLl

and L2) is always 1800. t at phase shift of lg00 between the output and input
voltage is produced by common emitter transistor. Thus the total phase shift is zero.

Hence, the '0' phase shift condition for sustained oscillations is satisfied.

ANALYSIS

Fig 9.11 Equivalent circuit

Fig.9.l1 sows the equivalent circuit of Hartley's oscillalor. Here h*V. is neglected and

I

4; is omitted.

(i)Load Impedance: Zy. lt is the impedance between the teiminals 2 and 3 (output

terminals) and is given by,

zr=Zril(z'+Zr)

a-v.f*+Vo---f



where Zt = ZtIIh,,

z''(-!'"2' * z^)
\4.+Zt - )

zr+2,+( ,hJ+-). 
\h"+2, )

z, = , ,fh'zi+h*Z'+Z'z'fz'' h,"(2, + Zr.+ Zr)+ Z,Z, + 7/
(ii) Voltage gain of the basic amplifier is

= 42,
Zt+ 4,

."2"=zp(Z'+zr)

= 
zr..(z'+zr)
Zr+ Zt + Z,

lrr= -ht'f:

p=+

..9.s.2.1

9.5.2.2

.........9.5.2.3

..............9.s.2.4

From the equivalent circuit,

r" zlor B= t = '' y. Z, +2,

4"2,

ZrZr+h,"fZr+Zrf

(iv) Barkhausen criterion is A"B= 1

(iii) Feedback facror

. i.e

On putting the value of Z 
" 

,

v,= ,Z' y' Z'+2, "

- hnZ,. . hnZ, _ ,hb ZA3 + hb(qt + Zr)- '

we get



= -l

(rr l4(2, + z, + zr\+ z,z, + zrz, = -hrzrzz

or h,(2, + z, + zr)+(t+ no)z,zr+ z,zz =0 .........9.5.2.5

In cosc of llartlcy's oscillator

ZflaL1; Z;iolL',: Z,= - J,

t

r t1 , r n,/-r)l ,,h,V d, + i at, - ft )+lr 
+ h"li d-,.j d.l+li a . 

Wc ) J

t 
-+]+q+h,'1o'zr,4*{=0.-.......:.-e.5:2:(,'1 l'otih"lo(L'+Lr) a:) (. 

r

(v) For 'um' phase shlfi, tlerc 'can be rc 'j' term .- , :::.i.

Henoe, t(t,*t,)-!=o -.....9.5.2'7

Honcc Eq.(5) bccomcs,

.or

,llhr- =-- (l"+L,)c CLn

. .\ ..

9.5.2.8

9.5.2.8aWhere L.=(t^*t")

(vi) Cordftbo for rurtrined aclllations
' o'r subs.itution of Eq.(?) in to Eq.(O, we get.

h,,(2, + Z, + Zr)+ Z,Z, + Z,Z,

-(1+n^).'r.,r,*+=n
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or L,=(r+hn)a'L,L,

ot

ButfromEq.(8) ,'=dq

. L, (t + nn)4r.,
c =vEJTj

@Q=ff
=l+ L

L

he=+ .9.5.2.9

NOTE: It mutual inductance is also taken into consideration, then Eq.(8) (a) and

Eq.(9) becomes: Ln =Q"+ M)+(L,+ M) + Lt +L2+2M

'' (L* a\hft=6.4

9.6 Frequency stability of oscillatons

Definition : It is a measur€ of oscillators ability to maintain as nearly a fixed

frequency as possible over as a long time interval as possible.

For most purposes, the operating frequency of an oscillator must rcmain

oonstant but the frequency ofan oscillator changes due to the following factors:

.. l. Variation of supply voltage: This can be overcome by using an electronicalfy

Reguleted power supply.

2. Variation in reactive components oi the tuned circuit due to change in

temperature. This effect can be minimized by the use of a coil having

larger number of tums and a low DC input voltage.

3. Variation in load.

4. Variation in transistor paramqters due to thermal changes.

5. Mechanical variations.

Pi@o Electric Crystal

When the frequency of th€ oscillator is to be kept at fixed

tequency, a quc;rE crystsl which has piezoelectric property is generally used

instead of the tuned circuit. Quartz crystals ar€ piezoelectric . A quartz crystal has



two sets of axes. Ttrese are electrical and mechanical axes. When electrical stress is

applied along electrical axes. The crystal sets into mechanical vibrations along

mechanical axes. Likewise mechanical stress along mechanical axes voltage change

along electrical axes. Thus the crystal will be set into vibration. A piezoelectric

crystal's electrical equivalent circuit is shown in Fig . It has one series resonant

frequency and one parallel resonance frequency.. Series resonance frequency is lower

than parallel resonant frequency. Thus a piezo electric crystal can be used as either a

series LCR or parallel LCR circuit with very high Quality factor. Because of large q-

factor, the crystal posses great frequency stability and frequency discriminating

capacity.. When kept in temperature controlled ovens, piezo electric crystals can have

a frequency stability of I ppm.

._IEF

Piezo electric crystal

C"

.--l
Ll +-,rru,".1trtn---.t'Cs Rs Ls

Equivalent circuit

Fig9.t2

Advantages of Quartz crystal

l. Greater mechanical strenglh.

2. Simplicity of manufacturing.

3. Quantity factor is very high (Q :10,000).

4. Higher order of frequency stability.

5. Frequency of oscillation of crystal is independent ofsupply voltage'

transistor pammeters.

9.7 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

When a high degree of frequency stability particularly

of time is required. a crystal oscillator is generally used'

ionsists ofa quartz crystal as its tuned circuit.

Impedance
characteristic
of crystal

over long periods

Crystal oscillator
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The principle of operation of a crystal oscillator depends

upon the Piezo electric effect. When mechanical stress is applied across the

opposite faces of a quartz crystal, a potential difference is developed across

them. It is called Piezo electric effect. Conversely, when a p.d is applied across

its opposite faces, it causes the crystal to either expand or contract . If an

alternating voltage is applied, the crystals s€t into vibration. The frequency of

vibration is equal to tlte resonant frequency of the crystal.

PIERCE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

Fig.9.13

Fig.9.13 shows the circuit diagram of Pierce crystal oscillator. The

resistors Rr, Rz and Rr provide bias and stabilization. C is an emitter bypass

capacitor; C. is a coupling capacitor. RFC is a Radio Frequency Coil provides DC

collector load and prevents any AC signal from reaching the DC supply.

The crystal is connected as a series element in the feedback path from

collector to base. Since in series resonance, crystal impedance is the smallest, the

amount ofpositive feedback is the largest. The crystal normally provides feedback but

also the necessary phase shift.

When the collector supply voltage is switched on, a transient

cunent develops at the base. This appears in an amplified form at the collectot but

with a phase of 1800 (due to CE configuration). This amplified signal is fed back to

the base through the feedbaok path. The orystal provides an additional phase of | 800,

+Vcc

t3
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so that the total phase around the positive feedback loop is 3600. Hence sustained

oscillations are produc€d, the frequency of which is decided by the crystal.

Oscillation frequency

I
2n,[4

where 'L' is the equivalent inductance ofcrystal.

Advantages

(l) It has no tuned circuit.

(2) Frequency ofoscillation can be changed easily.

9.8 SUMMARY

Oscillator is an electronic circuit which produces oscillations or non-

sinusoidal waveforms on its own without any input signal. It consists basically

three parts: (i) Active device (Transistor) that works as an amplifier (ii) Feedback

circuit, consisting of either active devices or passive components like resistors,

capacitors and inductors and (iii) A mixing circuit. Osciltators utilize positive

feedback. Barkhausen proposed a criterion for any oscillator circuit to prcduce

sustained oscillations. According lo him, "The magrtitude of pro&rct of gain of

basic amplifer A and the feedback factor of feedback network pmust be grater

than or equal to unitf'. AIso the totol phase shif around the loop mwt be equal to

zero o13600. The product Ap is called the loop gain. Oscillator can produces either

sinusoidal waveforms like sine or cosine waveforms or non-sinusoidal waveforms like

square, rectangular waveforms etc. In any oscillator, the active device, i.e. transistor

when used in CE configuration provides a phase shift of 1800. An additional phase

shift of 1800 is provided by either an RC-network or an LC-network or another

amplifier circuit or a quarE crystal. Rc-oscillators can provide a sine wave butput of

AF range, whereas LC -oscillators can provide a sine wave output of RF (radio

frequency) or high frequency ftrnge. Non-sinusoidal oscillators are also known as

Relarution oscillators. Due to fluctuation in supply voltages, or change of active or

passive components or temperature variation, the frequency of output signal produced

by oscillators may change. To achieve frequency stability, quarE crystal oscillators

were developed. The quartz crystal has advantages like excellent frequency stability,

high Quality factor of 10000, simplicity of manufacturing, gxeater mechanical

strength.
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9.9. Key Terminolory

loop. gain, oscillator, frequency stability, sinusoidal oscillator, LC-

oscillator, RC-oscillator, Barkhausen criterion.

SOLVED ITUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Example.l

Calculate the capacitance C2 of a Colpitt's oscillator if L =l00pH, Cl=O.lpF and

resonant frequenry f =l$lKHz .

Solutton: Given

Cr = 0.lpF = 0.1 x l0{ F

L=l00pH,=t0ox l0{I/ = lO{fl

/=lOOKlIz = 100 X 103=105 FIz

To lind C=?

Weknowthat./=--= oi I

2nJLc4 
rc"= *fi;-1tl

where c, =#t ---e)

From Eq.(l) C- = --,-7 "7- q,zz*zl;1Fllp =0.0253x10{F

From Eq.(2), 0.0253xt0{ - l0 ] xC,
l0-, +C,

(c, + to-' )x o.oz53 x l0{ = t0-7 c.

= 0.l x l0{Cz

0.025jC2+ 0.00253 x t0{ = 0.tq
0.0747C2=0.00253x10{

. c2=9!0253;19-n -0.0338x10{F=0.0338p

Example.2

A phase shift oscillator uses three identical RC_seotions in the feedback
network. The values of components are R = l00r(A , C =0.0lpF .Calculate the .

.frequency of the oscillatjon.
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Solution: Given R = l00KO = 100x l0r =1050

C = 0.0lpF = 0.01 x l0{F = l04F

To lind /: ?

Frequency of the oscillation f = 
-:--2ttRC.ll0

4?x105 '10-'xJ0

7000
= __=-v ttz

44 x r/10

f =50'3Hz

Example3

A Wien bridge oscillator is to cover a frequency range from 20Hz to 20

KHz.Thecapacityofvariablecapacitorvariesfrom30pFto300pF.Calculatethe

values ofresistances required to cover the frequency range'

Sotution: @ Frequency range= 2'0Hzto20 KHz

CaPacitY range = 30PF to 300PF

p[4g! Resistance range = ?

Frequency ofoscillation / = l/ (2nRC)

If / is minimum, C is maximum,

Hence, if C=}ODPF, J =20H2

.'. R.* : I (2il.fc ) : 7 I (44 x 20 x 300 x I 0-r ) = (7000/264) x I OoQ = 26'5Mo

SimilarlY, if C=30PF, f=20H2
r7

4'" = zrtr" = ++tzo- ro'":ot to=
:(70000 / 264) x l0r = 265 KQ'

Example 4

In a Hartley oscillator It =l00pH ' It =lmH and mutual inductance

between coilsM --20pH .lf C =20PF , calculate the frequency ofoscillations'

Solution: Given l = tfi)pf,I = 100 x l0{ fl

Lr=lmH =t000x104 H

M =2oxlo4 H;C= 20 x l0-r2

To lind Frequency ofoscillations =,f=?

Weknowthat t=;ft;
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L*=L,+L,+2m = | 00x I0{f1+ l000xl}4 H +2x20x I0{F1

=1102x10-t1

f=--L' 2trJcL"q

"=-----J--
44xl20xl042xll02xl0<

7000000

44x422040

=l052KHz

9.t0 Self assessment questions

Q) Long answer questions

l. What is Barkhausen criterion? Explain the working of Wien bridge

oscillator with a circuit diagram. Derive an expression for is frequency of
oscillations.

2. Draw the circuit diagram of phase shift oscillator, explain its working.

Obtain an expression for its frequency ofoscillations.

3. Draw the circuits ofcolpiu's atd Hartrey oscillator and exprain their working.
4. what is frequency stability? Draw the circuit of crystar osci[ator and explain

how it produces oscillations?

(II) Short answer questions

1. What is frequency stability? How is it achieved?

2. Differentiate between oscillator and amplifier.

3. Draw the circuit of wien bridge oscilrator and exprain how it produces

oscillations?

4. State and explain the Barkhausen criterion for oscillations.

5. What is frequency stability? Why the frequency ofoscillator changes?

(III) Numerical Problems

l. A Phase shift oscillator uses three identical RC sections with R=lMO and C =
68pF. Calculate the frequency ofoscillations. Ans: 954 Hz.
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2. The RC network of a Wicn bridge o$illaror consists of resislor of values

Rr-Rr220MO and capaoitors of Cr = C2= 250pF. Calculate the frcquency of

oscilluions. Ans:2.9 KHz.

3. A qurtz crystal has the following parameters; L=0.5H; C=0.05 pF; R=l KO.

Find the ft,equency of oscillatioirs. Ans: /=1.00065 MI-lz.
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IO.I INTRODUCTION

The oscillator which generate waveforms, other than sine wave forms are called Non-

sinusoidal or Relaxation oscillators. Non-sinusoidal waveforms may be square wave,

rectangular wave, sawtooth wave, pulse etc.

RELAXATION OSCILLATORS

It is defined as a circuit in which voltage or cunent change abruptly from one value to

another and which continues to oscillate between these two values as long as dc

power is supplied to it. These can be classified as Astable, Monostable, and Bistable

Multivibrators.

MTJLTIVIBRATORS

An electronic circuit that generates non-sinusoidal waveforrns is known as a

Multivibrator. It is basically a two-stage amplifier with positive feedback from the

output of one amplifier to the input of the other. The feedback is supplied in such a

manner that one transistor is driven to saturation and the other to cut-off. Thus

multivibrators are based on the switching characteristics of the transistor and on the

time required to switch from one state to another.

TYPES OF MTJLTIVIBRATORS

(l) Astable Multivibrator (Nort{riven type)

(2) Mono$ablc Multivibrator Origgered type)

(3) Bistable Muhivibraior (Triggercd type)

USES OF MTJLTIVIBRATORS

l. As frequencY divider.

2. As saw tooth generator

3. As square wave and pulse generators

4, As memory elements in computers

5. As standard frequency sources

6. For use in TV and RADAR circuits'

10.2 ASTABLE MT]LTIVIBRATOR

Deft A multivibrator which gerarates square waves on its own is known as an Astable

or Free Running Multivibrator '

An asable multivibrator has no stable state' lt switches

aur,omatically between the two states (ON and OFF) and remains in each for a time



dependent upon the circuit constants. It is an oscillator since it requires no extemal

pulse for its operation. +v^^

Fig.l0.l

Fig.l0.l shows the circuit of a collector-rcoupled AMV using two similar transistors.

Here the feedback ratio is unity and positive, because of l80o phase shift in each

stage. Hence the circuit oscillates.

When the power is switched on, suppose that Cr starts conducting

before Q, conducts. Due to feedback, Q, will be driven to saturation and 02 to cut -

off. Since Q,. is in saturation, whole of V"" drops across Rl. Hence Va = 0V. Since

Q is cut-off i.e., it conducts no current and hence Ve = Vcc. Since Ve : OV,C,

starts to charge through R, towards Vcc. The voltage across C, drives Q2 into

saturation. The potential at B decreases from Vcc to almost 0V .This potential

decrcase (negative swing ) is applied to the base of 0r through Cr .Consequently Q

is driven to cutoff and Va :Vsq. Since Vs = 0V, Cz starts charging through Rt

towards Vcc. This voltage of Cr drives Qr to saturation and Va = 0V. In this way,

whole cycle is repeated. Since each transistor is driven altemately into saturation and

cut-off, the voltage waveform at A or B is essentially a square waveform with a peak

amplitude equal to Vcc, as shown in Fig 10.2

SWITCIIING TIMES

ON tine for p, (or OFF time forQ, ) = 0.694 RrC,:7,

OFF time for Q (or ON time for Q) : 0.694 R, C, =Tt

Total time period ofthe square wave is



T= \+Tr= 0.694'(RrCr+& Cr)

If R, =R, =R; Cr = Cr= Cthen

T = 0.694 (RC+RC) = 1.388 RC seconds.

Frequency of the square wave :/ = ! = !r..-TRC
QI OFF

Qr

Output at
Qr coll€ctor

Fig.r0.2

I 0.3 MONOSTABLE MT]LTTVIBRATOR

A multivibrator in which one transistor is always conducting (i.e. is in

ON state) and the other is non-conducting (i.e. in the OFF state) is called Monostable

multivibrator. A mono stable multivibrator has only one state stable. This means that

if one frnsistor is conducting and the other is non conducting, the circuit will remain

in this position. With the application of extemal pulse, the circuit will interchange the

However, after a certain time, the circuit will automatically switch back to the original

state and remains there until another pulse is applied. Thus a mono stable

multivibrator can not generate squafe waves on its own.

Working

The circuit shown in Fig.l0.4 consists of two similar transistois q and 9r.

Vgs and Rs keeps Qr at cut-off (reverse biases Qr). The V66 and Rz keeps Q in

saturation (Q2 forward biased). The input pulse is given through C2 to obtain the

squat€ wave.

T2

-r



T

T
I-:

Trigger pulse 
Itr I

JL
-+-ll

Cz

With the circuit shown, e| is at cut ,, .rd e is at saturation

.When a positive puls€ of short duration is applied to the base of er through Cz, then

Qr starts conducting and its collector voltage fa s.(i.e.vn approaches 0v). This
decreasing vottage is fed to Q2 via c1 where it decreases iis forword bias .This makes

92 to culoff i.e. Vs= Vcc .This increases the forword bias of e further i.e. Vr = 0V.

This action is cumulative and ends with e1 conducting (saturation) and e cutoff.

As Vo = 0V, Cr starts to discharge through saturated et to.
ground, As C1 discharges, Q2 is pulted out of cutoff.As e2 condubts further, the

negative going signal from B via R3, drives e1 to cutoff. Hence, the circuit retums to
its original state with Q2 in saturation and e1 at cutoff. The output is taken at A or B:
The width of the pulse is determined by the time constant crRz.. since this
multivibrator produces one output pulse for every input trigger pulse, it is called

lrlorpstable or One-shot Multivibrator,

Duration of the pulse T = 0.69 R2C1

The monostable multivibrator cannot generate squar€ waves on its own.like astable

multivibrator. It supplies a single output pulse of fixed duration for every input trigger
pulse.
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IO.4 BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR (BMD

Triccer oulse

itli tl'J l_
+l
S Fig.10.4

*Vcc

uJ-
output 2

Trigg€r pulse

"yL
ff

R

A multivibrator which has both states stable is called a Bistable

Muttivibrator. It can stay in one of its two states indefinitely; (as long as power is

supplied) changing to other state only when it receives a triggei pulse from outside'

when it receives another triggering pulse, then it goes back to its original state. The

Bistable Multivibrator is also know n as Flip-Flop cirouit and is shown in Fig' 10'4

Working

If Qr is conducting then Ve: 0V' This makes Q2 cutoff'

Similarly with Q: OFF ( non conducting ), the potential divider from Vcc to Vsg (

Rr.:, Rr, Rz) keeps Ql to conduct. Thus Q1 holds Q2 OFF and Q2 hold Q' ON'

Suppose a positive pulse is applied to R' lt will cause Q to

conduct. This makes Q to cutoff. Consequently, the BMV switches over to its other

state. Similarly a positive trigger pulse at S will switch the BMV to its original state'

10.5 SCHMITT TRIGGER

ThisisalsoaBistableMultivibratorcifcuit.lthastwostablestatesand

the magnitude of the input voltage determines which of the two is positive' It is also

called er:nitter coupled binary because positive feedback occurs by coupling

through Rr .

I
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Working

Suppose that the positive hatf cycle of the input ac voltage is'applied to the trigger

input. This is sufficient to put O, into conduction and ultimately reaches saturation

.This makes Vn=0Y.As base of Q2 is coupled to collector of Q via R3, Q2 is driven

to out-off. This process is cumulative and ends up with Q in ON state and Q in

OFF state.

v

rr 12 X.ig.10.5b

During the negative half cycle of the input sigrral, the reverse operation will takes

place .i.e. Q is driven to cut-off (OFF state) and 9, !o saturation (ON state).This

oompletes one cycle. This cycle is repeated as input voltage rises and ftlls again.

+Vcc
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In each cycle, a positive going pulse is produced at the output which is

taken from the collector of Q2. The output waveform for a single sine wave inpul is

shown in Fig.9.5. The amplitude ofthe input required for transistor e2 to conduct is

called as the 'Lower Tripping Potential. Similarly, the amplitude of input voltage

requif€d to cause transistor'ON' is called the Upper Tripping Potential. The circuit,

infact converts signal ofany shape to square waves. So, Schmitt trigger is also called

a Squarer. It can reshape the wom out square waves in to perfect square wave with

sharp edges since change of state occurs whenever the input crosses a trigger point.

The Schmitt trigger is often used as level detector. We observe that thq circuit triggers

at a higher voltage for increasing than for decreasing. The two trippings do not occur

at the same voltage levels and so results in a sort ofhysterisis.

USE: For wave shaping purposes.

10.6 SUMMARY

Multivibrator is a relaxation oscillator. This means that the voltage or current at the

output changes abruptly from one value to another. This process will be continued

cyclically as long as dc power is supplied to the circuit. The term multivibrator is

divided from the fact that a square wave actually consists of large number of

sinusoidals of different fiequencies. This fact can be understood by analyzing square

wave using Fourier analysis. Multivibrators can be of different types like Astable'

Monostable; Bistable. Astable multivibrator produces a square wave output. lt has no

stable states. It is an oscillator which utilizes positive feedback. Astable means no

stable state. Astable multivibrator is also called Free running multivibrator. A

monostable multivibrator has one stable state. This requires a triggering pulse to give

output. This circuit remains only in one stable state. It may be either ON or OFF state.

When a triggering pulse is dpplied, it changes its state and after some time determined

by the time constant of the circuit, it retums to its original state. This means that the

monostable multivibrator will always exlibits one stable state. The Bistable

multivibrator exhibits two stable states ON and OFF. To produce one rectangular

output pulse, the circuit needs two triggering pulses' It is also called as binary or

FLIP-FLOP; it can store a binary digit of either I or 0. Hence it can be used as the

basic memory element. If such circuits are connected in the form of matri& it can

store more and more binary information. A Schmitt trigger is also one type of

multivibrator. It can only be used as a wave shaping circuit. lt reshapes the digital
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pulses that suffered distortion in shape while traveling through the transmission

networks into their standard format and power levels.

rO.7 KEY TERMINOLOGY

ON state, OFF state, Astable, Monostable, Bistable, Trigger input, Positive feedback.

SOLVED IYUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Example.l

In an Astable multivibrator the values of two resistors arc 4 = R, = | 5 KO, and

capacitor values are C, : C, = 0.005 pF. Calculate the frequency ofoscillation.

Solution:

Given R, =Rz= l5 KO:150000; lqjlgd/=?
C, = C, =0.005 pF=0.005 x t0{F = 5xt0-eF

Time period T = 0.69(X,C,+RrCr)= l.38RC

(Since R, = R2:R, C.,: Cr=C)

= l.3gx 15000x5x l0 
_e 

sec

T = 20.7x l0 { sec.

Frequency A : : :S=e.oo rH"
I ZU. I

10.8 SELF ASSESSMENT QITESTIONS

I) Long Answer Questions

1. What are multivibrators? Explain the working of monostable muttivibrator.

2. What is a multivibrator? What are different types of multivibrators? Explain

. the action of free running multivibrator with a neat circuit diagram. Draw its

output wave form.

[f) Short Answer Questions

L Draw the circuit diagram of Schmitt trigger circuit and draw its input and

output waveforms. '

2. Explain the action of Monostable multivibrator.

3. Explain the action of Bistabte multivibrator.

4. What is a multivibrator? Why it is called so? Give the classification of
multivibrators.
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Itr) Nrrerical Problems

l. tn a free running multivibrator, & = & = 10Kn' q= Cr= 0.0lFF. Find the

frequency ofoscillators. Ans:

2: An rstable muhivibrdor has X,=Rr= R =l0K A, Ct =Cz= C = l20pF'

Calculate the frequenoy ofoscillations. Ans:
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I1.I INTRODUCTION

The Field Effect Transistor (FET) is a semiconductor device which depends for its

operatiorr on the control of the current by an electric field. The two types of FETs are

Junction Field effect Transistor (JFET) and the Insulated Gate field Effect Transistor

oGFET) or Mealonidc S€miconduotor Field Effoct Transistor [MOSFET]. JEFET is

also called a anipolar transistor because in it the cutrent is canied by only one type of

charge carries (eithcr electrons or holes). It is a fansistor because its characteristics are

similar to that of the transistor. It can also act as an amplifier. It exhibits only ouput and

transfer characteristics. Another version of JFET or an ordinary BJT is MOSFET, but it

has much more input impendence than JFET or BJT. It can work in two modes

Enhancement and DePletion.

II.2 BASIC STRUCTIJtrTE NN N-CIIANNEL FET
Ic

Depletion
regions

Fig.11.1

Drain
D

Io

r=\-\=l
n-channel FET

*F[\:z_
p+hannel FET

," Gat€ (c)
YCC

n-channel * * **,1



The basic struoture ofan n-ohannel J-FET is shown in Fig.l l.l. ohmic contacts are made

to the two ends ofan n-type semiconductor bar, and current flows along the length ofthe
bar when a voltage is applied between the two ends. The left hand end ofthe bar is called
the source(s)' through which the majority carries (erectrons) enter the channer. The right
hand end of the bar is oalled the Drain (D) through which the majority carries leave the
bar. on the other two sides ofthe n-type bar; heavily-tbp-frr (p+) regions are formed by
alloying or diffirsion. These impurity regions are cafied the Gates G, which contror the
canies flow. The two gates are erectrically connected internafly. The region of the n-type
material between the two gate regions is the channet throtgh which the majority canies
morc from source to drain.

rIJ FET OPERATION

V66 -

Hg.ll.2 =

The application ofVoo will cause tre electrons to flow through the channer fiom source
to drain. The amount of drain cunent Io wil be determined initialy by the vortage vp5.
The Gate supply voltage v66 rov€rse biases the two pN-junctions formed between gate
and source. These reverse biase.d pN-junctions deverop depletion regions. These regions
decrease the conductance of the channel between source and drain. As the rcverse bias is
increased, the thickness of the depretion region increases and the drain current is reduced.
Hence the effective width of the channer wilr become progressivery decreased with
increasing reverse bias. So, for a fixed varue of vps, Ip wilr be a function ofthe reverse-
bias voltage across the gate juncti on. The .*rmlield effect is used because the mechanism
of current conhor is the effect of the extension of the fietd associated with the region of
uncovered charges in the depletion region.

Vop-

Fig.ll.2



. When the reverse bias is large enough for the depletion r€gions to meqt' the

channel becomes pinchcd off and the drain current cuts off. The. reverse bias.requi:ed for

pinch offis calted tbe Pirch-ol1 . -hage Yp.

The drain currentis given bY

. Ip =lpes [1 - Vos/V"] 2 * Shochley's equUion,

where Inss = Maximum drain cunent

The squared term of the equation will result in a non linear relationship between lo and

V6s poducing a curve tbat grows exponentially with increasing values of V66' The

transfer curve can be obtained Schockley's s.qustion or from the output charactcristics'

11.4 T'ET CIIARACTERISTICS

(T) OUTPUT OR DRAIN CIHRACTERISTICS

Breakdown
region

Io t.e)

Fig.l13
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The curves obtained by plotting drain current (Ip) and drain to sourc€ voltage (vDs) for
different gate-to-source voltages (V6s) are called the Drain characteristics, The curves
are shown in Fig.l1.4. Fig.1l.3 shows the circuit diagram ysed for determining the drain
characteristics, V66 is fixed at different values and the variation between v's and Ip is
noted.

From the graph we note that:

(l) Drain cunent Ip varies directly with low values of Vps following Ohm,s law. The
JFET behaves like a resistor, till the voltage Vp is reached.

(2) As vps is further increased, Ip begins to level off and approach a constant value
(Ip5s)' The voltage above which the drain current levels off is cafied the pinch of
voltage (Yp). The region BC is called the Saturation region Qtinch-of region).

(3) As Vns is increased beyond BC, the JFET enters the breakdown region. It is due
to the avalanche breakdown of the gatejunction.

(4) Ifa gate voltage, V65, is applied in the direction to provide additional reverse bias,
pinch-offwill occur for sma er varues or lve5l and the maximum drain current
will be smaller.

Hence, we conclude that each characteristic curve has an Ohmic reginn fs1
small values ofVps, and also has a constant_current region for large values ot Vpg
where ID responds slightly to Vps.

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

lplma)

l5

vy'2 
2

Fig.ll.5
€ vo, *-3
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It is a plot of ID verses V6s for a fixed value of Vos and is shown in figure' In this

experimentVosismaintainedconstantatasuitablevaluegreaterthanthepinch-off

voltage. The gate voltage is decreased from zero in equal steps till Io is reduced to zero'

The drain curr€nt Ip is noted at each setting of V65' Now a graph is plotted with V65

along X-axis and I5r along Y-axis' From the transfer characteristic (Fig'll'S) we can

determine

(l) Gate-source cutoff voltage

(2) Trans conductance gm.

(3) The value ofVcs at which Io= 0 is the gate'source cutoff voltage' denoted by

Vcqoro = lVoqonol : vt'
(4) g- is measured bY

, =94
OVarln^

Merits and demerits of FET

. a) It has high inPut imPedance'

b) It is less noisy

c) It is thermallY stable'

d) It is compatible for the fabrication in integrated circuits and occupies less space'

e) It can be used as a voltage variable resistor'

f) The gain-bandwidth product is small'

11.5 PARAMETERS OF JTET

(l) TRANS CONDUCTANCE (96)

It is the ratio of a small change in the drain current to the coresponding

small change in the gate voltage at a constant drain voltage' lt is obtained from the

transfer characteristic'

" =(g-\ mA/v
\ilu')'^

(2) DRAIN RESTSTANCE (rd)

Itistheratioofasmallchangeinthedrainvoltagetothecorresponding

smalt change in the drain current at a constant gate voltage' It is reoiprocal of the

slope of the drain characteristics'



( av^"\
= [ ';.J,^ 

n

(3) AMPLIFICATIoN FACTOR (p)

It is the ratio ofa small change in the drain voltage to the conesponding

small change in the gate voltage at a constant drain current. It is defined by p and

is given by

( ar^"\u=-l--l3?-l' \6v^ ),,
RELATION BETWEEN PARAMEITRS

Since Ip depends on Vos and Vcs, we write

Ip= /(Vps, V6s)

Suppose, Vp,5 changes from Vos to Vos + dVos and gate voltage V6s from Vcs to
Vcs SVcs. Now small change in Ip is given by

(ar-\ (ar \dI"=l#l av*+lffl dvo,
\"' N ,/ v6 \u/ os )v^

Dividing both sides by dvcs, we get

!!-=(9"-\ (t^-1*1u,, )dvo, \ar^ ),*\ilo, ) \av^ ),^

If lp is constant t hen 
d o 

= O
dYcs

or P = rog,

In'fn n-channet FET, in common source configuration, Drain terminar is conn€cted to
Vpp, a voltage source up to l5V. The gate sourcejunction is always reverse biased.

11.6 BIASING OF JIT,T

(1) VoLTAGE DTVTDER BrAS

The voltage divider gate bias arrangement shown in Fig.l r.6, (rn this clpuit, gate is
reversed biased). A voltage source Vnn is connecte.d between drain and source to
supply the charge carriers in the channel.

o=(r)ea.r.
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Fig.11.6 I'ig.l1.i

voltage V6 at the gate with resp€ct to

---- (l1.6.1)

A voltage divider arrangement provides

ground such that

,R.
vo =T{; R)y*

A by-passed source resistance Rs is used such that, the DC voltage at the sourc€

with respect to ground is

Vs =IoRs (Since Is = g; ------- (l I '6'2)

is negatively feedback to gate.

"'/c" =Vo -Vs ----------------- (l 1.6.3)

The values ofRr and R2 are selected in such a way that Vcs is always a negativ€

quantity. The capacitor Cs is used to gtound AC negative feedback'

(2) SELF BIAS

Fig.l 1.7 ihows the circuit diagram of self bias arrangement per an N-channel

JFET. Since the gate is retumed to ground through a high resistance (>lMo)' there is

no gate current, and voltage on the gate due to the presence ofRg is zero' It provides

DC retum path.

Hence voltage at source with resp€ct to ground is

Vs = loRs
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:. Yo, =Vo-V, !.

:O-IoRs: -IoRs

The capacitor C5 is used to by pass the AC signal voltages. The value ofRg is so chosen

that the eate is reversed biased.

(3) SOURCE BrAS

The circuit diagnm of source bias for N-channel JFET is shown in Fig.l1.8. Here

two independent power supplies are used, one for source and the other for drain.

I1.7 APPLICATIONSS OF JFET

l. FET is used in the tuners of radio and TV receivers.

2. It is used in electronic voltmeters due to its high input impedance.

3. It is used as a buffer amplifier.

4. It is used in LSI cireuits and computer memories due to their small size.

5. It is used in FM modulators.

FET as a Voltage Variable resistor (VVR)

FET can be op€rated like a variable passive resistor, it finds applications in many areas

where this property is useful. The VVR can be used to vary the voltage gain of a

multisage amplifier A as the signal level is increased. This action is called Automatic

Gain Control (ACC). A typical arangement is shown in Fig.l 1.8a. The signal is taken at

a high level point, rectified, and filtered to produce a DC voltage proportional to the

Ra



output- signal level. This voltage is applied to thi gate of FET transisror Q2, thus causing

the AC resistance between the drain and source to change. Thus the gain ofthe transistor

Q1 to decrease as the output signal level increases, The DC bias conditions ofQl are not

afrected by Q2 since Q2 is isolated from Q1 by means of capacitor C2.

", 
*-l

11.8 ADVAI\ITAGES (or DITIFERENCES) OF FET OVER BJT

CZ Q (FET)

Fig.l1.8a ecc amplifier using the FET as a vvR

FET BIT

l. Operation depends on the flow of

majority carriers.

FET is a unipolar device.

FET exhibits a very high input

r€sistanc€ ofthe order ofM O .

Less noisy.

Simpler to fabricate and occupies

less space.

FET is a voltage driveh device.

Exhibits a high degree of isolation

b€tween input and output.

Consumes less power,

2.

6.

7.

l.

2.

J,

Operation depends on the flow of

majority as well as minority carriers,

BJT is a bipolar deiice.

BJT exhibits a relatively low input

resislance ofthe order offew K O .

4. More noisy.

5. Relatively diflicult to fabricate and

occupies more space.

6. BJT is a current operated device.

7. Exhibits low degr,ee of isolation

between input and output.

8. Needs comparatively more power.
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II.9 TED' FET SMALL SIGNAL MODEL

Fig.l1.9 shows the low fiequency small signal model of FET .This has a

Norton's output cirouit with a current generator whose current is proportional to vsr. The

proportionality constant is g., rd is the output resistance. The input resistance between

gate and soure is infinite because the reverse-biased gate takes no current. Similarly, the

resistance between gate and drain is assumed to be infinite.

At low frequenoies, there is no feedback from output to input. The capacitor

C" represents the barrier capacitance between gate and source, and Cra is the barricr

capacitance between gate and drain. Cds repres€nts the drain-to-source capacitance ofthe

channel. Because of these intemal capacitances, feedback exhibits between the input and

output circuits and the voltage amplification drops rapidly as the frequency is increased.

The high frequency circuit is shown in the Fig. I I . 10.

Fig.lf.l0 FET High-frequency
small signal model

Fig.ll.9 FET Low frequency
model

11.10 MoSFET (METAL OKDE SEMTCONDUCTOR FrELD EFFECT

TRANSISTOR)

MOSFET is the second category of FET. This uses a metal gate electrode

separated from semiconductor by an insulating layer of SiO2. The two types of MOSFETs

ate:

(l) The enhancement and

(2) The depletion MOSFET.



I I.IO.I ENHANCEMENT MOSFET

CONSIRUCTION

Thep.channe|enhancernentMosFETshowninFig.ll.lt.Itconsistsoflightly

dop€d n-typ€ substrate. Two highly doped p+ regions are ditfused into the subsbate'

Thesq two regions (Source'S' and Drain 'D') are separated by a distance of l0 to 20 Fm'

AthinlayerofSio2(1000to2000A)isshownoversurfacegfsiQzstsuctur€.Nowathin

layer of meal aluminrm is formed over the layer of sioz. This metal layer forms the gatc

'G', The metat area of the gate acts as one plate and the upper surface of thc substsatc

between the p-regions act as another plate ofa parallet plate capacior and the SiOz layer

acs as the dielectric.

CIRCT,'IT SYMBOLS OF MOSFET

Fig.U.lf p4hannel Enhancement
MOSFET

p€hannel MOSFET

Fig.l1.12

n+hannel MOSFET
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An n-channel MOSFET has a similar structure. It has a lightly doped p+ype substrate in

which two heavily doped n-regions are formed 8t the two ends by diffirsion technique to

serve as the source and the drain respectively.

OPERATION

. If we ground the substrate as shown in Fig.ll.l3 and apply a negative

voltage at the gate. An electric field will be directed perpendicularly through the sio2

layer. When the magnitude of the negative voltage on the gate is increased, the induced

positive charge in the region (channel) between source and drain is increased the region

beneath the oxide has P-type caniers, the conductivity incngases and current flows from

souroe to drain through the induced channel. Thus the drain cunent is enhanced by the

negative gate voltage and such a device is called an Enhancement-type MOSFET.

Io

Fig.l1.13
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IT.1O3 I-V CEARACTTRISTICS

(I) OUTPUT/DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Sahtrati@ r€giol
-20v

-l6v

-t2v

-10 -15

Fig.11.l4

-20'vm(v)

Ohmic
r€gott
Il,*

It is a curve drawn between Vp5 and Io for a fixed value of Vcs and is shown in

Fig.ll.l4. From the characteristics, we find that Io is a function of Vos and Vos. When

Vcs = 0V; Io=0 because the two PN-junctions between source' subsharc, and drain'

substrate ar€ r€verse biased.

For VcscVr (Smallest vatue of Vcs at r,'frich the induced channel is

forme4 so that ID can flow, is called the Threshold voltage Y), there are no mobile

carriers at the drain end of the channel and Io=0. This condition that Vcs<Vr and Io{
signifies that MOSFET is cutoff.

Vcs>Vr, the channel conductivity is controlled by Vp5 in the Ohmic region i.e.

(Vcs-Vo) >Vr. For (Vcs-Vr) < Vxp5 (but greater than zero), Io is constant and is

independent ofVe5 in the saturation region. The value of Ie depends only on the effective

voltage (V6s-V1).

(2) TRANSPER CHARACTERISTIC

- The I-V characteristic of a p-channel enhancement mode MOSFET is givcn in

Fig,ll.ls. It is curve drawn between vcs and Io for a fixed value of vns in saturation

region. The saturation drain current (Ip55) at v65>0 is very small (of the order of few

nA). As Vcs is made negative, the current (Ip) increases slowly at first, and then much
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more rapidly, with an increase in lv6sl. The smallest value of lv65l at which the

induced channel is formed so that Ip can flow is called Threslpld voltage 2657 (or V1).

rL1O.4 DEPLETION MOSFET

CONSTRUCTION

The constuction of an n-channel depletion mode MOSFET is shown in

Fig.l1.l7 It consists ofa slightly doped substrate of p-tYPe silioon. In the subsFates,

two highly doped (n+) regions are diffi.rsed. One region is known as the source 'S' and

the other the drain 'D'. A lightly doped 'n' channel between source and drain regions,

is formed by Diffusion. A thin layer of insulating sio2 is grown over the surfaces.

Then this layer of metal aluminum is formed over the layer of sioz. This metal layer

covers the entire channel region and it forms the g.te 'G' Th€ metallic layer and the

upper surface of the substate between source and Drain regions act as the parallel

plates ofa capacitor and thc sio2 layer acts as the dielectric medium.

The symbols are shown in Fig.l1.16.

p-channel depletion
MOSFET

n-channel dcpletion
MOSFET

";;i 
-8 -t2 -16 vo,o)

Fig.ll.16 Symbols of depletion MOSFET
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Fig.11.l7 n-channel depletion mode MOSFET

1I.IO.5 OPERATION

The ,rcuit is shown in Fig.l L18. In the depletion mode MOSFET' an appreciable

drain current (Inrs5) flows for zero gate-to.source voltage (V6s= 0V). Now if gate is made

negotive, positive charges are induced in the channel through the SiO2 layer of gale

capacitor. Since the cun€nt in a FET is due to the majority caniers, the induced positive

n-channel (diffused)

ptyp€ subsfrte

X'ig ll.l8. n-channel depletion mode MOSFET
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oharg€s made thc channel less conductive and the drain currcnt drops as V65 is made

mor€ -ve. The redistribution of charge in thc channel caus€s an effective depletion of

majority caniers, which accounts for the name Deptetion MOSFET.

This Depletion MOSFET can be opemted evcn if the gate is made positive .Thcn

these MOSFET can serve as Depletion as well as Enhancement Mode MOSFETs.

Beoausc of the voltage drop due to the drain current Ip, the channel region nearest the

drain is more depleted than is the volume near the source.

I1.IO.5 I-V CIIARACTERISTICS

(T) OUT PUT/DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS

It is a curve drawn between V65 and Ip for a fixed value of V65 as shown in

Fig.ll.l9. ft is seen that the N-channel Depletion mode MOSFET may be operated in

either the enhancement mode or the depletion mode as shown in graph. The enhancement

mode occurs for positive values of V65 while the depletion mode occurs for negative

values of V6s. Hence we can call this MOSFET as the Dual mode MOSFET.

(D Vcs - 0V, Vps is increased from zero: With V6s= 0V, and the drain is at a positive

potential with respect to the source, the majority caniers (electrons) flow through n-

charmel from source to drain, As the gate is at -ve potential, positive charge of holes is

induced in the channel through SiO2. This positive charge nemoves mobile electrons from

the channel. Hence, as Vp5 is increased, Ip becomes practically constrnt.

vos = +3v

Vc=+2V
Enharcenent

rlrode

Vos = 0V

Depletion
rnode

vas - '2v

-10

Fig.11,19

-20

vx (v) +

r5j
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(ii) Vcs i! ucgetlve end Vsc b Incrtercd: When gar€s is positive with respect to thc

sourcc, the thickness ofthe depletion rcgion increases, but the value of Ip is lower.

(iiD Vcs is pooltive ud V1g lr incrtered: When gale is positive widr respect to the

sourc€, thc conductivig of the channel is increased due to the induction of negative

chargi. But now the value of Io is more than that for Vcs{)V.

(2) TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

4-3-2-l 0l
Fig.r1.20

4 5 Vcs0)

It is a curve drawn between vcs and Io with Drain maintained at +ve potential

with respect to source, as shown in Fig.l1.20. It may be seen that drain currtnt flows even

whenVcs=0V.WhenVcsismademoreandmorenegative,thedraincurrentlp$oeson

decreasing. when vcs is +ve, the MoSFET act as an Enhancement MOSFET while when

V6s is ncgative, the MOSFET act as D€pletion Mode MOSFET'

1I.10.? APPLICATIONS OF MOSFET

(l) EMOSFETs have been used as micro resistors on Integrated circuits'

(2) EMOSFETs are us€d in digital cirpuiry.

(3) MOSFETs are used as amplifiers.

ADVANTAGES

(l) Input r€sistances of the order of l0r5ohms are possible with MOSFETS'

(2) tnter electr,ode capacitanccs are independent ofbias voltage'

(3) Easy to fabricate'
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11.10.9 DIIIFDRENCES BETWEENJTET AI'D MOSFET

11.11 SI]MMARY

FET is semiconductor device. It depends on electric field for the connol of

cunent, It has three terminals source that emits carriers, Drain that collects the caniers

and gate that confols the carriers. It is a transistor and can work as an amplificr. lts input

impedance is high as compared to BJT. It is of the order of MO. It can be either JFET or

MOSFET. A FET can be used for Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturing bccause it

occupies less space. It exhibits high degree of isolation between input and output.

MOSFET exhibits still higher input impedance as compared to JFET or BJT. In JFET

circuit, Gate is always to be reverse biased. The reverse voltage on the gate creates the

depletion region whose thickness can be controlled with the help of reverse voltage

changes. JFET possess thr€e parameters like drain resistance, trans conductance,

JTET MOSFDT

l. Conductivity of the channel is

conholled by the transverse elecfic

field across the reverse biased PN-

junction.

2. GatE leakage current is ofthe order

of lO-eA.

3. Input resistance is of the order of

loE o.

4. Output characteristics are flatter.

5. Drain resistance is between 0.1 to I

MO.

6. JFET can be operated in depletion

mode only.

7. Fabrication is difficult

l. Conductivity in the MOSFET is

controlled by the transverse electric

field induced across an insulating

layer.

2. Gate leakage current is of the order

of lo'r2A.

3. Input resistance is of the order of

loro to lor5 f,).

4. They are less flat.

5. Drain resistance is between I to

t5KO.

6. It can be operated in deptetion and

enhancement modes.

7. Easv to fabricate
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amplification factor. FET/MOSFET can be used as Buffer amplifier due to-irs high input

impedance and low output impedance. They are used in computer memories.

rl.U KEYTERMINOLOGY

JFET, MOSFET, Trans conductance, drain resislance, Amplification factor, pinch

off voltage, Depletion MOSFET, Enhancement MOSFET, Gate, Source, Drain, Biasing'

Small signal model.

SOLVED NUMERECAL PROBLEMS

Exemple.l

An N-channel JFET has a pinch'offvoltage of 4.5V and Ioss = 9mA. At what value of

V6s in pinch-offregion, will ID equal to 3mA?

Solution:

Given Io:3mA=3 x l0-3A; Ioss= 9mA=9x l0iA; Vp= - 4.5V

f v12
From ShockleY equation, 1, = 1r*l 1 -:# |L lc J

- "l- v 12

or 3xl0-3 =9x10-31 l- 'c", IL - 4.5J

? r v^^1'
Or - =ll+ "' I9 | 4.5 1

I v..1 ror ll+ ji l= *| 4.5 | t.732

v- |
Or -_q= -l4.5 1.732

_-0.732
1.732

0.732
or V65=-4.5xJ|:- 1.732

= -0.423V x4.5 = -1.9Y

Erample,2

The Trans conductance of a FET used in voltage amplifier is 3mS and load

resistance is I 0K Q . Calculate the voltage amplification of the circuit'

Solution:
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Example.3

Following readings were obtained experimentally for a FET. Determine the

parameters of FET.

Vcs 0v 0v 0.3v

Vrs 5V l0v l0v
Io 8mA 8.2 mA 7.6m4

Solution:

(l) When V65 = 0V (constant)

Ve5 = fQ-J =5Y

AID = 8.2n{-8mA = 0.2mA

.'. Drain resistance ,^=Lv^ - 5 :25 Ko- ND O.2nA

(2) When Vp5 is constant at lOV

AV55=g'3-0=0'3V

A Io = (8.2-7.6) mA = 0.6mA

Trans conductanc€ n- = Mo - 0'6x10-3 =2mAiry=2 msLYo, 0.3

(3) Amplification factor p = 16.9'o

=25x103 x2x l0'3 :50.

11.13 SELF ASSESSMET{T QTTESTTONS

(I) Inng answer questions

( I ) Draw and discuss the output and transfer characteristics of JFET?

(2) Explain the construction and working of a FET. How do you determine its

characteristics?

(3) Differentiate between FET and BJT.6ive the experimental set up to draw FET

characteristics?

(4) Discuss the biasing circuits ofJFET and define the pinch off voltage ofJFET.

(5) Draw the structure of an N-channel MOSFET and explain how depletion region is

formed in the channel? Can a depletion type MOSFET be operated in

enhancement mode?
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(6) Explain the operation of N-channel JFET. Also explain the terms pinch off

voltage, on-resistance?

(ID Short rnswer qucstions

(l) Mention the advantages of FET over BJT,

(2) Skctch the basic structure ofP'channels FET.

(3) Explain thc Drain characteristics of FET.

(4) Show the biasing arrangement for a P-channel JFET.

(5) Sketch the small signal model of FET.

(6) Write the construotional details of a MOSFET.

(7) Draw the fansfer and drain characteristics of FET.

(8) Give the differences between JFET and MOSFET.

NI'MERICELPROBLEMS

(l) A JFET cirouit has the following values VGS = -2V, VDS = IOV'ID = 6 p A

calculate rd, g-,,rz . Ans: l '66 M f,l 
' 

3m S' 5

(2) Calculate the amplification factor of a JFET whole drain resistance is 32k Q and rans

conductance is 300mS. Ans:l:9'67x 103

(3) For an n+hannel JFET, find the values of

(i) Io (ii)g; (iii) 5 if Icss = 6.3mA; VP =3V' Vcs= -lV

Ans: (i) 2.8mA (ii) 4'2mS (iii) 2.8mS
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INTRODUCTION

As the name implies, a Uni Junction Transistor has only onc PN-

junction unlike bipolar junction tonsistor and unipolar Field Effect Transislor. It is

basically a thr€e terminal silicon diode with one emitter and two base terminds.

However, it diffen from an or,rlinary diode in that it has thr€e leads. It resembdJi "

FET because in that it has only one PN-junction, but differs from the FET because in

normal operation that junction is forward biased in FET. The FET ard UJT havc also

a constuotional diffcrence in 0rat ihe gate surfacc of FET is mrch larger than the

ernitterjunction of UJT. It also differs from a FET in that it has no ability to ampli$.

Conrtructlon ofUJT

The UJT is a 3-terminal devioe, having one emitterjunction and two basc

Ohmic contacts (Baser and Base2). A PN-junction located between base Br and base

82, is called the Emitter junction.

It consists ofa lightly doped N-type silicon bar with a heavily doped P-

type material alloyed to its one side (closer to B) for producing single PN- iunction'

As shown in Fig.l2.l, therc arc 3-terminals, one emitter and two bases Br and Bz at

Oe top and bottom of Silimn bar. The emitter leg is drawn at angle to vertical and

B,
I

-l-tl
tl-1-

B;

ngr2.1

B2

---J
E -lqa

\L7
Br

Flg12.2r UtT Symbol
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qtlow points in the dircction of convcntional clutr;rent (Filament tansisar, Dotble

bose dbfu arc thQ other names of UJT).

A qplral set of specifications for the UJT is provided below.

Absolwe naximum ratings Q{C1:

r ' Powcr dissipation

. RMS emitt€r cunent

r Peak emitter current

r Ernitter reverse voltage

. Int€t base voltage

. Operating temperatur€ range

. storage lemp€rature range

300 mW

50 mA.

2A

30v

35V

-650C to +l25oc

-650c to +l50oc

Min. Typ. Mar.

0.56 0.65
0.s6 0.65 0.75

o Intrinsic stand-offratio n
(Vgs = l0V)

o Intcr-base resisance (kQ)
(Vss = 3V, Ie = 0mA) Rgs

. Emitter saturation voltage
(Vss = lOV, Is = 50mA) VE{sag

r Emitter reverse current
(Vsn = 3V' Iar = 0) Ino

r Peak point emitter current IdPA)
(Vna - 25D

r Valley point cuncnt

Etecttcat Charadefistics ( 250 C)l

(Vse = 20V)

123 Erphnrtion of .baric model

9.14.7

2

0.05 12

0.05 5

Iv(mA) 4 -..

Fig.l2.2 shows the equivalent cirsuit ofthe resistance of

the silicon bar is called the Inter-Base Resistance (Rss). It is repr€s€nted by two

rcsisors RBr and Raa in series, Rsz is the resistanoe of silicon bar betwcen Bz and thc

emitter junction. Rsr is the resistance of bar and emitter junction. This resistance is

shown variable because its value depends upon the voltage across thc PN- junction.

Tho PN- jurction is rcpresented in thc omitt€r by a diode D. If a' voltagc Vsg is

applied between the bases with emitter open, the voltage will divide up across Rst and

RBo.

Voltage across Rsl is given bY
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The ratio Rgr / Ras is called the "Intrinsic Stand of Ratio" and

designated by q. The value of4 lies between 0.51 to 0.82.

.'. Voltage across Rn = ?Vaa

The volAgc qVBB appearing across Rgr reverse biases the diode. Hence emitter

cufr€nt is zero,

vu,=ffi,r* or b=b=o
VB' R BB

Negativc
R.sistarce. -----'rEgDn

Haluration rcgion - - - - - - -

VE8=20v

------- Cutoff
r€grop

-,

Ip
<|-

Ie (mA)

X'ig.12.4 UJT Charact€ristics

l,eakage cuFent
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The value of emitter voltage which causes the PN-junction to become forward biased

is called Vo @eak point voltage), and is expressed as

VP=rlVss+Ve

Where Vo- forward voltage drop across Silicon diode'

Fig.|2.3showsthecircuitdiagramforplottingthel.VcharacteristicsofUJT.

Fig 12.4 shows the characteristics curves between Vr and le of a UJT at differ€nt

voltagesofVBBbetweentwobases.Thesearekwonasemittercharacteristicsof

UJT.

From the characteristics, we note that

(i) Initially, in the cutoffregion, as \ increases from zero' slight leakage current

flows from 82 to emitter' This cunent is due to the minority caniers in the

r€verse biased diode.

(ii) Above a certain value of Vu, forward cunent IE begins to flow' increasing

until the peak voltage V, at point P is reached'

(iii) After the p€ak point P an attempt to increa rc '! is followed by a sudden

increase in Ie with a corresponding decrease in ve' This is a Negative

resistance portion ofthe curve because with increase in I' ' Vt decreases'

l) The negative resistanoe portion of the curve lasts until the valley point voltage

Vu is reached. After the valley point V' the device is driven to saturation'

2) When V""= 0V, tlere will not be any voltage drop across the bar' Bu! when

V6B is increased slowly till Ve= 0'7V' the curr€nt is small' But after 0'7V' the

emitter junction is strongly forward biased and acts as a perfect conductor'

Hence the current shoots up suddenly'

11.5 Erperimental determination of UJT parameters

To determine the parameters of UJT' the circuit shown in Fig'12'3 is

used. Two power supplies V* and Vu" are needed' At first the power supply V""

is switched on and its output is maintained at some value (say 5V)' Now the power

suppty Vo is switch€d on and is varied slowly from 0V upto the firing voltage (

The vottage at which the UJT suddenly starts conducting and showing cun€nt)'

Note this voltage as the peak voltage V, ' Simultaneously note the valley voltage Vv

up to which the peak voltage suddenly drops to' Repeat the above procedure with



UJT

otlrcr sobcted valu€ of VrE (ssy

estimate 4 using the formula

,?=v"_vo' vBB

Find tho avcrage vahrc of ,4. 
.

To estimrte R"" (another,paramctcr of UXI), identify thc'Basor and Brs?: leads of

UJT and conn@t an ohmmeter betwcc,n the two tcnninals. Now ncasure the

r€sistanc€ between B, and er.limay Ue greater than 5Kfl.

Take VorO.7V for Silicon UJT.

Table.l

S.No. Var Vp t]

l.

a l0v

ql=

n2:

Average value of ,=' ltlz'2
f2.6 UJT Application: Relaxation Orclllator

Vne

vE{v)

Vr

Vv

time

Fig;12.6 Sawtqoth outprt
acnis.capacitor

F|;12.s UJT Sawtooth generator
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UJT can be used to produce sawtooth waveform by using its negative resistance

region as follows.

Fig.l2.5 shows the circuit ofRelaxation oscillator. Fig.12 -6 is the saw tooth ouput.

Worklng

When the power supply (Vga) is switched on, the capacitor Cr charges

exponentialty through resistor Rr, until the voltage across it reaohes the peak-foint

voltage Vp . At this voltage, PN-junction (emitter junotion) becomes forward biased

and the UJT switches into negative resistance region (i'e. emitter voltage Ve

decrcases as emitter current I" increases). The capacitor c1 then quickly discharges

through the forward biased PN- junction and Rgr. when the voltage across the

capacitor decreases to vatley point voltage (Vv), the UJT tums oG the capacitor Cr

begins to charge again and the process is repeated as shown in Fig'll'6' The

frequency of sawtooth wave can be varied by changing either the valire ofCr or Rr

as they control the time oonstant RrCr of the capacitor changing circuit' Time

period of sawtooth waveform (ifq is known).

r=.R,.C,t"c,lY:'-?f
Lrne-/r-)

or r=2.303RrCr log. fr ----- trz.o.rl

f .r rr'l
T=2.303RrCr log. | :.ec_} I (if qis not known)

LYss-vvl

.'. Frequency of sawtooth waveform

I

STJMMARY

UJT is a unijunction transistor. It has one emitter (PN) junction' But it can

produce oscillations like transistor. It can not be used as an amplifier' lt has a

s€miconduotor bar and one PN'junction. It is also called as Double-base diode

because it has two base leads (Basel, and Bas€2). Its peculiar behavior is that it can

exhibit negative resistance region. This region is used to produce oscillations' It

po$s€ss€s two parameters: Intrinsic Stand OffRatio q; Inter-Base resistanc€ RBB'



The Intrinsio stand off ralio may lie between 0.51 to 0'82' The intcr-basc

resistance Rse is the rcsistance of the semiconductor bar betwe€n Basc2 and

Bascl and may be gr€ater than sKO. UJT bclongs to thyristor family' i'e' it can

change from ON to OFF state. The UJT can be used mainly for producing

sawtooth waveform. This waveform is used as the horizontal sweep in CRO'

The UJT can also be used in timirig cirouits, in firing silicon controlled rectifiers

and in voltage or current regulated power supplies ctc.

1I.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY

UJT, Intrinsic Stand off ratio, Inter'base resistance, ON state' OFF state,

Negative resistance region, Sawtooth wave form.

SOLVED NI,]MERICAL PROBLEMS

Erample.l

A Silicon UJT has lOV between its bases. If the intrinsic standofr ratio is

0.6, find the values of l. Stand offvoltage. 2. Peak-point voltage.

Solution:

Given V"": l0 V; q:0.6; Vo= 0.7 V

To find Stand offvoltage = nVss =?

Peak point volage = v" :?

Stand offvoltage =qVgg = 0.6 x l0 V = 6V

Vr: nVne + Vo = 6V+0.7V=6.7V

Erample.2

With a UJT, it is observed that when Vu" = lov' Vr = 7.2V' Find its intrinsic

stand offratio?

Solufon:

Given V"= 7.2 V, V*= l0 V, Vo= 0.7 V

To find '1' =r

W€ know that % = ?V"" + Vo

7.2 V:1x l0 + 0.7

l0n=7.2-O.7:6-5Y

n : 6.5 /10 = 0.65.

Erample3



A Silicon UJT has an intrinsic stand off ratio 0.6, intrinsic rtsigancc of l0

K Q , Find the value of Rn and Ru, ?

Solution :

Given 4=0.6, R"u= 10 KO

fofind Ro=?, R''=?

We know that 4 =&r=R", =4R""=0.6xl0Ko =6KO '
Kge

"' 
RB' = RBB -R* = l0 KO- 6 KO= 4 KO '

12.9 SELF ASSESSImNT QITESTIONS

(l) Long answer questions

(1) What is UJT ? Describe the volt-Ampere characteristics of UJT'

(2)GivetheconstruotionaldeailsofUJT.Givetheexperimenta|setupforUJT

characteristics and discuss the characteristics'

(3) Explain the action of UJT as a relaxation oscillator' Give the circuis and

draw its ouPut wave form.

(2) Short answer questions

(l) What is UJT ? Give its constructional details'

(2) Define the intrinsic stand-off ratio, inter base resistancc' Explain how they

are determined exPerimental lY '

(3) Draw the UJT characteristics and mark various region'

(4) Draw the equivalent circuit of UJT and explain it'

NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

(1) A UJT has firing potentiat of l0V' It is connected across a capacitor if R'C

circuit with R = l00Ka; C = l00 p F' A DC source of 20V is applied to it'

Calculate the time period ofthe saw tooth waveform generared by it'

Ans:69.31

(2) The intrinsic standoff ratio a-UJT is 0'62' If it's inter-base resistance is

7KlO, what are the values of Rgrand Rsz'

(3) A UJT has 15V between the bases' If A=0'65 find the value of stand off'

voltage. What will be the p€ak point voltagc if the forward voltage dmp in

the PN junction is 0.71? Ans:9.75
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I3.1 INTRODUCTION

Addition of third electrode (grid) to the gas diode (two electrode

device), and of an electrical starter to the rnercury pool tube, allows control of

considerable electrical power at higher efficiency. These gas devices are now being

superseded by the silicon controlled rectifier and other semiconductor devices, with

characteristics similar to the controlled gas tubes, but with even higher efficiency and

longer life.

The Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR), invented in 1957, is a three

terminal semiconductor device and can be used as a controlled switch. It provides

current only in one direction and hence it can be described as unidirectional, rcverse

blocking thyristor. The silicon controlled rectifier is a solid state equivalent of

thyratron. The gate, anode, and cathode of SCR correspond to the grid, plate and

cathode ofthyratron. For this reason, SCR is sometimes called Tlryristor.This device

a4rE (a)

Jr Jzl Jr

P N P N CA
(K)

Fig.13.2a

ANODE

Fig.l3.2b
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permits the control of heavy altemating and rectified cunents as required in welding,
lighting motor control and reguration of rectifiers. The siricon controlred device acts
as an electronic switch. This device can handle cunents up to hundreds of Amperes.
l3.2 CONSTRUCTION

SCR is a fourJayer, three-junction, three terminal device, possessing the properties of
both diode and transistor. It consists of a fourJayer pellet of p-and N_typ€
semiconductor materials. From Fig.l3.l, it is essentially an ordinary rectifier @N
junction) and a junction transistor (NpN) combined in one unit to form pNpN device.
Three terminals arc taken: one from the outer p-type materiar caned l rc& A, wo d
from the outer N-typ€ material called cathode K and third from the base of the
bansistor section, called Gare G. Symbor is shown in Fig.r3.2a. The device is made
of Silicon because leakage current in Silicon is very small as compared to
Germanium' since the device is used as a switch, it wilt carry a reakage current in the
offcondition which should be as smalr as possibre. It got the name controlled r€ctifier
because it is a silicon device and is used as a rectifier and that rectification can be

contrclled.

133 TWO TRANSISTOR REPRESENTATION OF SCR

K

13.3a
13.3b

SK
Fig.133c
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The basic operation ofan SCR can be described byrusing two transistor analogy. For

this purpose, SCR is split into 3-layer "'rnsistor structures Tr of PNP and Tz of NPN

which are interconnected together. From figure, it is clear that collector of each

transistor is coupled to the base ofthe other, thereby making a positive feedback' The

P-N-P-N diode when biased with anode positive has two stable states. One is a very

high resistance state typically of the order of l00MQ, and the other a very low

resistance state typically less than l0O. When reverse biased this device acts like a

typical P-N diode, having a very low leakage current.

Fig.l3.3 shows the equivalent circuit of SCR with supply voltage V and load

resistance R1. Suppose the supply voltage V is less than breakover voltage. With gate

open (i.e. switch 'S' is open), there is no base current in the transistor Tu. Therefore,

no curent flows in the collector ofTz and hence that of Tt. Under such conditions, the

SCR is Opez. However, when switch 'S' is closed, a small gate current will flow

through the base ofTz which means its collector current will increase, The collector

current ofT2 is the base current ofTr. Therefore, collector cunent ofTr increases. But

collector current ofTl is the base current ofTz. This action is accumulative since an

increase of current in one transistor causes an increase of current in the other

transistor. As a result ofthis action, both transistors are driven to saturation and heavy

current flows through the load Rr-. Under such conditions, the SCR closes.

IMPORTANTTERMS

Forward Breakover voltage: lt is that voltage above which the SCR enters

conduction region.

Holding currentz lt is the value of cunent below which SCR switches from the

conduction state to the forward blocking region under stated condition.

Peah revene voltage: lt is the maximum reverse voltage that can be applied to an

SCR without conducting in the reverse direction.

Forward and Reverse blocking regions These are the regions corresponding to

open-circuit condition for the controlled rectifier which block the flow of charge

(current) from anode to cathode.

Reverse Breakdown voltage It is equivalent to the Zener or avalanche region otthe

fundamental two layer semiconductor diode.
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r2.4 WORKING OF SCR

In an SCR, load is connected in series with anode. The anode is always kept at

positive potential with respect to cathode. The working of SCR can be understood

under the following two cases.

Fig.l3.4a Fig.13.4b

(i) When Gate is open: Fig.l3.4a shows SCR circuit with gate open, i.e. no voltage

applied to the gate. Hence junction Jz is reverse biased while junction J1 and J3 are

forward biased. Consequently no current flows througlr the load RL and the SCR is

cutofr. Howeveq if the applied voltage is gradually increased, a stage is reached when

reverse biased junction J2 breaks down. The SCR now conducts heavily and is I to

be in the ON state.

V Fig.13.5a
Fig 13,5b

(ii) When gate is positive with respect cathode: The SCR can be made to conduct

heavily at smaller applied veltqges b/ applying a small positive potential to the gate

as shown in Figl3.5a. Now junction J3 is forward biased and junction J2 is reverse

biased. So the electrons from junction J3 are attracted towards J2 and gate current

starts flowing. Hence anode current increases. This increcsed anode current in tum

Rr-

Fig.13.4a

U

A P N
o
c>Po

€
€N
€

K

Jr Jz I"
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makes more electrons available at J:. This process continues and with a small time,

junction Jz breaks down and SCR starts oonducting heavily. Once SCR starts

conducting th€ gate loses all control. Even if gate voltage is removed, the anode

cunent does not decrease at all.

13.5 V-I CIHRACTERSTICS

It is a curve drawn between anode-cathode voltage (V) and anode curent (l) of an

SCR at constant gate current. Fig.l3.6 shows the VJ characteristic of an SCR. The

characteristics can be divided in two cases.

(oN)

Icr > Ic,o

Yn Vso (R)

/7t 
lc'o=O

vBR(Fl) v8R(F0)

Reverse
blocking
region (OFF)

blocking
region (OFF)

Fig.13.6

tr'orward Characteristic

When anode is positive with respect to cathode, the curve

between voltage (V) and current (I) is called the Forward characteristic. ln Fig.l3.6,

OABC is the forward characteristic ofSCR at 16: 0. Ifthe supply voltage is increased

from zero, a point A is reached when the SCR starts conducting. Under this condition'

the voltage across SCR suddenly drops as shown by dotted curve AB, Now most of

the supply voltage appean across the load resistanc€ R1. If proper gate curr€nt is
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made to flow, the SCR can conduct at much smaller supply voltages. This means that
gate current controls the value offorward voltage required to turn ON the SCR.

Rcverse Characteristic

When anode is negative with respect to cathode, the curve
between voltage (V) and cunent (I) is called the Reverse characteristic.ln Fig.l3.6,
oDE is the reverse characteristic ofSCR. Ifthe reverse voltage is gradually increased

from zerq at first the anode current (leakage current) remains small and at some

reverse voltage, avalanche breakdown occurs and the SCR starts conducting heavily

in the reverse direction. This behaviour is shown in the curve by DE. The maximum

reverse voltage at which SCR starts conducting heavily is known as Reverse

Breakdown voltage. SCRS with currents in excess of l00A and operating voltage up

to about 1000V are available. The holding voltage is of the order of magnitude lV.
The ratio of the continuous allowable anode current to the forward gate current

required to switch ON is rarely less than several thousands. For example a gate

current ofless than 50mA will tum on an anode cunent of 100A. As can be seen from

the above discussion, the charaoteristics of SCR are controlled by anode-cathode

voltage and gate--cathode voltage. It is tumed on by proper gate current and without

exceeding breakdown voltage. The anode current is reduced to holding value while

tuming off. It conducts only during one half of each cycle

Two SCRs are connected in anti parallel and this system is called a TRIAC. It is used

for full wave power control.

12.6 DJGERIMENTAL SETT]P TO STT,]DY THE SCR CIIARACTERISTICS

Fig.l3.7 shows the cirouit diagram of an SCR to draw its anode

characteristics. With switoh S open, the anode power supply Vna is varied and the

anode to cathode voltage Vap is measured as a function ofanode current IA.

The switch S is closed and the experiment is repeated for different gate curents. The

readings are noted in the following table. The observations are marked on an ordinary

graph paper taking anode voltage VAK valu€s along X-axis and the anode currents (Ia)

along Y-axis.
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Fig.13.7

Observatiotr table

S.No.
Ic=0pA Ic=50pA 16=75pA 16 = 100 pA

Vnx Ir Vm Ie Ver In Vex Ie

t.
2.

4.
).
6.

13.7 APPLECATION OF SCR

SCR for power control

Fig.l3.8 shows a common circuit for controlling power in the load R1. During

the positive half-cycle of A.C supply, end A is positive and end B is negative.

Therefore capacitor C2 is charged through ADrRCuDd. The charge on capacitor C2

depends upon the value of potentiometer R. When the capacitor C2 is charged to a

sumcient voltage, it discharges through the Zener diode. This gives a pulse to the

primary and hence to the secondary of transformer Tz. This puls€ tums on SCR2

which conducts current through load R1. During negative hale cycles, it discharges

through the Zener diode and fires SCRI which conducts current through the load.

The angle of conduction can be controlled by the potentiometer

R. 'l lls greater tl|e resistance of R, lesser is the voltage across C| or C2 and hence

smaller will be the time during which SCRr and SCR: will conduct in a full cycle. In
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this way, we can control a large power of several KW in the load Rr with the help of a

small potentiometer "R"

Other applications ofSCR are in light dimming circuits' battery chargers' phase

oontrol iystems, temperature oontrol etc'

SUMMARY

SCR is a silicon controlled rectifier' It is a silicon four layer' three terminal

device. It is a rectifier, whose characteristics are control|ed by anode.cathode voltage

and gate-cathode voltages' SCR is a single polarity device' It conducts only during

one half-cycle of each cycle and energy is wasted in the other halfcycle' It is used as

a static switch in phase conrol system' for temperature control' in energy lighting

circuits' in battery charger for regulation, to supply rectified current and in light

dimming circuits.

13.9 KEY TBRMINOLOGY

SCR, breakdown voltage, forward breakover voltage' reverse breakdown voltage'

holding current, gate, anode, and cathode'

13.10 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

I. Inng answer questions

l. Describe the oonstruction and working of SCR' What do you infer from the

characteristics?

SCRr

Cz

Dr

Fig.r3.8
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2. What is an SCR? Give its symbol and two transistor representation. Mention
the applications?

3. Draw the VOLT-AMPERE characteristics of the SCR as a function of gate
current explain?

Describe how scR may be represented as a combination of two transistors.
Explain its characteristics with relevant theory?

With suilable diagram explain how an SCR is useful for power control
applications?

6. Explain how the characteristics of SCR are determined experimentally.
Discuss one application of SCR?

IL Short answer questions

l. What is the basic function of SCR?

2. Describe the consfuction of SCR and its characteristics?

3 . Sketch the V-I characteristics of SCR?

4. What is the principle of SCR?

5. Give two applications of SCR?

6. Explain how SCR is used for power control?

7. Draw the experimental set up to obtain SCR characteristics?
8. Draw two transistor repesentation of SCR. Mention two applications?
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UNITIV LESSON -14

PIIOTO ELECTRIC DEVICES

OBIEC:TIVES OF TIIE LBSSON

This lesson explains the Photo€lecfric effect and its theor€tical

background; Photoconductive cell (or LDR), working characteristics and sp€ctral

r€sponse; Photo voltaic cells, their constuction, working; Concept of Photo diode'

Photo transistor, LED, Solar cetl; their construction, characteristics, applications'
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14.I INTRODUCTION
Optoelectronics is an area that r:ombines 'electronics with optical

technology. The emergence of the field of eleclronics has produced a variety of

devices that either produces light or respond to li8:ht. These devices are classified as

either light emitting [ex: LED] or light activated. [Ex: LDR, solar cell' photo diode]

I4,2 PIIOTO ELECTRIC EFFECT

Definition: The liberation of electrons from matter under the influence of light is

known as Photo Electric Effect.

. This phenomenon was first observed by Hertz in 1847' Photo

electriceffectincludestheliberationofelectronsfromameta|licsurfaceandalsothe

generation of electron-hole pairs in semiconductor when these materials are subjected

to radiation.

The photoelectric effect was successfully r:xplained by Einstein in 1905 with

the help ofquantum theory oflight'

TIIEORY
Planckmadethefundamentalassumptionthatradiantenergyisnot

continuous but can exist only in discrete quantities called Quanta or Photo'ns' He also

assumed that associated with the light of.frequency /, there are number of photons'

each of which has an energy hv Joules' The greater the intensity oflight' the larger the

numbers ofphotons present, but the energy ofeach photon remains unchanged'

Consider a monochromatic radiati cn of frequency (v) and energy hv'

incident on a metal/photo sensitive surface' When a photon strikes the electron on the

surface, it absorbs part of energy to get released from the atom' This energy is known

as the Photo Electric llork h unction of the metal Wo' The remaining energy is taken

up by the electron in the form ofkinetic energy' Hence' we can write 
-

h, =W. +! mr' .(14.2.1)

Eq.(1a.2.1) is the Einstein photo elec'iric equation'

h, = h' "+I^u'
=hv'+eV'

or eV' = h' - 1"'

:,1, 
+)=*l+-+)
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or v.=hc(!- t\
e \1 4)

When the metal is given a negative potential, it repels electrons. The ncgative
potcntial given to metal (plag, which stops the most energetic photo electnon from
rcaching the plarc is called the..,Slopp ing potentiat ". V, is given by the Eq.(14.2.2).

EXPERIMENTAL AITRANGEMENT TO STUDY PHOTO ELECTIC EFTECT

Cathode Radiation

Potential Fig.t4.t

consider the arrangement shown in Fig.l4.l. when tight fars on the surface of the
photo metar (cathode), the photo ereotrons are emitted by the surface. These crectrons
rcach dre anode and results in a cunent. This photo electric effed depends upon

i. The potential differpnce betrveen the electrodes

ii. The intensity of radiation.

iii. The frequency ofradiation.

iv. The photo metal (cathode) used.

WORKFT'NCTION

The work function of a photo metal is defined as the minimum
amount of energr rcquir€d to liberate electron from the atom.

tlrloTo CoNDUCTTVE EFFECT

Definfion: The phenomenon of increase in erectrical conductivity of a sem iconductor
when exposcd to radiation is known as photo Conductivitv.



t'

Erplenation: Ifradiation falls upon a semiconductor, its conductivity increases. This

is explained as follows.

The conductivity o ofa semiconductor inor€ases with the increase of

concentration ofcharge carriers, according to the relation

o =bp,+ ppp)e

where n = magritude of free electron concentration

P = magritude of hole concentration

1rn = hole mobilitY

pn = electron mobil8

e = eleotron charge

If the radiation, possessing energy hv (greater than E)' falls on a

semiconductor, this will be utilized to break the covalent bonds' As a rpsult' new

electmn-hole pairs are cr€ated in exc€ss of those generated thermally' These inqtased

curent canies decrease the resistance ofthe material and hence such a devise is called

a Photo Res,li/or or a Photo Conduclot or a L/ght Dependeu nesisar (LDR)'

Consider the case ofa semiconduotor containing both.donor and acceptor impurity

atoms. Fig.l4.2 shows the energy band diagram of such a semiconductor' tf photons

of sulficient energy illuminate this material, the following three transitions ar€

produced.

(a) An electron-hole pair can be created by a high energy photon in an

intrinsic excitation.

(b) A photon may excite a donor electron into the conduction band'

(c) Valence elecron may go into an acc€ptor state'

These transitions t(b) e (c)] are known as Impurity excitations' Since the density of

strites in conduction band and valance band greatly exoeeds the density of impurity

states, photo conduotivity is due to intrinsic excitation'



Conduction Band T (b)

(a)

Valence Band

Fig,t4.2

r4.4 PIIOTO COI\IDUTIVE CEI,L

Photo con rctive celr is a semiconductor device whose resistance varies inversery
with intensity of light that falls upon its photo sensitive material. photo conductive
cells are made up ofCdS, pbS or Se.

The mostly used cell is the CdS (Cadmium Sulphide) cell. The sensitive area of
this device consists of a layer of chemically deposited CdS, which may contain a
small amount of Silver; Antimony or Indium impurities. Fortowing Fig.l4.3 shows its
constructional details.

En

(a)- Intrinsic excitation
(b),(c) - Impurity excitations

Er
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WORKING

When the cell is not exposed to any radiation, its resistance is maximum

called the dark resistance.It may be as high as 20MCl or more. When stimulated with

strong light, the cell resistance may be less than l0O. Fig.l4.4 shows the behaviour of

a photo conductive cell at various light intensities.

GRAPH

10 100 1000 10000
Light Illumination (Lux) 

--|Fig.l4.4

14.4.I SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF CdS CELL

Any opto electronic device that is light activated rather than light emitted, responds to

a certain range of wavelength. This characteristic is known as the Specfi^I response,

The spectral response of the CdS photo conductor is shown in Fig.l4.5' Like human

eye, the is best over the visible spectrum.

140
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CdS Photo conductor resDonse

Avefage human eye response

Wavelen$h (A) --------'
Fig.l4.5
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14.4.2 APPLICATIONS

Photo conductive cells are used in

I Smoke detectors

2 Burglar Alarms

3 Outdoor lighting control

4 Photographic instruments

5 In counting applications

6 In light intensity meters

14.4.3 Advantages of Cd S Photo Conductive Cells

l. High dissipationcapability

2. Low resistance when stimulated by light

I4.5 PHOTO VOLTAIC CELLS

The process ofconverting light energy directly to electrical energ;r is calld the photo

Vohaic Effect. The device or cell, which is based on this property, is called a photo

Vohaic Cell. In this cell, light energy is used to create a potential difference which is

dirrctly proportional to the frequency and intensity of the light that falls on the basic

photo voltaic cell.

14.5.1 CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING

Metallic
filn (Ag)

t
Lighl

R (load)

r CuzO

Base
(cu)

[*oAv
It-K

Syrnbol

Fie 14.6 Photo voltaic cell

(semiconductor)
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A photo voltaic cell consists of a thin metallic film of silver, gold or platinum

deposited on a semiconducting layer flike cuprous oxide]. The whole arrangement is

then attached to a metal base plate (copper) as shown in Fig.l4.6

WORKING

When light falls on a metallic film 'i'-' at the banier layer between the

metallic filrn and the semiconduotor, photo eleciric emission occurs. The photo

electrons so emitted from the layer move towards the metallic film, Consequently, the

metallic film F becomes negatively charged. Hence a potential difference is developed

between the two and current flows in the extemal circuit. The strength of this current

is proportional to the intensity of light and flows without any bias.

14.5.2 APPLICATIONS

l. In photographic exposure meter

2. For operation ofrelays

3. Direct reading illumination meters

14.6 PHOTO DIODE

The photo diode is a PN-junction device that depends on

reverse bias. Ifthis reverse biased PN junction is illuminated, the current varies

almost linearly with the light.

14.6.1 CONSTRUCTION

Symbol of
photo diode

Fig.l4.7

This diode consists ofa PN junction embedded in a clear plastic as shown in

Fig.l4 . Radiation is allowed to fatl upon one surface across the junction through a

small transparent window. The remaining sides ofthe plastic are either painted black

^lv<
'y'

-{|- *
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or enclosed in a metallic case. The entire unit is extremely small and has dimension of

the order ofone tenth ofan inch.

14.6.2 WORr(NG

With no incident light, if reverse voltages [> few tenths of a Volt] are

applied, an almost constant curent independent ofthe magnitude ofthe reverse bias is

obtained. This dark current corresponds to the reverse saturation current due to the

thermally generated minority carriers. These minority carriers "fall down" the

potential hill at the junction, whereas this banier does not allow majority caniers to

cross thejunction.

Nou', if light falls upon the surface, additional electron-hole pairs are

formed (since the concentration of majority carriers greatly exceeds that of minority

carriers, the percent increase in majority carriers is much smaller than the percent

increase of minority carriers). Hence, we consider the radiation solely as a minority-

carrier injector. These injected minority carriers (i.e in P-side) diffuse through the

junction, cross it and contribute to the current. The I-V characteristics of a photo

diode are shown in Fig.l4.8.

200 Dark cunent

01020304050
Reverse voltage (V)

Fig.r4.8

The curves do not pass through the origin. The slope ofthe curves corresponds to a

dynamic resistance of M Cl to hundreds of M O .
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14.6,3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A PHOTODIODE & ORDINARY DIODE

Photo diode Ordinary diode

l. Transparent in appeafimce.

2. Junction is exposed to radiation.

3. Reverse current is a function of

light intensity.

4. Always used in reverse bias

condition.

l. Opaque in appearance.

2. Junction is not exposed to radiation.

3. Reverse current is a function of

temperature.

4. Mostly used in forward bias

condition.

14.6.4 APPLICATIONS

l. A photo diode can be used as a variable resistance device controlled by light
intensity.

2. It is used in light operated switches.

3. It is used in optical communication system.

4. It is used in instrumentation.

14.7 PIIOTO TRANSISTOR

Definition: A photo transistor is an optoelectronic device that has more sensitivity to

light than a photo diode.

14.7.1 Construction

Photo transistors have a large base-collector junction as the light

collecting element. A transistor with an open base has a small collector current,

consisting ofthermally generated minority carriers. By exposing the collectorjunction

to light, a manufacturer can produce a photo transistor. They have a lens built into the

package to focus radiation on to the collectorjunction, as shown in Fig.l4'9c.



c

lipht

J J.|,.l, J
lens

Metal casc

collerctor
Fig.l4.9c

14.7.2. Working

The photo transistor has a light-sensitive collector-to-base PN-junction'

It is exposed to incident light through lens'opening in the transistor package'

When there is no incident light, there is a small thermally generated

cof lector-to-emitt€r leakage current, 16s6. This is called the furk cttnent and is inttrc

mA range. When light strikes the collector-base P-N junction, a base cunent I, is

produced. This is directly proportional to the light intensity. This action produces a

Ftg.l4.9a
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collector current which increases linearly with I, according to the relation in equation

Ic = 9I,

The photo -transistor behaves as a conventional BJT. In many cases, there is no

connection to base.

14.73 Characteristics ofa photo transistor

€
()

10

50mWcm2

40mWcm2

30mWcm2

- 2omwcmr=_>

lomwcm2 ->
E

Dark current
em itter

l0 15 20
Vcr (V)

Fig.l4.l0 b

Fig.14.10a

r4.8 LIGHT EMMTTING DIODE [LED]

LED:LED stands for Light Emitting Diode. lt is a forward biased PN junction which

emits visible light when energized. The amount of light output is proportional to the

forward cunent

14.8.r CoNSTRUCTION

An N-type layer in grown on a substrate and a P-type layer is deposited on it by

diffusion. The metal anode connections are made at the outer edges of P-layer so as

to allow more central surface area for the light to escape, A metal film is applied to

the bottom of the substrate for reflecting as much light as possible to the surfac€ of tfte

device and also to provide cathode connection. LEDs are manufactured with domed

lenses. The semiconductor material used in LED are Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
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Fig.l4.13 Light output vs forward current

Gallium Arsenide Phosphide (GaAsP) or Gallium Phosphide (Ga P) and these

niaterials are semi transparent [Silicon and Germanium are not used because they are

essential|yheat-producingmaterialsandareopaquetolight].Theconstructionis

shown in Fig.14.1l

GaAs LEDs emit infrared radiation, GaAsP produces either red or yellow

light and GaP emit red or green light.

Fig.14.l2
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14.8.2 THEORY AND WORKING

FORWORD BIASED OPERATION

As shown in Fig.l4,l2, when the device is forward biased, electrons cross the PN

junction from the N- type material and combine with holes in the P-type msterial

rvhen recombination takes place. the recombining electron release energy in the form

of heat and light. A larger exposed surface area on the layer of the semioonducting

materials permits the light photons to be emitted as visible light. This process is called

Electro luminescence. The emitted light is proportional to forward current and ig

shown in Fig.l4'13. A typical LED has a voltage drop of 1,5 to 2.55V for curtents

between l0 and 50mA. For safe operation, a series resistor is often used in the cir€uit,

A resistance of 3300 is usually used in series with LED rr in Fig.l4.l2. LEDs havc

low reverse voltage ratings. A typical value is 3.5V. Excessive high voltage or cUnent

bums out the LED. Under certain conditions, the emitted light is coherent (essentially

monochromatic). Such a diode is called an lnjection Junction Laser'

14.8.., APPLICATIONS

LEDs are commonlY used

l. For indicator lamps and for read out displays on a wide variety of

instruments.

2. In seven iegment displays in calculators and digital clocks'

3. In optical switching and also in optical coupling applications'

4. In solid state video disPlaYs.

5. ln opto-isolation circuits

I4.9 SOLAR CELL

Solar cell or solar battery is basically a P-N Junction diode which converts solar

energy directly into electrical energy. It is a photo diode operated at zero bias voltage.

A solar cell consists of a P-N junction diode made of Si or Ge (other materials

are Ga As. In. Cd). The bottom surface that is always away from the light ( dark sidc)

is covered with a continuous conductive contact to which a wire lead is attached, ThC

upper surface has a maximum area exposed to sunlight with a small contact' often

along one edge as shown in Fig. 14. I 4.



r4.9.r CoNSTRUCIION

Light radiation

Symbol of
Solar cell

Fig.l4.l4

WORKING

When the solar cell is illuminated, electrons within the semi conducting

material absorb energy from sunlight photons that penetrate the exposed surface.

Many of these electrons acquire sufficient energy to break away from the parent

atoms, those creating electron - hole pain. An electric field is established in the

vicinity of PN- junction by the positive and negative ions created. The number of
electrons-hole pairs flar exceeds the number needed for thermal equilibrium.

Therefore, nlany of the electrons are pulled across the junction by the force of the

electric field.'fhose carriers that cross the PN-junction, contribute to the current in the

cell and through the extemal load. Solar cell generates 0.4V or less with cunents

ranging from pA to mA, depending upon external load. A solar cell behaves like a

zero voltage biased photo diode.

14.9.3 I.V CHARACTERISTICS

Fig.l4.l5 shows the I-V characteristics ofsolar cell. The power delivered to a load is

indicated by the product VI. This power is the maximum for a specific load resistance.

We can call the values of voltage and current which give the maximum power as

Short circuit current ( 1s )

It is the current which is obtained for zero applied voltage or when R,_ = 0 Q .
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Open-circuit voltage (V*)

It is the voltage which

op€n circuit condition.

is obtained at the output terminals without load or

Rr.=5Q

l25mWcm2

Rr_: l0Q

Rr- = 100 Q

Output voltage (V)

Fig.l4.l5

It is called a c€rl because it gives a small d.c voltage at its output. Such cells are

connected in seiies and in paraliel to produce required electric power. An array

containing a number of series connected or series - parallel connected solar cells

mounted on a flat plate is called a solar panel. The typical open-r:ircuit voltage ofa

Silicon cell is 0.5V. The power conversion efficiency of is about l-i%. Attempts are

being made worldwide to promote solar energy a alternative electrical power source

using Solar panels to meet the energy shortage and in places creation or transporting

conventional source ofelectricity are not economically viable.

14.9.4 APPLICATIONS

I In satellite, in photo voltaic panels.

2 In calculators to provide DC voltage

3 In remote areas, for power generation.

4 In photovoltaic light sensors.

5 'lo charge auxiliary storage batteries.
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14,I0 STMMARY

Photo means light, electric means current. The devices whose variables like

cunent, voltage, resistance varies with light intensity arc called photoelectric devices.

Examples are: photo diode, solar cell, and photoconductive cell. These devices absorb

the light radiation, whereas LED, which also belongs to photoelectric devices, emits

the radiation instead of absorbing radiation. The liberation of electrons from a semi

conducting material when illuminated by light is Photoelectric Effect. This

phenomenon takes place in a photoelectric tube. In a photoconductive cell, the

conductivity varies drastically when illuminated by radiation. This takes place in an

LDR or a photoconductive cell. These devices are mainly used in light sensitive

instruments, burglar alarms. A metal-semiconductor junction is a photo voltaic cell.

When illuminated by light, a potential difference will be developed across its ends.

Photo diode and photo transistor works in the same way. Both devioes receive the

light radiation and . 'n their cunents. Under no light also, these two devices allow

certain cunent to ft. ..rrough them. This is known as Dark Current Solar cell is a

PN-junction diode but it develops a potential difference across its terminals when

illunrinated by light radiation. Si and Ge are the mostly used semiconducting

materials for manufacturing solar cells. Solar cells are widely used in satellites and in

calculators for providing DC potentials to operate electronic circuits. Solar cells are

also used to provide porver in remote areas.

T4.II KEY TERMINOLOGY
Photoelectric effect, photoconductive etTect, photo voluic effect, light

emitting diode, spectral response, *ork function.

14.12 Self assessment questions

(Q Long answer questions

l. Explain the Einstein theory of photoelectric elfect. Give the experimental

anangemenr.

2. Explain the photoconductive effect. Describe the construction and working of

photoconductive cell. Mention its appiications.

3. What is photo roltaic etfect? Discuss the construction and working of

ohotovoltaic cell. Mention its apnlications.
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4. Whd,ii r photo diode? Discuss its construcfon. working ald iheraeeristics of

photo diode. Differentiate betweert photo diode and ordinary diode.

5, What is a photo fransistor? Discuss its construction, working and characteristics,

6. What is an LED? Discuss its constrdction, worting.and characteristics. Mcntion

its applications.

(ll) Short answer quertions

L Discuss about the photo conductive effect.

2. What is a solar cell? Discuss its working.

3. What is.spectral response? Discuss the working ofphotoconductive ccll. ,

a. Draw thc characteristics ofphotodiode and explain.

5. Explain photoelectric ef;fect.

r4,T3 REFERENCES

| . Electronic Devices and Circuits - Millman and Halkias (TMH)

:, Elecaonic Devices - Floyd (PHI)

3. Elec&onic Devices and Circuits - Boylestad and Nashelsky (PHl)
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l. Volt-Ampere characteristics ofajunction diode-To find the cutin voltage.

2. Z,ener diode characteristics- To study the aotion of Znner diode as a voltage

regulator.

3. Clipping and clamping circuits- Observation of output waveform for

sinusoidal input.

4. BJT input and output characteristics - Determination of h-parameters.

5. FET-Transfer and Drain characteristics.

6. UJT- a) Volt-Ampere characteristics- Determination ,:rf its parameters.

b) As an oscillator for generating two fiequencies.

7. a) Single stage RC-couple amplifier-frequency response. b) Effect of negative

feedback in the above circuit and comparison of two circuits w.r.t. gain and

bandwidth.

8. LDR characteristics.

9. Phase shift oscillator- Design and s6p511r^.i.1,1-dgtermination of frequency.

10. Design and Construction of Colpitts/Hartle1, oscillator.

I I . Astable multivibrator- Design and determination of frequency.

12. Determination of energy gap of a .junction diode using reverse saturation

curTent.

l3. Voltage doubler using diodes.

I 4. Simulation experirnents.

(Any ten experiments)
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GI.JIDE LINES FOR PERFORMING ELECTRONICS PRACTICALS

In order to conduct experiments witl/using electronic devices like diode, transistor,

UJT, SCR, JFET, LED, etc., first of all their leads are to be identified and their good

condition is to be checked.

Diodes can be checked by using a digital or analog multimeter, component

lester, curve tracer. Similarly, a transistor can be checked for its good condition by

using an Ohmmeter (Digital multimeter), curve tracer, component tesler' or by using a

digital multimeter having hr" (or F) ineasurement facility. The type of the transistor

can also be known.

BN@dlsCe:
Diode symbol and Cases: Generally Silicon diode appears opaque, whereas

Germanium diode appears transparent.

Anode 6-----{)-o Cathodc
A-K

(a) Symbol

\
Silver band

(b) Cases

Fig.l.r

Generally a silver band is marked close to one end on the body of the diode which

indicates that the electrode close to it is cathode and the other electrode is anode'

Diodes are generally specified with some values in data hand books or data sheets'

Thoy are:

l The forward voltage Vr at a specified current and temperature'

2. Maximum forward bias cunent h, at a spocified temperatur€'

3. Reverse saturation current !, at a specified voltage and temperature'



4. The peak inverse voltage PIV, at a specified temperature'

5. The maximum power dissipation level at a particular temperature'

6, Capacitanoe value.

7. Reverse recovery time.

8. Operating tempemture range.

9. Application ofthe diode.

1.1 DIODE TESTING

1.1.1 Ohmmeter tests

One of the simplest and quickest tests can be made using an ohmmeter to

measure the forward and reverse resistance ofa diode. Fig'l'2 shows the way' Take a

digital multimeter and convert it into an ohmmet€r. connect the +ve tenninal

(ohm/v) to one of the dirode leads and the -ve tenninal (com) to the other lead of the

diode. lfthe ohmmeter shows low resistance, then the diode is said to be in Forward

bias. In this case, the diode lead that is connected to +ve terminal of the multimeter is

to be treated as Anode and the other lead is calhode. on thc other hand, if the

ohmmeter shows high resistance, then the diode is sakl to be in Reverse bias. ln this

case, the diode lead that is connected to +ve terminal ofthe multimeter is to b€ treated

as Cathode and the other lead is Anode. In both forward and reverse directions, if the

diode shows a low resistance, the diode is said to be short-circuited. In both forward

and reverse direotions, if the diode shows a high resistance, tb diods is said to be

Ooen-circuited.

r8)



Analog Multimeter

Diode

Ohms

U B.Sc ELECTRONICS t INTRODUCTION

USE OF A DIGITAL MTJLTIMETER

Many handheld digital multilmelers have a diode testing facility which displays the

forward voltage drop across the diode (Ex. 0.68V as shown in the Fig'l'2)'' when the

terminals are connected positive to anode and negative to cathode. When reverse

connected, a functioning diode produces an OL display. If OL display occurs with

both forward and rcverse connections, the diode is open-circuited. when the display is

000. the device is short-circuited.

I.2 TRANSISTOR TESTING

Transistor is a three terminal semiconductor device. It poss€sses three leads, namely

emitter, base and collector. The manufacturer may prepare a transistor either with

plastic case or with a metal case. Plastic case transistors are oheaper as compared to

metalcase.Theleadsofatransistorcanbeidentifiedbyusingitsbottomview.The

data sheet or data manual provide us the way in which the leads are to be identified

using the bottom view. The conect functioning ofa transistor can be known either by

using a digital multimeter, possessing p (h1s or cunent gain) measurement facility) or

by Ohmmeter tests.

Ohmmeter tests

An Ohmmeter may be used for cheoking the transistor's emitter-base and collector-

base junctions. The measured resistance between the collector and emitter terminals

of a good transistor should be high regardless of the Ohmmeter terminal polarity'

Digital Multimeter

0.68V



Anelog Multimeter

With an analog Ohmmeter, a good forward-biased pN-junction (may be emitter-base

or collector-base) indicarcs half scale as shown in Fie.l.3.

A digital multimeter may show a resistance of few Kiro ohms when measuring a
good forward-biased junction @mitter-base or collector-base) and an open-circuit
indication (OL) for a reverse-biased junction as shown in Fig. 1.4.

BOTTOM VIEW OF A SILICON TRANSISTOR

Digital Multimeter

Fig.l.4

OL

Fig.1.s
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EXPERIMENT I
DIODE CIIARACTERISTICS

Aim ofthe experiment: To draw the I-V characteristics ofa given PN junction diode

and to estimate its cutin voltage (Y7).

Ecuipment rnd components: D.C. Regulated power supply (DCRPS) (0-30V, lA)'

1; DC voltrneters - 2(O-2Y -'+1,0-20V--"+ I ); DC current meters - 2 (0-2O mA-rl, 0-

200pA--+l); resistor - | (470A,/zW); Digital Multimeter - l; Semiconductor diode -
I (Ex: One ofthese diodeslN 4007,8Y127, OA79, DR25), Semiconductor diode data

manual.

!!gg1y: PN junction diode is semiconduciur diode made by using P-type and N-type

materials of either Silicon or Germanium. Silicon is less heat sensitive as compared to

Germanium. The diode conducts in only one direction. Hence it is called as a uni

directional device. Because its charaoteristics are nonJinear, it is also called as a Non-

linear device. A diode can be connected in two configurations, namely in Forward

bias and in Reverse bias. In forward bias, electrons in the N-type material and holes

in the P-type material are pushed towards the junction' Whsn the applied voltage is

progressively increased from zero, the barrier voltage gets smaller until it effectively

disappears. Now the charge carrien easily flow across the junction' As more number

of charge carriers cross the junction, the forward current is of the order of milli

Amperes. Germanium junction diodes are forward biased at approximately at 0'3V

whereas Silicon junction diodes are forward biased at approximately at 0'7V' Diodes

can be used as a switch' a rectifier, to protect meters and devices' in DC power

supplies, in logic gate circuits etc.

In the reverse bias, the positive terminal ofthe battery attracts free electrons in

the N-type Silicon away from the PN-junction and the negative terminal of the ba'ttery

attracts holes in the P-type Silicon away from the PN-junction' Hence there are no

combinations of free electrons and holes. Thus the majority current cafriers in the

diodedonotsupportcurTentflow.lnthereversebiasconnection,thereisaminute

current in the diode. This current is due to the minority carriers (holes in the N-type

and ftee elechons in the P-type materials)' Only a few micro Amperes of current will

flow as a result ofthe minority caniers. The reverse bias connection results in a high

reverse resistance inthe diode.
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Clrclftdfurrrr

470fJ..hw
Diode lN4@7 G200 pA

DCRPS

Fig.l.7

Steps to follow

1. Identift the components (r€sistor and diode) given.

2. Identif, the leads (anode and cathode) ofgiven diode.

3. Connect the circuit as shown in Fig.l .6 for drawing

characteristic.

thc forward
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4. Swirch on the D.C. Regulated Power Supply and maintain a DC potential of

0V across the diode and note the corresponding forward currcnt Ir.

5. Change the voltage (Vr) across the diode to 0.1V and note the forward current

Ir.

6. Similarly, take the readings at different values of VF as given in the

observation table l.l and switch offthe DCRPS.

7. Connect the circuit as shown in Fig.l.7 for drawing the reverse bias

characteristics, by reversing the polarities of DCRPS.

8. Switch on the DCRPS and maintain a DC potential ofOV across the diode and

note the con€sponding reverse cunent Ix.

g.Changethevoltage(Vx)acrossthediodetolvandnotethereversecurr€nt

In.

10. Similarly, take the readings at differ€nt values of VR as given in the

observation table 1.2 and switch offthe DCRPS.

Table I .l Forward bias Table t '2 Revene bias

S.No.

Voltege
across the

diode
Ve

Current through
the diode

Ir

l.
)
.'.

4.

).

6.

1

8.

9.

0v

0.lv
0.2v

0.3v

0.4v

0.5v

0.6v

0.65V

S.No.

Voltrge
rcro$s thc

dlode

Currcrt
throrgb thc

diodc
t"

l.

3.

4.

t.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I l.

0v

IV

2V

3V

4V

5V

6V

TV

8V

9V
..10v
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*Vn (V)

Graoh

l. Draw a graph by taking the variable Forward ltohage (y) along +ve X-axis

and the Forward Cunent (Ip) along +ys y-axis; similarly Reverse yoltage

//a/ along -ve X-axis and the Reyerse Cunent (a) along +ve y-axis.

2. Mark thc obsewations obtained and draw the gr.ph. Ifthe observations arc all
con€ct you will get a smooth curve..Otherwise draw a smooth curve such that

maximum number of points fall on it or most of the points spread on either

side ofthe curve. Select a point (operating point or e point) in the middlc of
the linear portion ofthe forward characteristic.

3' Draw a tangent at this point and extend it !o intercept the X-axis as shown in
Fig' I '8. The voltage at this point of intersection wilr give us the cutin voltage
(Vr).

4. Determine the slope of this tangent line. It gives the forward resistance of
given diode.

5. Draw a similar tangent to the reve*e bias chancteristic at the centre of the

characteristic and determine its slope. It gives the reverse rcsistance of the
diodc

d Conrparc rhe Ri and Rx values.



Rcrult

The I-V charactcristics of given diode werc drawn and thc crl ' h vol|rf

was found to be 

-V.Forward resistance RF =

Breakdown voltage obscrvcd (If observed) :

Values observed from manufacturer's dala shcets :

Forward resistance RF -
Revcrse rcsistance RR =

Breakdown voltage observldyfif ooticed) :

Suggcstions

l. Analog voltmeters have low internal resistance pcr volt' So thcy *ill lad

thecircuitelementacrosswhichtheyafeconn€ctcd.Asrhiswil|rcsrr|tin

ertor in observations, laboratory supervisors arc rcqucstcd to provide

digital multimeters instead of analog metersr Students may be encoungcd

to use their own digital multimeter as they are available at lcss thrn

Rs.300. In fact, with a bread board,l2 V l00mA battcry etimin&t' dilir'l

multimeter,andfewelectoniccomponents,t$q)crn'rrrrmhlcrcvcrel

circuits at home.

2.Repeattheexperimentwithl\.l0ot'nr|(ltmpi|f(r''ulrcsu|tsobtaincdon.

1N4007.

3. Repeat the experiment $ rth OA79 and compare the results'

4. Refer to the manual on semiconductor devices and check how far your

results are in agreement with manufacture's typical values'

5. Enquire about the rectifier diodes used in chargcrs thigh pr*cr rectilicr

diodes). Try to get one and repeat the experiment'

6. Enquire about diode used in high voltage applications and repclt thc

experiment. Compare the results of experiments conducted on signal

diode, with a general purpose medium power rectifier diode' a high power

rectifier diode and a high voltage application diode'

Precautions

l. Kccp the coarse and fine knobs of voltage variation of TX RPS h minrrnum

position before switching on and switohing offthe DCRPS'

: Revcrsc rcsi$ane Rl '
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2. Keep the current limit knob of the DCRPS in maximum position b€fore the

commencement of experiment.

3. Avoid loose connections ifany.

4. Select appropriate ranges in the meters.

5. If you are provided with a D.C regulated power supply with no current rtx,

vohage meters, select meters of suitable range and connect them with proper

polarity. Analog meters (with moving coil pointers) connected in wrong

polarity get spoiled and / or damaged permanently. Remember to connect

current meters in series by breaking at a point of interest and voltmeters across

the power supply. Connecting the current meters in shunt will short circuit the

supply. Connecting voltmeters in series will amount to placing a very high

resistance in series and you will no get proper observation

6. DMMs work more reliably and are eoonomical in long run. They have over

range protection also. If analog meters given in practical check the analog

voltmeter readings with digital multimeter for agreement.

Vive Ouestions

l. What is a PN-junction diode?

2. What is a barrier potential2 \that is its significance? Mention its values in

case of Silicon and Germanium.

Give the applications ofdiode.

What is catrn voltage? Why it is named so?

What is /everse saturation current?

What are forward and reverse bias?

Why diode is a nonJinear device?

How a diode is prepared?

Though barrier potential is present in a diode but we do not see any potential

difference across an open circuited diode. Why?

10. What is the reverse breakdown potential of 1N4007 diode?

I L What is the reverse breakdown potential of OA79 diode?

12,What are the values forward resistance and reverse resistances of 1N4007

diode?

13. What precautions do you take if you perform the experiment with Germanium

diode?
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2. ZENER DIODE CHARACTERTSTICS

\IM OF TIIE EXPF.RI}IEIYT

To draw thc l-V characteristics of a given Zener diode and to estimatc its

seckdown vohagc 1Y 2,s,5.

r QIT|PMENT ANt) ('()MPONENTS

DCRPS (0-.1()V. lA, voltage covered in several steps)-l; DC voltmeters -
l(0-2v---t, 0-20V-l); DC cunent meter - I (0-200 mA--l); Resistor - I (4700,

%W\; Znnet diode - I (BZ 147, FZ 6.3 or any other value). (Digital multimeters are

recommended). Single strand wires of suitable gauge for use with given breadboard,

patch cords, nbse pliers, tweezers to remove plastic sleeve on the wires, Soldering

iron (ifgroup board is given), a nose plier and a wire cutter.

TIIEORY

The characteristics of a semiconductor diode depend on the material,

construction, doping and diode dimensions. Zenet diode is also a semiconductor

devicc just like an ordinary junction diode. But it is a heavily doped diode and is

mostly used in reverse bias configuration. when a junction diode is reverse biased,

only a small reverse saturation curent flows. when the reverse voltage is sufficiently

incrcaSed, the junction breaks down and large reverse current flows. If the reverse

cun€nt is limited by means ofa suitable series resistor, the power dissipation in the

junctior\ can be kept to a level that will not destroy the device. In this case, the diode

may be operated continuously in reverse breakdown region. when the reverse voltage

is lowered below the reverse breakdown level, the reverse current returns to its normal

level.

Diodes designed for operation in reverse breakdown are lbund to have

a breakdown voltage that remains extremely stable over a $ide rangc ol' current

levels. This property gives breakdown diode many useful applications as a volmge

rcference source. There are two mechanisms that cause breakdown in a reverse biased

PN-junction.Withaverynarrowdepletionregion,theelectricfieldstrenglh
(VoltJwidth) produced by a reverse bias voltage can be very high l hc high intcnsity

electric field causes electrons breakaway from their atoms thus conveninS the

deplaion region from an insulating malerial into a conductor. This is ionization by

electric field, also called Zener brcakdown and usually occurs rvith rtr t'rse bias

voltages less than 5V.



In cases where the depletion region is too wide for Zener brca\down ro

occur, the electtons in the rcverse saturation cuFent can be given sufticienl encrgy to

cause other electrons to break free when they strike atoms within depletion regieo

l'his is tcrmed ^fonization by Collisioz. Thc electrons relcased in this way collirte r. irh

(Nhcr atoms to produce morc fice electrcns in an avalarrchc eflbct. Avalanche cffect rs

ftrmdl! produced by reversc voltages abov€ 5V.

(.IR,CUIT DIAGRAMS

47W%W

DCRPS

Fi&2,I

Zcner Diodr G200 mA

IX RPS

CALCT L.,\ t II 
'\ 

I 
'} 

\ \}'E CURRENT OF ZENER DIODE
Manufacturen \Fc\rt\ lhc maximum safe power for a given Zener diode of spccifrc
nv.nter. They als. sl)ce ili the breakdown voltage, We get the approximate maximum

cuuerlt by dividing lhc power specified by the breakdown v.,lrage.
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Ex: BZ 147 has the following ratings:

Breakdown voltage = 6.2V; Power dissipation = 750mW; I' max = l00mA

Zener diodes can be used as a voltage regulator to provide a constant voltage output,

as a reference voltage source, to protect meters, for calibration of meters and as a peak

clipper.

a) Zener diodc characteristics

STEPSTOtr'OLLOW

l. Identi$ the components (resistor and the Z€n€r diodc) given.

2. Identiff the leads (anode and cathode) ofgiven Zener diode.

3. Check whether the given voltmeters and current meters are working properly or

not. You can do this by connecting a voltmeter acfoss a l.5v battery cell. It shows

1.5V. Connect'a milli Ammeter to a power supply of 5V D'C through a IKO

resistor. You will observe 5mA current. If these checks are o.K., your meters are

working satisfactorily. If you are using a digital multimeter, check whether the

fuse for cunent range is intact or not.

4. Connect the circui ;hown in Fig.z.l for drawing the forward bias

characteristic.

5. Srvilch on the DCRPS, keep it in 0-2v setting ( if this facility is not available in

the power supply, then use a potentiometer arrangement to tap required voltage)'

andadjustitsoutputsuchthatacurrentoflmAflowsthroughthediode.Notethe

potential drop across the diode. It would be normally between 0'5 to 0'6V' Ifyou

donotobserveanycunentandthevoltageacrossth€diodeismorethan|VD'C.'

probably your identification of the leads of Zener diode is wrong' Switch offthe

power supply and reverse the connections ofthe diode' You should now observe

lmA of current and a voltage drop of 0'6 V in the voltmeter' Even after

intcrchanging the leads, if you do not get readings mentioned above' check your

connections. Check the output of the D.C' power supply' If readings are

satisfactory, reduce the supply voltage to 0V and go to step 6'

6. Change the voltage (Vp) across the diode to 0' lV and note the forward current Ir'

7. Similarly, take the readings at different values of Vr as given in the observation

table 2.1 and switch offthe DCRPS.

8. Connect the circuit as shown inFig.2'Z for drawing the reverse bias characteristic'

by reversing the diode connections.

9. Switch on the DCRPS and keep it at 0V DC and go to step l0'
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10. Change the voltage (Va) across the diode to lV and note the reverse current lr.

l l. Similarly, take the readings at different fixed values of VR till the approximate

value of breakdown voltage is reached.

12. Now change the voltage across the diode in very small steps until the curr€nt

rcaches l0mA maximum value, noting voltage and current for each setting.

Record the observations in table 2,2.

* lf the breakdown voltage ofthe given diode is 6.3V, then vary voltage in steps of

lV until we reach 6V and then small steps above this. If the breakdown voltage is

other than 6.3V (say 9.1V), then vary the voltages across the diode instep of lV up to

8.5V and then in small steps until the current reaches a maximum of lOmA.

Table 2.1 Forward bias Table 2.2 Reverse bias

S.No. Voltage across
the diode

Vr

Current
through thl

diode
In

t .No. Voltage across
the diode

Vn

Current through
the diode

In
0v

IV

2V

3V

4V

5V

6V

6.lv
6.2V

6.3V

6.4V.

OV

0.lv
0.2v

0.3v

0.4v

0.5v

0.6v

0.65V

GRAPH

l. Draw a graph by taking the vaiable Forward Voltage (V) along +ve X-o(is

and the Forteard Current (IF) along *ve Y-axis; similarly Reverse Voltage

(y along -ve X-axis and the Reverse Current (Id along +ve Y-axis.

2. Mark the observations obtained andjoin them by a smooth curve.

3. Select a point on the linear portion ofthe reverse characteristic,
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Draw a tangent at this point and extend it to intercept the -ve X-axis as shown

in Fig.2.3. The voltage at this point of intersection will givc tts thp Zener

brcakfownwltry (Yzas,,).

+-Vn (V) Vr (Vl-

YT

Ftg.23

RESULT

The l-V characreristics ofgiven Zener diode were drawn and the breakdo$n

voltage \ras found to be 

-V.Vz value specified on the diode or the value quoted for the numbcr on lhc drode

-- Volts

Rcgulrtion chenctcristica of Z€ner diode

CIRCUIT r n^rt ,/- ./

4.

I

I

-

T
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THEORY

Regulation : It is a measure of circuits ability to maintain a constant, output

voltage even when either the input voltage or load current varies. A Zener diode

when working in the breakdown region can serve as a voltige regulator.

When Vp is constant, R1 is varied.

(a) When Rl increases

When Rs increases, load current 11 decreases. Hence 12 increases but IR drop

across the load remains constant. So Vo remains unchanged.

(b) When R1 decreases

When Rs is decreased, the load current 11 increases and hence 12

decreases, there by keeping IR drop (voltage drop) across the load constant. In this

way, Vo remains unchanged.

v-v
o/o regulation (R) = l-ra---:t ,. 196

/Nt

Where VNr is the no load voltage ( open circuit voltage or voltage across the

output with load removed). V1 is the voltage with load resistance (variable).

Procedure (Steps to follow):

l. Connect the cirpuit as shown inFig2.4

2. Measure the output voltage with digital multimeter.

3. For Vi slightly greater than V, vary the load resistance and note load currents

11 and V6

4. Tabulate the results in table 2.3.

Table.2.3

S.No. Ir (mA) Ve (Vohs)
o/o regulation : Vur' 

-YL *1gg

I 0

2 5

.' l0

ll 50
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Graph: Plot the variation of o/o regulation (R) with load cunent (I;)'

1
%R

Ir (mA) -----r

Fig.2.4

PRECAUTIONS

1. Keep the coarse and fine knobs of voltage variation of DCRPS in minimum

position before switching on and switching off the DCRPS'

2. Keep the cunent limit knob of the DCRPS in maximum position before the

c ,mmencement of exPeriment'

3. Avoid loose connections ifany'

4. Seleot appropriate ranges in the meters'

SUGGESTIONS

l, If you are using a breadboard for making coirnections' use single strand

wire of suitable gauge' Don't try to insert thick wires into the holes in

breadboard.
'' 2. Don't use multi strand wires while doing practical using breadbomd' Use

them to connect power supply to the circuit' Use patch cords with suitable

probes to measure voltages currents and resistances'

3' Don't use a single color wire to make all the connections' Follow some

coloroode.ForexamplePositiveD.C.supplycarryingleadsoranodeor

collector or drain leads red' Negative or ground wires black Cathode or

emitter or source leads blue' Signal generator positive leads or Base or

Gate leads green' Signal generator ground leads black' Intermediat€

connections yellow' This will enable one to identifi the different areas of

the circuit for fault finding'

4. If you are using a group board and soldering iron to make connections'

follow the suggestion 4 while selecting wires for making connections' Try



to have your own personal soldering iron of good quality as it will help
you in making good connections in less time.

5. Except for connecting to Signal generator to DMMs, and CRO wires
exceedinglfoot are rarely required. Make as short connections as possibre.

This will make your circuit look neat and it will avoid unwanted problems

which you will understand latter. Examiner gets good impression on the
students who could assemble neatly arranged circuits. Don,t scatter

soldering lead all around the work table. Make it a point to clear the work
table before leaving the class.

6. Before inserting the reads of components like resistors, see that its leads

are scraped to rEmove any oxidation coatin& If there are any kinks on the
leads, straighten them with a nose plier. Don,t insert high Wattage

resistors into the bread board.

7. similarly staighten the leads of diodes, transistors and other oomDonents

before ins€rting them into a bread board.

8. From the data manual, identiry the Zener diodes of different make with
same V2.

9. From the data manual, identif Zener diodes with larger V2 values.

10. From the data manual, identiff Zener diodes that give larger I2.

vwAQUESTTONS

L What is a Zener diode?

2. What do you mean by doping?

3. What are the differences between an ordinary diode and a Zener diode?
4. What are the uses ofa Zener diode?

5. What is an avalanche mechanism?

6. What is Zener breakdown mechanism?

7. llow a Zpner diode acts as a voltage regularor?

8. Under what conditions, a Zener diode can act as a voltage regulator? An
unregulated voltage of lO V is given to a Znner of y2= 5V through a limiting
resistanc€ R. If the lsad current is 50mA and Zener curreat is 5 m&.what is

_ the suitable value and wattage for the series r€sistor?

t9'
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3. CLPPING AND CLAMPING CIR,CUITS

AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT: To study the operation of some clipping and

clanrping circuits and to draw their input and output waveforms.

EQLIIPMENT AND COMPONENTS: CRO-I; Function Generator-l; Bread board-

l; Diode (lN 4007 )-l; Capacitor (O.lpF)-l; Resistor (l0KO,l/2W)-l; DMM-I;

CIRCUITDIAGRAMS

1) Positive CliPPer

Output to CRO

'B' Channel

Negative Clipper

output to cRo
'B'Chamel

lnput to CRO

'A' Channel

Fig.3.l

lnpul to CRO
'A' Channel

Fig.3.2

3) Positive Clamper
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FG
vN

4) Negative Clamper

FG
Vnr =2V

TIIEORY

Diode is a nonlinear device because its I-V characteristic is not lihear; also it
does not obey Ohm's.la*. The nonlinearity ofsemicondrrctor diode can be taken into

advantage in pulse circuits to perform several useful and intertsting operations. The

diodes in combination with resibtors can function as a Clipping circuit. On the other

han4 the diode in combination with energy storage element like oapacitor can

function as a ciamping circuit. Clipping circuits can be either biased or unbiased.

Biased clipper can again be either biased positive or biased negative. An unbiased

clipper may be either positive or negative. In the same way, olamping circuits may be

either positive or negative. clipping circuits are used to select for ftansmissiolL that

part of an arbitrary waveform, which lies above or below some particular reference

0.1FF

Fig.33

0.rFF

Fig.3.4
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voltage level. Clipping circuits are also referred to as voltage (cunent) Iimiters'

amplitude sekctors or slicers.Ifdiode is to be effective in clipping circuit, the signal

applied to the circuit must carry the Ciode from a point well to one side of the cutin

voltage region to a point well to the other side. If the signal is only of the order of

magnitude of the extent ofthe cutin voltage region, the output will not display sharp

limiting.

Clipping Circuit:

In clipping circuits, a diode can be connected either in series (known as

Shunt clipper) or in parallel (known as,senes clipper)- The function ofa clipper is to

ctip. ofr (or temove or eliminate) an unwanted portion of a waveform' A half wave

rectifier (i.e. a simple diode) can be described as a clipper ofan altemating waveform

(sine, square, triangle) and clips offthe other half cycle. In fact, a diode series clipper

is a half wave rectifier circuit. During positive half cycles of the input, the diode is

forward biased and acts almost as a short-circuit. During negative half cycles of the

input, the diode is reverse biased. consequently, the output remains at zero and the

negative half cycle is effectively clipped ofr. The circuit is shown in Fig.3.2. lf the

diode is reversed as in Fig.3.l, the positive half cycles are clipped off and the cirouit

beoomes a series positive clipper. When a diode is connected in parallel (known as

shunt diode clipper) with an ac source with a series resistor (circuit obtained by

changing the positions ofdiode and resistor), it can also work as a Clipper'

Clanping Circuit:

A clamping circuit or a clamper is also known as Clamper ot DC

restorer,changestheDCvo|tagelevelofawaveformbutdoesnotaffectitsshape.In

Fig.3,4, when the AC input is positive, diode Dr is forward biased and the output

voltage equals the forward voltage drop Vp' During the positive half cycle of the

inpu! the voltage on the right side ofthe oapacitor is +VF, while that on the left side is

+8. Thus Cr is charged with the polarity shown to a voltage Vcr = E - Vr' When the

input goes negative, the diode is revene biase4 and has no further effect on the

capacitor volrage. While the input is negative, the output voltage is the sum of the

input and capacitor voltages. Since the polarity ofthe capacitor voltage is the same as

the input, the ouput is

yo = -[E+Vsr] = -[l+E-Vr]='[2E --Vr]

The peak+o-peak output voltage (Vopg; is the difference between the positive output

pesk (VF) and negative output peak ( i'e' {2E-Vr) ) ' It is seen that peak-to'peak



amplitude of the oueut wavefonn of clamping circuit is oxactly same as the peak-to-

peak input.

INPUT AND OUTPUT WAVEF'ORMS

(i) Pooitive Clippcr

(iD Negative Clipper

(iiD Positive Clamper

INPUT

(iv) Negative Clamper
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OUTPUT

STEPSTOFOLLOW

I . Identifu the leads of a given diode and check it for its correctness.

2. Check the working condition of diode and meters as is suggesled in practical on

Zener diode characteristics.

3. To observe the operation ofa Positive Clipper' connect the circuit as shown in

Fig.3. l.

4. Apply a sinusoidal sigral with amplitude of lvolt and at a frequency of I KHz at

the input terminals.

5. Observe thg input and the corresponding clipped output wavefonns, at the ouQut

tprminals, on the CRO screen.

6. Measure the amplitudes and draw the waveforms on a graph paper or tracing

paper.

7. Now reverse the diode in its position of Fig.3 . I to study the operation of Negative

Clipper (Fig.3.2) and repeat the above procedure.

8. Now assemble the other circuits as shown in Fig.3.3 and Fig'3'4 to study the

op€ration ofPositive and Negative Clompers.

9, Repeat the above procedure (steps 3' 4 and 5).

RESULT

The operation of simple clipping and clamping circuits was studied and the

waveforms were drawn on a tracing paper.

PRECAUTIONS

l. The ACIDC coupling slide switch of cRo B-channel is to be positioned at DC for

observing the output wave form. While for A-channel, it is to be at AC for

observing the inPut waveform.
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2. suitable adjusfiients are to b€ made for getting the same amplitude half cycles in
the output in the case ofboth positive and negative clippers.

3. The time base has to be adjusted such that the input and out wave forms rcmain

static on the CRO screen.

Suggestions

l. Ifthere is more than l0% difference between measured and calculated values,

check for the corirectness of the calibration of voltydivision and time/division

confols.

2. Use same variety of probes with same attenuation setting (If it is provided).

3. Trigger control and/or sync control may have to be adjusted for old CROs to

make the pictur€ static.

4, I*am about the use of various controls and their effect on the signal. you

should not try all the controls blindly. By this, you will be spoiling other

proper settings. Also, the life ofdelicate controls gets reduced.

5. To check the working status of CRO, give a 2V peak+o-peak I KHz sine

wave from a good function generator to the A and B inputs ofa CRO. put the

same Volts/div. setting on the two channels of the CRO and adjust the

required controls to see one cycle of sine wave on both the channels. Compare

the two waveforms. They must look identical. AIso, see whether you measure

2V peak-to-peak amplitude and lKHz fiequency. If you do not get them,

report to the lab assistant for rectification or replacement with another CRO. If
the CRO is alright for Sine waveform, change the function generator setting to
square wave. See whether there is undue rise time and falltime. (Square wave'

looks like a trapezium)and any sag on the top of square wave. Sometimes you

may see overshoot and undershoot on the waveform. These indicate poor

r€sponse of the CRO. Try the procedure with another function generator and

another CRO and ifthe response is good, something is wrong either with your

CRO or function genemtor, Report the matter to the lab assistant and ask for
good setup. All the above checking can be completed in 5 minutes. If you

ignore them you may end up with incorrect observations.

6. connect electrotytic capacitors after observing the polarity. capacitors are

labeled with working voltage. The peak+o-pea.k vortage across the capacitor

ihould not exceed this value.
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4. TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

AIM OFTIIE EXPERIMENT

To draw the input and output characteristics of a ransistor connectsd in CE

configuration and to determine its h-parameters.

EQT,IPMENT AND COMPONENTS

D.C.R.P.S (0-30V; lA)-2 {or a Dual DC power supply with wo channels};

DC current meters (0-200pA+1, 0-20mA+l)-2; DMM-I; DC voltmeters (0'2V-+l'

0-20V-+1)-2; Transistor (Any transistor will do Ex: 8C107, BCl09, BCl47' 8C541'

BF194, ACl26 etc.,)-l; Resistor (33I(4, l/2W-1); Breadboard -1.

THDORY

A transistor consists of a Silicon (or Germanium) crystal in which a layer of

N-type Silicon is sandwiched between two layers of P-type Silicon. A transistor may

consist of a layer of P-type between two layers of N'type material. ln the former cas€,

the transistor is referred to as PNP transistor and in the later case, as an NPN

Eansistor. This semiconductor assembly is extremely small and is sealed against

moisture inside a metal or plastic case. The transistor is a three-layer (elecrode)

scmiconductor device. The three electrodss are the emitter, the base and the collector.

The emitter injects the charge caniers into the base. The base controls the charge

carriers. There are two types of transistors: PNP and NPN. In NPN transistor' tbe

emiser and collector are N-type and the base is P-type; while in PNP transistor, the

emitter and collector ar€ P-typ€ and the base is N-type. In both types, to make the

tansistor work as an amplifier, emitter-base junction is forward biased and the

collector-base junction is reverse biased.

When the transistor is used as an amplifier, the input is signal is given

between a pair of terminals and the output is taken from another pair of terminals.

Since the transistor has only three terminals, we have to make one of the torminals

common to the input and output. The BJT can be used with any one.of its three

terminals as the common lead. Hence we have common Emitt€r (cE)' common Base

(CB)andCommonCollector(CC)oonfigurations.Whentheemitterjunctionis

forward biqsed, emitter current IE flows towards the junction' Due to recombination of

charge caniers in base region, part of Is will appear as base current Is and the

rernaining of IE r€8chcs the collector and constitute collector cun€nt Ic. Hence we can

write Is= Is+ Ic.
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Two families (ses) of characteristic curves specift the

transistor parameters in any of the configurations. One set, the input characteristics,

concems the V-I relationship at input terminals for different values of the voltage or

current at the third terminal. The second set, the ou@ut characteristics, gives the V-l

relationship at output terminals for different values of input current. The behaviour of

a tmnsistor in circuit can be graphically analyzed with the help of these two families

of curves. From the characteristic curves, we can determine the h-parameters of the

given transistor. For example for transistor used in CE configuration , from input

characteristics h;6 and h,s parameters and from the output characteristics ho" and hsu

parameters can be determined. The h-parameters are defined as follows.

, LY,"
ll. =-"No ----- (t) ,," = 

*1,*,".. ., 

- - - - - (2)
lcrro*t^,

----- (4)

BOTTOM VIEW AIID SIDE VIEW OF TRANSISTORS (BC IO7 OR BC 108

OR AC 126) (Metal Case)

Collector lead

Base lead ----|

t
Emitrer lead'

SPPCIFICATIONS

STEPSTOFOLLOW

Fig.4.l

t. Identiry the leads of given transistor leads with the help of notch provided on the

body ofthe transistor.

2, Measure its B value using a digital multimeter possessing B(h6) measurement

faoility. Compare it manufacturer specified typical value. If the value is nearby

the transistor under test is good. Use it for experiment.

, lv;lnn=il ----- (r)
-'rCE=CNtt'l
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3. First obscrve input characteristics by connecting the circuit as shown in the

Fig.4.2

4. Switch-on the DCRPSz and maintain a potential ofOV at the collector.

5. Switch -on tlle DCRPST and maintain a potential of 0V at the base (Vge)

6. Note the corresponding base current (Is).

7. Repeat the step6 by maintaining Vge at different potentials (i.e. 0.1V, 0.2V, ---
0.7V) as given in Table.4.l.

8. Change the voltage at the collector (Vcr) to lV and r€peat the above procedur€

(Steps 5, 6 and 7).

9. Change the voltage at the collector (Vce) to 2V and repeat the above procedur€

(Steps 5, 6 and 7). Note the readings in the Table.4.l

10. Switch-offthe two power supplies DCRPS1 and DCMSz.

ll.For observing output characteristics, switch-on the DCRPST and maintain the

base current (Ig) at l0tA.

12. Now switch-on the DCRPSz and maintain the voltage (VgB) at 0V and note the

corresponding collector cunent (Is).

13. Now take similar readings by maintaining the voltage at the collector (VcE) at

different fixed voltages i.e. 0.5V, lV, 2V, 3V, ------lOV' as given in the

Table.4.2.

14. Change the base current In to 20F.A and rep€at the procedure (Stepsl2 & l3).

15. Again change the base current Ig to 30pA and repeat the above procedure

(Srcpsl2 and l3). G20 mA

CIRCUIT

33KO,l/2 W a'f

DCF

vc"
BC 107

919,,4.2
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GRAPH

To draw the input characteristics, mark the variable .Vss' along X-axis and

the variable'IB' along Y-axis on an ordinary graph paper. Mark the obsirved points

and join them with smooth curves. Similarly to draw the output characteristics, mark

the variable 'V6p' along X-axis and the variable .Ig, along Y-axis on another graph

paper. Mark the observed points andjoin them with smooth curves.

Egirrwion o+ h,. and he

l. To determine h;", select an operating point Q on the input oharacteristics as

shown in Fig.4.3.

2. Draw a tangent RS at the Q point.

3. Find the slope ofthe tangent at Q.

4. The reciprocal of the slope of the tangent gives the value of input resistance

hr. (Eq.(t)).

5. To determine hr., draw a horizontal line through Q and ex.tend it to intercect

the two curves as shown in Fig.4.3.

6. From the values of points of intersection of the i,r..+:onstant line, with the

curves, estimate the value of reverse voltage gain h," using Eq.(2) i.e.

, Vut, -Y"r,n- = t7'---;;-/ce, - /ce,

Estimation of h* and ha

l. To determine hoc, select an operating point Q on the output cha,racteristics

as shown in Fig.4.4.

2. Draw atangent AB at the Q point.

3. Find the slope of the tangent at Q, which gives the value of output

conductance hoe at constant basg current Is. The value of ho. is given by
' I- -I^ . Here (VsE2, Icz), (Vcrr, 161) are the coordinat€s of the/ce, - /cr,

points A and B.

4. To determine hye, draw a dotted perpendicular line passing through e and

to touch the X-axis. This will be extended to intersect the two curves as

shown in Fig.4.4.



. 5. From the values of points of iotEr$€(tiori bf thb V6r;+ sonihnsrtll,iwilh

the cuwes, estfunatc trc vada;Of f."r.rt cuncnt transftr ratio tr cur€nt
r' ; r ('

I^ -1.gainhlcusin8Eg.(3) 1.9. n, =ffi
OBSIERVATION TABLES

l) Input chencterirtics 
Tabrc 4,r

S.No Vse

Vce = 0V Vc-lV
Ig "Is

Vc8 -2V
Is

I

2

3

4

J

6

7

8

I

0v

0.lv
0.2v

0.3v

0.4v

0.5v

0.6v

0.( \/

IJ

VsE0)--'
Fig.43

,-,

I

l1 :

I

E

''i

y'veqY
VcE =lV

J uo*
-1+ v*



able 4

S.No. vcs
lB =lqrA I; =20'rd ls =30pA

Ic Ic Ic

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0
ll

2) oUTPIIT CEAR.ACTERI$IICS , . ., :,

' Vce(V)+
FIg.4.4

RESULT
The input md output charactcristics of a given trrnsistor in CE

configuration wcre drawn and ie h-paranetcrs were estimated ftom the curves.

t
I
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Parameter

hi.

h.
hr.

h*

Calculated value : Standard values

PRECAUTONS

l. For observing variation between input and ouput variables, it is to be ensured that

the input/output variable must remain constant for that set of

observations.Suppose you are taking observations for a given base cunent, As

VCE is changed, sometimes IB also changes. As we are taking observations at

conslant IB, we have to bring baok the IB value to the constanr-t value chosen by

us. And then only we have to note Voltage and corresponding current readings.

The coarse and fine knobs of voltage variation of power supply arc to be

positioned in minimum before the commenc€ment and termination of the

experiment.

The current limit knob of DCRPS must be kept in maximum position before the

commenc€ment of experiment.

After increasing the Voltage take current reading and.wait for about lminit. The

current should not change. If it is increasing for the same sefting, the transistor is

hot and entered into maximum power dissipation region.. Repeat the experiment

with another good transistor. Ifthe same observations are noted, further incrcase

. in is not advisable. Stop taking further readings.

vwA Qt EsTroNs

l. What is a transistor? How it works?

2. What are the types oftransistors?

3. What are the uses oftransistors?

4. What is the purpose of I-V characteristics?

5. What are various configurations ofthe ransistor?

6. Why a transistor is called a BJT?

7. Whit are h-parameters? What is their use?

8. Why h-parameterc at€ more preferred as compared to other parametors?

9. Why the h-parameters are named as hybrid parameters?.

J.

4.
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5. FET CIIARACTERISTICS

AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

To draw tle drain and transfer characteristics ofa given FET.

EQTIIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

D.C.R.P.S (0-30V; lA)-2 {or a Dual DC power supply with two channels};

DC cunent meter (0-20mA+l)-l; DMM-l; DC voltmeters (0-2V-+1, 0-20V+l)-2;

FET (BFW 10, BFWI l)-l; Resisrors (220Kdr, lt2W-t,4700-, t/2W)-2; Breadboard _

TIIEORY

Field Effect Transistor (FET) is a semiconductor device which depends for its
operalion on the control ofthe current by an electric field. The two types of FETs are

Junction Field effect Transistor (JFET) and the Insulated Gate field Effect Transistor

oGFET) or Metal-oxide semiconductor Field Effect Transistor [MosFET]. The
JFET is also called a uniporar transistor because in it the current is carried by only
one type of carries (either electrons or holes). It is a transistor because its
characteristics are simirar to that of the fansistor. It can arso act as an amplifier. It
exhibits only output and transfer characteristics, Another version of JFET is
MOSFET' but it has much more input impendence than JFET or BJT. It can work in
two modes Enhancement and Depletion. JFET is a three terminar device rike BJT.
The three terminals are: Source, Drain and Gate. The source S is a terminal through
which through which majority carriers enter the bar. conventionar current entering the
bar at S is designated by 15. The source is similar to the emitter in BJT. The drain D is
the terminal through which the majority carriers reave the bar. conventionar cunent
entering the bar at D is designated by Io. The JFET consists ofa semiconductor bar.
through which charge carriers move from source to drain. This path is called the
Channel. On both sides of the bar, heavily doped regions have been formed by
alloying or diffusion. These regions are called the Gate. FET possesses output and
transfer characteristics. It can not exhibit input characteristics. This is because its
input is always reverse biased. FET has advantages over BJT. They are: l) lts
operation depends upon the flow of majority carriers only. 2) It is a unipolar device
(one canier device) 3) It is simprer to fabdcate and occupies less space in integrated
form. 4) It exhibits high input resistance (many Mega ohms). 5) rt is less noisy than
BJT.
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BOTTOM VIEW AND SIDE VIEW OF FET (BFW IO)

Garc l€ad --+
Shield l€ad
F

Drain tcad --->

source lcad 1
Ftg5.l

MODELGRAPHS

i) Dnin cLeracterbtics

Vs(V)
ng.53

BFW t0\-
Yn. sVcc t
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STEPS TO FOLLOW

i) Drain Characteristics

1. Identiry the leads of given FET with the help of bottom view, shown in

Fig.5.l.

2. Connect the circuit to draw the drain characteristics as shown in Fig.5.2.

3. Switch on the DCRPSI (Gate supply voltage V66) and set the voltage Vcs at

0v.

4. Now switch on the DCRPS: (Drain supply voltage Vep) and set the voltage

Vps at 0V and note the corresponding drain current Ip.

5. Take similar readings by maintaining the voltage Vos at different fixed values

. as given in the Table.5.l.

6. Repeat the above procedure twice at different values of Vcs (say at 0.5V and

tv).

7. Bring coarse and fine voltage variation knobs of both power supplies to
minimum position and switch off them.

8. Take an ordinary graph paper; mark the variable Vps along X_axis and the

variable Is along Y-axis.

9. Mark the observed points and join them by smooth curves as shown in Fig.5.3.

ii) Transfer Characteristlcs

. l. Use the above circuit (Fig.5.2) to draw the transfer characteristics.

2. Switch on the DCRPS2 @rain supply voltage VDD) and set the voltage Vp6 at

2V.

3. Now switch on the DCRpSI (Gate supply voltage V66) and set the voltage

V65 at 0V and note the corresponding drain current Ip.

4' Take similar readings by maintaining the vortage vos at diffcr€nt fixed varues

as given in the Table.5.2.

5. Repeat the above procedure with other value ofVps (say 5V).
6. Bring coarse and fine voltage variation knobs of both power supplies to

minimum positiorr and switch off them.

7. Take an ordinary graph paper; mark the variable V6s atong X-rixis rind the

variable Ip along Y-axis.

8. Mark the observed points andjoin them by smooth curves as shown in Fig.5.4.

m
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PRECAUTIONS

l. The coarse and fine knobs of voltage

variation of power supply are to be

positioned in minimum before the

commencement and termination of the

experiment.

2. The current limit knob of DCRPS must

be kept in maximum position before the

commencement of experiment.

3. Slow variation of power supply knobs is

to be done.

OBSERVATION TABLES

Table 5.1 Drain

S.No. Vcs
Vos=2V Vos=2V

In Io

I

z

3

4

f

6

8

9

l0

0v

0.5v

IV

t.5v

2V

2.5V

3V

3.5V

4V

4.5V

ch$rct€ristics

OV

0.25V

0.50v

0.75V

lv
2V

3V

4V

5V

6V

7V

8V

9V

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll
t2

13

l4
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Teble 52 Tnnrf,er characierbdcc

VIVA QUESTIONS

l. Give the differences between FET and BJT.

2. Why FET is a Unipolar device?

3. What is the magnitude of input impedancc ofthe FET?

4. What is the differcnoe betwccn JFET and MOSFET?

5. What is the purpose ofthe channel in JFET?

6. What do you mean by JFET?

' 7. Mention the uses of JFET?

8. What is the purpose of r€versc biasing the Gdc in JFET?

RDST'LT

The transfer and drain characteristics ofFET wcre drawn.
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6.a UNI JUNCTION TRANSISTOR (UJT)

AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

To draw the V-I characteristics ofgiven UJT and to estimate its parameters: i)

Intei Base Resistance (R3s) and ii) lntrinsic Stand offRatio (4).

EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

D.C.R.P.S(0-30V,1A)-2 { or a dual DC power supply - l); DC-Voltmeter

(0-20V)-l; DMM-I; DC-Cunent meter (0-20mAf l; UJT (2N2646) - l; Resistors

(lKO, l/2W-1 ; 1 00O, l/2w-l )-2.

FORMULA

Intrinsic stand off ratio

4 =vn;vo
/aa

Vp = Peak Point voltage

vD = Emitterjunction voltage drop (0.7V for Silicon UJT ); Vgg = Inter base voltage.

SYMBOL OF UJT BOTTOM VIEW OF UJT 2N 2646

Fig.6.la

THEORY

A Uni Junction Transistor has only one PN-junction unlike bipolar junction

transistorandunipolarFieldEffectTransistor.Itisbasicallyathreeterminalsilicon

diode with one emitter and two base terminals. However, it differs from an ordinary

diodeinthatithasthreeleads.ItresemblesaFETbecauseinthatithasonlyonePN-

junction, but difiers from the FET because in normal op€ration that junction is

forwardbiasedinFET.TheEETandUJThavcalsoaconstructionaldifferenceinthat



the gate surface ofFET is much larger than the emitterjunction ofUJT. It also differs

from a FET in that it has no ability to amplifl.

The UJT is a 3-terminal device, having one emitter junction and two base Ohmic
contacts (Baser and Base2). A pN-junction located between base By and base 82, is
called the Emitter junction.

It consists ofa lightly doped N+ype silicon bar with a heavily doped p_

type material alloyed to its one side (closer to B) for producing single pN- junction.
As shown in Fig.6,2, there are 3-terminals, one emitter and two bases B1 and B2 at the
top and bottom of Silicon bar. The emitter leg is drawn at angre to verticar and arrow
points in the direction of conventional current (Filament transistor, Double Base
Diode are the other names of UJT). Fig.6.3 shows the equivalent circuit. The
resistance ofthe silicon bar is called the Inter-Base Resistance (Rsg). rt is represented
by two resistors Rsr and RB2 in series. Rs2 is the resistance of silicon bar between 82
and the emitter junction. Rsr is the resistance of bar and emitter junction. This
resistance is shown variabre because its varue depends upon the voltage acfoss the
PN-junction. The PN-junction is represented in the emitter by a diode D. Ifa voltage
Vss is applied between the bases with emitter open, the voltage will divide up across
Rar and Rsz.

N type
bar

Bl

Fig.6.3



CIRCUIT

G20 mA
lKo,l/2w

STEPSTOFOLLOW

l.
)

Identiry the |eads of UJT with the help of bottom view, given in Fig.6'l '

Tomeasure the inter-base resistance RBB, connect an ohmmeter (DMM) between

two bases leads Br and Bz' Now measure the resistanc€ Rsg' (It may probably of

the order of few Kfl )

To estimate the value of 11 (lntrinsio stand o{r ratio), connect the given UJT in the

circuit with all the nec€ssary components as shown in the Fig'6'4'

Switch on the DCRPSz (Vss) and maintain a potential difference of 6V between

base-2 and base-l.

4.

5. Switch on the DCRPSI (V6B) and maintain a potential difference of 0V at the

emitter E.

6. Change the omitter voltage VE to other values with the help of DCRPSI and note

the corresponding Emitter curtents (Is)'

T.ContinuethevariationofemittervoltageslowlyinstepoflV'approximately

cqual to the peak point voltage and then vary the voltage in step of 0'1V till UJT

fires (UJT shows sudden increase in ls from its previous value (0mA) and falls to

valleY voltage).

8. Now onwards, vary the voltage in step of very small increment (approximately

0.02 or 0.05V) because UJT is in saturation and note the emitter curr€nts' Tabulate

the readings in Table 6'1'

;+
- -Y-. vssl

+ Vre-v
DCRPSI
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9. Repeat the above procedure by maintaining Vss at some other value (say l2V)
and tabulat€ the readings in Table 6.2.

10. Draw a graph by taking the variable .Ig, along the X-axis and variable .Vg, along
Y-axis as shown in Fig.6,5.

I l. Find bout the peak point voltage (Vp) from the curve drawn on the graph paper.
;12. Estimate the value of 11 using the given formula.

13. Draw another curve on the same graph paper and rcpeat the steps I I and | 2.

14. Find the average value ofq.

{* Note: As an examplg if Vu" = 6y and assume that q=0,5 then approximately the
value of Vp is Vp: 0.5 x 6 + 9.7 = 3.5V. This means that the variation of emitter
volK should be made in step of lV from 0V upto 3V and then onwards in step of
O.lV till the UJT fires {suddenly Vs falls to valley voltage Vy (may be around LIV).
After this condition, vary in step of 0.05V). In the same way, a student can decide thc
variation ofVs when VBB = l2V or any DC other voltage).

GRAPII

--'i

I f i.| 'L*rgc
cIrTatrt

IE (nA) --->

Fi& 6.5



Trble 6.1
Vna=6V

TaHe 6.2
Vsg = l2V

Trble63

SNo. "i% IB

:

?.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

lo
lt.
12.

zv
3V

0v

lv
2v

3V

4V

5V

6V

l.
2.

3.

4.

f,.

6.

1

8.

9.

10.

11.

l',

13.

14.

t5,

16.

S.No Vp Vp q

l.
2.

6V

l2v

qt-
qf

CAI,CI'LATIONS

(i) Rss = ......'.. ".KO (Measrned with Ohm meter or Digital multimster)

(ii) Estimttion of I
From Grroh

(i)WhenVsE-6V;

Vp = --- V, Vo- 0.7V

,r=+

vP=--- v'

v^ -v^n. = --!-'---'Y- =
,BA

Vo= 0.7V

(ii) Whcn VsB= l2V ;
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Average value of q is given by q =4'!"0' -
RESULT

The V-l characteristics ofgiven UJT were drawn and its parameters

were estimated.

Inter base resistance (RBB) = ------- KO.

Intrinsic stand offratio (r1) : ----
PRECAUTIONS

l. For UJT theRBB velue lies betwe€n 4 to 8K If it is >10K, take another UJT
2. While changing the emitter voltage Vs from one value to another, after

approaching peak point voltage, a small amount of time has to be lapsed at each

observation.

3. The peak and valley voltages are to b€ noted carefully.

4. The coarse and fine knobs of voltage variation of DCRpS are to be kept in
minimum position before and after termination of the experiment.

vrAvA QUESTTONS

l. What is a UJT?

2. What are the uses of UJT?

3. What peculiar property is exhibited by UJT its emitter characteristics?

4. What is the intrinsic stand offratio? Give the range of this value.

5. What is the difference between UJT and BJT?

6. Is there any use of negative resistance region? If so specif it?

7. What are the other names of UJT?
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6.b UJT RELAXATION OSCILLATOR

AIMOFTHE EXPERIMENT

To construct a relaxation oscillator using the given UJT and to estimate the

@uency of generated waveform,

EQT'IPMENT AND COMPONENTS

D.C.R.P.S(0-30V;IA)-I; Decade Capacitance Box (DCB)-I or.Independent

capacitors (0.22pF-1, 0.33pF-1, 0.47pF-l) -3 ; DMM-I; CRO-I; Bread board-l; UJT

(2N2646) - I ; Resistors ( 33KQ,1D:W-1;100O,1/2W-2)-3.

FORMULA

Time period ofthe saw tooth waveform (T)

T = 2303 R-.C - 1on,^l 
Y 
"" 

- v' 
I-*lvt" -V, J

Where Rr= Resistance in ohms

Cr: Capacitanc€ in Farads

Vss = Inter-base voltage

Vp = Peak point voltage

Vy = Valley voltage

,lrequency ofsaw tooth waveform U )=ln IIz

,firnonv
Oscillator is an electronic circuit that generates sinusoidal or non sinusoidal

waveforms on its own without any input. The circuit that generates sawtooth

waveform is called a Relaxation oscillator. It is so called because the ouput varies

linearly with time and drops suddenly (relax) to zero. On account of the negative

resistance region exhibited by UJT and its particular behaviour, the UJT finds its

application in a variety of circuits. They are: Relaxation oscillator, switching'

sawtooth wave generator, timing circuits, amplification, voltage or current regulated

supplies, Fig.6.5 shows the circuit of UJT as relaxation oscillator. In this, the

discharging of a capacitor through UJT can develop a sawtooth output as shown in

Fig.6.6.

When the power supply (Vss) is switched on, the capacitor Cr charges

through resistor Rr exponentially until the voltage across it reaches the peak point
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voltage Vp. At this point, PN junction becomes forward biased and the UJT

switches into negative resistanc€ rcgion (i.e. Vs decrehs€s and Is incr6ases). The

capacitor then quickly discharges through the forward biased pN-junction and Rer.

When the capacitor voltage deoreases to the valley point voltage (Vv), the UJT tums

off, the capacitor begins to charge again and the cycle is repeated as shown in
Fig.6.6. The frequency of sawtooth wave can be varied by changing either the varue

ofCr or Rr as they.conhol the time constant R1C1 ofthe capacitor ohangi,rg circuit.
Time period ofsawtooth waveform (ifq is known) is given by

T = 2.303.R. C. ton. ̂l 
v * - v' f-''LV"" -v, ]

CIRCUITDIAGRAM

Tim{s€c) ---}
Fig 6.2 Saw looth output

acaoss capocitor

l Identif the leads of UJT with the help ofbottom view.
2. Connect the circuit as shown in the Fig.6.l.
3. Apply a p.d of 5V to the circuit with the help of a voltage sourc€ (DCRPS).
4. lntroduce some capacitance value say (0.22pF) using a capacitance box (DCB) or

a 0,221tF capacitor.

5' Observe the sawtooth waveform across the capacitor on cRo screen and nore fte
values ofVv and Vp. Simultaneously note the time period and estimate fiequency,

6. Note the above values in Table.l .

7. Using the values of Vv and Vp, estimate the time period and fr,equency of the
waveform Clheor€tical).

4
I

I

ve (v)
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8. Again repeat the above procedure twice by intoducing or changing the

capacitance value to 0.33pF and 0.47pF.

9. Compare these values with theoretical frequencies caloulated earlier.

Table.I

S.No. Capacitance

(cr)

Time period (T) Frequency (/)

Theory Practical Theory Practical

I 0.221tF

J 0.33pF

3 0.47pF

CALUCI,JLATIONS

From the obtained sawtooth waveform,

Vatley voltage Vv= ---V; Peak voltage Vp--.-v

l)For Cr=l0KPF

|v- -v..1r=2.303Rr. q,lftl = ---'------s
Llaa-'rJ

f =ffi= rlz

2)For CI=20KPF

r =z.3o3u, c, nc,,l$+] = ---- t

f =fi= rlz

3)For Cr=30KPF

r = 2.303.Rr cr ^r,"w-*) 
= ------' s

'LYas-rP)

I=tn= Hz

RESTILT

A rclaxation osoillator using the given UJT was constructed and the

frequency ofgarcrated sawtooth wavcfom was estimated'
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I

PRECAUTONS
Y l. The AC/DC coupling slide switch of the channel on which the waveform

is observed is to be kept at DC.

2, Th9.6me period is to be measured accurately by choosing suitable ranges

, "of the time base switoh.

vTvA QUESTIONS
.1. WhatisaUJT?

2. What is an oscillator?

3. What is n€gative resistance region? What is its use?

4. What other deyices exhibit negative resistance rcgion?

5. What are the uses of UJT?

6. The coarse and fine knobs of voltage variation of DCRPS arc to be kept in
minimum position before and after termination ofthe experiment.

Suggestions:

l. Keeping Rlcl product as constant repeat experiment with different val'es of

. C1 Observe the changes in the waveform for each setting. Record them on a

tracing paper.

2. Double the value of Rrcr and observe trre changes in the shape of saw tooth
wave.
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7. RC-COUPLED AMPLIFIER
AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

a) To study the frequency response of single stage CE amplifier b) To study

the effect ofnegative feedback in the circuit.

EQTIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

DCRPS - l; CRO -l ; Function generator (Signal generator)-l; Bread board- l;
Elecfolytic capacitors - 3 (l0pF/25V-2; 50trF /25Y -l); Transistor - l(BC 107,

BCl09, BCl47, BC547); Resistors -4 (lKO,l/2W ---+l; 4.7KQ,ll2W --rl;

8.2KQ, l/2W --- I ; 33KCl, I /2W --- I ).

THEORY

Amplifier is an electronic circuit that raises the strength ofa weak signal that

appears at its input. Amplification is the phenomenon that is accomplished by an

amplifier. A transistor can act as an amplifier when it is working in the active region'

A single-stage BJT (one transistor with other components) circuit may

be employed as a small-signal amplifier, but two cascaded stages (cascading means

combining the output of onr: rrnplifier to the input of other amplifier) give much

gr€ater amplification. Amplifiers can be classified according to

(l) Use : Voltage, current, trans conductance and trans resistanoe

(2) Method of analysis : Small signal, large signal

(3) Frequency range : Audio frequency (A.F.)

Intermediate frequencY (l.F)

Radio frequencY (R.F)

Video frequencY (V.F)

(4) Conduction angle (or) operating point: Class A, Class B' Class AB, Class C

(5) Coupling scheme : Direct, RC, Inductance, Transformer

For high input impedance, a FET may be used as an input stage with a BJT as the

second stage. when the input signal is so weak as to produce small fluctuations in the

collector current compared to its quiescent value, the amplifier is called Small sigtal

amplifier or voltage amplifier. Such an amplifier is used as the first stage of the

amplifier system used in radio and TV receivers, tape recorders' stereos and

measuringinstruments.Asthevoltagegainofasinglestage(onetransistor)amplifier

is not sufiicient for practical purposes, we use more than one stage' Suoh an amplifier

is called a Multistage Amplifier or a Cascaded Amptifier' Much higher gains can be
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obtained from multi-stage amplifiers. The gain of an n-stage amplifier with individual

gainsasA1,A2,Aa........A"isA1 x A2x A3x fux .....XAn. If Ar, A2, Ar, .......-
An are expressed in decibels then the overall gain is A: 43 + {1 + A3 + A4+ .....+At.
The reason for use ofdecibel gain is (i) It permits gains to be direcrly added when a

number of stages are cascaded (ii) It permits us to denote, both rcn snrall iu well as

very large, quantities of linear scale by conveniently small ligurcs Rc{oupl€
amplifier is most convenient and least expensive. It has a r.ridc frequency G\nons€;

has less frequency distortion.

Voltage gain = Ay = Vo / V1x

CIRCUIT

4.7KO

(-,' I
I

I

Ourport
cB

Vr\ to
(.RO

cRo

- 
lO0pF

Vo tO

I

J

+V.. = 19Y

R.
Rr

,

R:

Fig.7.l RC-coupled amplifier

STEPSTOFOLLOW

RC Coupled Anplifier without feedback

l. IdentiD/ the given components (resistor, capacitor, transistor)

2. Check the given transistor for its correctness using a multimeter possessing p

mcasurement facility.

3. Connect the circuit as shown in Fis.7.l .
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4. Switch on thc [X'RPS and apply a potential ot' l0V to the circuit.

5. Switch on thc funetion generator and fix suitable input Vlp to set undistorted

output wavcf()nn at I KHz frequency with the help of a CRO.

6. Note the input v()ltage Vin by giving function generator output dir€ctly to B

channel ol ('R0. lts value will be below 50mV. Throughout the experiment,

the input value has to be kept,at this value before measuring output voltage

Vo.

7. Yary the fr€quency from l0Hzto lMHz in convenient steps and note Vo inthe

Table.7.l. Take as many observations as possible around the comers of

respons€ curve

8. Find volage gain at each frequency using Au = Vo / VN formula'

9. Plot gain versus frequency on semi log graph paper.

10. Mark the observed points andjoin them by smooth curves'

| | . Find the maximum value of the voltage gain (Avtv*l) and estimate the value

of Avru""r /',/2 or 0.707 Avlva*y for the two curves'

;2 Draw horizontal dotted line from the above value, to intersect the curve at two

dilltrcnt points. Now drop perpendiculars on to the X'axis and get the lower

and ttp1,.*r c uttrfl' fre4uencies /r and /z ' Find the bandwidth BW'

RC Coupled Amplifier with feedback (Negative current series fcedback)

Theory: Negative current series feedback can be easily established in a RC

coupled amplifier shown in Fig.7.l by simply removing the emitter bypass

capacitor Cr. Introduction of negative feedback decreases the gain of the

amplifier, decreases the lower cut-off frequency and increases the upper cut-off

frequency If Ar and A are gains with and without feedback' 'frt and /rare the

lower cut-off frequencies witlr and without feedback' fzt and fzare the upper cut-

off frequencies, with and without feedback' if feedback ratio is P' these ar€

'' connected bY the relations

A,=-J1- ,

| - .1,;
r, = -,f,-,' l+ AB'

.f;=f,(1+A/3\,
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The bandwidth BWr with feedback is given by |rt -.|tt . fhe bandwidth without

feedback BW is given by fz- ft. As /r and /1r are in Hertz and fzand |zt are in

Kilo Hertz, the bandwidth BWr e /2r and BW r /2.

l. Follow steps mentioned in without feedback case assemble the circuit

and plot the frequency response curve. Now remove the emitter bypass

capacitor Cs from the circuit. The circuit becomes the amplifier with

current series feedback.

2. Repeat the experiment as in the case ofwithout feedback case,

3. You will notice that gain has decreased, lower corner frequency shifted

to a value less than that of without feedback case, the upper comer

frequency extended to a value greater than the without feedback case. So

you choose the frequencies such that the graph is covered evenly with
the points and fill the rable. plot the graph preferably on the graph

plotted for without feedback case .Determine the upper and lower cutoff
frequencies fzt and 1rt for the second curve and then estimate the new

bandwidth BWr (with feedback).

Response curve
without feedback Response cuwe

with feedback

0.707 Av^

0.707

Frequency (Hz)---+

Fig.12

1

.E
bo

oo

21r
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).

Compare the above bandwidths obtained for the two curves as shown in

Fig.7.2.

Using the above mentioned formulae, verifl calculate Al . 121 and 11r and

check how far the oalculated values are in agreement with observed

values.

Table 7.1

Vn=

NOTE: The fixed frequencies quoted in the Table 7'1 ar€ arbitrary' A student can fix

other ft,equencies in addition to the above frequencies and can note the output

voltages to cover the graph evenly'

RES['LT

The frequency lesponse curves werc drawn; the bandwidths were estimated

(with and without feedback) and were compared'

Observed:

BW (without feedback)

4.

2O Hz

100 Hz

200 Hz

500 Hz

700llz

I KHz

1.5 KHz

2KHz

5 KHz

l0O KHz

500KHz

700KHz

900 KHz

lMHz

2

4

)
6

7

8

9

l0

ll
l2

l3

!4

l5

; BW (with feedback) = --'-'--'--;



RC COUPLED AMPLIFIER

Calculated

Gain with feedback =

fi=
VTVA QT'ESTIONS

l. Whar is an amplifier?

2. Which device can act as an amplifiefl
3. Under what conditions, transistor can act as an amplifier?
4. What is bandwidth?

5. What is feedback? Mention the types?

6. What is the effect ofnegative feedback on bandwidth?

7. What are the advantages of RC+oupling?

8. Why the gain of RC-coupled amplifier r€mains constant in mid frequency
region?

9. What is a fequency response cuve?
10. What is a cutoff frequency?

I l. What is th€ purpose ofelecholytic capaciton used in RC_coupled amplificr?
12. What are the names of other coupled amplifiers?
13. What is the use of coupling two stages of an amplifier with coupling

el€ments?

14. Mcntion some coupling elements?

Suggestions:

l. It is very important to come prepared with the relevant theory behino
the practical and to know what parameters have to be measurcrt anr
to know how each component behaves in the circuit. fakioj
observations with the circuit that was assembled by others is almosr
equal to copying the observations. you must be proud ofand contidenr.
about your observations. These come only ifyou do the practical wrth

. knowledge. You can setect your own transistor (it need not be BC l07f
Also you may select your Cs, Ce and Cc values. The collector a.-nd

biasing resistors can also be changed. No harm wifl be done if you
rcplace a 2.2K9 resistor with a 2K.e or 2.5Ke r€sistor available in thc
store. Don't try to reproduce the results of othen. you compare them

; BW (with feedback) - -------------------;



f^*
with the calculated values and see whether you are committing any

enors if there is no agreement. Lab supervisors are requested to

encourage this aPpru.-4.

2. Change Cs and Cc from lpF to 250 pF with available standard values

and study the low frequency rcsponse curve for each value and

observe changes in the frequency response curve.

3. Change the eminer bypass capacitor Cg in steps of l0pF from lpF

onwards and observe changes in the r€spons€ curve'

4. Interchange Rr and Rz and repeat the exp€riment' Note your

observations.

Double the collector resistance and repeat the exp€riment'

Connect l000pF capacitor across the output and determine the

frequency response curve' Compare with the earlier response curve'

Usually function generators give output more than l00mV' But we are

supposed to give an input of 30mV only' Instructors are advised to

order those function generators that provides variabte ouput in the

range 10 to l00mV.

Use a CRO to measure the amplitude of 30mV signal' Multimeters

have poor frequency response and are not suitable to measure

amplitudes of sigrrals of frequency above 5 KHz' So do not measure

audio frequency and radio frequency voltages with DMMs or analog

multimeters. You may use FET VTVMS with R'F probe for this

purpose.

9, Measure the frequency of the function generator at different

frequencies in the frequency mnge of response curve with a CRO and

check whether the face readings are agreeing with measured values or

not.

10. Replace the BCl07 fiansistor with BCl4? tmnsistor and plot the

response curve. What changes did you observe? Repeat the

experiment.

I l. Change V"" from 12 to 5V DC and repeat the exp€riment' Change V""

to l5V and rePeat the exPeriment'

5.

6.

1

8.
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8. LIGHT DEPENDANT RESTSTO&(LDR)

AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

To draw the Light Intensity -Resistance characteristic of a given LDR.

EQTIIPMENT AI{D COMPOITENTS

Auto transformer (variable AC source)- I ; Lamp arrangement I ; Bread board- | ;

Ohmmeter (DMM)-l; Digital Luxmeter-l; LDR-l .

CIRCTJIT DIAGRAM

TIIEORY

LDR is also known as a Photoconductive cell. The phenomenon of increase in
conductivity of a semiconductor when exposed to radiation is known as photo

conductivity. If radiation falls upon a semiconductor, its conductivity increases.

The conductivity o ofa semiconductor increases with the increase ofconcentration of
charge caniers according to the relation o =(rp, + pp,)e where n is the magnitude

Cable wire

---.}

OHM METER

coM vla

DIGITAL LUX METER

ON/OFT RANGE



of free clechon concentration; p is the magnitude of hole conc€ntration, 5 5 are the

hole and electron mobilities; e is the electron charge. If the radiation, possessing

€nerry hv (greater than E), falls on a semiconductor, this radiation will be utilized to

break the sovalent bonds. As a result, new elecfion-hole pairs are created in excess of

those generated thermally. These increased current carries decrease the resistance of

the marcrial and hence such a devise is called a Photo Resif/,or ot a Pholo Conductor

or a Light Dependent Resistor (IDR). Photo conduotive cell is a semiconductor

devicc whose resistance varies inversely with intensity of light that falls upon its

photo sensitive material. Photo conductive cells are made up ofCdS' PbS or Se'

the mostly used cell is the CdS (Cadmium Sulphide) cell' The sensitive area of

this device consists of a layer of chemically deposited cds, which may contain a

small amount of Silver, Antimony or Indium impurities' Photo conductive cells are

used in Smoke detectors, Burglar Alarms, Outdoor lighting control' Photograpliic

instruments, In counting applications and in light intensity meters'

STEPSTOFOLLOW

l. Take the given LDR and measure its dark resistance value (without exposing to

light) directly with an Ohmmeter (DMM)'

2. Now connect the circuit for determining light intensity-resistance characteristic of

the given LDR as shown in the Fig'8' l '

3. Switch on the AC power and allow the light intensity to fall on the surface of thg

LDR.

4. With the help of a Lux meter and an auto transformer' set the amount of light

intensity that falls on the LDR at some fixed value and note the coresponding

' resistance ofthe cell'

5. Change the light intensity to some other values and note the coresponding cell

resistance readings'

6. Finatly draw a graph by taking the variable'tight intensity' along X-axis and the

variable 'cell rcsistance' along Y-axis'

7. Mark the observed points and join them by a smooth curve as shown in Fig'8'2'
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MOI'ELGRAPf,

Light l[umimtion (Lux)
Fts &2

OIIIERVATIONTABI,E

Dark rcsisbne of LDR >-_MO

S.No. Applied Volbge Light Intcnsity

(Lux)

Cell Rcsishnce

(Ko)

230V

220V

2lov

200v

l90v

l80v

t70v

l60v

l50v

RESI'LT

The Light intensity-Resistance ch$actristic of the givcn LDR was drawn.

t
Ird

e
?rd

'aw
x
=c)
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The variation of resistance with light intensity is non linear. The resistance

falls very sharply with exposure to light even at low intensity and levels of at high

intensity.

PRECAUTIONS

l. The bulb filament and LDR must be maintained at the same heisht from the

reference plane (Work table).

2. The surfaces of light sensor of Lux Meter and LDR must be in the same

vertical plane.

3. After fixing the Lamp set along with LDR, the arrangement should not be

disturbed till the end ofthe experiment.

VTVA QI,IESTIONS

l. What is the other name of LDR?

2. What are the uses of LDR?

3. Explain the phenomenon of photoconductivity.

4. What are the materials used to manufacture the LDR?

5. What is spectral resPonse?

6. What is an auto transformer? What is its use?

7. What is the use of lux meter?

8. What do you mean by dark resistance?

9. How do you explain the nonJinearity ofthe observed characteristic?

10. What is the principle involved in the working of Lux Meter?

I l. What precautions do you take in using LUX meter?

Suggestions:

You have now at your disposal a very useful device' Using an R'C coupled

amplifier and a Photo resistor you can develop very useful projects like Burglar's

alarm by incorporating a relay and electrical alarm' By interfacing a digital

countertotheamplifieroutput,youcancountthenumberofvisitorsthatattended

a function. By interfacing a digital camera, you can even take snap shots of the

visitors as they enter. The system can be placed at important places in a concealed

manner to avoid theft or to identiry the thieves' Electronics For You magazine old

issues contain good number of projects' Try to develop them in the lab' Developing

such projects enhances interest in the subject'
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9. RC - PIIASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR

AIMOtrTEE EXPERIMENT

To design an RC - Phase shift Oscillator and to estimate the frequency of
generrted output.

EQTITPMD,NT AND COMPOI\TENTS

DCRPS -1, CRO - l, Transistor -1 (any general purpose transistor like B(

107); Elecaolytic capacitor - I (50 pF/63V); polyester/Ceramic disc capacitors _ .r

(taken after design); potentiometer (10Kfl) - l; Resistors - 3 (l0KO, I KO, 33KO)

TIIEORY

oscillator is an electronic circuit that produces sinusoidal or non-sinusoitr.r

wave forms on its own without any input signal. oscillator can be either RC or lc
type. RC Phase shift oscillator is an RC oscillator. This utilizes R _. network.

The gain ofan amplifier with feedback is given by

4 = -3- where A is the gain without feedback and B is the fee dberr' l-48
factor. If AB = 1 z0o, the $in with feedback is infinity. under such conditions rrrr

amplifier provides its own inputs, i.e., it woiks as an oscillator. The conditions tor

production and maintenance ofoscillations may be achieved in a variety of ways. t hc

method adopted mainly depends on the frequency range. In general a single stage

amplifier provides 1800 phase shift (in cE mode) and an additional phase shift of t rro

is provided by appropriale feedback networks. At audio frequencies, RC networks ore

used while at radio frequencies LC networks are used. The circuit diagram of phase

shift oscillator is shown in Fig.9.l. Here the conventional BJT shifts the phasc Fy

1800. The amplifier is followed by three cascaded RC circuits, the output of the rlit
RC combination being fed back to the base. The R value used in the RC sections mvsr

be same. Likewise the capacitors also must have same value. So that at a particurar

frequency each section contributes a phase shift of60 degrees and the totar phase shi.lr

introduced by 3 segnents will be wilr be rg0 degrees. At this frequency, the tol6r
phase shift is 3600 or 00 leading between input and feedback signar and the syslcrn

oseilla&s, provided the amplifier gain makes up for the attenuation due to 'the t{t
network. In the circuit you see only two Resistances and three capacitors. The inpur

resistance Ri r: hie acts as the resistor for third segment, However the value of Ri met
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not be equal to R us€d in the circuit. In such a case 180 total phase shift cannot be

achicved. To overcome dris problem a rcsistance in series with Ri is added so that

R= Ri+Rr.

The frequency ofoscillation ofthis circuit is given by

.ltto= zfrc'(6+4KY
wherc K : R"/R.

Conditions for sustained oscillations is

)o
h,> 4K+23+1

CIRCTJIT

(E7.1)

(E7.2\

G
sO pFn3v

DESIGN PROCEDT'RE

l. Eq.(2) shows that h1. is minimum forK=2'7' So the minimum value of

h1" = 114.5. Hence choose a transistor with hlu vatue (current gain or p) > 50'

2. Determine or lind the input impedance (hi") of the transistor from data sheets'

3. Estimate Rr value using Rr=R- hi€ at a selected value of R' For example : If

hr4KO; and let R = 2.2KO then Rr = R- hi"=2'2KO'2KO - 200O'

Vcc=+l2V

Fig.9.r
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4. Evaluate R6 for optimum value of K=2.7 i.e., R6 - t(g = 2 .7 x2.2KA= 6KA
As this value may not be in lab use a l0KO potentiometer and use it as

variable resistance . Set it to 6K for Rc.

5. Calculate the value ofC by using R,K and /6 values in Eq.(l ).

STEPSTOFOLLOW

l. Identiry the leads ofthe given fiansistor and measure its h/e value.

2, Connect the circuit as shown in Fig.9.l with the components evaluated as pcr

the design procedure.

3. Adjust the potentiometer Rc such that the oscillations are just sustained.

Observe the output waveform on CRO screen and measure its amplitudc.

4. Measurp the output frequency and compare with the theor€tical values given

by Eq.(l).

5. Enter the readings and results in Table.g.l.

Table.9.l.

Output voltage

Theoretical value "r' ';tical values

Frequency Time period Frequency

CALCULATIONS

Ex: (i) L,et h7.= 100 (measured with multimeten having h/e or p measur€ment

facilig);

h6 = 2.0KO (from data sheets);

Let R = 2.2KO ; Hence Rr = 200 O

K:2.7; Ra=11P =2.7 x2.2KQ,= 6KA

Let 1o = 399tO' Hence ^ | |c = ,* *.*Ya =o'o22PF'

(ii) Irt R = 2.2KO ; Hence R' = 200 O

K=2.7; Rc=KR:2.7 x 2.2KO = 6KO
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Let 1o = 1660"". tt"n"" c = h.C;# 
: 0.0178 pF * 0.02 pF

N ESULT

A phase shift oscillator is designed and the frequency of generated output is

elimatedandcomparedwiththetheoreticalftequency.Theagreementbetwe€n

observed and calculated values is satisfactory.

vrvA QIJESTIONS

l. What is the difference between LC and RC oscillators?

2. What do you mean by positive feedback and where it is used?

l. State the Barkhausen criterion for oscillations'

4. How a transistor produces a phase shift of 1800 between input and ouput?

5. How the RC-phase shift network produces a phase shift of 1800?

6. How a single RC combination produces a phase shift of 600?

\uqscstions: 
rr hbeled looo Q may

Rcsistors e966 vith 10% tolerance' That is a resistc

have any valu reen 900 to ll00Q' As the experiment demands identical

values for R and C, measure the resistors and capacitors with DMM and see

that all the resistors in R-C phase shift network have same value and all

capacitances have the same presoribed or calculated value'

2. The circuit gives output immediately on switching on the power supply' If it

doesn't work, check whether Vss is about O'6V DC and Vce is about

Vcc/2(between 4 to EV DC)' If these two checks are O'K" the problem may be

in feedback path. Detach feedback path by removing wire that oomes from

collector to point A, shown in Fig'9'1' The resulting circuit is an R{ Coupled

amplifier. Inject a signal at A using a Sine wave generator at the expected

oscillator ftequency with amplitude of about 30mV' You will find amplified

Sine wave as output. The output slgnal amplitude increases as you change

injector position from A to B and D' If the output is as exp€cte4 the circuit is

working as R-C ooupled amplifier' (Otherwise follow the suggestions given

for R-C coupled amplifier and see that it works)' Restore the connection

b€twe€n A and the Collector' Now the oscillator normally works' If not'

remove the feedback path again and see whether the input waveform and

output waveform commence at the same q9!nt when they are superposed' If
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you obs€rve a phase shift between the two, adjust the variable resistance RI

until the phase shift is zero. Remove signal injector and restore feedback path.

The circuit works. If the circuit doesn't work, replace the transistor with

higher hre value. The circuit works. Sometimes as you change different C or R

values in Phase shift network, this problem comes. In such cases, changing the

Ra value or changing the V66 around the set value will solve the problem.

3. An R.C. Phase shift oscillator gives pure Sine wave output at a single

frequency, you can assemble your owrr test signal generator at a fixed audio

frequency. This will be useful in servicing audio sections of Transistor radio

receivers and T.V. sets. You can use this as a signal source for clipper and

clamper experiment. You have already noted the need for signal generator in
testing the cirouit. A good R{ phase shift oscillator suitably mounted in a

cabinet can be used as a good signal injector.



10. COLPITT'S OSCILLATOR

AIM OF TIIE EXPERIMENT

To design a Colpitt's oscillator and to estimate the fiequency of generat€d sine

wave outpul.

EQUIPMENT AI\D COMPONENTS

DCRPS - 1; CRO -1; Bread board- 1; Electrolytic capacitors - 3

(l0pF/63V-2; 50pF/63V-l); Transistor - 1(BF 194); Resislors - 4 (lKO'l/2W "-l;

2.5KO,I/2W ---+l; 8.2KO,1i2W -'l; 33Kfl,l/2W --rl)' Non-electrolytic capacitors -2

( To be selected after design); Inductor (Decade Inductance Box or DIB)-l '

TIIEORY
Oscillator may be defined as an electronic cirouit that converts energy from a

DC source into a periodically varying electrical output' It is usually an amplifier with

excessive regenerative feedback' Amplifiers with excessive regenerative feedback

produce oscillations at a frequency that satisfies Barkhausen's criterion' The operating

frequency is decided by the frequency for which the feedback signal is in phase with

input signal. Oscillators do not need extemal input signal' The oscillating frequency is

selected by the frequency selective network from the noise present in the circuit' If

the amplifier (that result when feedback path is removed) produces 1800 phase shift '

the frequency selective network betw€en output and input is designed to produce an

adrlitionalphaseshiftoflS0otomakeupthetotalphaseshiftbetweeninputandoutput

to 3600. For amplifiers that produce in phase output' the frequency selective network

produces zero or 3600 Phase shift'

Oscillators can produce either sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal waveforms'

Oscillaton which produoe sine waves are called Sinusoidal Oscillators Ex: Wien

bridge, Phase shift, Colpitt's and Hartley oscillators' The two types of LC oscillators

are Colpitt's and Hartley oscillators' These belong to LC oscillator's family because

their ftequency determining circuit consists of inductor and capacitor as the elements'

An oscillator. generally consists of an active device like transistor' feedback

oircuiq biasing circuit and an enerry source (voltage source)' Colpitt's oscillator is a

high frequency oscillator whioh utilizes an LC.parallel circuit as the feedback circuit

or frequenoy determining circuit' The transistor when used in CE configuration
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produces a phas€ shift of 1800 and an additional phase shift of lg00 is providcd by thc
LC-parallel circuit (rank circuit). So a total phase shift of3600 is achieved around thc

loop. This is the condition for sustained oscillations. The frequency of oscillations is

given by

- I CrC,J = __-__ where C--znlLc"q " Ct+C2

DESIGNEQUATIONS

Feedback factor B =9:Yol:^-- - -'- | c'. - Cr, ' vltage garn ,lrW*r=V=7,

Frequency of output waveform =/ = 

^h, ", = #t
lrt Cr = 0.22ttF: Cz = 0.022lrF. Frequency generated to pc nc.rly 50 KlIz. To
estimate the value of! use the following equation

", =o''|:e;:" =o.o2r,F

r=- | I- 4nW; = 4'314t;r5"lo;i?;roT =\'e4enH

Commercially available 4mH choke can be selected.

o))
A,t"_, = offi=ro

As Av.io is r€lated to the parameter hlc of the transistor we have to serect a transisror

whose h1" is greater than by l0 times the Av.;n. A transistor whose h1o greater than

100 can be used. In DMMs h1" is refened to as p. Some t€xt books also use thir
notation. one should not get confused with feedback ratio, as this is arso rcferred to ..
p.

Input rrsistrnc€ of transistfi circuit is asqmcd o bc much rargor thrn ttre rcrct're of
c1 at the oscillator fi,equency. so cr is the crpacitancc that lies in the input sidc rd
its value will be A"(,nrn; timcs Cz. At high frgquenoies, stray and wiring capecitanco

havc to be taken into eeilnt. so amprificr vortrgc gain must b. much rrrgcr |ha'
Avoir
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CIR( I IT DIAGRAM

+Vcc = l2V

Sinc u/avc ouFul

oot to 0

cRo

Feedback circuit
(Tank circuit)

S-I } PS TO FOLLOW

Identifu the given components (resistors' capacitors' transistor)

check the given transistor for its correctness using a multimetef possessing p

measurement facilitY.

. calculate the value of induclance for a given value of fiequency at a fixed

caPacitor Pair ofCr and Cz.

. Connect the circuit as shown in Fig'I0'l along with designed components to

generate a sine wave of specified fuquency'

Switch on the DCRPS and apply a d'c potential of l2V to the circuit'

Connect a CRO at the output terminals and measure the wavelength' Also

estimate the time period and frequency of the sine wave ouQut.

Similarly introduce other sets ofcomponents (inductors' capacitors) and repeat

the above steP (steP 6)'

x. Enter the readings into the table l0'l and c'ompare the theoretical and

experimental values of frequency'

Fig,l0.8
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RESIJLT

A Colpitt's oscillator was designed and the frequency of generated output was

estimated and compared with measured value. The agreement between observed

and calculated values is satisfactory.

VIVA QUESTIONS

l. What is an oscillator?

2. What are the various functioning blocks in an oscillatofl

3. State Barkhausen criterion for oscillation.

4. How total phase shift of3600 is obtained in the Colpitt's oscillator?

5. Why is it necessary to take two capacitances in the tank circuit? What happens

ifC2 is replaced by an inductance?

6. What happens if C1 is less than C2.

7. IfCr and Cz are equal, is it possible to get oscillations. ?

Suggestions:

l. When a decade inductance box or resistance box are given, measure the values

for each setting. Resistors and inductances might have been bumt by earlier

experimenters. Don't take face readings ofthe boxes, measure the parameter

of interest with an LCR meter.

2. Designing Colpitt's oscillator for low frequencies (below 50 KHz) is not

advisable. When high inductance chokes are used, the iron core due to

hysterisis effect distorts shape of the signal. The coils have significant

resistance also. Air core or high quality fenite chokes are preferable. Instead

of general purpose transistor, you may use radio frequency transistors like

BFI94

Table 10.l

S.No. CI Cz L Time period

Frequency

Theoretical Experimental

J

E,
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3. Ugly connections with unnecessarily long wires intoduce unwanted feedbrck.

Use wires as short as possible to make connections avoiding output lcads

falling on input side. At high frequencieg physical connection is not necessary

for unwanted feedback.

4. Capaoitances in tank circuit may carry very high voltage than supply voltage.

If you are asked to dismantle the circuit immediarely after swirching off, first

discharge the capacitorc and then touch them.

5. If you are not getting a pure sine wave, adjust the supply voltage Vss by 2 or

3V on either side.

6. Ifyou use apowerfi sistor like SLl00 and if the oscillator frequency is more

than 500 KHz you can use a wave meter to measurt the frequency of

oscillator. If a wave meter is availbble in your lab, leam how to use it to

measure frequency.

7. Rep€at the experiment with Cr and C2 positions interchanged' See if you can

make the circuit oscillate with changes in cirouit components.

8. Rcpeat the experiment with Cr = Cz.

9. A Colpitt's oscillator with an air gang capacitor (fwo capacitors whose

capacitance can be varied simultaneously) used for Cr and Cz will help to

change the frequency in a given range, decided by the LC circuit. To changc

frequency range, you can use another coil. Observe the frequency changing

mechanism, provided in a 3 band radio receiver set. A variable frequency

Colpitt's oscillator mounted in a shielded cabinet can be used to test the

working of I.F. and R.F stages in Radio receiver and T.V. Recciver sets.
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1T. ASTABLE MULTTVIBRATOR

AIM OF TIIE E)(PERIMENT

To design a free running multivibrator and to determine the frequency of
generated square wave output.

EQUPMENT AND COMPOIYENTS

DCRPS -1, CRO - l, Transistors-2 (BC 107); polyesrer/Ceramic disc

capacitors - 2 (0.0lpF); Resistors - 4 (taken after design).

TIIEORY

The oscillator which generate waveforms, other than sine wave forms are

called Non-sinusoidal or Relaxation oscillators. Non-sinusoidal waveforms may be

squar€ wave' rectangular wave, sawtooth wave, pulse etc. It is defined as a circuit in
which voltage or current change abruptly from one value to another and which

continues to oscillate between these two values as long as dc power is supplied to it.
These can be classified as Astable, Monostable, and Bistable Multivibrators. The term

multivibraror is derived from the fact that a square wave actually consists of large

number ofsinusoidal waves. ofeach ofdifferent frequency.

Multivibrator is an electronic circuit which can generates non - sinusoidal

waveforms. It is basically a two-stage r€sistance coupled amplifiers with positive

feedback from the output of one amplifier to the input of the other. The feedback is

supplied in such a manner that one transistor is driven to saturation and the other to
cut-off. It is followed by new set of conditions in which the saturated transistor is

driven to cut-off and the cut-off transistor is to driven to saturation. Thus

multivibrators are based on switching characteristics of the transistor and the time

required to switch from one state to the other. Depending upon the type ofcoupling
and the stability of operating states, the multivibrators are classified as : (i) Astable or
&ee running (ii) Monostable or one-shot and (iii) Bi-stable or Flip-flop multivibrator.

Astable Muftivibrator: A multivibrator which generates square w(nes on its own is

btown as an Astable or Free Running Muttirvibrator

The astable.. multivibrator has no stable state. It switches

automatically between the two states (oN and oFF) and remains in each for a time

dependent upon the circuit constants, It is an oscillator since it rcquires no extemal

pulse for its operation.
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Monostable Multivibrator: A multivibrator in which one transistor is always

conducting (i.e. is in ON state) and the other is non-conducting (i.e. in the OFF state)

is called Monostable multivibratoi. .'. Monostable multivibrator has only one state

stable. This means that if one transistor is conducting and the other is non conducting,

the oircuit will remain in this position. With the application of extemal pulse, the

circuit will interchange the states. However, after a certain time, the circuit will

automatically switch back to the original state and remains there until another pulse is

applied. Thus a mono stable multivibrator can not generate square waves on its own'

Bistable Multivibrator: A multivibrator which has both states stable is called a

Bistable Multivibrator. It can stay in one of i1e f*o states indefinitely; (as long as

power is supplied) changing to other state only when it receives a trigger pulse from

outside. when it receives another triggering pulse, then it goes back to its original

state. The Bistable Multivibrator is also known as Flip-Flop circuit. Multivibrators are

used : as a frequency divider ; as saMooth generator; as square wave and pulse

generators; as memory elements in computers ; as standard frequency sources and for

use in TV and RADAR circuits.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR

Fig.lt.1
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OTJ'TPUT WAVEFORM

Fig 11.2

lVorking:

rt 12

<--------)
I

This circuit will genetate square wave output providrO lr"r t f o. fr
Suppose at time t, Qr has just switched from OFF to ON.; the voltdge Vcr fal's from

V6s to (V6s) sat. This voltage change gets transmitt€d through C' to the base of Q2

and cuts-off Q2. The capacitor C1 has one of its terminals connected at the collector of

Q1 where the voltage is (Vce)*u The other terminal ofCr is connected to the base of

Q: which is at -Vcc . As Cr charges through Rr towards *Vsc (total charging

potential 2Vq6) the base of Qz rises from -Vsq to +V6s. As soon as it becomes

positive and reaches (Vss)..1, the transistor Q2 gets switched ON. The potential V62

then drops to (VCE)."1 and negative step is transmitted to the base of Q1 through C2

tuming Qr OFF. The cycle continues fiving oscillations as shown in Fig.l I .2.

Total time period ofthe square wave is

7 = lt+72 = 0.695(R 1C'+R2Ct )

IfRl = Pr = P' C,= Cr=C then

T = 0.695 (RC+RC) = 1.388 RC seconds.

Frequencyofthesquarewave = J = : = *^".-TRC
DESIGNING
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L€t Rcr = Rc, = Rc be the collector resistor; 16 be the collector currentj Vqs be

the collector-to-emitter voltage and Vss be the supply voltage.

Desigl equations are: Collector resistor R. -vcc:vcrts'qr't
rctwrl

Where Vss lsaD be the saturation voltage and 16 15n9 be the saturation collector

cwTent.

Irt Vcc = 5V; Vcsrsrl: 0.3V (for Silicon transistor); Is151D: l0mA (given).

NowRr= 5-o'3- = 4'7 
= =!]oo =47052- l0x l0-' l0xl0-' l0

Condition for R (time period or frequency determining resistor) is R < h1.Rc.

So we select C.

L,et C = 0.01 pF (Selected); / = l0KHz;

.'.T = l/l0KHz = l0-3 / l0 sec = 0.0001 sec.

4= r - o'ooot - =7z46Ko1.38C 1.38x 0.01x l0-
Finally for Vcc = 5V; [ = 5.6t a= 0.01 pF; / = l0 KrL;

R1 = ft, = 7.246taQ; C, = Cr:0.01 pF; Ra1 = Rcz= 470O;

(As 7.246KO resistor is not available, a combination of 6.8KO and 470() resistors can

be taken to achieve this value. A l0Kf,) potentiometer (or trimpot) can be used to

introduce the above resistance value,). A combination of capacitances connect€d in

parallel to obtain suiable values.

In this way, one can design the components of the circuit for generating any othcr

solect€d fr€quencies.

SlEP{iTOTIOLLOW

l. Identi$ the leads of the given tansistors and check thcm for thcir correctness

using a multimetcr poss€ssing h/e measurement fucility.

2. Choosc the fixed frequencies aad estimate the corresponding resistance and

capacitance valucs using the suitable formulae.

3. Connect the oircuit as shown in Fig'll.l with suibble compon€'nts on a br€ad

boad.

4. Switch on.th€ DERPS an{ intoduce a suitable dc vofttge (say 5V) into the

circuiL
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5. Connect a CRO at one of the collectors of the circuit and measure the timc

period and hence estimate the frequency ofthe square wave output.

Replace the components (Rr and R) with different sets of r€sistors (keeping

capacitances unchanged) for generating new frequencies.

Replace the components (C1 and C2) with different sets of capacitors (keeping

resistances unchanged) for generating new frequencies.

Enter the observations in thdTable I I .1.

Table I l.l

S.No.

Frequency Time period Resistors

Theory hactical Theory haotical R1=f,r=P Cl{r=g
(in FF)

I KHz

2KHz

4KHz

8 KHz

l0 KIIZ

I KHz

2KHz

4KHz

8 KHz

l0KHz 7.246.KSl

0.01

RESULT

An astable multivibrator was designed. and thb fiequency of gen€ratod output

was measwgd using a CRO. The observcd valuca ar€ compar€d with cstimated value

and the agreement betwcen obcervod'and'catculatcd values is satisfdmy.

l. Apply accrnately tlre dc voltege with the help of digial multimeter.

2. White peasuring time periodV wavelengths, display only one or two

cycles 6f thc wavcfor.s

3. Attend all the precautions ofCRO

4. Kcf, the co4tc !+* ,ftg voltagc variatio knobs. of, the DCRPS in

mftilmum position befot.irnd complaion of thelxfirimont

6.

7.
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vrvA QuEsrroNs
L What is a multivibrator? What are the uses of multivibrators?

2. What are ON and OFF states of transistor?

3. Which type of feedback is used in multivibrator?

4. What is the name of the output of multivibrator?

5. Differentiate between monostabe and bistable multivibrators.

6. If C1 is not equal to Cz what changes do you observe in the waveform?

7. Keeping RC product vatue same, if low capacitances are used what changcs

do you observe in the waveform?

8. Keeping RC product value satne, if low resistanc€s are used what changes

do you observe in the waveform?

9. What changes do you observe in the waveform, if collector resistances used

are sli ghtly different?

10. What changes do you observe, if you increase the Vcc value by 25o/o ovrr

the starting value?

- ll. What changes do you observe, if you increase the Vcc value by 257o less

than the starting value?

12. What changes do you observe, if the two fiansistors have different hs

values?

Suggestions:

.1. Design a circuit that works for 6VDC for Vqg. Assemble and test it with 4 pen

cells. Now you have a portable multivibrator.

2. Put a Zener. diode of 4.8V across each output' You have a TTL compatiblo

Astable multi vibrator.

3. Design a circuFthafworks for 3VDC for Vcc. Assemble and test it with 2 pen

cells. Now you have a portable multivibrator with cost rcduced'

4. Catculate R and c values for T = 2 sec. Put one LED in series with each cgllcctor

resistor with the anodc at positive end. Now you have a visual display of lsec oN

and lsec OFF pcriods ofthe transiston.

5. Design an astable multivibrator with higher Vcc'(>I2V) and use more LEDs in

scries with Rc instead of l. You. can arrenge LSbs to r€pr€sent an 
-glphabct 

likc

*w''. You have a chrac.br disphy. Explore low to display tnultiplc charsct€r.s

like"WELICOME?
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I2.ENERGY BAND GAP

AIM OF TIIE EXPERIMENT

To determine the forbidden enerry band gap of semiconductor diode.

EQUFMDNT AND COMPOITTENTS

DCRPS (0-30V, 2A)-2: Heating anangement - l; 1200C mercury

0rermometer ora PTl00 probe digital thermometer -l; Micro ammeter (0-200 pA or

Highcr nnge or a digital panel meter 0-500 pA)-l; Digital multimeter -l; Test tube-l;

Scniconductor diode (Germanium diode OA 79)-1.

THEORY

Materials are classified according to band theory of solids as conductorg

semiConductors, and insulators. Conductors possess no forbidden energr gap (i.e., E,

= 0 eV); Semiconductors possess relatively small forbidden energy gap (i.e., E,' *l
eV). In;:'lators possess large forbidden energy gap (i.e., Er:v J s\).

Forbidden enerry gap is the differcnce in energ;i between the lower edge of

the conduction band Es and upper edge of the valence band Ev on enerry lcyel

diagram. It is mcasured in Electron Volt (eV) unit. An electron volt is the amount of

enerry that would be imparted to an electron on being accelerated through a potential

difrerence of lV. Thus I eV = 1.6 x l0-te J, Silicon possess a forbidden energr gap of
1.2 eV whereas Germanium material possess a gap of 0.7 eV. This means that an

clecEon in valence band can become a conduction electron if an energy equal to or

greater than forbidden enerry.gap is to be supplied. When a junction is formcd

betwccn two semiconduoting materials @, N) in a diode, it.allows different magnitude

ofcurrents in different directions. The cun€nt that flows in reverse direction is known

as Reveise saturation current, This ounent is a function oftempcrature.

lG1= xr^sE
wher€ K is constant,

T is absolute temperatue; qV6o is forbidden enerry gap in Joules.

For Ge, m=2; ? =l;Voo=0.785V.

Vr = KT/q is the volt e4uivalent of temperature. From experimental data

it is found that the rcvcrse saturation cur€nt approximatelt doublcs for cvcry

l0oC riso in ltmp€ratur€.
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This feature or behaviour can be utilized for the estimation ofrforbidden enerry gap

using the relation

Eo=

Where K is the BotEman constant = 8.6 x l0-5 eV/ k; Ir and Iz are the rcverse

saturation cunents at temp€ratures Tl and T2 resp€ctively (in k).
CIRCI'ITDIAGRAM

0-20! pA

Ge diode Vn
(DcRPS,)

Heater wire

Fig.12.l

Ircrcription of the setupr

Take a 20 mm diameter test tube. Place a diode inside the test tube at the

middle of its length. wind a canthal wire of l0o resistance on the outside of the test

tube such that the tums cover evenly on either side ofthe diode. The two ends of the

canlhal wirc art connectcd to a l2V, 2A supply or battery. Place a digital

thermometer probe or a mercury thermometer inside the test tube touching the diode.
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The two ends of the diode arc co-li"ato a DC power supply such that the diode is

reverse biased.

GRAPS

1000/T, 1000/T, 
----------+

r000/r eK)
Fig.r2.2

STD,PS TO FOLLOW

L Identiry the given component (diode) and find its leads (cathode and anode).

2. Connect the circuit as shown in Fig.l2.l.

3. Keep a mercury thermo meter or pTl00 probe digital thermometer very close

to the diode inside the test tube.

4, Switch on the DCRPS and maintain a neverse voltage of2V across the diode

terminals.

5. Switch on the heating arrangement and allow the temperature to rise up to
750C.

6. Note the reverse current when the temperature on falling reaches 750C.

7. Similarly note other readings at other temperatures, with a decrement of 50C,

up to room temperatur€.

8. Repeat the experiment by changing the r€verse voltage to 4V.

9. Enter the readings in the table 12.1.

10, Draw a gra.ph by taking the variable 1000/T values along X-axis and the

. variable log I values along Y-axis.

I l. Mark the observed points and join them by straight lines as shown in Figt22,

Î

I

I Los

{ Los
,9

X

qt

,l

Vn=4V
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12. Estimate the value of E6 from the gra.ph by using the formula given abve.

Model Table

Reverse bias Voltage : ----

Sl.No. Temperature

In Kelvin

Reverse current

In micro Amps.

RES[]LT

The forbidden energy band gap of given semiconductor diode was estimated

as Ec = ,,... eV.

PRECAI]TIONS

l. Identif, the anode and cathode leads of the diode carefully and apply

reverse bias properly,

2. Do not ex re working temperature of the Germanium diode (i'e.,

80oC) while heating it.

3. Choose an appropriate range in the micro Ammeter, preferably a digital

panel meter.

4. The canthal wire has to be kept in position by using insulation tape.

VIVA QUESTIONS

L What is forbidden energy gap?

2. What are the units of forbidden enerry gap?

3. What are conduction band and valence band?

4. Define electron volt.

5, What is reverse saturation current?

6. What are the values ofE6 for Si and Ge?
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IS.VOLTAGE DOUBLER

AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

To consbuct a full wave voltage doubler circuit and to study its

operation.

EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

CRO-I; Ohm meter (DMM)-I; DC volt meter (0-200V)-l; AC volt meter

(0-200V)-l; Step-down transformer (220V\ 
-V- 

0--V)-1; Bread board-l; Diodes

(lN 4007) - 2; Electrolytic capacitors-3 (100s$ l25Y -2; l00pF/40v-l); Resistors-2

(10O, 1W-l; 5.6KO, 1/2W-l)

FORMULAE

Vni (peak): {Z x VrN GV{S)

Vry1(DC)2xVnreeak)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
l0 (l, tw

S

v
,a;

f

Vour
DC

l-----r-----i (No connection)
I
Step-down sansformer (230Vl 

- 
V-0V- 

-V)Fig.13.l

THEORY

A voltage doubling circuit (Voltage doubler) produces an output

voltage which is almost equal to double the peak voltage of the input waveform. In

the same way, one can imagine tipler and quadruplar. The action can be understood

as follows.

1N4007 t, ^| 'r r-2

1
I

vN
(AC)

I

+
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The voltage doubler can utilize either one halfcycle or both halfcycles

(+ve and -ve) of its input voltage waveform. Hence, we can have either a half wave

voltage doubler or a full wave doubler. In the full wave voltsge doubler circuit, shown

in Fig.l3.l, a centre tapped transformer is fed with an AC power to its primary coil

@). The AC output from the secondary coil (S) is applied to the diodes and capacitors

as shown. During the positive half cycle of AC input, diode D1 gets forward biased

and charges the capacitor Cr. Then a DC voltage, equal to the peak value of the AC

input voltage, will be developed across the capacitor C;. Similarly, during the

negative half cycle of the AC input, diode Dz gets forward biased and charges the

capacitor C2. Then a DC voltage, equal to the peak value of the AC input voltage, will

be developed across the capacitor Cz. These two peak voltages are added together

giving rise to double the peak value of AC input voltage. Any ripples (AC

component) that are left in the output across Cr and C2 combination are smoothed out

or filtered by the third capacitor C:. Thus the circuit acts as a voltage doubler.

Enmple:

lrt the step-dovm transformer be with an output voltage of 6V-0-6V. Here the

6V is the RMS value of AC voltage.

Hence Vnr (RMS) = 6V But Vnr,rs = Vp"u1{2 = 0.707 x Vp""1 '
Or Vp..1 = 1.414 x Vnvs

VN (AC) (Peak) : 6 x 1.414 = 8.484 V

V6"1 $heory):2 x Vp (Peak) = 2 x 8.484 = 16.968 V

But in practice, the output may be less thanl6.968 V. This is due to the voltage drop

aoross diodes and capacitors.

(Note: A stepdown trarrsformer may have any secondary voltages, like 3V-0-3V; 9V'

0-9V; l2V-0-l2V)

STEPS TO FOLLOW

l. Identit the given components like resistors, capacitors and diodes.

2. ldenti! the leads (anode and cathode) ofthe given diodes'

3. Take the given step-down transformer and conneet its primary coil (P) to AC

mains,

4. Using an AC voltmeter, measure the magritude of AC voltage at the ouput

terminals (secondary) of the same transformer and note it in the observation
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table.l. Convert this value (RMS value) into its equivalent peak value and nde

this value as Vnq (Theory).

5. Now calculate the output voltage by using suitable formula and note this valuc

as Veurr (theory) .

6. Observe the AC input voltage waveform with a CRO; measure its amplitude

(peak value) and note it.

7. Connect the circuit as shown in Fig.l3.l on a bread board for observing drc

behaviour of voltage doubler.

8. Now observe the output voltage waveform with the CRO and measure its

value.

9. Repeat the above step with DC voltmeter.

10. Now disconnect the load temporarily at the output terminals of the cirpuit and

measure the output voltage with the DC voltnet€r and CRO.

ll.Note the observed values in the table in the row against DC voltage (without

load).

Table. l3.l

S.No Item WithDMM withcRo Theory

I.

2.

J.

vrN(Ac)

VoUT(DC)

(with load)

Vour(DC)

(without

load)

[RMS value] [peak value]

CACULATIONS

Theoretical

V61ftMS) = -------V ( with an AC volt meter).
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Vry(peak)= Vin(RMS) x t.414 : ---------------V

Vour = 2 x VrN(peak)= = -----------V

RESULT

A voltage doubler circuit was consfructed and its operation was studied

PRECAUTIONS

1. The anode and cathode leads of given diode are to be identified properly'

2. The polarities of electrolytic capacitors ar€ to be observed carrfully bcforc
a
inroducing into the circuit. Capacitors with working voltage rating less than thd

of the voltage to be doubled should not be used as they may explode' As tho

present circuit is not designed for commercial purpose, it is advisable to us€ to

s€lect capacitors with double the doubler output.

3. The connections on the primary side of the transformer are not to be touchcd

while the power is on.

4. While observing the input waveform on one channel (A-channel) of CRO' thc

ACI'C coupling slide switch must be put at AC mode, while for observing thc

, output; the AC/DC slide switch must b€ put at DC mode.

'vwAQUESTIONS

l. What is a voltage doubler?

2. What is a filter? Which components can act as a filter?

3. Explain about fJ and L-section filters.

4. How capacitor acts as a filter?

5. How an inductor acts as a filter?

6. What is ripple? How to eliminate it?

7. What is the purpose of a step-down transformer in a voltage doublet?

8. Explain the action ofvoltage doubler.

9. What type of filter is used in voltage doubler circuit?

l0. Why the third capacitor Ca possess more/doubte DC voltage specification?

I l. Why the output voltage is less than the theoreticatly pr€dicted value?

12. In the voltage doubler circuit, how a diod€ acts?

Suggestions:

l. A voltage'doubler has application in flash

power for few milliseconds. The batteries used

lights. Flash lights disohargc largq

in the circuits cannot Provid€ $ch
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power inslsntaneously. So they ale ussd to charge papacitors to higher voltrgps'

Doubler circuits are usually designed to give large power instantaneously'

2. Doublers provide high potential differcnce than is available from the source' lf you

need a p.d of around 1400V, you can use a stePup transfonn€r of 500-G500V and

devolop a doubler oircuit with capaoitors of suitable working voltage' Wc havc to

keep in mind, the reverse breakdown voltage of diodes also and select such diodes

that have larger reverse breakdown voltage than is generated in thc doublcr' One has

to be careful in dealing with doubler circuit as they may give elecrical shock'

Bl
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14 Simulationexperiments
Aim: To leam how to study the performance of a desigred circuit through simuration
on a computer using software based on'SPICE

Apparatus: A PC with Windows Xp operating system, Any of the software packages.
like Multisim (Suppliers :Electronic work bench ) or circuit maker which uses version
of SPICE or pspICE (popurar Simuration program with Integrated cifcuit
Emphasis.). Recent books on Electronics are giving details of using the software
and to test the working of circuit through simuration. In the software provided by
them along with provision to develop a circuit of his/her choice by the user, some
standard circuits developed and ready for anarysis are given. A cD is usualy encrosed
along with the book which contains student version of the software. we leam how to
use circuit maker software package. Those who conduct practical have to procure

official version of the full package.

Multisim and circuit maker are the two packages which are armost alike even at
the command level. MultiSim package is available in cD form for those who
purchase "Electronic devices and circuits Eighth Edition by Robert L.Boylestand &
Louis Nashelsky" published by M/s prentice Hall of India. The authors gave detailed
description of the software and details of how to analyze electronic circuits using
computer simulation at the end of each lesson. As the syllabus of the course is

covered by the book to a great extent, students are advised to go through the relevant
part of the subject before conducting-simulation experiments.

circuit maker/-lvlultiSim can model independent voltage and currenl sources, resistors,

capacitors, inductors, transformers, transmission lines, dependent sources, BJTs,

MOSFETS, JFETS and diodes.

circuit maker/MultiSim can analyze the transient, small signal, or steady stat€

firquency response' of a circuit. The program circuit maker includes a graphical

output interface called probe and a libtaU.-gf devices with predetermined

characteristics called parts.

Before using software, first draw the oircuit you want to simulate , on a paper and

note the component values, active device selected, polarities and values of voltage

sources and electrolytic capacitors and signal sources. Identiry and number the nodes.
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Now the circuit can be drawn on computer monitor using Circuit Maker/MultiSim by

following the stePs given here.

InstallCircuitMakerMultiSimontoaPC.Ifyouhaveinstalleditonyour

hard dish you're ready to run the program'

I OPen the Start menu'

2 Choose Programs > Circuit Maker 6 or Circuit Maker PRO or MultiSim'

3 Choose the Circuit MakerMultiSim program by double-clicking on the icon'

By going through the step by step procedure given in the help menu' one can very

easily assemble a circuit and test it' The individual value of various compone s can

be ohanged and the resulting changes in the response ofthe assembled cirouit can b€

studied.

In MultiSim a PDF file "Getting started" is given with almost every detail in using the

Package. Following installation procedure the software has to be installed' Then you

can go through other details. Clear illusrations for each step are provided for self

study. After installation open MultiSim ' You will get a circuit window'

selectcircuitmaker/MultiSimbyadoub|eclickofthemouseontheiconofcircuit

maker. The authors used circuit Maker software' So hete after you will find reference

to circuit maker A device selection dialog box opens'

Using the Device Selection Dialog Box

On the top row of the device selection dialog box you see various functions the

software can perform., As in M. S. OIfice software you see File, Edit, options' viewt

simulation, window, devices, and help in a row'

Selecting the Fite option shows various sub options available' open a new file' open

an existing file option to reopen a file, save a file' save as another file ' revertt

import' erport, print set up, print circuit, print wlve forms" For Window O'S'

Users most ofthe operations mentioned are well known' You can open a new untitled

file by clicking the mouse on New file button'

In the second row of the main screen a tool bar appears with various icons' By

clicking on any one ofthe items you can do specified functions' The various functions

you can do are

1) New : OPen a new file

2) Open : OPen an existing file
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3) Save : Save the created file.

4) Print : Print the cunent file

5) Arrow : Tool to select, move arj -Jit devices, wires and texr.

6) Wire : Tool to connect circuit,

7) Text : Tool to add text to the circuit
8) Delete : Tool to delete deviceq wires and text.

9) Znom: Tool to reduce and magnifr cirtuit.
l0) Rotate : To rotate 900 the components or object.

I l) Mirror: To produce a component which is a mirror image of the given component,
l2) Digital analog simuration mode: To serect one of the modes: anarog or digitar; If
digital is selected, Iogic gate symbol is displayed. If analog mode is selected. a
transistor symbol is displayed.

l3) Reset

14) Step (single step)

l5) Rur/Stop

16) hobe: Tool to indicate digital states ofgates and plot analog data

17) Trace : Used in digital simulation to indicate the logic states ofall nodes

18) Wave form: To show digital wave form and analog plot windows

l9) Parts : To display and select devices

20) Search : To search a device by name, number and description.

2l) Macro : To create a macro

22) ? (Help): To display information on devices and wires.

23) PCB: To run traxmaker.

when one ofthe above buttons is selected, meaning and use are displayed on the top
of the screen. One can easily follow them.

Drawing a schematic is as easy as pointing and clicking with the mouse. Let's walk
through a simple example by constructing the circuit shown in Figure .l .

STEPS TO USE THE SOFTWARE

Suppose we want assemble the circuit given in Fig l'
we assume circuit maker is opened and various icons mentioned lbove are
displayed.
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Fig'l'l RC-couPled amPlifier

I Begin by clicking the New button on the Toolbar'

A blank workspace appears with device selection dialog box 'Twenty three icons

appear on the top row' Each icon stands for an option and various sub options'

2 Choose Devices > Browse or click the Parts button on the Toolbar to display the

various devices available in the library. The rocation of a device in the library is

indicated by its major and minor class and its default Hot Key (if applicable) using

this format:

[major device class/minor device classl (default Hot Key)

Forexample,abatteryisfoundatlAnalog/Power](b).Youcanalsofind

devices through hot keys in the Devices > Hot Keysl and IIot Keys2 menus' By

simply pressing a Hot Key (for example' the letter "b" for battery)' you can quickly

select and insert a device into the workspace'

Selecting a Transistor

Begin the circuit by seleoting the 2N2222A transistor [Active Components/BJTsl'

Ce

Vw to
cRo

t

Rz
.10K(

\
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l.Select Active Components in the Major Device Class list, BJT! in the Minor

Device Class list, and NpN Trans:C in the Device Symbol tist. Select the
2N2222A transistor in the ModeUsubcircuit list.

2'click Place to serect this device from the ribrary. you can arso clickthe search
button on the Toolbar, We 2N2222A, and click Findto quickly find the part.

3'Position the transistor at about mid-screen and then click the reft mouse button once.
Notice that the transistor is praced on the workspace and no longer fotows the
mouse

Selecting a Resistor

The next procedure involves placing resistors.

I Choose Options > Auto Repeat (make sure the feature has a check mark zetr to it)
or press Crd+R.

2 Select a Resistor [Passive Components/Resistors] (r) by pressing the letter r on the
keyboard. Notice that the resistor is oriented horizontally.

3 hess the r key again (or click the Right mouse button) to rotate the device 90o.
4 Drag the resistor above and to the left ofthe transistor and click the Left mouse

button once.This will be resistor Rl. Don't worry about the value yet. Since you
anabled the Repeat on feature, another resistor wi[ appear with the same orientation

as the previous one.

5' Place the next resistor directly above the transistor. This will be resistor RC.
6.Another resistor appears. Fix it as shown in circuit I for RE. Likewise fix R2. when

fixing the resistors is over, press any key on the keyboard (except R or M) to delete
it.

7'choose options > Auto Repeat and uncheck the Auto Repeat feature or press ctrl
+R.

. Selecting a Capacitor

The procedure isjust like selecting resistors.. Fix the capacitors following polarity.

Selecting +V and Ground Devices

Now you'll p/ace a voltage source and change its settings.

l.Select a +V [Analog/power] (l) by pressing the I (number one) key. place it above
reCistor RC.

2.Sefect a Ground [Analog/powerl (0) by pressing the 0 (zero) key. place it below
the i
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fransistor.

3.Double-click the +V device using the l,eft mouse button to open the Edit Devicc

Data dialog box, pictured in Figure 3.3 in the user manual'

4.Change the I'abel-Value field to read +l0V'

5 Click once on the Visible check box next to the lab€t-Value field to change

the black check mark to a grayed-out check mark' This causes +l0V to replace the +V

on the schematic

6 Enter Vcc in the Designation field and click once in the Visible check box

next to it so that ther€ is a black check mark in it' Click OK'.

Selecting sinusoidal ac source:

Sinusoidal voltage source is listed in the sourceslb library as VSIN' Once placed on

thediagram,double-clickingthesymbolwillresultinthePartName:VSINdialog

boxwithalistofoptions.Eachchoicecanbemadebydouble.c|ickingthedesircd

quantlty, which will then appear in the Name and value rectangles at the top of the

box. The cursor appears in the value bor and the desired value can be ent€red' Aft€r

each entry, be sure to save Attr to save the entered atfiibute. lf done properly' the

assigned value will appear in the listing' For our analysis the following choices will

be made.

VAMPL = lmV (the peak value of sinusoidal sigral)'

IREQ = lOkllz (he frequency of interest)'

PHASE = 0 (no initiat phase angle for the sinusoidal signal)

VOFF = 0(no dc offset voltage for the sinusoidal signal)

AC= lmV

Changing Resistor/Transistor Label-Values

Now try the same editing procedure on the transistor and r€sistors'

I Double-click resistor Rl '

2Changethel,abel-Va|uetreldtoread4'7k'ontrrRlintheDesignatiorrfie|4makc

it visible and click OK.

3. Following step2 change the value and labels ofother resistors'

4. Change thc values and labels of capacitors also

S.Double-clickthefansistortodisplaytheMode|Se|ectiondia|ogbox.Sinceyou

have afready selecrcd the model that you want to displ ay QN2222A'I' iust click on



the /Veflisl button to open the Edit Device Data dialog box.
6 Enter Q l in the Designation field and make it visibre. click oK, and then crick Exit

to return to the schematic.

7 If necessary, drag the devices and rabers around with the mouse to prace
them in convenient locations.

Wiring the Circuit Together
Now it's time to hook up these devices into a working circuit by wiring them together..l Select the Wire Tool from the Toolbar (or use the Anow Tool if the

ArrodWire option is enabled).

2 Place the cursor on the emitter pin (the pin with the anow) ofthe transistor.
When the cursor gets close to the pin, a small rectangle appears.

3 Click and hold the left mouse button, then drag the wire to the pin of tlre
Ground symbol.

4 Release the mouse button to make the connection.
If Options > Show pin Dots is enabled, a small dot will be placed at each
connection point to verifi the connection (see circuit example on the
following page).

5 Place the cursor on the bottom pin ofRc, and then click and hold the mouse
button to start a new wire.

6 Drag the end ofthe wire to the collector pin ofthe transistor and release the
mouse button.

7 Connect a wire from the top pin of Rc to Vcc.
8 Connect another wire from the bottom pin ofRy to the base ofthe hansistor.
9 Following the method suggested in above steps wire other components also.
You can move device and wire positions by dragging them with the mouse,

After wiring the circui! view points may be inserted to display voltages of
interest. Choosing the Setup Analysis icon will result in the Analysis Setup dielog
bor, in which the ec sweep will result in an AC sweep and noise enalysis dielog
bor, in which lineer is chosen along with totrl pts:I, Start Freq; lokllz, 

"oO 
uoO

Freq:l0kHz' The result w r be an anary-sis at only one frequency. our initiar interest
will be in the magnitude of the of the quantities and not their shape or appear:ance..
Thorcfore, we should tum to analysis-probe Set-up and choose DO not ruteruo
Probq to save time getting to the desired results. cricking the Autyris icon w'r show
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dialog box that will indicate AC Analysis is finished' With in this box if we choose

File followed Examlne Output' we will obtain a lengthy listing of input output data

on the analYzed network.

A plot ofthe output waveform can be obtained using the probe option" The sequence

Anelysis-Probe'Setup automatically run Probe after simulation-OK will result in a

MicroSim Probe screen when the analysis icon is chosen' The horizontal scale is set

by the sequence Analysis-Setup-Transient with the ac sseep disabled'Transient

with the ac sweep. Clicking the transient option will result in a Transient dialog box'

in which a number of choices have to be made based on the waveform to be viewed'

The period of the applied signal is of lOkllz is 0'lms =100ps' Thg Print setup

option refers to the time interval between printing or plotting of the results of transient

analysis.Forourexamplewewillchooselpstoprovidel00p|otpointspercycle.

The i'inal tine is the last instant the network's response will be determined' our

choice is 500ps or 0.5ms to provide 5 full cycles of the waveform'

The No-Print Delay was taken as 0 since all the capacitors are are essentially short

circuits at lokHz.. The last choice of step ceiling sets a maximum time period

between response calculations for the system' which we will set at lFs'

After Simulation, a MicroSim Probe screen will appear showing only the

horizontal scale from 0 to 500ps as speoified in the transient diatog box' To obtain a

wave form one can choose Trace on the menu bar or the trace icon" If trace on the

menu bar is chosen, one must follow with Add' and the Add traces dialog box will

appear. Using the ioon will results in the dialog box immediately" Now one must

choose the waveform to be displayed from the simulation of output variables' Since

we want the collector to emitter voltage of the tmnsistor' V(Ql:c)-an option under

alias names- will be chosen tbllowed by an OK' The result is the waveform shown in

Fig 2., with the waveform riding on the D'C'level' The range on the vertical axis will

be chosen automatically by the computer' Five full cycles of the data will be

displayed with 100 data points for each cycle' Ifyou would like to see the data points'

simply tum to Tools-Options'Probe Options and choose' Mark data points' Click

OK . and the data points will appear'

Ifa comparison is to be made between the input and output voltages on the same

graph, the Add Y axis option under plot can be chosen" After it is triggered' choose



the Add trace icon and serect v(vs:+). The resurt is that both the wave forms wirl
appear on the same screen, each with their own vertical scale.
A gain versus frequency ploy\t can be obtained with only Cs as a determining factor.
The other capacitors ce and cc wit be set to very high varues so they are essentiaty
short circuits at any of the frequencies of interest. setting cc and ce to IF wi'
rcmove any effect they will have on the response on the low_frequency region,. Here
on€ must be careful as the program does not recognize lF as one Farad, It must be
€nter€d as r E6pF' Since the pattem desired is gain versus frequency, we must use the
sequence Analysis-setupAnarysis sctupEnabre Ac sweep.Ac sweep b obtain
the AC sweep and noise enarysis diarog box. since our interest wilr be in the row
frequency range" we wit choose a range of ltlz (0 is an invalid entry) to l00Hz. If
you want a frequency range starting close to 0Hz, you have to select a frequency such
rs 0,001H2. The totet pts: will be set at 1000 for a good continuous plot. the Strrt
tr'req': at I'z and the End Freq.: at l00Hz. The AC sweep wilr be reff on linear. A
simulation followed by Trace_Add_v(Rl: I ) will r4esult in the desired plot. Two
modcl circuits are provided below for student,s guidance. They may assemble these
circuits for practice and proceed further.

vs r
10v vl
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